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Figure 1: Left panel: Bright-ﬁeld optical micrograph of a (nano)sun composed of approximately
20,000 individual gold nanoparticles with 60 nm diameter [1]. Right panel: The alchemical
sun in Robert Fludd's (1574-1637) opus magnum Utriusque cosmi maioris scilicet et minoris
Metaphysica, physica atque technica Historia, Oppenheim (1617).

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Entwicklung neuartiger Werkstoﬀe mit massgeschneiderten Funktionalitäten und immer
kleineren linearen Dimensionen, die bis in die molekulare Skala reichen könnten, wird nicht
nur herkömmliche Fabrikationstechnologien sondern auch die rechnergestützten Methodologien
revolutionieren, die dazu verwendet werden die Werkstoﬀeigenschaften zu modellieren. Ins-
besondere atomistische Methoden spielen eine zunehmend wichtigere Rolle auf dem Gebiet der
Werkstoﬀwissenschaft, um sowohl Einsichten in die Reaktion von nanoskaligen Werkstoﬀen auf
äussere Stimuli zu gewinnen als auch um Werkstoﬀe mit vordeﬁnierten Eigenschaften zu en-
twerfen (in silico material design). Das langfristige Hauptziel atomistischer Modellierung auf
diesem Gebiet liegt vor allem darin, Struktur-Funktionsbeziehungen für nanoskalige Werkstoﬀe
herzustellen, d.h. die speziﬁsche Antwort eines gegebenen Systems mit seiner speziﬁschen atom-
istischen Konformation und letzten Endes mit seiner chemischen Zusammenzetzung und seiner
elektronischen Struktur zu korrelieren. Solche rechnergestützte Herangehensweisen haben ihr
Pendant in der Entwicklung von bottom-up Herstellungstechnologien, welche eine detallierte
Kontrolle und Feinabstimmung der physikalischen und chemischen Eigenschaften auf Nanometer
und Sub-Nanometer Längenskalen erfordern. Die vorliegende Arbeit vermittelt einen Überblick
verschiedener Anwendungen atomarer Modellierungstechniken auf die Untersuchung der Eigen-
schaften von Werkstoﬀen im Nanometerbereich. Wir werden aufzeigen, wie die kombinierte An-
wendung von auf ersten Prinzipien basierten Methoden zur Berechnung der elektronischen Struk-
tur, quantenmechanisch basierten molekulardynamischen Simulationen und geeigneten Metho-
den für die Berechnung der elektrischen und thermischen Antwort solcher Systeme, einen soliden
Ausgangspunkt bilden, um das Problem anzugehen, wie nanoskalige Systeme manipuliert werden
können um ihr elektrisches, mechanisches oder thermisches Verhalten gezielt zu beeinﬂussen. Zu
den typischen Fragestellungen, die in dieser Arbeit behandelt werden, gehören das Wechselspiel
von mechanischen und elektronischen Freiheitsgraden in kohlenstoﬀbasierten Nanomaterialien,
welche potentielle Anwendung in der Entwicklung nanoskaliger Schalter ﬁnden, thermoelek-
trische Eigenschaften auf der Ebene einzelner Moleküle und ihre Kontrolle durch geeignete
chemische Funktionalisierung, sowie elektrische und spinabhängige Phenomäne in Biomateri-
alien. Wir werden weiterhin illustrieren, wie phänomenologische Modelle angewandt werdenn
können, um erste Einsichten in die Eigenschaften sehr komplexer nanoskaliger Systeme zu gewin-
nen, für welche elektronische Strukturrechnungen aus ersten Prinzipien sehr zeitaufwendig sind.
Das wird besonders deutlich im Fall von biomolekularen Systemen und organischen Halbleitern.
SUMMARY
The development of materials with tailored functionalities and with continuously shrinking lin-
ear dimensions towards (and below) the nanoscale is not only going to revolutionize state of the
art fabrication technologies, but also the computational methodologies used to model the mate-
rials properties. Speciﬁcally, atomistic methodologies are becoming increasingly relevant in the
ﬁeld of materials science as a fundamental tool in gaining understanding on as well as for pre-
designing (in silico material design) the behavior of nanoscale materials in response to external
stimuli. The major long-term goal of atomistic modelling is to obtain structure-function rela-
tionships at the nanoscale, i.e. to correlate a deﬁnite response of a given physical system with
its speciﬁc atomic conformation and ultimately, with its chemical composition and electronic
structure. This has clearly its pendant in the development of bottom-up fabrication technolo-
gies, which also require a detailed control and ﬁne tuning of physical and chemical properties at
sub-nanometer and nanometer length scales. The current work provides an overview of diﬀerent
applications of atomistic approaches to the study of nanoscale materials. We illustrate how
the use of ﬁrst-principle based electronic structure methodologies, quantum mechanical based
molecular dynamics, and appropriate methods to model the electrical and thermal response of
nanoscale materials, provides a solid starting point to shed light on the way such systems can
be manipulated to control their electrical, mechanical, or thermal behavior. Thus, some typical
topics addressed here include the interplay between mechanical and electronic degrees of freedom
in carbon based nanoscale materials with potential relevance for designing nanoscale switches,
thermoelectric properties at the single-molecule level and their control via speciﬁc chemical func-
tionalization, and electrical and spin-dependent properties in biomaterials. We will further show
how phenomenological models can be eﬃciently applied to get a ﬁrst insight in the behavior
of complex nanoscale systems, for which ﬁrst principle electronic structure calculations become
computationally expensive. This will become especially clear in the case of biomolecular systems
and organic semiconductors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the very frequently quoted (including this work) words of Richard Feynman in his classic
talk of 1959, he stated that there is plenty of room at the bottom [2]. Looking back over the
past decades since his talk, one does not stop wondering about this visionary presentation.
A continuous scaling down in the linear dimensions of materials has been taken place over
this time, so that the very concept of what can be considered a material has also dramatically
changed. If roughly 60 years ago a material could be mostly associated with bulk inorganic solids
having macroscopic dimensions, it is meanwhile possibly to speak of materials with structures
lying in the nanometer range and with physical and chemical properties fundamentally diﬀerent
from those of macroscopic systems. This is especially true for the class of functional materials,
i.e. systems whose structure and composition have been modiﬁed to ﬁnely tune their response to
external stimuli, such as stress, temperature, electric or magnetic ﬁelds. Moreover, the current
concept of (functional) materials also encompass the integration of organic and bio-molecules into
inorganic systems and hence, the ﬁeld of materials science is rapidly becoming inter-disciplinary,
requiring expertise from physicists, chemists, and biologists. As a result of these developments,
the fabrication procedures and the way the material properties can be controlled, have also
experienced a transformation. This situation will also have, as we will see later on, consequences
for the strategies to simulate, from the computational point of view, the materials' behavior.
Since the current thesis will be concerned with the theoretical investigation of nanoscale materials
with speciﬁc potential functionalities, the concepts and examples introduced in the following
paragraphs should be seen from this speciﬁc perspective.
In very general terms, one can identify two alternative routes for manufacturing nanomaterials
as well as for designing and controlling their properties, see Fig. 1.1 and Refs. [3, 4]. Although
the commonly used denominations top-down and bottom-up are very general and can be ap-
plied in diﬀerent ﬁelds of natural sciences and humanities, they have a very intuitive meaning
when referring to fabrication techniques of nanoscale materials. Thus, top-down approaches are
typically used in e.g. conventional semiconductor-based technologies and their working princi-
ple is that of techniques like photo-lithography, X-ray lithography, and micro-contact printing:
Pre-deﬁned patterns are stamped on a substrate and structural features down to the sub-100
nm range can be created. Bottom-up approaches, on the contrary, rely on the thermodynami-
cally driven self-organization properties of atomic or molecular scale objects in order to organize
surface structures through processes inherent in the system. Obviously, fabrication techniques
based on top-down and bottom-up routes are only part of the whole picture: speciﬁc function-
alities need to be implemented and preserved in order to ﬁnally speak of developing functional
materials with tailored mechanical, electrical, thermal, or thermoelectric response. Especially in
the case of bottom-up approaches, it is by far not obvious that functional properties at the sub-
or few-nm level will still persist over longer length scales. To illustrate this point in a clearer way
as well as to have a ﬁrst glimpse at the challenges faced by computer modelling, we will brieﬂy
consider some developments in the ﬁeld of molecular and nanoscale electronics, which have been
also the major motivations of the studies to be described in the remaining of this work.
It is a well-known fact that the increasing tendency in miniaturization of electronic devices
will represent sooner or later a very strong challenge to standard semiconductor technologies.
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Figure 1.1: The two global strategies for fabricating nanoscale materials. For top-down fabrica-
tion, the standard approach are lithographic methods based on stamping pre-deﬁned structural
patterns on a substrate. Bottom-up approaches exploit self-assembling processes for a hierarchi-
cal structuring of speciﬁc architectures, ranging from the atomic to the mesoscopic scale. The
ﬁgure is reproduced from Ref. [3].
Figure 1.2: The Moore's law: The number of transistors in a chip is predicted to increase ex-
ponentially in time. Highlighted are some milestones in the study of nanoscale systems: the
proposal by A. Aviram and M. Ratner to build a uni-molecular rectiﬁer using a combination of
molecular building blocks [5]. This idea had to wait almost 40 years before experiments address-
ing the conduction properties of single molecules were possible [6] and the ﬁeld of molecular scale
electronics emerged. The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by G. Binning
and H. Rohrer [7] represented a ground breaking step, since it allowed not only the visualization,
but also the manipulation of matter down to the atomic level, opening fascinating perspectives
for both applications and fundamental research. The fabrication of the ﬁrst organic ﬁeld-eﬀect
transistors [8] open the door to the ﬁeld of organic electronics with its vast application potential
in organic solar cells, light-emitting devices, etc. A crucial issue in the tendency expressed in
Moore's law is how far the trend can be maintained with current inorganic semiconductor-based
technologies.
"Moore's law", see Fig. 1.2, predicting an exponential increase in the number of transistors on a
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chip, is the best illustration of these trends.1 The problems associated with such developments
(increased heat dissipation, quantum mechanical eﬀects becoming increasingly dominant as a
result of shrinking the sizes of the transistors, etc.) led to the search of alternatives to the
Si-paradigm. Molecular electronics [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], which emerged around twenty years ago,
was ﬁrst seen as a radically new option to silicon electronics, meanwhile rather as a complement
to it. The basic aim of molecular electronics is to develop electronic devices and functionalities
known from semiconductor technologies (diodes, transistors, etc.) by using molecular scale
objects.2 The main advantages of this approach include the fact that synthesizing large amounts
of identical molecules is in general inexpensive, the physical properties of molecules can be ﬁnely
tuned via their chemistry, and molecules can spontaneously self-assemble, providing a natural
realization of the previously mentioned bottom-up fabrication route.
Consider now an intensively studied molecular scale system: the class of molecular switches, see
the review by S. J. van der Molen and P. Liljeroth [16] and also Sec. 2.1.3 for further details. A
molecular scale switch is basically a molecule, which can change its conﬁguration either globally
(changes in the molecular conformation like in the cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene) or
locally (opening and closing of certain bonds as is the case of diarylene molecules). Assuming
that we can pass an electrical current through such molecules, a (local or global) change in
conﬁguration can drastically modify the current ﬂow due to a change of the molecular electronic
structure. Hence, these systems may mimic the behavior of a conventional switch. One of the
major issues is whether this basic functionality, which has been already demonstrated experi-
mentally at the level of individual molecules [16], will still persist upon e.g. the self-assembly on
a substrate or, on a higher level, upon integration in semiconductor-based technologies to create
hybrid organic-inorganic functional electronic materials. In other words, how does the transition
from one to many take place? Are functionalities transferable over diﬀerent length scales? Is
atomic-scale information required to predict the large-scale behavior? Which parameters do
control the switching in an ensemble? [17]
The next example refers to thermoelectric (TE) materials (see also Sec. 2.7 for further details).
TE systems are commonly used to interconvert heat ﬂows in electrical currents and potentially
have an enormous application ﬁeld, strongly triggered by the increasing energy demands world-
wide and the continuous decrease of fossil fuels. A measure of TE eﬃciency is provided by the
so called ﬁgure of merit ZT = TS2σ/(κel + κph). Here, T is the temperature of the system, S
is the Seebeck coeﬃcient (also called thermopower), σ the electrical conductivity, and κel(κph)
the electronic (phononic) thermal conductivity. Optimizing the ﬁgure of merit in bulk materials
is a major challenge, and it is also the reason which has prevented TE materials to become a
real alternative for energy conversion. Large ZT can be achieved by a large thermopower, large
electrical conductivity, but low thermal conductivity. However, in the case of e.g. metals, the
Seebeck coeﬃcient scales inversely proportional to the carrier concentration n as S ∼ n−α. This
implies that large S will require small n and this in turn will lead to a low electrical conduc-
tivity (low carrier mobility). Additionally, the electronic thermal conductivity is tightly related
to the electrical one through the Franz-Wiedemann law κel ∼ Tσ, so that, again, large σ will
also imply large κ. A breakthrough in the ﬁeld came, however, as Hicks and Dresselhaus pro-
posed in 1991 [19] that nanostructured materials may oﬀer a new route to increase the ﬁgure of
merit, since, ﬁrst, the electrons are moving in reduced dimensions, and second, tailored nanos-
tructuring can increase phonon scattering, thus strongly aﬀecting the phononic component of
the thermal conductivity. Moreover, in nanostructured materials a decoupling of the electronic
and vibrational degrees of freedom can be achieved and thus, at least in a ﬁrst approximation,
a separate optimization of the diﬀerent components of ZT may become possible. Meanwhile,
nanostructured thermoelectric materials have turned out to have a considerably higher eﬃ-
ciency [20, 21, 22, 23] and there have even been experimental attempts to further down-scaling
1It is interesting that, as early as in 1950, Alan Turing in his article Computing machinery and intelligence
(Mind 59, 433 (1950)), stated: I believe that in about ﬁfty years' time it will be possible, to programme computers,
with a storage capacity of about 109. We write Moore's law in quotation marks since it should not be considered
as a real (physical) law, but rather as a potential trend of how a speciﬁc development in the electronic industry
may take place.
2The conceptual origin of molecular-scale electronics can be traced back to the 1974 seminal paper by A.
Aviram and M. Ratner on Molecular rectiﬁers [5]. Potential realizations of such unimolecular rectiﬁers were
pioneered already in the 1980's and early 1990's in the works of R. M. Metzger, C. A. Panetta, and D. L.
Mattern [11, 12] and further developed later on by R. M. Metzger and co-workers [14]. The breakthrough in the
ﬁeld is mainly related with the studies of M. Reed and colleagues at Yale University of the conductance of single
molecule junctions using mechanically controlable break junction techniques [15].
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Figure 1.3: Left panel: Schematic description of the experimental setup used in Ref. [18] for mea-
suring the thermopower of STM-based molecular break junctions. Right panel: The molecules
used in the experiments. These molecules are attached to the tip of the STM, which is kept at
room temperature, and to a substrate heated to a higher temperature. When the tip approaches
the substrate, a potential diﬀerence is applied and the current is measured. When the conduc-
tance reaches a certain threshold, the bias and the current ampliﬁer are disconnected. A voltage
ampliﬁer is then used to measure the induced thermoelectric voltage. The ﬁgure is reproduced
from Ref. [18]
to the molecular level [18, 24], see also Fig.1.3. We may thus expect that the long-term goal of
TE materials research −realizing an electron crystal-phonon glass system− might be achieved
within the next one to two decades.
Our last example relates to the ﬁeld of biomolecular systems with a focus on DNA oligomers.
Apart from its fundamental importance in encoding genetic information, DNA has a large po-
tential in the ﬁeld of nanoelectronics and nanostructured materials, mainly due to its peculiar
self-recognition and, based on it, self-assembling properties. As it is well-known, DNA contains
four basic molecular building blocks: guanine, cytosine, adenine, and thymine. When building
its typical double-strand structure, only the pairs guanine-cytosine and thymine-adenine can
create a stable hydrogen bond and thus provide the internal stability of the double-helix. This
high selectivity provides an ideal starting point for guiding self-assembly of nanoscale systems.
Among the many examples, we mention the self-assembly of quantum dot complexes based on
nanocrystals and capped with speciﬁc sequences of DNA, in a variety of low-dimensional topolo-
gies [25, 26, 27], the building of topologically non-trivial architectures (Möbius-stripes) using
DNA origami techniques [28], and the study of chemical reactions with single molecules at local
positions on a DNA origami scaﬀold [29]. We also mention the problem of the electrical con-
ductivity of DNA molecules, also of great interest in biomolecular electronics and sensorics, and
refer the reader to Chapter 2.3 as well as Chapter 4 for additional details.
One related aspect of it, however, will be shortly addressed here: the problem of DNA translo-
cation through nanoscale pores. Triggered by the necessity of developing cheap yet fast DNA
sequencing methodologies, alternatives based on the use of nanostructured materials have been
proposed over the past few years. These novel approaches are based on the translocation of DNA
molecules through biological or artiﬁcial nanopores [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36], see Fig. 1.4. In the
absence of a DNA molecule and upon application of a potential diﬀerence between the two sides
of the nanopore, an ionic current will ﬂow. If DNA molecules are added to the solution and a
translocation event takes place, then blockades of the ionic current as a function of time will be
observed, representing a signature of the DNA translocation. If during the translocation process
it would become possible to detect the transversal electrical response of individual bases while
passing through the pore, then a very eﬃcient, electrical-based sequencing methodology would
be feasible. There are however formidable challenges to be surmounted. Control must be gained
over the translocation dynamics, i.e. over the velocity of the process, since otherwise probing
the electrical signal base-by-base will be impossible. Moreover, the weak interaction of the indi-
vidual bases with the nanopore surface will inevitably lead to a very large noise-to-signal ratio,
thus possibly masking any diﬀerences in the electrical response of diﬀerent bases. A stronger
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Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of the translocation process of a DNA molecule through
a (graphene) nanopore. On both sides of the nanopore metallic electrodes are deposited, which
can (ideally) probe the electrical response of the individual bases passing through the pore [30].
By monitoring the current during the translocation process, one may expect to discriminate
between diﬀerent bases. Water molecules and counter-ions, which are always present, are not
shown for simplicity.
interaction, mediated for instance, by functionalizing the nanopore surface with molecules, can
make more diﬃcult to discriminate between the response of the DNA and of these molecules.
The precise conformation of the DNA is also playing a role: nanopores with too large radii may
allow DNA to enter in a folded conformation, making any attempts to probe single bases fully
impossible. Despite some progress during the last years, no clear sequencing strategy has been
yet clearly demonstrated neither experimentally nor through computer simulations. Research
eﬀorts have however continuously increased (about 40 related publications in 2009 and almost
90 in 2013), so that important breakthroughs may take place in the near future.
These few selected examples from the ﬁeld of nanoscale materials may suﬃce to show that the
fabrication of novel functional materials (as is the case of nano-thermoelectrics), the development
of non-conventional ways of organizing nanoscale matter (like DNA-mediated self-assembly), or
exploiting nanoscale devices for biological applications (sequencing), requires a deep under-
standing of the behavior of the relevant physical systems starting at the atomistic level, since
the behavior at larger length scales is much stronger determined by sub-nanometer properties
as is the case of bulk solid systems. From the modelling point of view, what are required are
diﬀerent methodologies able to address diﬀerent time, length, and complexity scales. Especially
the role of approaches based on quantum mechanical techniques becomes increasingly relevant
as the basic building blocks have sizes in the few nanometer range or even below. Thus, in
the case of thermoelectric nanostructured materials, the electrical and thermal properties are
dramatically modiﬁed due to conﬁnement eﬀects as well as to the diﬀerent ratios between char-
acteristic length scales like mean free path, coherence length, localization length, etc. (we will
not discuss these issues here). As a result, diﬀerent computational methodologies need to be
used: while for elastic mean free paths much shorter than the linear dimensions approaches
based on the Boltzmann equation are very eﬀective [37], situations in the opposite limit require
truly atomistic, quantum-mechanical based methodologies [38, 39], since the speciﬁc properties
of the system sensitively depend on local atomic arrangements. Similarly, the simulation of the
DNA translocation process as well as of its electrical response at the single-base level requires
the use of hybrid methods combining atomistic and continuum methodologies. Thus, the in-
teraction between the DNA bases and the nanopore surface as well as the transversal electrical
transport must be addressed on the basis of atomistic, quantum-mechanical techniques, while
the translocation dynamics and the interaction with the solvent can be dealt with using classical
molecular dynamics.
To put these conceptually diﬀerent computational approaches in the more global perspective
of materials modelling, a look at Fig. 1.5 may be of help to the reader. Modern approaches
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the multi-scale (or hierarchical) modelling approach. A
macroscopic process can be originated by the interplay of diﬀerent physical and chemical eﬀects
covering a broad range of time and length scales. The simulation tools at these scales are in
general considerably diﬀerent and can range from quantum mechanical atomistic approaches
at the nanometer level to classical, continuum-based techniques at the macroscopic level. A
fundamental challenge of multi-scale modelling is to provide a route for the information transfer
from one complexity level to the next one. For this, eﬃcient coarse-grained strategies need to be
developed, able to map the usually large number of degrees of freedom at the atomistic level on
to a smaller number of parameters required for the macroscopic description of the problem. The
results presented in the current work can be allocated in the nanometer domain (up to few tens
of nanometers) and comprise mainly quantum mechanical approaches and atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations.
to computational materials research can be roughly allocated in one of the four blocks shown
in the ﬁgure. The horizontal (vertical) axis cover diﬀerent length (time) scales. An alternative
representation of the scheme in Fig. 1.5 could have used the vertical axis to denote the complexity
of the target systems, measured e.g. by the number of atoms involved in the problem.
In the macroscopic regime ranging from millimeters to meters, materials modelling typically
develops using continuum approaches based on the numerical solution of partial diﬀerential
equations, as is done by ﬁnite-element and ﬁnite diﬀerence techniques. In the mesoscopic regime
roughly covering micrometers to millimeters and time scales up to miliseconds, phenomenological
approaches have developed based on stochastic methods for material microstructures, on Monte-
Carlo simulations, or on coarse-grained molecular dynamics. Finally, in the sub-nanometer till
nanometer regime and with time scales reaching to few tens of nanoseconds, atomistic molecular
dynamics and quantum-mechanical based approaches play a crucial role. Clearly, there is not a
clear cut between these length and time scale domains. The parallel developments over the past
decades in the computational capabilities (increased memory domains, faster CPU processors,
parallelization strategies) have considerably helped to improve and further develop techniques
along all the previously mentioned domains: increasing number of degrees of freedom, more
involved boundary conditions and geometries, non-linearities, longer time scales, non-equilibrium
processes, etc.
The major challenge currently faced by the modelling community is to bridge the diﬀerent
length and time scales to a general framework, commonly called multiscale modelling. One
should be able to move, as smooth as possible, from one scale to another so that the calculated
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parameters, properties and any other relevant information can be eﬃciently transferred across
diﬀerent scales. For example, quantum-mechanical based calculations can provide accurate
information on energy barriers and vibrational frequencies of atomic motion, which can be then
used to compute transition rates within a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of diﬀusion processes.
However, although all the information is in principle available at the lowest (atomistic) level
of description, it is in general impossible (and possibly useless) to use it one-to-one for the
description of phenomena and properties taking place over length and time scales several orders
of magnitude larger, and also involving considerably larger numbers of atoms. Furthermore, at
each length scale there may exist emergent phenomena which are better described by coarse-
grained formulations that eliminate unnecessary details and emphasize emergent features.
In the context of the previously described four modelling domains, we can place the studies
carried out in the current thesis at the level of sub-nm and up to few nm length scales, where
quantum-mechanical and atomistic molecular dynamics approaches are the key tools to address
the relevant problems. Our main goal has been to focus on diﬀerent physical properties (electrical
conduction, thermoelectric response, mechanical properties) of nanoscale systems in order to
identify the most fundamental variables controlling them. Addressing these problems can also
be seen from the perspective of bottom-up strategies, where gaining control (and understanding!)
over atomic-scale properties is a fundamental pre-condition to develop nanoscale materials with
speciﬁcally deﬁned functionalities.
A ﬁnal comment seems us appropriate to further delimit the scope of this work. The studies
presented here are focusing on a speciﬁc domain of length and time scales, as shown by the
dashed frame in Fig. 1.5, i.e. we are not aiming at presenting a full multi-scale approach to
materials modelling. 3 However, we do need to bridge methodologies −within the length and
time scale domains addressed in this work− that can complement each other, in our speciﬁc
case ﬁrst-principle based approaches and phenomenological (or minimal) models. In the case of
the former, parameter-free calculations allow to describe in a highly accurate way the atomic
and electronic properties of nanoscale matter. The second approach, on the contrary, aims at a
phenomenological description of a system by ﬁltering out the basic ingredients determining its
physical behavior. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages: ﬁrst-principle method-
ologies are very accurate, but become computationally very expensive wth increasing system
sizes (few hundreds of atoms) and require in many cases extensive benchmarking due to intrin-
sic approximations. For instance, density-functional methodologies, which are among the mostly
used atomistic approaches in physical, chemical, and materials science, rely on speciﬁc approxi-
mations for the so called exchange-correlation (XC) component of the total energy [40]. A large
number of approximate XC-functionals have thus been proposed, and its quality needs in gen-
eral to be tested when addressing a speciﬁc problem. Concerning phenomenological approaches,
they are considerably more eﬃcient from the computational point of view than ﬁrst-principle
methodologies and often provide a faster route to gain a ﬁrst insight into the properties of a
physical system. However, they also contain free parameters, whose number eventually increases
with the complexity of the system. This situation can strongly limit the predictive character and
the reliability of such methods. As a result, both approaches need to be bridged: ﬁrst-principle
calculations can provide eﬃcient parameterizations of phenomenological models, while the latter
can explore in a computationally more eﬃcient way diﬀerent physically relevant scenarios. In
the coming pages, the reader will ﬁnd some examples of this strategy.
The remaining part of this Habilitation Thesis is devoted to provide an overview of diﬀerent
applications of quantum-mechanical based methodologies, atomistic molecular dynamics, and
phenomenological model approaches to the study of material properties at the nanoscale. Four
main lines of our research will be presented: (i) Carbon-based nanoscale materials (Chapter 2.1),
(ii) Molecular-scale thermoelectrics (Chapter 2.2), (iii) Biomolecular materials (Chapter 2.3),
and (iv) Organic electronics (Chapter 2.4). Corresponding selected publications to all these
topics are then collected in Chapter 4. We have tried to make the presentation as self-contained
3In my view, a general, i.e. material-independent, black-box like multiscale approach does not seem feasible,
since it is obviously impossible to know in advance which type of information needs to be transferred from one
scale to the other when facing a speciﬁc problem. Moreover, the process of coarse-graining when moving to
longer time and length scales as well as the related approximations for describing physical interactions, need to
be chosen in each particular case, guided by physical (and chemical intuition). We do not, however, exclude the
possibility of having certain classes of materials (as is the case of polymers), which can be treated within a uniﬁed
scale-bridging approach due to their structural similarities.
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as possible, so that, wherever needed, some basic methodological tools are brieﬂy introduced.
Thus, e.g. in Sec. 2.1.1 the basics of the Landauer approach to describe the electrical con-
ductivity of nanoscale materials are introduced, since this methodology will be often employed
along the remaining sections of the Thesis. We clearly do not claim for completeness, so that
too speciﬁc technical details have been left out. They can be found in the reprints of the most
relevant publications in Chapter 4 or in other review articles [41].
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2 MODELLING NANOSCALE
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
2.1 CARBON-BASED NANOMATERIALS: TUNING THE ELECTRI-
CAL PROPERTIES
Carbon is one of the most fascinating chemical elements. The variety of chemical bondings it can
form −reﬂected in the diﬀerent hybridization states sp, sp2, and sp3 − leads in its turn to a vari-
ety of possible spatial atomic arrangements. They range from 0-dimensional structures like C60
fullerenes, quasi-one dimensional systems like carbon nanotubes (CNT), quasi-three dimensional
structures (graphite), purely two-dimensional as in the case of graphene, and up to fully three-
dimensional conformations with the diamond tetrahedral unit cell structure. This versatility
suggests technological scenarios where pure carbon-based nanomaterials could ﬁnd application
in so diﬀerent ﬁelds as nanoelectronic devices [42], thermoelectric energy converters [43], and
nanoscale thermal devices [44].
As early as 2001, we started to investigate the possibility of in silico design of prototype pure-
carbon based nanomaterials with tunable functionalities, especially with controllable electrical
response. An overview of my work related to these systems will be given in Secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.
However, to better understand the issues to be discussed later on, it seems appropriate to ﬁrst
provide a brief introduction to some technicalities. The in silico study of nanoscale materials in
external ﬁelds −electrical potential diﬀerence, thermal gradients, etc.− requires a combination
of diﬀerent methodologies, which should allow to compute internal properties of the system like
its electronic and vibrational structure as well as how does it react to the external perturbation.
Since in Secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 our main focus will be the study of charge ﬂow through carbon-
based nanoscale systems in contact with external charge reservoirs, we will describe in the next
Section how to compute the necessary physical quantities.
2.1.1 Preliminaries: Computing the electrical response of nanoscale systems
Physical systems on mesoscopic or nanoscopic length scales have linear dimensions L which
are of the same order or even smaller than the electronic mean free path (the average path an
electron can cover between two elastic scattering events). This fact precludes a description of
electrical transport based on e.g. the Boltzmann equation. The charge propagation on meso-
scopic length scales may then show a strong dependence on speciﬁc sample properties like the
speciﬁc distribution of impurities in the material and on the geometry (shape) of the boundaries.
Thus, a description of charge transport in terms of local intensive quantities such as the Kubo
conductivity σ [45] is not possible and the basic physical quantity to be considered is rather the
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Figure 2.1: Atomistic representation of a nanoscale junction, where a C60 molecule is
sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. The original ﬁgure from http://cms.uni-
konstanz.de/physik/scheer/research/research/ has been modiﬁed.
conductance G = σLd−2, where d is the spatial dimension of the speciﬁc system under consid-
eration. Experimental investigations addressing the electrical response and control of nanoscale
materials are usually based on two-terminal setups, where the system of interest is either ph-
ysisorbed or chemisorbed (via appropriate linker chemistry) to two metallic electrodes acting
as source and drain of electrons. This is the most simple way of measuring the current-voltage
characteristics, control over the electrical response to realize e.g. a nanoscale transistor, can be
further gained by additional electrodes acting as gates. However, for the current introduction,
we will limit ourselves to discuss two-terminal setups. In Fig. 2.1, a schematic representation
of such an arrangement is shown for the case of a C60 fullerene between two metal electrodes.
We will call the system attached to the electrodes "active region", since it largely determines
the properties and potential functionalities of the whole setup. From the ﬁgure it becomes
clear, which are some of the problems we are facing for modelling the physical properties of
such systems. First of all, the electronic and structural properties of the active region needs
to be known, since its peculiarities will inﬂuence the tune-ability of the response of the system
to external perturbations. Second, the way the active region is attached to the metallic paths
will determine not only the mechanical stability of the system but also the eﬃciency with which
e.g. a charge can move from one electrode, through the active region, to the other electrode.
Taking into account that the linear dimensions of this interface may lie on the nm- or even sub-
nm (atomic-scale) region, it becomes evident that a precise atomistic description is required.
Obviously, the type of setup shown in Fig. 2.1 only represents a ﬁrst fundamental step towards
realizing tailored functionalities at the nanoscale. One could argue that the behavior at the level
of a single molecule is irrelevant for the design of nanoscale materials. However, one has to keep
in mind that the global approach we are envisioning is bottom-up, i.e. establishing functionali-
ties as a result of the interaction of elementary building blocks with typical dimensions in the
few nm domain. Understanding and controlling the physical response at the level of a single
or few elementary building blocks is thus, in my view, a pre-conditon to achieve larger scale
functionalities.
Let's go back to Fig. 2.1 and to the problem of computing the electrical response in this two-
terminal setup, which represents an open quantum system. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the
whole system will possess a common chemical potential µL = µR, which at zero temperature will
be the common Fermi energy EF. Here L and R denote the left and right metallic electrodes,
respectively. If a potential diﬀerence eV = µL − µR between the left and right electrodes is
applied, a current will ﬂow through the central region. If now the linear dimensions of the
central region are larger than the elastic mean free path of the electrons, the electron motion
will be coherent, i.e. in a wave picture the phase relationships are preserved. How to compute
the current ﬂow in such a situation? This was the contribution of Rolf Landauer [46, 47], whose
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ideas were later on extended by Markus Büttiker [48] to the experimentally more interesting
case of several terminals (electrodes). Notice that Landauer's paper was published in 1957, well
before the raising of molecular scale electronics. The essential idea of the Landauer formulation
is to relate the linear conductance G, previously introduced, to the typical quantum mechanical
problem of tunnel through a potential barrier, see Fig. 2.2. The key quantity to be computed
is the transmission probability T(E), with E being the injection energy of the charges. The
transmission function probes the degree of "transparency" of the central region for a charge
moving from one electrode to the other with a certain speciﬁed energy.
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a two-terminal setup (see e.g. Fig. 2.1) to illustrate
Landauer's approach to the charge transport problem. The active region M can qualitatively be
viewed as consisting of a series of potential tunnel barriers with diﬀerent heights and widths. An
electron coming from the left electrode can be partially back-scattered and partially transmitted
in the same way as a wave incident at the interface of two media with diﬀerent refraction indexes
will partially enter the second medium and partially be reﬂected back to the ﬁrst medium. The
net ﬂow of electrons coming out on the right side and entering the right electrode is a measure of
the current ﬂowing through the nanoscale device. This net ﬂow can be related to the transmission
function of the active region, which is a measure of the transparency of this region to a ﬂow
of charges with a certain incoming energy (certain wave length).
In the zero-temperature, linear response (eV→ 0) limit, it is found [49] that the relation,
G = lim
V→0
I
V
=
e2
pih¯
T(EF) (2.1)
holds. The quantity G0 = e2/(pih¯) = 7.74 × 10−5Ω−1 is the so called conductance quantum.
The groundbreaking experiments by van Wees at al. [50] in a two-dimensional electron gas of a
high-mobility GaAs/AlxGa1−x heterojunction showed for the ﬁrst time the formation of discrete
plateaus at multiples of G0, a phenomenon called conductance quantization. Notice that if
T = 1 there will be no (elastic) scattering anywhere and the maximum conductance for a single
transport channel G = G0 is achieved.
It is possible to show, and we refer e.g. to Ref. [51] for details, that the transmission function
T(E) can be expressed in terms of two quantities, which characterize entirely the electronic
structure of the central region, its interaction with the electrodes, as well as the electronic
structure of the electrodes themselves: the retarded (advanced) Green's function Gr(a)(E) and
the retarded (advanced) self-energy Σr(a)(E):
T(E) = Tr[Ga(E)ΓR(E)Gr(E)ΓL(E)]. (2.2)
In the previous expression the trace is to be taken over electronic states in the active region. The
spectral density ΓL,R(E) of the electrodes is related to the imaginary part of the self-energies
as ΓL,R(E) = i[ΣrL,R(E) −ΣaL,R(E)]. This quantity encodes two types of information: ﬁrst, the
way the central region is coupled to the electrodes and second, the electronic structure of the
electrodes themselves. The Green's functions Gr,a(E) satisfy Dyson's equation:
[Gr,a(E)]−1 = (E± iη)I−HM −Σr,aL (E)−Σr,aR (E). (2.3)
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The + and − signs correspond, respectively, to the r and a Green's functions and η → 0+.
The Hamilton operator HM contains all the necessary information on the electronic structure
of the central region. Notice that all expressions above are operator equations. By choosing an
appropriate basis set in the Hilbert space of the system, they can be transformed into matrix
equations, see for further details the review in Ref. [52].
How to arrive at Eq. 2.3? The most direct way is to use partitioning techniques, which do
not require any speciﬁc information about the Hamiltonian of the system. Starting point is
the Green's function of the whole system consisting of the electrodes and the central region:
G−1(z) = zI −H, where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and we use the complex variable
z, since the derivation will be similar for the advanced and retarded Green's functions.
The following derivation is also very eﬃcient for numerical implementations and to interface the
calculation of the transport properties with the computation of the electronic structure of the
diﬀerent components of the system using standard approaches based e.g. on density-functional
theory. Taking as a reference Fig. 2.1, the system is partitioned in three subsets, the left
electrode, the active region, and the right electrode. We remark at this point that when dealing
with speciﬁc nanoscale materials the active region will in general also include atoms belonging
to the electrodes. This will be the case when investigating real systems, where the relaxation
of the electrode surface atoms is explicitly taken into account, e.g. a gold (111) terminated
surface.
In the following, we consider a general matrix representation of the Hamilton operator in any
suitable Hilbert space basis, which do not need to be further speciﬁed. We thus write:
H =
 HL VL−M 0V†L−M HM VR−M
0 V†R−M HR
 . (2.4)
The block matrices VL−M(VR−M) couple atoms belonging to the left(right) electrodes to the
active region and it has been assumed that no direct coupling between the electrodes exists.
Notice that HL(R) are inﬁnite dimensional block matrices, since they describe semi-inﬁnite elec-
trodes. Introducing an operator PM (PM2 = 1) which projects onto the active region" subspace
of dimension M, it can be easely shown that GM = PMGPM satisﬁes the M-dimensional matrix
equation:
(zSM −HM − ΣL(z)− ΣR(z))GM(z) = 1, z = E + iη, η → 0+, (2.5)
where SM is the overlap matrix for the general case of a non-orthogonal basis set. The energy-
dependent self-energies ΣL,ΣR are now given by
ΣL(R)(z) = (z S
†
L(R)−M −V†L(R)−M)gL(R)(z)(z SL(R)−M −VL(R)−M). (2.6)
The matrices SL(R) are overlap matrix elements between atoms in the active region and in the
electrodes and gL(R)(z) are Green functions of the isolated electrodes, i.e. calculated in the
absence of the active region. Since the coupling matrices are in general short-ranged they will
eliminate all contributions coming from atoms other than those closest to the active region.
Hence, only surface Green functions will be usually needed. Notice that the resulting matrix
expressions have now a ﬁnite dimension given by the size of the Hamiltonian matrix of the
active region HM. As an example (see the next section), if the central region would consist
of a single C60 fullerene and we include in the description of its electronic structure only the
four valence orbitals of the carbon atoms 2s2px,y,z, then dim[HM] = (4 × 60)2 = 240 × 240.
Once the theoretical basis for computing the electrical response of a nanoscale junction has been
introduced, we will address some examples in the following sections to illustrate the delicate
interplay between mechanical and electrical properties in an all-carbon nanoscale device.
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2.1.2 Nanotube-fullerene hybrids: Interplay between mechanical and electrical reponse
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) have been intensively investigated since their discovery due to their
very outstanding properties, which make them of great relevance for application in nanomechan-
ics, electrical devices, nanoscale heat engines, for hydrogen-storage, and for nanosensorics. Some
of the features, which make them so attractive include: (i) depending on their chirality CNTs
may display metallic or semiconducting behavior;(ii) CNTs are intrinsically low dimensional
structures;(iii) they are mechanically very stable, and (iv) they can be functionalized with a va-
riety of chemical species. As a result, CNTs have a big potential to act not only as active device
components −as is the case of CNT based transistors− but also as interconnects of functional
elements to build up large scale bottom-up nanostructured materials. As an example, we men-
tion the very recent development of a computing device based on carbon nanotube transistors,
which was shown to perform counting and integer-sorting simultaneously [53]. Before entering
into the discussion of our results, we would like to remark that other possible "inorganic" routes
to nanotube-based electronics have been explored over the past few years [54, 55, 56, 57, 58],
including e.g. Mo- and Ti-based nanostructures.
Figure 2.3: Atomistic representation of a pure-carbon nanoscale device consisting of a C60
fulleren bridging two (5,5) carbon nanotubes. The dashed-line frame encloses the active region,
deﬁned in the text. The ﬁgure is reproduced and partially modiﬁed from Ref. [59].
Fig. 2.3 shows a basic set-up purely based on carbon nanomaterials: A C60 fullerene is (non-
covalently) sandwiched between two semi-inﬁnite metallic (5,5) CNTs in a two-terminal conﬁgu-
ration. The CNTs, being metallic, can act directly as electrodes. Applying a potential diﬀerence
between the two terminals will induce a ﬂow of charges through the fullerene. This is obviously
not enough in order to provide device functionality, since additional tunability of the electrical
response of the active region is needed. In Ref. [59], we were among the ﬁrst to combine Green's
function techniques with DFT-based tight-binding electronic structure methods [60, 61, 62, 60]
to study the possibility to mechanically control the electrical response of this pure carbon based
device. In particular, we demonstrated that the linear conductance of the system −the response
of the system to an applied bias in the limit that the bias goes to zero − could be modiﬁed
by few orders of magnitude by a ﬁne mechanical manipulation of the fullerene: (i) varying the
CNT-C60 separation, and more interesting (ii) by changing the orientation of the C60 with re-
spect to the CNT transversal cross-section. The main reason for this behavior was traced back
to the fact that the linear response of the nanosystem was dominated by tunneling through the
molecular gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the C60. Now, tunnel processes sensitively depend (in general
exponentially) on the distance between diﬀerent atoms. Changing the CNT-molecule distance
or the relative orientation leads to a dramatic change in the CNT-C60 interface electronic struc-
ture and hence to a modiﬁcation of the tunneling probability for charges to move into or out of
the molecule. As we will also see in a later section, the thermoelectric properties of nanoscale
systems can also be tuned by engineering the low energy electronic properties, i.e. the electronic
structure near the HOMO-LUMO gap.
In a forthcoming study [63], we demonstrated an additional, quite subtle eﬀect in a similar
pure carbon nanoscale system. In this case, we considered a three-terminal set-up, where the
third terminal −assumed to be a substrate like silicon oxide capacitively coupled to the active
region− acted as a gate. Moreover, the ends of the CNTs were closed with a cap, which for
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the speciﬁc choice of metallic (5,5) CNTs just consisted of half a C60 molecule. As a result
of this structural modiﬁcation at the interface between the electrodes (CNTs) and the active
region, the C60 molecule, an alternative conduction mechanism was revealed, namely, electrical
transport via unconventional metal-induced gap states. The latter were exclusively related to
resonant states of the CNT electrodes localized on the caps, but having a ﬁnite overlap with the
C60 molecular states. Such resonant states showed up in an energy region (within the HOMO-
LUMO gap), where no available C60 based electronic states were present. In Ref. [63] it was
moreover suggested that gating of the proposed carbon-based nanoelectronic device would lead
to a strong-nonlinear behavior of the current-voltage characteristics.
2.1.3 Carbon-based molecular switches
Within a bottom-up approach to nanostructured molecular-based materials, switching behavior
is one of the basic functionalities that molecular assemblies are requested to perform in order to
gain control over current ﬂow in a nanoscale device.
Here, one crucial point is the way the switching function can be realized at the level of individual
molecular building blocks. Accordingly, diﬀerent ways of classifying molecular scale switches
can be found in the literature: (i) intrinsic versus extrinsic switches, and (ii) the switching
mechanism [16].
Along the classiﬁcation scheme (i), by intrinsic switches the molecular system undergoes a tran-
sition into a new conformational state (e.g. the cis-trans isomerization transition of stilbene
and azobenzene molecules), while in the case of extrinsic switches a controlled change e.g. of
the way the molecule is electronically coupled to a substrate, is responsible for the modiﬁcation
of the electrical response of the system.
The scheme (ii) addresses rather the physical mechanisms underlying the switching phenomenon
itself [64, 16]. Without further going into details, see Ref. [65], the basic proposed mechanisms for
rationalizing molecular scale switching include: redox-potential-induced switching, i.e. charging
the system [66, 67, 68] or chemically modifying it [69]; ﬁeld- and light-induced switching [70,
71], e.g using the electric ﬁeld between the tip of an STM and the substrate, or a laser to
switch between the diﬀerent metastable states. [64, 72, 73]; mechanically induced conformational
switching [74, 75], and current-induced switching in which the switching is triggered by the
inelastic scattering of the tunneling electrons in the molecular/atomic system [76, 77].
We have investigated diﬀerent aspects of single molecular scale switches [78, 79, 80]. Clearly, the
ultimate goal is to implement a switching functionality in self-organized molecular layers, which
could eventually be interfaced with standard semiconductor-based technologies. However, a
necessary preliminary step requires addressing the possibility to control the charge ﬂow through
individual molecules as well as to clarify the ways the behavior of a molecular switch is changed
upon attachment to substrates. It is by far not obvious that e.g. a molecule exhibiting two
metastable conformations in the gas phase will also keep them upon anchoring it to a substrate.
Therefore, one of our ﬁrst investigations concerning molecular switches addressed two aspects:
(1) diﬀerences in the linear conductance of a molecule attached to two electrodes in dependence
of the molecular conformation, and (2) how tailored chemical design of the molecule-electrode
interface could aﬀect the electrical response of the molecule in diﬀerent conformations.
In Ref. [78], we have focused on the charge transport characteristics of single trans and cis
azobenzene sandwiched between two metallic CNTs in a two-terminal setup. The carbon nan-
otubes, although being metallic, had two diﬀerent chiralities: armchair (5,5) and zigzag (9,0).
In order to improve the molecule-electrode coupling, the hydrogen atoms at the para-positions
on the molecules were substituted by NHCO-groups. We showed that the linear conductance
computed as a function of the charge injection energy for the trans conﬁguration was clearly
larger than in the cis state, this result being independent of the CNT chirality, see Fig. 2.4.
However, for a given conformer, a clear dependence on the CNT chirality was found. Thus,
the conductance of the armchair-cis junction showed a parabola-like gap around the Fermi level
(an indicator of virtual tunneling processes). On the contrary, several resonances were found
for the trans state around the Fermi energy, which despite their relative low intensity provided
a pathway for resonant transport. These features arose from the hybridization of CNT surface
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Figure 2.4: Conductance of a molecular switch. Left panel: The linear conductance of a
CNT(5,5)-trans(cis)-CNT(5,5) molecular junction. As a reference we indicate by vertical lines
the positions of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the isolated trans (blue dashed lines) and
cis (red dotted lines) molecules. Top left panel: density iso-surface plot of a selected molecular
orbital of the trans isomer (at an energy indicated in the conductance plot by the arrow near
the Fermi level). The low spectral weight on the molecule reﬂects the rather low conductance at
this energy. The inset is an enlargement of the CNT-molecule interface showing the formation of
a carbon hexagon with an oxygen defect. Right panel: The linear conductance of a CNT(9,0)-
trans(cis)-CNT(9,0) molecular junction. Top right panel: density iso-surface plot of a selected
orbital of the trans isomer (at an energy indicated by an arrow in the conductance plot). Note
the much higher spectral weight on the molecule when compared with the junction based on
armchair (5,5) CNT (top left panel). This explains the higher transmission at this energy for
the zigzag (9,0) junction. The lower panels show the corresponding linear conductances for each
case as a function of the charge injection energy. The ﬁgures are reproduced from Ref. [79].
states with azobenzene molecular orbitals. The fact that such states were situated within a
low-energy window around EF opened the way to gain control over the conductance, since these
states do sensitively depend on the molecule-CNT contact topology.
Concerning the zigzag-azobenzene junctions, the conductance turned out to be considerably
larger for both isomers than for armchair junctions, as seen in the right panel of Fig. 2.4. To
understand the reason, a closer look at the atomistic structure of the CNT-molecule interface
may be helpful. For both chiralities there are two interfering pathways from the carbon nanotube
to the azobenzene molecule merging in the carbon atom (denoted as C1) belonging to the linker.
Our calculations [79] showed that the O-C1 pathway completely dominated the charge transport
eﬃciency through the junction, the presence of the oxygen atom (in red) in the NHCO linker
playing hereby a crucial role, see Fig. 2.4. Due to its higher electroaﬃnity, the oxygen tends
to deplete the spectral weight on the C1 atom and thus was acting as a chemical gate at the
atomic scale. This mechanism turned out to be very eﬀective in suppressing transport at low
energies (around the Fermi level) for armchair junctions but failed to have a dominant eﬀect
for zigzag ones. Our calculations further showed that in zigzag junctions a much larger spectral
weight on the C1-atom persisted for energies around the Fermi level. This is related to the
presence of the well-known localized state at the zigzag edge of the zigzag nanotube leading
to a large spectral weight close to the Fermi energy. Thus, the diﬀerences in the electrical
response of both junctions resulted from a delicate interplay between local (interface) chemistry
and electrode surface electronic structure. These results are representative for a typical situation
when dealing with the response (electrical, thermal, mechanical) of nanoscale objects: through
their embedding into a meso- or macroscopic environment, the properties of a nanosystem can
be sensitively modiﬁed and may acquire additional features arising from the interface between
the systems and its surrounding. As a result, when modelling the properties of nanomaterials
within a bottom-up approach, it is crucial to also include in an appropriate way in the simulations
the way the (molecular) building blocks interact with the environment. Only in this way the
obtained results can provide a route for implementing nanoscale functionalities.
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2.1.4 Vibrational signatures in the conductance of carbon-based materials
The studies presented so far did only include the interplay between electrical response and
mechanical degrees of freedom in a static way: probing the electrical properties for a speciﬁc
system's conformation, as in the case of the diﬀerent orientations of the C60 molecule. How-
ever, structural ﬂuctuations of a molecular junction can in general not be neglected, even at low
temperatures. We therefore addressed in subsequent investigations the inﬂuence of vibrational
degrees of freedom on the electrical response of carbon nanotubes. The central approximation
behind the presented approach is based on an adiabatic-like argument: if the propagation time
scales for electrons going through the ﬂuctuating region of the nanotube are short enough com-
pared with the typical time scales of the structural ﬂuctuations, then it can be safely assumed
that a moving charge will only "see" a static distortion pattern of the underlying ﬂuctuating
atomic frame. As a result, the inﬂuence of the vibrations on the electrical transport can be
interpreted as charge propagation through a statically disordered medium. Along these lines,
we combined ﬁrst-principle molecular dynamics simulations with transport calculations to take
into account the inteplay between ﬂuctuations and electrical response [81].
The system consisted of an inﬁnite metallic (4,4) CNT, where a ﬁnite section was allowed to
vibrate, thus deﬁning the scattering region, see Fig. 2.5. The remaining semi-inﬁnite segments
of the nanotube constituted the electrodes and were kept ﬁxed during the molecular dynamics
simulations. This junction conﬁguration approximately mimics the experimental situation of
clamped CNTs [82].
The linear conductance was calculated within two complementary schemes based on a quantum
mechanical resp. classical treatment of the vibrational modes [81]: (i) a frozen-phonon approach,
where the scattering region was statically distorted according to the eigenvectors of the phonon
modes obtained by diagonalizing the corresponding dynamical matrix and (ii) density-functional
based molecular dynamics(MD) simulations. In this latter case, the time evolution of the system
along the MD trajectory was monitored and the Landauer's transmission function, see Sec. 2.1.1,
computed at regular snaphots. For further technical details, we refer the reader to the original
paper [81], which can also be found in Sec.4.
Our basic conclusion was that the global eﬀect of thermal ﬂuctuations turned out to be stronger
for electronic massive bands than for massless bands (the low-energy linear bands of carbon
nanotubes), i.e. the transmission around the Fermi energy was not appreciably aﬀected by
structural disorder for the investigated nanotube lengths (4 nm). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5
for the approach (ii) mentioned above using MD simulations. For a CNT at zero temperature
and without inclusion of atomic ﬂuctuations, perfect conductance quantization was found, as
evident from the solid line curve of Fig.2.5, left panel. The corresponding density of states
displayed the typical van-Hove singularities near the band edges. With the inclusion of structural
ﬂuctuations, the perfect conductance quantization is washed out, however. Interestingly, the
temperature dependence of the conductance turned out to be almost negligible on the lowest
conductance plateau (with linear conductance equal 2×G0 = 2×e2/h) around the Fermi energy,
clearly indicating that backward scattering was considerably weakened in the low-energy sector
of the spectrum. Higher-lying bands were however more aﬀected. However, upon this initial
suppression the bands were not very sensitive to a further temperature increase. This is related
to the fact that the main contribution to the conductance modiﬁcations stems from vibrational
modes with energies larger than 100 meV (∼ 1000K).
We could further show that the inﬂuence of atomic vibrations on the electrical response of
the active region was qualitatively captured by static disorder in the spirit of the Anderson
model [83]. This is shown in the right panel of Fig.2.5 for the same nanotube sytem, using
the Anderson model with bond disorder, i.e. the nearest-neighbor electronic couplings between
carbon atoms in the active region were assumed to be random variables drawn from a rectangular
distribution [−Wt + thop,Wt + thop], with thop ∼ 2.66 eV being a typical electronic matrix
element for the pi − pi interaction in carbon. One clearly sees that the two basic signatures of
structural ﬂuctuations previously found, (i) conductance dips at the band crossover points and
(ii) conductance suppression on the massive bands, could be qualitatively reproduced within the
Anderson model.
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Figure 2.5: Vibrational eﬀects in the conductance of carbon nanotubes. The top ﬁgure shows a
snapshot of the vibrating part (scattering region in green) of an inﬁnite metallic (4x4) CNT. The
semiinﬁnite left (L) and right (R) segments act as electrodes. Left bottom panel: temperature
dependence of the conductance spectrum for a (4,4) CNT (c) and corresponding DOS (d), in the
MD approach described in the text. "Ground state" refers to the zero temperature conﬁguration.
Right bottom panel: average conductance obtained from the Anderson Hamiltonian with bond
disorder for a short (4 nm) (4x4) CNT. The inset shows similar results for a much longer CNT
(100 nm).
2.1.5 Energy dissipation at the nanoscale: Inelastic transport
A ﬁrst insight into the inﬂuence of atomic vibrations on the electrical response of a nanoscale
system can be obtained by the approaches introduced in the previous section (see also Sec. 2.3
for further applications to biomolecular systems). However, there are more subtle eﬀects [84, 85,
86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92] which can not be catched by time (or ensemble) averaging procedures.
These are the cases of e.g. vibrationally assisted electrical transport, vibrational states in
non-equilibrium, and the problem of energy dissipation via vibrational degrees of freedom. Such
eﬀects are expected to become relevant with increasing working temperatures. To deal with these
problems, it is necessary to go a step further and to include the description of the electronic and
vibrational systems on an equal footing. Moreover, the combination with a reliable electronic
structure methodology opens the possibility to address real systems, thus going beyond the level
of eﬀective model approaches [84, 85, 88]. We approached the problem in cooperation with A.
Pecchia, A. Di Carlo, and T. Frauenheim. The DFTB code [60, 62], used for computing the
electronic and vibrational properties of the system, was combined with Keldysh non-equilibrium
Green functions (NEGF) within the second-order Born-approximation to deal with the coupling
between electron and local vibrations [93]. The formalism was based on the equation of motion
technique for the NEGF and has been presented elsewhere [94], so that we skip the rather
cumbersome technical details. The investigated system were alkene-thiolate molecules placed
between gold contacts, see Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Inelastic transport in molecular junctions. Top: The molecular junction consisting of
an octanedithiol molecule sandwiched between two Au contacts. Bottom: (a) Scattering rates τ
and (b) Power dissipated W for each molecular vibrational mode. The scattering rate is related
to the strength of the coupling of a speciﬁc vibrational mode to a tunneling electron. The power
dissipation provides a measure of how eﬃcient a give vibrational mode can serve as a channel for
energy dissipation. Since the dissipated power depends both on the vibrational mode frequency
and on the strength of the electron-vibrational coupling, only modes where both quantities are
seizable can strongly contribute to W. The ﬁgure has been adapted from Ref. [93].
The central results obtained in the study are summarized in Fig. 2.6. There, the scattering rates
for each of the (78) vibrational modes of the molecular junction and the corresponding dissipated
power are shown. The scattering rates τ were estimated from the computed inelastic part Iinel
of the electrical current at zero temperature as τ−1 = Iinel/e, with e being the electron charge.
The rates provide a measure for the electron-vibrational coupling for each individual mode.
As can be seen in the ﬁgure, the largest coupling strengths were found for (i) low-frequency
modes corresponding to rigid twists around the C-C bonds of large subunits involving two or
more CH2 groups; (ii) Au-S stretching modes, located in the range between 250 cm−1 to 320
cm−1, and (iii) C-C stretch modes, located in the range between 1000 and 1100 cm−1. These
results can be easily understood: twist motions can interrupt the pi − pi conjugation along the
molecular backbone and can thus have a strong inﬂuence on the charge propagation through the
molecular system. Interface vibrations, as for the Au-S bond, modulate the molecule-electrode
interaction and have an inﬂuence on the size of the tunneling barriers at the interface to the
electrodes. The higher frequency carbon-carbon stretch modes, on their turn, can strongly
modulate the local, nearest-neighbor electronic coupling between the carbon pz orbitals, which
are the dominant orbitals for charge transport in the studied molecules at low energies (around
the Fermi energy of the system). In Fig. 2.6 the mode-resolved dissipated power W is also shown.
W is proportional to the product ω Iinel(ω) and is therefore proportional to the mode frequency.
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Hence, the low frequency modes contribute little to the energy dissipation, despite the relatively
large scattering rates. The modes giving the largest contribution were found in the band of C-C
stretching modes.
2.2 MOLECULAR-SCALE THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS
2.2.1 Preliminaries: Thermoelectric transport quantities
Thermoelectric (TE) materials convert thermal gradients and electric ﬁelds for power conversion
and for refrigeration, respectively. With the increase of energy demand, TE applications are
attracting a considerable interest. However, the small eﬃciency of thermoelectric devices has
considerably slowed down their use. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the eﬃciency
of a TE device can be quantiﬁed by a dimensionless parameter, the TE ﬁgure of merit: ZT =
TS2G/κ, which includes the Seebeck coeﬃcient (or thermopower) S, an average temperature
T, the electrical conductance G (already discussed in the previous sections), and the thermal
conductance κ = κel +κph, which includes both electronic κel and vibrational κph contributions.
In what follows, we provide a basic introduction to the way these quantities can be computed.
As far as the charge and vibrational degrees of freedom do not interact with each other, i.e. ne-
glecting for instance electron-phonon interactions, it is possible to show that the previously
introduced Landauer's approach can be further used to compute the electrical response of the
system. Moreover, a similar approach can be formulated for the vibrational degrees of freedom,
making the computation of the relevant thermoelectric coeﬃcients rather straightforward.
In the general context of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [95], one can establish phenomeno-
logical relations between external inputs to an arbitrary system (the so called forces Xα) and
the response of the system to these forces (ﬂows or currents Jα). For instance, the response to
a thermal gradient will be a heat current, the response to a gradient in the concentration of
particles will be a particle current, and so on. In the linear regime, where the external forces
are only weakly perturbing the system under consideration, it is plausible to postulate a linear
relationship between forces and currents. Thus,
Jα =
∑
β
LαβXβ . (2.7)
The quantities Lαβ are called Onsager-coeﬃcients and satisfy the symmetry relation Lαβ = Lβα,
which is a result of microscopic reversibility. Interesting in Eq. 2.7 is that one force may drive
more than one ﬂow and hence, thermoelectric and similar mixed eﬀects can be described. For the
speciﬁc case of thermoelectric processes, the previous general expression can be written as [95]:
JE = −L11 1T∇µ+ L12∇
1
T
,
JQ = −L21 1T∇µ+ L22∇
1
T
. (2.8)
Here, µ is the chemical potential, T the temperature of the system, and JE and JQ the electrical
and thermal currents, respectively. The ﬁrst row in Eq. 2.8 corresponds to the electrical current,
and the second one to the thermal current. The cross-terms, related to the Onsager coeﬃcients
L12 and L21, are responsible for cross-phenomena: a temperature gradient can induce an elec-
trical current or a gradient in the chemical potential (which reduces to µ = eφ for the case that
only an electric ﬁeld is applied) can lead to a thermal current. Depending on the boundary
conditions imposed to the system, it is possible to express all relevant transport quantities as a
function of the Onsager coeﬃcients alone. We illustrate this with an example. If we are only
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interested in computing a thermal transport coeﬃcient (the thermal conductivity), under the
condition that no electrical current is ﬂowing, we can ﬁrst use Eq. 2.8:
JE ≡ 0 = −L11 1T∇µ+ L12∇
1
T
,
→ 1
T
∇µ = L12
L11
∇ 1
T
,
→ JQ = [L21
(
−L12
L11
)
+ L22]∇ 1T.
Using now Fourier's law JQ = −κ∇T, one immediately sees that the linear thermal conductance
coeﬃcient κ is given by κ = (1/T2)[L22−L12L21/L11]. In a completely similar way, the Seebeck
coeﬀcient S and the conductance G can be calculated as:
S =
1
eT
L12
L11
,
G =
e
T
L11.
Clearly, the above results do not provide a way to compute the Onsager coeﬃcients out of the
microscopic behavior of a given physical system. There are diﬀerent ways of making it [45], we
will focus only on the relation to the Landauer's approach presented in a previous section, since
this is the road we will follow later on. As mentioned before, in presence of interactions with
other degrees of freedom like molecular vibrations or electron-electron interactions, an approach
based on the Landauer's theory breaks down and more advanced techniques like non-equilibrium
Green's functions and density matrix theory are needed, see e.g. Ref [94]. The starting point
are the expressions for the electrical and (electronic component) of the heat currents in terms
of the quantum-mechanical transmission function for a two-terminal setup:
JE =
e
h
∫
dEΦ(E,µ, T) t(E, ),
JQ =
1
h
∫
dE(E− µ)Φ(E,µ, T) t(E),
Φ(E,µ, T) = f(E,µ+ δµ, T + δT)− E,µ, T). (2.9)
Φ is the diﬀerence between the Fermi-Dirac functions of the left and rigth electrodes. Both,
a small electrical potential diﬀerence (order δµ) and a temperature diﬀerence (order δT) are
assumed to exist between the two electrodes. Expanding Φ up to linear order in the ﬂuctuations
of the chemical potential and of the temperature, one arrives, after some simple transformations,
to the following result:
σ =
e2
h
K0, (2.10)
S =
1
eT
K1
K0
,
κ =
1
T
(
K2 − K
2
1
K0
)
,
Kn(µ) =
∫
dEt(E)(E− µ)n(− df
dE
).
All transport coeﬃcients can thus be expressed in terms of generalized moments of the transmis-
sion function, which can be computed using the approach described in Sec. 2.1.1. Notice that hte
functions Kn(µ) include the derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, which is a peaked func-
tion with a maximum around E = µ and a width proportional to the temperature. Hence, the
main contributions to the integrals are expected to lie around the maximum of this distribution.
An important result, which we will exploit in the discussion below, is the behavior of the Seebeck
coeﬃcient around the Fermi energy EF. Expanding S in powers of (E− EF) gives:
S = T
k2Bpi
2
3e
(
∂
∂E
ln(t(E)))EF .
In other words, the thermopower depends on the log-derivative of the transmission function
around the Fermi energy. Hence, the presence of strongly peaked transmission resonances with
narrow widths may be expected to increase the thermopower.
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2.2.2 Molecular-scale junctions as thermoelectric materials
Maximizing the ﬁgure of merit ZT is very challenging because optimizing one physical parameter
often adversely aﬀects another. Thus, in metals, the Wiedemann-Franz law connects thermal
and electrical conductivities and therefore it is basically impossible to engineer one of these
quantities without dramatically aﬀecting the other. As mentioned previously, an important
breakthrough came in the early 90s as Hicks and Dresselhaus theoretically demonstrated that
dimensionality reduction towards the nanoscale could provide an additional degree of freedom
to tune the electrical and thermal response of TE materials [19]. This has triggered an active
research on new nanoscaled TE materials [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. Most of these studies
have focused on inorganic systems; however, molecular scale systems would oﬀer the possibility
of a further reduction of the eﬀective device dimensions and of a natural chemical tuning of TE
properties via synthetic chemistry. Moreover, they oﬀer a natural route for the bottom-up design
of nanostructured materials. Meanwhile the Seebeck coeﬃcient of various molecules [18] as well
as the thermal conductance of self-assembled monolayers [103] have been experimentally inves-
tigated. Theoretically, on the contrary, relatively few studies on the thermoelectric properties
in few level systems −either on the basis of eﬀective models or via ﬁrst-principle approaches−
have been presented to date [104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111].
Concerning this molecular route, two issues need to be taken into account. First, as proposed by
Mahan and Sofo [112], the presence of a sharp resonance near the Fermi level EF can considerably
increase the thermopower, since, as we have noticed above, Eq. 2.11, the latter depends on the
derivative of the conductance (transmission) near EF. Could we be able, by using molecules,
to chemically tune the position of molecular resonances around the Fermi energy? The second
aspect is more generic: by using metallic electrodes to contact a molecule, there are hole-like and
electron-like contributions to the thermopower S arising from charge transport events through the
highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
states, respectively. Both contributions appear with diﬀerent signs in S due to the diﬀerent signs
of the charge carriers and can thus partially cancel each other. Is it possible to ﬁlter out electron-
like (or hole-like) contributions by an appropriate choice of the electrodes material? Motivated
by these two questions, we investigated the TE properties of single molecule junctions, where a
speciﬁc molecular unit is sandwiched between semiconducting silicon electrodes [113].
We addressed three molecules (benzene, naphtalene, and anthracene) functionalized with NH2
side groups and attached to Si electrodes via diﬀerent linkers, see Fig. 2.7. We could demonstrate
several interesting points [113]:
(i) The existence of a band gap in the electronic band structure of the electrodes (as a result
of being a semiconductor) provides a route to eliminate the LUMO (electron-like) chan-
nel components of the thermopower, thus lifting the partial cancellation of hole-like and
electron-like contributions. This happens if the LUMO molecular states are located on
energies lying within the semiconductor band gap. Since the electrodes have zero density
of states at such energies, no charge transport can take place through this molecular or-
bital (we assume that no thermally activated transport can take place). This result is in
strong contrast to the conventionally used metallic electrodes, where such a cancelation
is not possible. Additionally, contributions arising from the tails of the transmission res-
onances of the frontier orbitals (mainly the HOMO) inside the semiconductor band gap
were removed as a result of the suppressed electronic density of states of the semiconductor
electrodes in the gap region. This eﬀect led to a considerable increase of the log-derivative
of the transmission function around the Fermi level.
(ii) It is possible to tune the thermopower of the molecular junction by targeted chemical
functionalization of the molecule-electrode interface. More speciﬁcally, we found that
functionalization with thiol linkers yielded the largest thermopower at room temperature
when compared with NCH- and COOH-linkers.
(iii) The NH2 side groups, see Fig. 2.7, acted as chemical gates shifting the HOMO levels
towards the Fermi level. As a consequence, for the three polyacene species studied the
HOMO levels were essentially lying at or slightly below the Fermi level of the whole
system (electrodes plus molecules). Moreover, due to a low spectral weight onto the linker
region, the coupling of these levels to the electrodes turned out to be rather weak, leading
to a narrowing of the transmission resonances closest to the HOMO state.
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Figure 2.7: Thermoelectricity at the molecular scale [113]. Top: Schematic representation of the
modeled molecular junction. A molecule is attached via chemical linkers to a Si (111) surface,
which has been passivated with hydrogen to remove additional eﬀects related to the surface
reconstruction. The three investigated polyacene molecular systems are also shown. Bottom:
Zero-temperature transmission spectra (left panel) of the three polyacene molecules (benzene,
naphtalene, and anthracene) modiﬁed with NH2 side groups and attached to Si electrodes via
thiol linkers. For all molecules the HOMO level lies almost at the Fermi energy. The right panel
shows the temperature dependence of the thermopower S.
As a result of this delicate interplay between chemical functionalization and semiconductor
electrodes, rather large values of the thermopower could be obtained, see Fig. 2.7. The computed
ﬁgure of merit, however, showed at room temperature relatively small values of about 0.12
(for anthracene), a result related to the rather strong contribution of the vibrational degrees
of freedom to the total thermal conductance. This indicated that additional tuning of the
vibrational-mediated heat ﬂow in these nanoscale junctions is required in order to further increase
their thermoelectric eﬃciency.
2.3 BIOMOLECULARMATERIALS: ELECTRICAL AND SPIN-DEPENDENT
PROPERTIES
2.3.1 Electrical properties of biomolecular systems
Can a DNA biomolecule support an electrical current? This question and its possible answers
have attracted a considerable attention over the past years, mainly triggered by two facts: ﬁrst,
the emergence of molecular and nanoscale electronics [9], which opened the perspective of real-
izing electronic functionalities within a bottom-up approach, and thus of exploiting DNA self-
assembling and self-recognition properties [114]; second, by the demonstration, in the chemical
physics community, of long-range hole transfer in diﬀerent DNA oligomers in solution. Ground-
breaking experiments in this direction were mainly performed in the groups of J. Barton [115],
B. Giese [116], F. D. Lewis [117], G. B. Schuster [118], and M. Michel-Beyerle [119]. These
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experiments revealed hole transfer taking place over distances as long as 200 Å, which was in
so far surprising, as the highly disordered structure of DNA, related to the quasi-random base
sequence and to the strong structural ﬂuctuations of the molecule in solution, should lead to a
considerable degree of charge localization.
Although charge transfer can play a role e.g. in the repair of oxidatively damaged bases in vivo
conditions, it is more important from the point of view of potential nanotechnological applica-
tions, to clarify the issue whether charge transport through a DNA molecule can take place. In
contrast to charge transfer, where only single charges are promoted from a donor to an accep-
tor, in the case of charge transport the molecule is contacted by metallic electrodes and upon
applying a potential diﬀerence, a continuous ﬂow of charges, i.e a current would pass through
the molecular system. In this case, the experimental situation is considerably less clear. In-
deed, a variety of experimental results has been obtained for electrical transport through DNA
oligomers [120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125] with a large scattering in the possible values of the
current (from sub-nA up to few hundreds of nA). This situation hints not only at the diﬃculties
encountered to carry out well-controlled transport measurements, but also at the strong sensi-
tivity of charge migration in DNA molecules to several factors, including (i) the speciﬁc base
sequence of the probed molecules, (ii) the speciﬁc conformation of the double-helix (whether A-
or B-form), which can lead to a quantitative diﬀerence in the overlap of the pi-electrons of the
stacked bases,(iii) the length of the sequences −longer chains may be deformed due to structural
instabilities− so that any kinks and defects in the DNA structure introduced in this way may
locally distort the orbital structure and thus create possible bottlenecks for charge migration,
(iv) the DNA-metal contact structure, and (v) the interplay between structural ﬂuctuations of
the biomolecular atomic frame and electron migration. Fig. 2.8 illustrates schematically some
of these eﬀects.
Figure 2.8: A schematic representation of a two-terminal molecular junction with a DNA
molecule sandwiched between metallic electrodes. Also shown are diﬀerent factors strongly
inﬂuencing the electrical response of the molecule: the speciﬁc base-pair sequence, the metal-
molecule contact, internal molecular vibrations, and ﬂuctuations of the solvent, where most of
the typical electrical transport measurements are carried out. This latter factor −the solvent−
can have a highly non-trivial inﬂuence, since it can act as a dynamical gate on the electronic
structure of the DNA molecules, see Refs. [126, 127] in Sec.4.
Meanwhile, some experiments [123, 124, 125] have shown in a reliable way that charge transport
can take place through single, short DNA segments (8-30 base pairs). Refs. [123, 124] addressed
dsDNA while Ref. [125] focused on G4. Concerning the dsDNA, both experiments found currents
of 100-150 nA at about 1 V. In Ref. [123], electrical transport through covalently Au-contacted
dsDNA in aqueous solution was measured, where the native form of the DNA is preserved. The
I-V curves displayed a rather smooth ohmic proﬁle with considerably large currents up to 150
nA at 0.8 V. The experimental approach of Ref. [124] was based on measuring current through
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suspended dsDNA molecules connected between a metal substrate and a gold nanoparticle con-
tacted to an AFM conducting tip and currents of the order of 220 nA at 2.0 V were measured.
Interestingly, the length and base sequence of DNA in these two experiments were completely
diﬀerent.
Initially, modelling of charge transport was mainly based on eﬀective phenomenological models
with ﬁxed electronic parameters and describing e.g hole transport through the HOMO orbitals
of the bases, [128, 129, 130, 131]. Such models clearly oﬀer the possibility to explore diﬀerent
charge transport scenarios in a relatively ﬂexible way and with low computational cost, but they
also contain usually many parameters which are diﬃcult to estimate. This clearly limits the
predictive power of those models in case of complex biomolecular systems. On the other hand,
ﬁrst-principle-based calculations using either quantum chemistry methods or density-functional
theory, and performed on static structures provide accurate values for the electronic couplings,
but can hardly deal with the full transport problem [132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,
141, 142, 143] . As a result, the development of methodologies exploiting the advantages of both
approaches becomes highly desirable.
An important factor governing charge transfer/transport is the biomolecular structural dynam-
ics: several important studies have highlighted the crucial role played by dynamical ﬂuctuations
in favoring or hindering charge migration [144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149]. Hence, we may expect
that transport of charges when DNA is contacted by electrodes will also require the formulation
of a dynamical approach including the coupling of the electronic system to conformational de-
grees of freedom. Indeed, strong conformational dynamics and a related spectrum of diﬀerent
time scales is ubiquitous for biomolecules [150, 151]. This behavior is in strong contrast to con-
ventional solid state systems, where in general the interaction between electrons and vibrational
degrees of freedom is rather weak and can be treated perturbatively.
In our studies on the charge transport properties of DNA molecules, we ﬁrst addressed within
minimal model approaches the inﬂuence of solvent-induced ﬂuctuations [130, 131] as well as
of the coupling to selected internal molecular vibrations [152] on the electrical response of the
biomolecules. Especially in Ref. [130] we demonstrated that the inclusion of a dissipative envi-
ronment resulting from solvent-mediated ﬂuctuations could induce additional electronic states
within the molecular HOMO-LUMO gap. These states showed up in the linear conductance
spectrum as a temperature dependent background and induced a crossover from tunneling to
thermal activated behavior with increasing temperature. We further demonstrated that in de-
pendence of the strength of the charge-environment interaction, the conductance at the Fermi
level displayed either a weak exponential or even an algebraic length dependence. These results
suggested a possible microscopic picture for understanding the experiments of Ref. [123].
As mentioned above, a model Hamiltonian based approach possesses the main disadvantage
of including several microscopic parameters, which are in general diﬃcult to estimate for a
complex biomolecular system like DNA. Hence, as a next step and in close collaboration with
the group of M. Elstner at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, a computational scheme was
developed, which allowed considering the inﬂuence of structural ﬂuctuations and solvent eﬀects
onto the electronic structure of DNA oligomers while providing a realistic description of the
DNA electronic states.
In the following, we provide a compact overview of the methodology that will help the reader
to better understand the diﬀerence to phenomenological models. In general terms, the problem
of cahrge migration is addressed via the computation of time averaged transport quantities,
i.e., at regular snapshots ti along a molecular dynamics trajectory the electronic structure is
calculated and from there the transmission function T(E, ti) is computed. This generates for
each possible energy E of the incoming charge a time series T(E, ti) which is then averaged
over the simulation time. A similar approach was used in Sec. 2.1.4 to address the inﬂuence of
structural deformations of carbon nanotubes on their electrical response.
We will ﬁrst describe the strategy used to calculate in a very eﬃcient way the electronic structure
of an arbitrary DNA sequence (the method can be of course applied to other biomolecular systems
or to organic stacks) [153, 154, 126, 155, 156, 127, 157, 158]. The computational method relies
on the so called Fragment Orbital (FO) approach [153, 154], see Fig. 2.9. Its basic idea is to
perform a partition of the system of interest in subsets of atoms and to only consider the eﬀective
interactions between these subsets for setting up a coarse-grained description of the electronic
structure. Thus, e.g. in the case of DNA, a possible choice of a fragment would be a base pair,
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Figure 2.9: Coarse-graining of the DNA electronic structure. Left panel: Schematic representa-
tion of the fragment orbital method. A fragment consists of a single base pair (not including the
sugar phosphate backbones). The electronic matrix elements are computed at snapshots along
a molecular dynamics trajectory and hence become time dependent. The electronic structure
can be mapped onto that of a linear chain (right panel). Transport observables are computed
at each simulation time step [127].
and the fragment-fragment interaction would correspond to the interaction of two neighboring
base pairs. The main advantage of the method consists in a considerable reduction of the amount
of information required to describe the electronic structure of the system of interest.
From a more technical point of view, the basic goal is to map the electronic structure of a
complex (bio)molecular system onto a coarse-grained description with time-dependent electronic
parameters, the time dependence being induced by the structural ﬂuctuations of the molecule.
The coarse-grained model can in general be written in the tight-binding form as:
H =
∑
i
i(t)a
†
i ai +
∑
ij
Vij(t)(a
†
i aj + h.c.). (2.11)
The indices i, j run over discrete sites representing the molecular fragments, for instance a given
base pair. What is the meaning of the individual parameters? The onsite energies i can
be related to the ionization energies of individual fragments while the electronic couplings Vij
mediate the interaction between the fragments. Although in general the indexes i, j in Vij can
run over the whole system, the coupling between fragments is usually short-ranged and hence
j = i ± 1. Within our developed approach, the evaluation of these parameters is done by using
the SCC-DFTB (Self-Consistent-Charge Density-Functional based Tight-Binding) approach, see
Ref. [60, 62] for an overview of the method, and Refs. [153, 154] for details of the calculations
to be shown below:
i = −
〈
φi
∣∣∣HˆKS∣∣∣φi〉 (2.12)
and
Vij =
〈
φi
∣∣∣HˆKS∣∣∣φj〉 . (2.13)
The molecular orbitals φi and φj are e.g. , the highest-occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of
the DNA bases i and j. Performing a Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) expansion
φi =
∑
µ
ciµηµ, (2.14)
the coupling and overlap integrals in the molecular-orbital (MO) basis can be evaluated as
Vij =
∑
µν
ciµc
j
ν
〈
ηµ
∣∣∣HˆKS∣∣∣ ην〉 = ∑
µν
ciµc
j
νHµν (2.15)
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and
Sij =
∑
µν
ciµc
j
ν 〈ηµ|ην〉 =
∑
µν
ciµc
j
νSµν . (2.16)
Hµν and Sµν are the Hamilton and overlap matrices in the atomic basis set as evaluated with the
SCC-DFTB method [60, 62, 153]. Thus, for carbon atoms a minimal basis set is used that only
contains the 2s, 2p valence orbitals. The eﬀect of the environment, i.e. the electrostatic ﬁeld of
the DNA backbone, the water molecules and the counter-ions in presence of a solvent, is taking
into account via Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) methods, which we will
not describe in detail here. We refer to Refs. [153, 154] for additional details.
Figure 2.10: DNA charge transport and dynamics. Left: Transmission function for the Dicker-
son dodecamer. Results for both, the static (zero- temperature), relaxed conformation, and for
the ﬂuctuating structure. In this latter case, a time-average has been performed. Right panel:
Electrical current for the Dickerson dodecamer in both vacuum (no solvent) and including the
solvent. The current is considerably suppressed upon inclusion of solvent ﬂuctuations, nicely
demonstrating the strong gating eﬀect of the latter onto the energy proﬁle of the DNA chain.
The ﬁgure is reproduced from Ref. [127].
Combining molecular dynamics simulations with the FO approach presented above and using our
charge transport methodologies, we have an eﬃcient hybrid computational scheme to investigate
the propagation of charges through complex and structurally ﬂuctuating molecular systems.
To illustrate the method, we show in Fig. 2.10 the transmission function and the computed
current-voltage curves for a speciﬁc DNA sequence, the so-called Dickerson dodecamer (base
sequence: 5'-CGCGAATTCGCG-3'). The left panel compares two diﬀerent situations: the
conductance of this biomolecule for a static, structurally relaxed, conformation and the time-
averaged conductance resulting from the hybrid approach previously introduced. In the former
case (black curve), a very low transmission is found, with maxima roughly located around the
ionization potentials (HOMO levels) of the individual bases (C,G,T,A). On the contrary, upon
inclusion of structural ﬂuctuations and a corresponding time-average over snaphots drawn along
the MD trajectory, one clearly sees a dramatic increase of the conductance by several orders
of magnitude (red curve). This behavior can be understood qualitatively along the following
lines: one can think, in a ﬁrst approximation, of the DNA molecule as a serial arrangement
of potential energy barriers with diﬀerent heights Vj, where the index j runs over the bases.
A charge trying to propagate through this system will experience strong backscattering events
if the barrier heights are diﬀerent, the height diﬀerences being related to the diﬀerent types
of DNA bases. In a homogeneous sequence like polyG-polyC, Vj ≈ V, ∀j. If now structural
ﬂuctuations are switched on, the potential barriers will start to ﬂuctuate over diﬀerent time
scales and thus become time-dependent: Vj → Vj,t. As a result, there may exist time windows,
where the diﬀerent barriers are approximately aligned and this eﬀect may considerably reduced
the backscattering, thus enhancing the transmission probability through the array. Such events,
even if they may not dominate the dynamics, may still be frequent enough to give a non-
negligible contribution to the time- average conductance. The right panel of Fig. 2.10 shows the
current-voltage characteristics for the same Dickerson dodecamer, now comparing the inﬂuence
of the surrounding solvent on the electrical response. We see that performing the calculations
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in vacuum leads to a rather strong suppression of the current. This result demonstrates that
the largest contribution to the structural ﬂuctuations arises from the solvent, which can then be
viewed as a dynamical gate.
We have further applied this scheme to study charge transport in short poly(GC) and poly(AT)
oligomers [126, 156], in artiﬁcial G4-based DNA [155], in DNA sequences including chemi-
cally modiﬁed guanines (8-oxo-guanosine) [158], as well as in DNA including GT and AC mis-
matches [157]. In this latter case, we achieved a good qualitative agreement with the experi-
mental investigations by J. Barton [159], which revealed that the inclusion of mismatches in a
DNA sequence could lead to a dramatic reduction of the electrical current by almost 100 %.
2.3.2 Bio-inspired Spintronics?
The ﬁeld of spintronics is based on the idea of using the electron spin degree of freedom in
electronic devices. So far, various diﬀerent pathways have been pursued to realize spintronic
devices. Usually, spin selective electron transport is associated either with magnetized materials
or with materials that have large spin-orbit coupling (SOC). One major problem in spintronics
is the spin injection eﬃciency, e.g. the injection from a magnetized metal into a semiconductor.
Diﬀerent strategies like the insertion of a tunnel barrier or the use of magnetic semiconductors
try to improve and control the spin injection have been pursued; however, to date they have
only been successful when operating far below room temperature. Moreover, current spin valves
require the use of two layers of ferromagnets, one serving as a "permanent" magnet while the
other ﬂiping its magnetization following the application of an external magnetic ﬁeld. This
conﬁguration limits the miniaturization of the devices, since at room temperature the magnetic
moment of the "permanent" magnet will lose its direction quickly while its area is shrinking
down.
Recently, a surprising eﬀect was reported by experimentalists from the Weizmann Institute
(Israel) and the University of Muenster (Germany) [160, 161]. Although the experimental
setups were diﬀerent, see Fig.2.11 for details, the bottom line of both studies was that the
presence of a self-assembled monolayer of DNA molecules on a metallic surface could induce
strong spin-dependent eﬀects in electrons coming out of the surface either by the action of
circularly polarized light [160], or by applying a potential diﬀerence to a magnetized nickel
surface [161]. The high spin selectivity found at room temperature was in so far surprising as
organic molecules (and biomolecules) have typically a very small spin-orbit coupling that cannot
support signiﬁcant splitting between the spin states.
To gain a ﬁrst insight into a possible interpretation of the experimental ﬁndings, we notice that
there is a common general structural feature of the DNA molecules in both experiments: their
helical symmetry. The fact that the eﬀect has only been found in molecular systems displaying
helical symmetry −control experiments performed with non-chiral organic molecules did not
show any spin selectivity− suggested that there might be a relation between spin selection and
the lack of inversion symmetry due to the chiral structure, maybe in a similar way as the well-
known Rashba eﬀect arises in conﬁned electron gases with broken inversion symmetry [162].
First investigations by Yeganeh et al. [164] using scattering theory at the level of the ﬁrst Born-
approximation, provided ﬁrst hints about a connection between spin and chirality. However, their
results yielded polarizations few orders of magnitude smaller than those measured. Motivated by
this study and by the previousl described experimental results, we addressed within a minimal
model the inﬂuence of a chiral electric ﬁeld on the spin transport and the spin polarization [163,
165]. The basic idea is the following, see also Fig. 2.12 for a schematic representation: a charge
is moving with momentum p through an electrostatic ﬁeld Ehelix generated by a helical charge
distribution. As is well-known from electrodynamics [162], in the rest frame of the moving
charge this electric ﬁeld induces a magnetic ﬁeld Bhelix = (p/mc2)×Ehelix. A magnetic ﬁeld, in
its turn, can couple to the electron spin through a typical interaction term ∼ g(µB/h¯)S · Bhelix.
Here, g is the Lande factor, µB = eh¯/2m is the Bohr's magneton, h¯ is Planck's constant, and e
and m are the charge and the mass of an electron, respectively. S = (h¯/2)σ is the electron spin
operator written in terms of the Pauli spin matrices σ. This interaction looks like a Zeeman-
type contribution to the total energy; however, it has the peculiarity that the magnetic ﬁeld
is not an external, static ﬁeld, but rather a momentum-dependent ﬁeld. This is the source of
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Figure 2.11: Experimental setups used to measure spin-dependent eﬀects in DNA oligomers.
Left panel: In the setup from Ref. [160], a self-organized monolayer of double strand molecules
was deposited on a gold surface. The substrate was irradiated with (left or right) circularly
polarized laser light. The ejected electrons had, as a result, a certain spin polarization (spin up
or spin down). After passing through the monolayer, the spin polarization of the transmitted
electrons was measured. Surprinsingly, a negative polarization was found, independently of
the spin polarization of the ejected electrons. A similar result was obtained when the surface
was irradiated with unpolarized light, i.e. when the ejected electrons had no preference spin
state. Right panel: A diﬀerent experimental setup used in Ref. [161]. A monolayer of single-
strand (ss) DNA molecules self-assembled on a gold surface. To the tip of a scanning force
microscope (AFM) a gold nanoparticle was attached, which was functionalized with ssDNA
whose base sequence was complementary to that of the monolayer. Due to the self-recognition
properties of DNA, a single molecule junction was established once a single strand of the surface
hybridized with a single strand of the nanoparticle. Then, a magnetic ﬁeld was applied to
an underlying nickel substrate and the current-voltage characteristics were measured for two
diﬀerent orientations of the magnetic ﬁeld, corresponding to two possible polarization states
of the electrons moving from the surface to the AFM tip. The resulting I-V curves are also
displayed, showing a clear diﬀerent between the two spin states: magnetic ﬁeld pointing up (red
curve) and down (blue curve). Both experiments were carried out at room temperature. The
results strongly suggest that DNA molecules can behave as spin ﬁlters.
the spin-orbit coupling and the resulting Hamilton operator is HSO = λσ · (p × Ehelix). Notice
also that, in contrast to the standard Zeeman eﬀect in an external constant magnetic ﬁeld, the
spin-orbit coupling does not break time-reversal invariance in the system. The strength of the
spin-orbit interaction is given by λ = eh¯/(2mc)2 and σ is a vector whose components are the
Pauli matrices σx, σy, σz.
Making a few approximations, which are discussed in detail in Ref. [163, 165], the problem
of spin transport through a helical ﬁeld can be discretized and formally related to a charge
transport problem in a tight-binding model. Assuming as a ﬁrst step that the only source of
scattering in the system is the helical potential and that the motion of the charge takes place
along the helical axis (only the z-component of the linear momentum is non-zero, see Fig 2.12),
we treated the problem on the level of the Landauer theory for coherent transport, see Sec. 2.1.1.
Speciﬁcally, it turns out that there are two fundamental parameters in the model: α = h¯λE0, an
eﬀective SOC coupling with dimensions of energy×length, which contains the strength E0 of the
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Figure 2.12: Spin and helical symmetry. Upper left panel: A charge q in spin state σ and with
a velocity parallel to the z-axis is moving in a helical electric ﬁeld. The ﬁeld is assumed to be
generated by a distribution of point charges along the helix. The parameters a, b and ∆z are the
radius and the pitch of the helix and the spacing of the z-component of the position vector of the
charges distributed along it, respectively. The helical ﬁeld Ehelix induces a magnetic ﬁeld Bhelix
in the rest frame of the charge and hence inﬂuences its spin state. Upper right panel: A typical
plot of the spin polarization P(E) as a function of the incoming energy of the electron for an
unpolarized incoming state (equal weights of spin-up and spin-down components). Qualitatively,
the polarization measures how much a given spin component dominates after passing through
the helical potential region. Thus, for negative energies, a positive polarization is a signature
that the spin-up component of the outgoing state is larger than the spin-down component. The
opposite holds for positive energies. Lower panel: A two-dimensional plot of the energy-averaged
spin polarization as a function of the eﬀective spin-orbit coupling strength α and the electronic
coupling V (see the text and Ref. [163] in Chapter 4 for further details).
helical electric ﬁeld Ehelix, and the nearest-neighbor tight-binding hopping V which quantiﬁes the
electronic overlap between sites in the tight-binding model, each site being formally associated
with a molecular unit of the real system, e.g. to a DNA base pair.
Three main results were obtained [163]: (i) A spin-ﬁlter eﬀect could be demonstrated for energies
of the incoming electrons near the band edges of the electrode bands. Within such energy
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windows spin polarizations as large as 90 % were obtained. Spin-ﬁlter means speciﬁcally that
independent of the initial spin state (spin up, spin down, or unpolarized electrons), the outgoing
spin showed a preferred polarization. Within the speciﬁc model used, the polarization was
negative for energies below the Fermi energy (electronic states) and positive for energies above
the Fermi level (hole states), see Fig. 2.12. More importantly, the eﬀect could be demonstrated
for realistic values of the SOC parameter α ∼ 3-6 meV; (ii) the spin ﬁlter eﬀect did exist in a
parameter window in the α-V-plane where the electronic coupling between the molecular units
building the helical system turned out to be weak (of the order of 20-40 meV for the chosen
values of α). Increasing the electronic coupling for a ﬁxed SOC value ultimately destroyed the
spin ﬁlter eﬀect. This is illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 2.12, where a two-dimensional plot
of the energy-averaged spin polarization < P(E) > is plotted as a function of α and V. Notice
that only within a relatively narrow region of the parameter space a non-negligible polarization
can be found [163]; (iii) disorder eﬀects did not fully suppressed the eﬀect as far as the disorder
strength did not become larger than the electronic coupling V, in which case strong localization
of the electronic states precluded the use of a coherent picture for charge transport.
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Figure 2.13: Extended modelling of the interplay between spin and helical symmetry. Left
panel: Schematic representation of the model of Ref. [165]. Along an external helix of radius
R0 point charges are arranged and build the source of the electrostatic ﬁeld felt by a charge
moving along the internal helical path of (possibly variable) radius R. The internal helical
path is parametrized with the arc length s. Right panel: Spin polarization for an unpolarized
incoming state, denoted as (1/2, 1/2) and for three diﬀerent numbers of turns L = 1, 2 and 7 of
the helix. The parameter R = R/R0 measuring the diﬀerence in the radii of the two helices has
been set to 0.25. The spin polarization is mostly negative over the hole band (E < 0) and mostly
positive over the electronic band (E > 0), but it oscillates in general as a function of the energy.
Inset: Dependence of the energy-averaged polarization on the number of helical turns and for
two diﬀerent values of R = 0.25 and 0.35. The spin polarization is negative for all lengths and
its absolute value increases with a larger R, a result that is in qualitative agreement with the
experiments in Ref. [161].
In a subsequent study [165], we went beyond this previous investigation and presented a con-
sistent derivation of a low-dimensional model describing the motion of a spin along a helical
pathway under the inﬂuence of a spin-orbit interaction mediated by the external electric ﬁeld
with helical symmetry. The possibility to move along a helical path introduced additional con-
tributions to the SOC related to the curvature and torsion of the trajectory. We could show
that in this model a large spin polarization could be achieved without the need of introducing
phase breaking processes as claimed in Ref. [166]. This is seen in Fig. 2.13, where values as large
as -60% could be found for certain energies. Moreover, we also found that the absolute value
of the average spin polarization increased with the number of turns of the helix as displayed in
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the inset of Fig. 2.13. Clearly, a more realistic description of the underlying molecular electronic
structure would be required in order to have predictive character and to provide design rules for
chiral molecule based spintronic materials. Especially the interaction of the molecules with the
substrates needs to be taken into account in a realistic way. Nevertheless, our studies built an
important step in relating chiral symmetry and spin-dependent properties.
We further notice that, from the more applied side, the large spin selectivity at room temperature
found in the previously described experiments would open a completely new road to the devel-
opment of nanoscale spintronic materials and to the integration of organic and bio-molecular
systems into conventional semiconductor based technologies. Some steps in this direction have
been already published [167]. We may thus expect important developments in this ﬁeld in the
coming years, if the eﬀect can be demonstrated in other molecular systems with helical symme-
try as is the case of helicenes and chiral conducting polymers. Indeed, there are clear indications
that spin selectivity also exists in bacteriorhodopsines [168].
2.4 ORGANIC ELECTRONICS
In the last few years, the physical properties of organic semiconductors have been studied with
considerable detail. Despite the fact that there is still a limited understanding of the relevant
microscopic charge transport scenarios in such systems, various organic electronic devices such as
organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [169, 170], organic memory cells [171], organic ﬁeld-eﬀect
transistors [172], vertical triodes [173], and high-frequency diodes [174] have been successfully
demonstrated.
The main diﬀerence between inorganic and organic semiconductors is that the latter usually
do not display (at room temperature) band-like transport through delocalized states over long
distances (compared with the average inter-molecular separation), but rather exhibit hopping of
carriers between spatially localized states. This can either happen as electron transport through
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) or hole transport through the highest occupied
orbitals (HOMO). Typically, this results in mobilities three or more orders of magnitude below
those of band transport and an entirely diﬀerent temperature dependence, i.e. larger mobility
with increasing temperature can be obtained due to the increase of thermally activated processes.
In inorganic semiconductors, there are a number of basic transport eﬀects which involve more
than one band, e.g. interband (Zener) tunneling or avalanche breakthrough [175]. While these
eﬀects are now understood in detail for inorganic semiconductors, they have not been experi-
mentally studied in detail for organic semiconductors so far. Due to the structural complexity of
organic semiconductors, the theoretical study of their charge transport properties is also quite
challenging [176, 177, 178, 179]. An electronic device based on the Zener eﬀect, the Zener diode,
is crucial for basic electrical circuit requirements, such as voltage- and temperature stabilization.
In close cooperation with experimental scientists from the Institute for Applied Photophysics,
we investigated within a phenomenological model the charge transport characteristics of a Zener
diode based on organic semiconductors. Experimentally, evidence was provided for the tunneling
nature of the reverse currents, based on (i) the strong inﬂuence of the eﬀective tunnel barriers
and (ii) a rather weak temperature dependence. Interestingly, the theoretical simulations showed
that both incoherent hopping transport and coherent tunneling might exist in the system under
study in dependence of the sign of the applied voltage.
Details of the experimental studies are provided in the corresponding article [180] reproduced in
Chapter 4. Hence, we only shortly describe the main found experimental features, see Fig. 2.14,
where both the measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) I-V characteristics are shown. In
forward direction (positive bias) the expected diode-like behavior [181] was observed. The in-
terlayer thickness (ILT) did not appreciably aﬀect the onset and the slope of the current rise
in forward direction, which was started at about 2.3 V. However, a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the
inter-layer thickness on the reverse current was measured, which can be seen in the loss of the
rectifying property beyond a certain threshold voltage, which depends on the ILT. The onset of
the reverse breakdown shifted in a controlled manner to higher negative voltages (from -3 V to
-15 V) by increasing the ILT: a shift of the reverse breakdown bias of approximately 1 V per
nm increase of the thickness.
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Figure 2.14: Calculated I-V curves in the (a) hopping and (b) coherent transport regimes com-
pared with the measured I-V characteristics. The inset shows a schematic drawing of the two
legs electronic ladder used to model charge transport in the device, see also Eq. 2.17. The basic
model parameters are: (a) t0=150 meV, tH−LA =50 meV, t
H−L
B =0, and κ=0.5, 0.37 and 0.27 eV
for N=3, 4, and 5; (b) t0=150 meV, tH−LA =150 meV, t
H−L
B =50 meV, β=1.2, and κ=0.66, 0.6
and 0.55 eV for N=6, 7, and 8. For a deﬁnition of the model parameters we refer the reader to
Eq. 2.17 and the following text. The ﬁgure has been reproduced from Ref. [180].
We theoretically approached the problem from a phenomenological point of view to gain ﬁrst
insights into the behavior of the organic semiconductor [180, 182]. Clearly, a model approach is
only expected to provide qualitative trends due to the large number of parameters, which can
not be fully ﬁxed using experimental information. A more complete treatment would use a com-
bination of ﬁrst-principle approaches and transport methodologies, but has the disadvantage of
being computationally very expensive. Two diﬀerent possible transport regimes were modeled:
(i) coherent transport, where we assumed that any inelastic scattering processes would be negli-
gible over the relevant length scales of the device. In this case, the already introduced Landauer
approach (see Sec. 2.1.1), was used. (ii) A fully incoherent regime, where charge transport takes
place via hopping processes between electronically localized states. This limit was treated with
rate equations, describing population changes of a given site (electronic state) as a result of
charges hopping in or out the site (see below).
The model we used has the following structure [180]:
H =
∑
s=H,L
∑
j
sj(V)d
+dsj +
∑
s=H,L
ts
∑
j
(d+sjdsj+1 + h.c.)
+tH−LA
∑
j
(d+HjdLj+1 + h.c.) + t
H−L
B
∑
j
(d+HjdLj+2 + h.c.). (2.17)
This model describes in general terms organic monomers, whose spatial position is labeled by
the index j = 1, ..., N and having two relevant electronic energy levels, each. These levels
are e.g. the HOMO and LUMO states of the isolated monomer j. To each level, an energy
sj(V) is associated. The sites j = 1, ..., N represent the active region of the device and are
contacted by left and right electrodes, which act as sources and sinks of charges. We additionally
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remark that the energetic position of the levels is assumed to depend on the applied bias V
according to the relation: sj(V) = 
s − κj + j
N
eV. Hereby, s is the bare onsite energy of the
s = H,L molecular orbital (assumed to be site- independent). The local H-L gap on a monomer
∆H−L = H − L ∼ 3.0 eV was taken from the experimental energy diagram proﬁles [180]. The
linear ramp −κj corresponds to the built-in electric ﬁeld; this approximation is also supported
by the experimental results [180]. The last term (j/N)eV is a rough (linear) approximation to
the potential distribution along the system as a result of the applied bias.
In Eq. 2.17, the second, third, and fourth summands describe diﬀerent electronic couplings
within the active device region: nearest-neighbor couplings between the HOMO levels (and the
LUMO levels) along the sites j (second term) as well as nearest- and next-nearest neighbour
interactions between HOMO and LUMO levels (third and fourth terms). We assumed for the
sake of simplicity in the calculations tH = tL = t0 and tH−LA and t
H−L
B = ηt0, with 0 ≤ η < 1.
The model of Eq. 2.17 has also been used with only slight modiﬁcations, in treating the charge
transport problem in the organic semiconductor devices experimentally studied in Ref. [182].
It is interesting that the previous Ansatz for sj(V) allows to qualitatively account for two diﬀerent
physical scenarios: with increasing positive voltage V > 0, the built-in ﬁeld κ can be progressively
counter-acted by the voltage-dependent term (j/N)eV, the energy levels become increasingly
aligned and the current can dramatically grow due to the reduction of tunnel barriers between
the sites. For negative bias V < 0, charge transport is blocked up to a critical value −V∗; the
energy scale |eV∗| is roughly related to the situation where the H-level at a site j and the L-level
at site j+1 become nearly resonant. Once this happens, an exponential current onset can occur.
In what follows, we will provide a brief overview of some mathematical details to treat the
incoherent transport regime, since the study of coherent transport has been based on already
discussed methodologies in Sec. 2.1.1. Incoherent transport can be considered as a classical
regime, where all phase coherence of a charge moving through the system has been lost. In this
sense, the wave nature of the electron, which is crucial for describing the coherent transport
regime, can be neglected and the motion can be viewed as a series of (thermally activated)
hopping processes between strongly localized states. Mathematically, the problem is best treated
within a reduced density matrix approach, which leads to a set of coupled equations describing
how the occupation of the localized electronic states is changing in time. As a result, a set of
classical rate equations is obtained:
d
dt
PH,n(t) = Γ1,n
(
f1(Hn )− PH,n(t)
)
+ Γ2,n
(
f2(Hn )− PH,n(t)
)
+ γHH,n+1PH,n+1(t)
+ γHH,n−1PH,n−1(t) + γHL,n−1PL,n−1(t) + γHL,n+1PL,n+11(t)− (γHH,n−1 + γHH,n+1
+ +γHL,n−1 + γHL,n+1)PH,n(t)
d
dt
PL,n(t) = Γ1,n
(
f1(Ln)− PL,n(t)
)
+ Γ2,n
(
f2(Ln)− PL,n(t)
)
+ γLL,n+1PL,n+1(t)
+ γLL,n−1PL,n−1(t) + γLH,n−1PH,n−1(t) + γLH,n+1PH,n+11(t)− (γLL,n−1 + γLL,n+1
+ γLH,n−1 + γLH,n+1)PL,n(t).
(2.18)
Here, PH,n(t) and PL,n(t) are the corresponding populations and the transition rates γ can be
expressed in terms of the electronic coupling parameters of the model in Eq. 2.17. fs=1,2(
H,L
n )
are equilibrium Fermi functions of the electrodes evaluated at energies H,Ln . The parameters Γs,n
describe phenomenologically the charge hopping rates into and out of the electrodes and can be
formally expressed using Fermi's Golden Rule. For the hopping rates we further assume: [183]
γsp,j = (tsp)2e
− 
s
p(V)−
p
m(V)
kBT if sp(V)− pm(V) > 0,
γsp,j = (tsp)2 if sp(V)− pm(V) < 0, (2.19)
where s and p denote the H or L strands, while n,m are site indexes along the strands or between
them. Depending on the energy diﬀerence between the sites there may be an energetic barrier
to climb (hence the exponential factor) or an activation-less hopping process. In the stationary
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regime, dPH,n/dt = dPL,n/dt = 0, and a linear set of equations for the populations can be
obtained. The stationary electrical current can be then written as [180]:
Itot(V) =
e
h¯
(
ΓHr
[
fr(HN, V)− PH,N(V)
]
+ ΓLr
[
fr(LN, V)− PL,N(V)
])
− e
h¯
(
ΓHl
[
fl(H1 , V)− P1,H(V)
]
+ ΓLl
[
fl(L1 , V)− P1,L(V)
])
. (2.20)
As a typical example of our results, the calculated I-V curves are shown in Fig. 2.14, see also
Ref. [180]. The left panel shows the ﬁtting of the model based on coherent tunneling to the
experimentally measured curves (symbols), while the right panel displays similar results for the
incoherent transport model.
It is obvious that the weak (strong) thickness dependence for positive (negative) voltages can be
qualitatively described within both transport regimes. Notice, however, the diﬀerent number
of sites in the model needed in both regimes to account for the experimental curves, This is
related to the fact that tunneling processes can still be eﬃcient for short lengths, so that almost
no zero-current gap was obtained. Only with increasing length tunneling transport could be
blocked at low bias. Some basic features of the transport process can be summarized as follows:
for positive voltages the onset of current takes place approximately at the critical bias where the
ﬁrst site of the HOMO-strand moves above the left chemical potential µl (which is kept ﬁxed at
µl = EF while µr = EF + eV). Under this condition, charge transport can take place. A further
increase of the bias leads to an increase of the current till all the electronic levels in the system
become aligned (the external potential cancels the built-in ﬁeld κ). This provides the maximum
current in this model; for larger positive voltages the misalignment of the levels develops again.
Figure 2.15: Left panel: QDCP methodology. The motion of a charge through a material is
monitored in time and space by exploiting successively ﬁrst-principle parameterization tools,
quantum dynamics and molecular dynamics in form of a closed loop propagation. Right panel:
Time-dependent diﬀusion coeﬃcient D(t) calculated with the QDCP method at 300 K. After an
initial increase, a time window (shaded box, from roughly 170 fs to 600 fs) is reached where the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient does not vary signiﬁcantly with time indicating the onset of a diﬀusive-like
transport regime. Using the same molecular system at 300 K, but neglecting the explicit eﬀect
of the charge carriers on the values of the charge transport parameters leads to a ballistic-like
behavior of D(t) (black dashed line) and thus to a considerable overestimation of the mobility.
Our results suggest that the eﬀective microscopic transport mechanisms may include both hop-
ping as well as coherent transport contributions, each of them becoming dominant in diﬀerent
voltage regions. This conclusion was further supported by the measured temperature depen-
dence of the current at constant voltage. The plots of I(V = const., T) vs. T−1 for positive and
negative voltages (not shown, see Ref. [180] and the reprint in Chapter 4), displayed diﬀerent
slopes for positive and negative voltages. A model purely based on coherent transport cannot
account for any temperature-dependent transport process; hopping contributions can however
explain it. In the hopping regime, a diﬀerent qualitative behavior for positive and negative
voltages can be expected on the basis of a simple argument: the inter-site hopping rates include
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thermal factors of the form exp(−(sj+1 − pj )/kBT), whenever sj+1 − pj > 0 (s, p = H,L). For
s 6= p (sites on diﬀerent strands, i.e. HOMO or LUMO), one obtains sj+1−pj = ∆H−L−κ+eV/N;
from here it is obvious that for V > 0 the temperature dependence is mainly determined by the
HOMO-LUMO band gap ∆H−L  kBT (large slope). For negative bias, ∆H−L can be partially
compensated by the term −κ− e|V|/N and thus the temperature dependence may be weakened.
As mentioned above, to achieve a more quantitative understanding of the transport process in
complex organic semiconductors requires going beyond the level of the presented phenomenolog-
ical approach. Research in this direction has been already started, addressing few fundamental
issues [184]: When a charge is injected into an organic semiconductor and it propagates through
it, the underlying electronic structure will be altered due to the electrostatic interactions with
the moving charge. Moreover, since the coupling between molecular monomers is as a rule non-
covalent, structural ﬂuctuations at ﬁnite temperatures play an important role in determining the
eﬃciency of charge propagation. This situation is similar to the case of biomolecular systems,
as discussed in the Sec. 2.3. We have developed a hybrid methodology, the quantum dynami-
cal charge propagation (QDCP) scheme, combining classical molecular dynamics and high-level
electronic structure calculations with the solution of the Liouville-Von-Neumann equation to
describe the real-time motion of a charge passing through an organic semiconductor material.
A scheme of the QDCP method is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2.15. As an essential new
feature, the eﬀect of the moving charge is taken into account in the quantum mechanical evalua-
tion of the electronic coupling parameters and molecular orbital energies of the organic system.
It is important to realize that the inclusion of this backreaction of the moving charge on the
electronic structure of the material has not only a quantitative inﬂuence, but also a qualitative
one. The lower panel of Fig. 2.15, shows the time-dependent diﬀusion coeﬃcient D(t), which
is directly proportional to the charge carrier mobility and thus provides a ﬁngerprint of the
material properties with regard to its conduction properties. If the inﬂuence of the propagat-
ing charges on the material parameters is included (grey line), D(t) becomes nearly constant
after very short transient times, thus indicating diﬀusive charge motion, i.e. a linear scaling of
the mean square average displacement with time, with the proportionality coeﬃcient given by
D(t)=const.. In contrast, if the inﬂuence of the propagating charge onto the electronic structure
of the underlying system is not taken into account (dashed line), the charge motion remains
ballistic (D(t) ∼ t) over a broad time window, implying a quadratic dependence of the mean
square average displacement on time. As a consequence, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and hence the
mobility of the charge carriers can be strongly overestimated.
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3 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The diﬀerent topics covered in Chapter 2 served as a clear illustration that atomistic simulations
build a fundamental pillar for achieving the long-term goal of designing materials with tailored
functionalities. This atomic-scale engineering will, in my view, become the dominant trend in
materials science for the next decades, due to the increasing requirements for scaling-down mate-
rial components and at the same time, providing a pre-deﬁned functional behavior, e.g. speciﬁc
response to temperature gradients, electric and magnetic ﬁelds, etc. To achieve this long-term
goal with fundamental implications in both basic and applied research, a deep understanding of
the nanoscale behavior of matter is mandatory.
Which are some possible trends in the study of functional materials in the coming times? I
would like to comment on two aspects that has started to gain strong relevance in this ﬁeld over
the past few years: (i) the continuous increase of biologically inspired approaches to materials
design and (ii) the search for novel computing alternatives and architectures, and concomitantly,
the ongoing in silico discovery of novel nanoscale functionalities.
Concerning item (i), two examples may illustrate it. One refers to biomimetics and the Gecko
(and other lizards) ability to adhere to walls. The strong adhesion properties are controlled by the
peculiar surface microstructure of the gecko toes, which display a sort of hierarchical structure: a
gecko toe has nearly ﬁve hundred thousand (!) keratinous hairs (setae), each seta being roughly
30-130 µm long and containing in its turn hundreds of nm-scale spatulae [185, 186]. The ﬁrst
measurements of the adhesive force of a single gecko seta were reported in Refs. [185, 187], where
it was found, using micro-electromechanical systems based force sensors that gecko adhesion
mainly originates from Van der Waals forces. As mentioned in Ref. [186]: If each seta were
attached simultaneously, the whole body of gecko could have 125 kg of adhesive force. Such
features makes the study of the adhesion properties of geckos very appealing due to the strong
potential for applications in the design of novel nanomaterials with tailored adhesive properties as
well as of bio-inspired machines, e.g. in robotics [188]. Due to the peculiar hierarchical structure
of the gecko's toes, a thorough understanding of the adhesion mechanisms necessarily implies the
use of multi-scale approaches, ranging from continuum elastic theories, through ﬁnite-elements
methods, and down to nanoscale features [189, 190, 186, 191].
The other example is the understanding of biomineralization processes [192] and the related
growth mechanisms. Typical model cases in this ﬁeld are sponges and diatoms, the latter
having an enormous ecological relevance and displaying a diversity of patterns and structures
ranging from the nano- to the millimeter scales. Apart from their interest for biology, diatom
nanotechnology is emerging as a new interdisciplinary area, joining eﬀorts of scientists working
in biology, chemistry, physics, and materials science. Meanwhile, several potential applications
of diatoms in biophotonics, microﬂuidics, sensorics, controlled drug delivery and even in uncon-
ventional computer architectures have been proposed, see Ref. [193] for an extensive review. As
a result, the understanding of their growth mechanisms (and of the related biomineralization
processes in general) may have implications for applications in materials science (self-organizing
materials?). Although the understanding of such growth phenomena is largely at its infancy, it
is meanwhile clear that they involve processes covering several length and time scales [194, 195].
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Hence, from the modelling point of view, a truly multi-scale approach must be developed, starting
with the description of basic chemical reactions at the level of few molecules using quantum me-
chanical methods, treating self-assembly processes involving organic and inorganic components
with molecular dynamics and Monte-Carlo simulations, and culminating in the description of
complex pattern formation with the help of continuum models like reaction-diﬀusion and phase
ﬁeld methods. Studies based on only one of these approaches would strongly miss the intrinsic
complexity of growth processes in living matter, so that here computational strategies connecting
these methodologies are fundamental.
Let's now address the second item, relating to novel pathways in computing. Although this
topic does not seem to bear a direct relation to nanoscale materials (or to materials science
in general), one should keep in mind that along the past decades a very close connection has
existed between the improvement of the physical properties of electronic materials and develop-
ments in the computing systems. Without the knowledge gained in the basic understanding and
modelling of low-dimensional semiconducting materials, it would have been impossible to move
forward in the (micro and nano) electronic industry. This, in its turn, has considerably increased
the performance of state of the art computing devices −one only needs to look at the top su-
percomputers with performances in the region of peta- and even exa-ﬂops like the Tianhe-2 at
Guangzhou (China)−, allowing for increasingly larger and more complex simulations of physical
systems and processes.
The paradigm on which standard computer architectures nowadays generally rely is the so-called
Von-Neumann architecture. Its main features include (i) the logical and physical (hardware) sep-
aration of the control processing unit (CPU) from the memory, where data and algorithms are
deposited, and (ii) the sequential processing of information. Unfortunately, the increasing per-
formance of computing devices has dramatically increased the amount of data transfer between
the CPU and the memory, and this has limited the processing speed of data. This problem
is known as the Von-Neumann bottleneck and represents one of the major challenges for the
further development of computer architectures based on the Von-Neumann paradigm. This is
especially critical when moving from scientiﬁc computing to the ﬁeld of pattern recognition and
data mining, where the data amount can reach the terabyte level [196]. In this ﬁeld, artiﬁcial
neural networks (ANN) have been established as a very valuable algorithmic approach. ANN
catch one of the main features of the neural net in the brain: its intrinsic parallelism, i.e. each
neuron is connected via synapses to a large (∼ 109) number of other neurons. How to phys-
ically realize an ANN and the corresponding synapses is a highly non-trivial task and most
of the attempts are based on CMOS technologies [197]. However, could it be possible to use a
"molecular-scale route" or, in other words, a bottom-up approach to emulate synaptic behavior?
This would open the possibility to exploit the enormous variety of organic molecules to ﬁne tune
the synaptic properties. The answer seems positive [198]. Research groups in France [199] and
South- Korea [200] have recently demonstrated that the so called organic memory ﬁeld-eﬀect
transistor (NOMFET) shows spike-timing-dependent plasticity, which is a basic learning func-
tion in the brain. The NOMFET is composed of a self-assembled gold nanoparticle network
covered with an organic semiconductor thin ﬁlm. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the
NOMFET also behaves as a memristive device,1 which have been proposed as possible synap-
tic elements in CMOS-based neuromorphic circuits [202]. In the NOMFET, the nanoparticle
array works basically as a (random) set of capacitances supplying or withdrawing charges from
the organic layer. Hence, the nanoparticles do not communicate with each other due to being
functionalized with molecular chains acting as dielectric barriers between them. However, a
diﬀerent alternative is worth of being explored: the targeted functionalization of self-assembled
nanoparticle networks to promote electrical contacts between them, see Fig. 3.1 for a schematic
representation. Hereby, the molecules mediating the interconnection need to possess intrinsic
functionalities, e.g. molecular switches, since it must be possible to tune the connectivities within
the network either via voltage pulses or light irradiation. Whether such a network will behave
as a synapstor or display memristive features, is an open issue. From the modelling point of
view, a multi-scale approach is requested, covering the description of individual functionalized
nanoparticles, the local interactions between nanoparticles, and the response of the network to
external inputs. For this, methodologies ranging from quantum-mechanical based approaches
up to compact modelling and device simulators need to be applied and coupled to each other
in an eﬃcient way. We may expect that the use of such approaches will provide a route for the
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the local structure of a self-assembled functionalized
nanoparticle network. The molecules building the inter-connects are expected to posses a speciﬁc
functionality as in the case of molecular switches or to display highly non-linear current-voltage
response functions, since the internal network connectivity needs to be tuned by external inputs
(voltage pulses or light irradiation). It could be hypothesized that such a network may represent
a building block of e.g. crossbar architechture (right side of the scheme).
design of the appropriate structure-function relationships required to map synaptic behavior on
such artiﬁcial hybrid networks.
From the more general point of view of computational materials science, atomic-scale simula-
tions, which have been at the focus of this work, clearly represent only a ﬁrst step towards the
multi-scale approaches mentioned in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Fig. 1.5. An important issue
not addressed in this work is the problem of information transfer from one scale to the other. This
still needs to be intensively explored, since no general rule does exist establishing a smooth con-
nection between diﬀerent length, time, and complexity scales. Here the core problem to be solved
is: How can information obtained at a given level (covering a certain spectrum of length and time
scales) be coarse-grained and mapped onto a smaller number of fundamental variables to be used
in a higher-order description? We may expect that addressing such issues will lie at the core of
computational and methodological studies in the next future [203, 204, 41, 205, 206, 207]. This
will allow for a better control of the information transfer and coarse-graining between diﬀerent
scales as well as to get a deeper insight into emergent functionalities, i.e. a behavior of a system
at certain length and time scales that can not be rationalized by a simple cumulative eﬀect at
smaller scales. Although I remain sceptic concerning the development of a general, black-box
like, multi-scale modelling tool, I do not exclude that such a methodology may be issued for
sub-classes of functional materials sharing similar basic physical and chemical properties. I also
expect that the borders of atomistic simulations will be pushed forward with further increasing
of the computational capabilities, allowing for large scale atomistic simulations involving tens of
millions of atoms. This will clearly provide a route for systematically benchmarking the degree
of coarse-graining required when moving from one length scale to a longer one.
The few examples presented above are thoug`ht to be representative of some current and fu-
ture developments in the ﬁeld of functional materials. Readers working in other sub-ﬁelds of
physics, chemistry, and materials science might of course like to add some other equally im-
portant cases beyond those described above, such as nanobiosensorics [208], the development of
eﬃcent hydrogen-storage materials [209], or novel two-dimensional materials (graphene, MoS2,
WS2,· · · ) [210]. In any case, this brief glimpse at diﬀerent ongoing developments in functional
materials research shows a common long-term goal: the search for building blocks displaying
complex functionalities down to the nanoscale. The implications for our everyday life and for the
technological sector in the coming decade(s) will be deep: self-repairing devices, smart homes,
artiﬁcial brains, non-CMOS based (molecular?) scale technologies.
1Memristors were predicted by Leon Chua as early as 1971 to be a fourth fundamental circuit element, together
with resistor, capacitor, and inductor. Its basic feature is to possess a resistance which depends on the charge
that ﬂowed through it, i.e. it has a memory. It took however almost 40 year before a physical realization of the
memristor was achieved [201].
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If this Thesis has managed to make the reader interested in the computational modelling of
nanoscale materials and in the fascinating phenomena found in this realm, then it has fulﬁlled
its goal.
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We study electron transport across a carbon molecular junction consisting of a C60 molecule sandwiched
between two semi-infinite metallic carbon nanotubes. It is shown that the Landauer conductance of this carbon
hybrid system can be tuned within orders of magnitude not only by varying the tube-C60 distance, but more
importantly at fixed distances by ~i! changing the orientation of the Buckminsterfullerene or ~ii! rotating one of
the tubes around its cylinder axis. Furthermore, it is explicitly shown that structural relaxation determines
qualitatively the transmission spectrum of such devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.113410 PACS number~s!: 73.63.Fg, 61.46.1w, 71.15.Ap, 72.80.Rj
Driven by advances in chemical synthesis, scanning probe
microscopy and break junction techniques, the seminal idea
of using molecular scale conductors as active components of
electronic devices1 has received a new impetus in recent
years.2–4 Rectification and negative differential resistance
could already be demonstrated on the nanoscale.3 However,
mechanical, electrical or electromechanical switching de-
vices and transistors still include components of mesoscopic
dimensions.3
One of the most intensively studied molecules in the field
is the fullerene C60 , whose electronic transport properties
were measured and manipulated by scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy ~STM! techniques.5 Several examples of fullerene-
based devices have been investigated both experimentally6–9
and theoretically.10–13 Suggested mechanisms to control the
conductance at a single C60 molecular junction are either of
electromechanical nature ~utilizing an STM tip to compress
the molecule5,10! or based on charge transfer ~controlled by a
gate potential in a three-terminal geometry12!. The first
mechanism has already been realized experimentally, al-
though the theoretical explanation of the observed effect is
still inconclusive.10,11 The second approach runs into the dif-
ficulty of applying a gate terminal at very short length scales.
Experimentally there is some evidence of a third mechanism
that changes the conductance properties of C60 by altering
the orientation of the molecule with respect to a substrate.
This mechanism could explain the observed changes in con-
trast of STM pictures of molecular C60 layers on gold
surfaces.14,15
Other prime targets as possible building blocks for nano-
scale electronics devices are single- and multiple-wall carbon
nanotubes ~CNTs!.16 This owes to their exceptional elec-
tronic and structural properties, that have been extensively
studied over the decade following their discovery. It has been
demonstrated that tubes can act as both a wiring system17
and active device elements.17–21 In the latter a gate voltage
was applied to manipulate the conductance. Recently, it has
also been shown that if CNTs are placed on a graphite sub-
strate, the interface resistance can be tuned by changing the
tube orientation on the graphite plane in- or out-of-registry,
with an atomic force microscope tip.22 Similar effects have
been studied theoretically for a junction of two CNTs in a
p-electron tight-binding formulation.23
In this paper, we propose an alternative switching device
entirely on the nanoscale which combines the unique fea-
tures of both C60 and CNTs, in a CNT-C60-CNT hybrid sys-
tem ~see Fig. 1!. The electronic transport in this pure-carbon
electronics setup is studied in the Landauer formalism24 us-
ing Green function techniques combined with a density func-
tional theory ~DFT! based approach. We show that an unex-
pectedly large variation of the conductance over three orders
of magnitude can be achieved by either changing the orien-
tation of C60 , or by rotating the nanotubes around the sym-
metry axis at a fixed tube-C60 distance. In addition, it is
demonstrated that the conductance of such molecular devices
strongly depends on the structural relaxation of the junction.
FIG. 1. Geometric configuration of the molecular junction dis-
cussed in this paper. A C60 molecule bridges two ~5,5! CNTs. The
dashed-line frame encloses the scattering region. The lower panel
represents schematically the different orientations of C60 with re-
spect to the surface cross sections of the nanotubes @e.g., the upper
panel geometry corresponds to orientation ~1!#.
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In the Landauer approach, the conductance of the system
is related to an independent-electron elastic scattering prob-
lem, with the transmission function T(E) at the Fermi energy
EF determining the two-terminal, linear-response conduc-
tance in the zero temperature limit
g5
2e2
h T~EF!. ~1!
The Green function method is employed to calculate T(E)
from
T~E !5Tr@GLGrGRGa# . ~2!
In a nonorthogonal basis representation, the retarded and ad-
vanced Green functions Gr,a are determined by solving the
finite dimensional matrix equation
~ES2H2SL2SR!G51, ~3!
which can be derived using a partitioning technique for non-
orthogonal bases.25 Here, H and S are the molecular Hamil-
tonian and the overlap matrix, respectively. The self energies
SL(SR) depend on the coupling matrix elements between
the scattering region and the left ~right! lead and on the lead
Green functions. Their imaginary parts determine the matri-
ces GL,R5i@SL,R2SL,R
† # .24
In the following, we characterize the electronic structure
of the molecule and the leads as well as the lead-molecule
coupling within an approximate DFT-parametrized frame-
work. The method relies on a nonorthogonal linear combina-
tion of ~valence! atomic orbitals ~LCAO! ansatz and it has
been previously applied to study dynamical,28 structural,29
and electronic transport26,27 properties of a large class of ma-
terials. The Green functions of the tubes have been calcu-
lated by using a recursive technique.30 Structural optimiza-
tion is performed by using conjugate-gradient techniques and
taking into account a cluster consisting of the C60 cage and
six unit cells of the CNT on either side of it. To simulate the
effect of semi-infinite leads we allowed only the fullerene
and the first unit cells of the tubes ~nearest to C60) to relax,
thus defining the scattering region of Fig. 1.
We study a single C60 molecule bridging two single-wall
metallic ~5,5! nanotubes, which are taken symmetric with
respect to the plane through the center of mass of C60 and
perpendicular to the CNT cylinder axes ~see upper panel of
Fig. 1 for a typical unrelaxed structure!. The tubes act as
donor and acceptor electron reservoirs. First, we investigate
the distance dependence of the conductance for a given con-
figuration. The central aim of this letter, however, is to ex-
ploit the sensitivity of electron transport to the topology of
the molecule/electrode interface31 in the proposed system. To
this end several possible orientations of the C60 @depicted by
the polygon~s! facing the tube symmetry axis in the lower
panel of Fig. 1# have been considered. Finally, the depen-
dence of the conductance on the rotation of one of the tubes
around the symmetry axis at a fixed orientation of C60 is
investigated.
The energy dependence of the total transmission at three
different tube-tube separations d is shown in Fig. 2 for the
case of the ~relaxed! configuration ~5!.32 Large variations in
the transmission of up to 5 orders of magnitude are found,
similar to those reported in Ref. 11 for the case of a pointlike
STM-tip approaching a C60 molecule. A reduction of d in-
creases the molecule-lead coupling and, therefore, leads to a
strong broadening and shifting of the resonances, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. For very short separations the cage geometry
of C60 distorts and no resonances are resolved any more.33
The molecule becomes highly transparent @T(E);1# over a
wide energy range around the Fermi level. We stress that the
presented results for the distance dependence are very sensi-
tive to the inclusion of structural relaxation and strongly dif-
fer from results for unrelaxed structures ~not shown!.
A key question is what happens for a fixed distance be-
tween the molecule and the tubes but for different orienta-
tions of C60 ~see lower panel of Fig. 1! with the inclusion of
relaxation. Such dependence is displayed in Fig. 3 for both
relaxed and unrelaxed molecular junctions. Surprisingly, at
fixed distance, just an atomic scale rotation of the highly
symmetric C60 molecule induces a large variation of the
transmission at the Fermi energy by several orders of mag-
nitude. This is shown in Fig. 3~b! for three of the seven
different orientations with maximum, minimum, and one in-
termediate value of T(EF). As can be seen in Fig. 3~a!, ne-
glecting relaxation decisively influences the transmission
properties of the molecular junction. This shows up as a
much different and less smooth behavior of the transmission.
The qualitative difference is related to the rehybridization
and/or partial saturation of the dangling bonds on the CNT
surface upon relaxation. It is interesting to note that such a
dramatic influence of the relaxation on the conductance has
not been reported before for this class of systems. For in-
stance, the relaxation of a CNT-CNT junction in-registry
changes the resistance only quantitatively rather than
qualitatively.23
The results for the relaxed structures reveal that, at the
Fermi energy, the pentagon configuration ~5! has a transmis-
sion lower by about three orders of magnitude than configu-
ration ~4!. This fact could be exploited in an electronic
FIG. 2. Transmission spectra for the relaxed configuration with
orientation ~5! ~see Fig. 1! for different distances d between the
nanotubes.
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switching device on the nanoscale, as manipulation of
fullerenes by using STM or atomic force microscope tips is
becoming a standard technique in the field.8,22 Furthermore,
this effect may also serve to explain the observation of con-
trast variations in STM images.14,15
Different from other calculations which assume aluminum
electrodes,12,13 the absolute values of the transmission found
here are small. In the former case, charge transfer from the
electrodes onto the LUMO pins the Fermi energy near this
resonance. In our purely carbon-based molecular device,
however, charge transfer effects are much weaker, as a Mul-
liken population analysis shows (;0.1e). Thus, rather than a
ballisticlike transport supported by molecular states, tunnel-
ling through the highest occupied molecular orbital
~HOMO!-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ~LUMO! gap
is the main mechanism of electronic conductance.34 The lat-
ter is determined by the superposition of the resonance tails
and for molecules with highly degenerate HOMO and
LUMO manifolds such as the isolated C60 , an increase of
this overlap can be achieved by lifting the degeneracy.6,10 In
our calculations, coupling to the leads changes the electronic
structure of the fullerene in a similar fashion. However, our
results suggest additional competing effects. The wave func-
tion overlap between components at a molecular junction
which includes nanoelectrodes strongly depends on the exact
atomic configuration31 and, hence, the shape and the position
of molecular resonances. Moreover, unsaturated dangling
bonds introduce additional resonant states within the
HOMO-LUMO gap of the isolated C60 .35 Note that such
states are asymmetrically coupled to the leads. In general,
this leads to a value of the conductance at resonance smaller
than the quantum unit (2e2/h).
In addition to the rotation of C60 in between the tubes, we
have also studied the dependence of the conductance upon
rotation of one of the carbon nanotube electrodes around the
axis of current transport. This destroys the high symmetry of
the CNT subsystem. As shown in Fig. 4, periodic features in
the conductance are found and, again, variations of several
orders of magnitude can be observed at the Fermi energy.
The rotation angle f50° case corresponds to the Fermi
level value of the transmission function for orientation ~4! in
Fig. 3. From this initial, relatively high conducting situation,
the transmission can be tuned down by two orders of mag-
nitude by rotating one CNT with respect to the other by 24°.
The period of the oscillation of the conductivity is 72°, re-
flecting the symmetry of the tubes.
In conclusion, we have studied a fullerene-based nano-
bridge of a C60 molecule sandwiched between two semi-
infinite carbon nanotubes in the Landauer formalism. We
have found that in this pure carbon molecular junction the
conductance is dominated by tunnelling through the HOMO-
LUMO gap. Most importantly, the transmission can be effi-
ciently controlled by rotations of the C60 molecule and/or
one of the nanotubes, thus making this carbon hybrid system
a possible candidate for a nano-electronic switching device.
Furthermore, we have shown that structural relaxation turns
out to have a decisive influence on the electronic transport
properties and may not be neglected in the modelling of such
nanoscale molecular junctions.
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FIG. 3. Transmission results for both unrelaxed ~upper panel!
and relaxed ~lower panel! configurations. d is fixed at 0.93 nm.
Numbers indicate different molecular orientations as depicted in the
lower panel of Fig. 1.
FIG. 4. Transmission at the Fermi energy as a function of the
rotation angle f of one of the nanotubes around the direction of
current transport. The nanotube separation d is 0.93 nm and C60 has
orientation ~4! of Fig. 1.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the influence of molecular vibrations on the tunneling of electrons through an octane−thiolate sandwiched between two gold
contacts. The coherent and incoherent tunneling currents are computed using the non-equilibrium Green’s functions formalism. Both the
system Hamiltonian and the electron−phonon interaction are obtained from first-principles DFT calculations, including a microscopic treatment
of the gold contacts. This method allows to study explicitly the influence of each individual vibrational mode and show a detailed analysis of
the power dissipated in the molecular wire.
The emerging field of molecular electronics has seen a
tremendous expansion in recent years, thanks to the develop-
ment of new experimental techniques1,2 which have allowed
to achieve trusted and reproducible results. The use of organic
material in electronic devices represent an interesting tech-
nology in its own right for the unique possibilities it offers.3
Organic structures can exploit the richness of the organic
chemistry, resulting in a number of specific functionalities
that are well suited for sophisticated sensors with a high
degree of selectivity for gas, biochemical, and lab-on-a-chip
applications. Molecular design could also be exploited for
band engineering that could be applied to nanoelectronics.
Electronic conduction through a variety of different mole-
cules has been studied experimentally by many research
groups,4-7 and novel design architectures for memories and
logic circuits involving single molecules as active compo-
nents have been explored.8,9 Temperature-dependent transport
and power dissipation in molecular devices is necessarily a
problem that device design will need to face in the future.
To our knowledge, only few works have dealt with this issue
in recent years.10,11 In recent months there has been a growth
of experiments probing the electron-phonon interaction in
molecular transport.12,13 These experiments are essentially
inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) measure-
ments, probing directly the strength of the inelastic electron-
phonon scattering. Such type of inelastic mechanisms are
mainly responsible for thermal relaxations in molecular
junctions, and understanding these mechanisms is important
for controlling molecular stability. Furthermore, electron-
phonon scattering may provide paths for molecular isomer-
ization, which is useful for switching mechanisms.
Although a simple and clear understanding of transport
mechanisms has not been reached yet for most of the
molecular compounds, transport in alkenethiols is essentially
at a mature stage of experimental development. Such type
of molecules align on Au surfaces via covalent S-Au bonds
to form regular and stable self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs). They are characterized by a large optical band gap
(>5 eV), making them very stable to photodegradation. The
same large gap is responsible for a very low conduction via
tunneling in Au/thiol/Au structures, giving good electrical
stability. For the reasons above, it is not surprising that
experiments of conduction through these compounds have
been reproduced by many research groups.
In this paper we examine the incoherent component of
the tunneling current through alkeno-thiolate molecules14,15
between gold contacts.
The electronic system is described via a local basis density
functional scheme, where appropriate approximations are* Corresponding author. E-mail: pecchia@ing.uniroma2.it.
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considered in order to make the approach efficient for
systems comprising large numbers of atoms.16-18 The most
important are the use of an optimized minimal basis set and
the neglect of three-center integrals. The ionic potential is
obtained under the standard Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion. The delicate repulsive part of the potential is expressed
as a superposition of atomic pair potentials that are obtained
from ab initio DFT reference calculations.18 The method has
been recently extended to non-equilibrium quantum transport
calculations.19,20 A version of this code (gDFTB) is available
online.21 This method has proven to be successful when
applied to organic molecules, giving vibrational frequencies
close to experimental results and similar in quality to
sophisticated and time-consuming full ab initio calcula-
tions.22,23
The usual procedure to treat molecular vibrations is to
expand the effective nuclear potential up to the harmonic
term, and to decouple the Hamiltonian as a superposition of
independent one-dimensional oscillators corresponding to the
normal modes of vibrations. Each vibrational mode will be
labeled by q. The harmonic oscillators can be quantized
following the usual prescriptions, by making use of the
standard relationships between the position operator and the
Bose field operator.
Inelastic electron-phonon scattering in molecular wires
has been so far analyzed using model Hamiltonians.24-28 In
this paper we report the first attempt to study the electron-
phonon coupling in a realistic molecular system by explicitly
taking into account the molecular degrees of freedom and
analyzing in detail the contributions of the vibrational modes.
The electronic deformation potential is obtained by expand-
ing the Hamiltonian to first order in the atomic displacements.
Subsequently, the atomic coordinates are expressed as a
superposition of creation-annihilation operators, aq
+
and
aq, of phonon quanta in each vibrational mode q. The result
is a term in the Hamiltonian describing the electron-phonon
coupling,
where cí
+
and cî are, respectively, the creation and an-
nihilation operators of one electron in the local basis and
are the electron-phonon coupling matrices. Mq are the
atomic masses, öq the mode frequencies, and eR
q
are the
normalized atomic displacements for each mode. The non-
orthogonality of the basis set is reflected by the presence of
the overlap matrix, Síî, and its derivative with respect to
the ionic positions, RR. Therefore, the ionic vibrations of a
molecular wire can be described as a class of boson particles
which are here referred to as “phonons”.
While crossing the system, the electrons interact with the
molecular ionic vibrations from which they can be inelas-
tically scattered. In the present context we assume that the
metal ions do not move; henceforth, the electron-phonon
scattering within the leads is neglected. This is a good
approximation given the very large difference in atomic
masses between the Au atoms and the organic elements.
Furthermore, we are specifically interested in the energy
dissipated within the molecular degrees of freedom, since
the inelastic electron-phonon scattering in the metallic leads
is known to be small and not important for power dissipation
issues. The present method neglects the coupling between
contact and molecular modes. Indeed, a degree of mixing
between the acoustic modes of the metal and the low energy
molecular modes can be expected. In principle, such coupling
can be included in the formalism.
Generally speaking, the equilibrium perturbation theory
is not suitable to describe the properties of a system driven
out of equilibrium by an applied bias. The resulting net flux
of current sustained by the bias is an evidence that the system
is not in equilibrium. In particular, the equilibrium theory
fails to describe real exchange of energy between the electron
and the phonon subsystems, and therefore it is unsuitable to
describe joule heating and dissipation. This is obvious since
in equilibrium there cannot be a steady flux of energy from
the electron system to the vibrational degrees of freedom.
The generalization of the equilibrium many-body perturbation
theory to non-equilibrium is obtained by the Keldysh-
Kadanoff-Baym (KKB) formalism.29,30 The technicalities
of the theory are mathematically rather involved and we refer
the reader to specialized reviews which can be found, for
example, in ref 32. In the complete non-equilibrium Green’s
function approach the electron-vibration interaction is de-
scribed via both virtual and real emission and absorption of
phonon quanta.
The current is computed using a generalized version of
the Landauer formula, valid also for non-equilibrium condi-
tions and in particular when sources of incoherent scattering
are present. In the steady-state limit, this reads as
where “L
<(>)
represents the in-scattering of electrons (holes)
through the left contact of the device, while G<(>) is the
electron (hole) correlation function, which essentially rep-
resents the density of occupied (empty) states. Current
conservation ensures that the same result is obtained when
the right contact is used instead. The physical interpretation
of eq 3 is a simple balance between incoming electrons into
empty states and incoming holes into occupied states,
equivalent to outgoing electrons from occupied states. The
correlation functions, G< and G>, are related to the in(out)-
scattering functions by the standard KKB kinetic equa-
tions,29,30 given by
Hel-ph ) ∑
q,í,î
çíî
q
cí
+
cî[aq+ + aq] (1)
çíî
R )
x p2öqMq ∑R [@Híî@RR - ∑ó,ì @Síó@RR Sóì-1Hìî - ∑ó,ì HíìSìó-1 @Síî@RR]eRq
(2)
I ) 2eh s- inf+ inf Tr[“L<(ö)G>(ö) - “L>(ö)G<(ö)] dö (3)
G<(>)(ö) ) Gr(ö)“<(>)(ö)Ga(ö) (4)
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The two lesser and greater self-energies (SE) are the sum of
three terms:
The first two contributions come from the contacts and the
third term is related to the scattering processes within the
molecule caused by electron-phonon interactions. Such
decoupling is valid within the noncrossing approximation
(NCA), which we took care to fulfill by physically separating
the molecular subunit, free to move, from the contacts. Such
separation was obtained with three layers of Au atoms
representing the metal surfaces that have been treated as to
be part of the moleculecular region. Because of the short
range of the atomic orbital interactions and since the Au
atoms do not move, such three layers ensure that the contact
and electron-phonon self-energies act on orthogonal sub-
spaces of the Hamiltonian matrix. Combining equations 3,
4, and 5, it is possible to separate the coherent from the
incoherent contributions to the total current. These can be
written as
The relevant self-energy due to electron-phonon scattering
is evaluated within the Born approximation (BA), which is
translated into an analytic form by using the standard rules
of Feynman’s diagrams and the Langreth theorem for the
analytic continuation rules of the Keldysh Green’s functions:
where Dq
<(>)
are the correlation functions related to the
vibrational modes. In the actual calculations the zero-th order
phonon propagator are used. In principle, the exchange of
energy between molecular phonon and thermal bath could
be included explicitly by solving an additional kinetic
equation. Such an approach is relevant in studying heat
dissipations into the contacts.
Equation 7 is usually solved just to first-order, using the
unperturbed G0
<(>) functions, obtained from eq 4 by setting
“ph
<(>) ) 0. This is commonly called first-order BA. How-
ever eqs 7 and 4 can be solved in a self-consistent manner
(SCBA).31 This corresponds to a partial summation of
diagrams that goes beyond the simpler first order approxima-
tion. A self-consistent solution is computationally far more
demanding but leads to a result that is more satisfactory from
a theoretical point of view. Only the self-consistent solution,
in fact, preserves the contact current in eq 3, which is
generally violated when using the simpler first-order BA.
In self-consistent calculations the retarded (advanced)
Gr(a)(ö) Green’s functions that appear in eq 4 are, in
principle, the exact GF of the electron-phonon coupled
system and should be renormalized with a corresponding
electron-phonon self-energy. In general, the electronic self-
energy can be calculated from explicit applications of the
Langreth evaluation rules of the non-equilibrium Feynman
diagrams. Explicit expressions can be found, for instance,
in ref 20. Since we are mainly interested on incoherent
phonon emission, we approximate the phonon self-energy
to be purely imaginary, neglecting the shift of the van-Hoove
singularities (i.e., essentially neglecting energy shifts due to
polaron-like states). This assumption is valid since the
molecular levels are far from the relevant range of injection
energies and therefore the small shift will not modify
appreciably the tunneling current. Within this assumption
the imaginary part of the phonon self-energy can be obtained
directly from the known relationship “r - “a ) “> - “<.
In any case, the SCBA is valid in the small electron-phonon
interaction limit and far from resonant situations where
polaron effects should be taken into account.
Using the mathematical machinery described above, we
have computed the tunneling current through an alkanethio-
late molecule, Au-S(CH2)8S-Au. The Au atoms, composing
the two contacts, are kept at fixed positions, corresponding
to an ideal fcc crystal with Au-Au separations of 2.884 Å.
First we relaxed the octanethiol saturated with a hydrogen
termination, on top of one Au surface comprising six atomic
layers. After this first step we removed the hydrogen and
put the second Au surface, taking care that the Au-S
distance obtained at the first interface was reproduced at the
second interface. Then we let this system relax again.
Periodic boundary conditions are used in all these calcula-
tions. The final relaxed structure is shown in Figure 1.
Although we found that the global minima of the isolated
octanedithiol is the highest symmetry configuration, the
relaxed structure of the molecule attached to Au electrodes
does not show any particular symmetry. The vibrational
frequencies are slightly affected by this, since many degen-
eracies are broken. However, the differences in the whole
spectrum are within 20%, which can be considered small
and not relevant for the present analysis. The S atom is found
to form a bond with an energy minimum at the hollow site
of the Au(111) crystal. Actually, the exact minimal config-
uration is found with the sulfur atom slightly shifted from
the hollow position, as reported in other ab initio DFT
calculations.33,34 The S atom is found at 2.76 Å from the Au
plane.
In Figure 2 the computed conductance and the I-V
characteristics of such system are reported. The theoretical
“<(>)(ö) ) “L<(>)(ö) + “R<(>)(ö) + “ph<(>)(ö) (5)
Icoh(inc) )
2e
h s- inf+ inf Tr[“L<(ö)Gr(ö)“R(ph)> (ö)Ga(ö) -
“L
>(ö)Gr(ö)“R(ph)< (ö)Ga(ö)] dö (6)
“ph
<(>)(ö) ) i∑
q
çq
2s- inf+ inf dö′2ð G<(>)(ö - ö′)Dq<(>)(ö′) (7)
Figure 1. Diagram representing the relaxed atomic coordinates
of the octanedithiol between Au contacts.
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curve is also compared to recent experimental results,12
obtained by measuring the current through a SAM assembled
within a nanopore. Assuming that the SAM assembled in a
lattice Rx3  Rx3, from the measured nanopore diameter
of 45 nm, we can estimate that approximately 10,000
molecules are sampled in parallel. Accordingly, the experi-
mental measurements are scaled by a factor 10-4 in order to
compare with our calculations. The order of magnitude of
the tunneling current is predicted very well. This is important,
particularly in relation to the absolute magnitude of the power
dissipated in such system, as discussed later.
After the relaxation of the molecular coordinates, obtained
by imposing the atomic forces to be smaller than 10-4 a.u.,
we proceeded to the computation of the vibrational modes
and frequencies. For each of the 78 modes, we have
computed the contribution to the inelastic current at T )
0 K and for an applied bias of 2 V. At T ) 0, the incoherent
part of the tunneling probability is related to the net phonon
emission rate by ô-1 ) Iinc/e. This quantity is used as a
measure of the electron-phonon strength and is used to
compare the different modes. A summary of such computa-
tions is reported in Table 1 and in Figure 3a.
The lowest vibrational modes correspond to oscillations
of the carbon atoms in the backbone plane, resembling the
first harmonics of a string, and rigid twist around the C-C
bonds of large subunits involving two or more CH2 groups.
The two sulfur atoms remain practically fixed or slide slightly
over the Au surface. The frequencies of such modes are
affected by large relative errors because they are sensitive
to small differences in the atomic pair potentials and to the
relaxed geometry. Furthermore, these modes are not easily
accessible experimentally. We find that modes associated
to internal twists of the C-C backbone involving the motion
of (CH2)2 subunits are more effective in scattering electrons.
As expected, the Au-S stretching modes, which are found
in the range between 250 cm-1 to 320 cm-1, in agreement
with experiments,12 give a large contribution to the electron-
phonon scattering. Similarly, a large contribution is given
by the C-S stretch modes, found around 690 cm-1.12 The
band of modes found between 1000 and 1100 cm-1 corre-
sponds to C-C stretch modes. These give the largest
contribution to the incoherent current. A large contribution
comes also from the modes related to motions of the CH2
modes, particularly rocking and twisting. Wagging and
scissoring modes, instead, give a smaller contribution.
Figure 2. (left) Tunneling probability as a function of injection
energy across a molecule of octanethiol. The Fermi energy
corresponds to the Au contacts. (right) The computed I-V
characteristics of the system (solid line) compared to recent
experimental results (see text).
Figure 3. (a) Scattering rate and (b) power dissipated for each
vibrational mode.
Table 1. Summary of the Most Important Frequencies (cm-1)
of the Octanethiol, Phonon Emission Rate (ps-1), Followed by a
Brief Description of the Mode and the Typical Experimental
Value, Obtained by HREELS, Raman or IR12
ö ô-1 description ö exp.
34.8 0.687 (CH2)2 twist
106.9 0.127 (CH2)2 twist
109.3 0.189 (CH2)2 twist
178.8 0.157 (CH2)2 twist
217.0 0.314 Au-S stretch 225-
320.6 0.470 Au-S stretch -255
687.5 0.383 S-C stretch 650-706
693.6 0.462 S-C stretch
848.1 0.444 CH2 rock 715-925
1076.8 0.848 C-C stretch 1050
1136.2 0.871 C-C stretch 1120
1222.8 0.097 CH2 wag 1300
1259.9 0.626 CH2 twist 1250
1479.2 0.147 CH2 twist
1518.2 0.082 CH2 scissor 1455
1881.0 0.243 CC+H swing
2976.5 0.0024 C-H stretch. 2860
3421.4 0.200 H-Au stretch
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In our analysis we also found non negligible signal from
some modes that have not been discussed in experimental
papers, since they are special to the Au/octanethiol/Au system
and are not seen in isolated molecules. In particular, two
modes around 1900 cm-1 (0.23 eV) are associated to a slight
rotation of the C-S bond, a stretch of the C-C bonds
involving the motion of the C at position 2, and a pronounced
swing of the H atom closest to the Au surface. Another mode
affecting the inelastic current is related to the oscillation of
the hydrogens closest to the Au surfaces. Such modes could
be seen as a Au-H stretch and are found at a frequency of
3400 cm-1 (0.42 eV).
The 34 modes giving an inelastic rate greater than 108
ps-1 have been included for the calculation of the incoherent
current. Figure 4 shows the coherent and incoherent contri-
butions to the total tunneling current resolved in energy for
the bias of 2.0 V and the calculated I-V characteristics of
the system.
The peaks in the transmission function correspond to
features of the surface density of states of Au. In Figure 4
we have compared the first-order BA with the SCBA. It is
important to remark that for this system the first-order Born
approximation gives already an acceptable result and the SC
loop does not introduce substantial changes in the transmis-
sion probability in the relevant energy range. Differences
are appreciably deep in the energy gap, where the transmis-
sion probability is already small and the total contribution
to the current is negligible. At this point it is possible to
compute the amount of power dissipated in the molecule due
to inelastic phonon emission. This calculation can be obtained
by considering the virtual contact current, as discussed for
instance in ref 35.
The power dissipated is given by the net rate of energy
transferred to the molecule and can be easily calculated by
This quantity is the virtual contact current, simply represent-
ing the total current scattered from its original energy to a
new one after phonon emission (or absorption). This process
can be associated to the concept of a phase-breaking contact
which absorbs electrons at a given energy (-Iph(E)) and emits
them at another energy (+Iph(E)). The net virtual current
should be zero, for current conservation. From eq 8 we
calculate that the power dissipated in the octanethiol is W )
0.16 nWatt (1 eV/ps) at 2 V of applied bias.
It is interesting, however, to analyze the power dissipated
in each vibrational mode, as shown in Figure 3b. This is not
directly proportional to the emission rate, since the power
dissipated depends on the phonon energy as well. As
expected, the low frequency modes contribute little to the
dissipation, despite the relatively large scattering rates. The
modes giving the largest contribution are found in the band
of C-C stretch modes, the C-S stretch, and the CH2 rocking
modes. Considerable power is also absorbed by the modes
at 1900 and 3400 cm-1, involving essentially movements of
the hydrogens close to the Au surfaces.
The problem that needs to be addressed next is related to
the dissipation of the absorbed heat, by coupling the
vibrational modes to the environement. Computations of this
kind, applied systematically to molecular bridges, allow the
evaluation of molecular stability, assess the feasibility, and
help the engineering of future molecular electronic devices.
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Engineering the figure of merit and thermopower in single-molecule devices connected to
semiconducting electrodes
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We propose a possible route to achieve high thermoelectric efficiency in molecular junctions by combining
a local chemical tuning of the molecular electronic states with the use of semiconducting electrodes. The
former allows to control the position of the highest-occupied molecular orbital HOMO transmission reso-
nance with respect to the Fermi energy while the latter fulfills a twofold purpose: the suppression of electron-
like contributions to the thermopower and the cutoff of the HOMO transmission tails into the semiconductor
band gap. As a result a large thermopower can be obtained. Our results strongly suggest that large figures of
merit in such molecular junctions can be achieved.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.235406 PACS numbers: 85.80.Fi, 73.63.Rt, 81.07.Nb, 81.07.Pr
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermoelectric materials convert thermal gradients and
electric fields for power conversion and for refrigeration, re-
spectively. With the increase in energy demand, thermoelec-
tric applications are attracting a considerable interest. Unfor-
tunately, thermoelectrics find currently only special
applications due to their limited efficiency, which is mea-
sured by a dimensionless parameter, the thermoelectric figure
of merit: ZT=S2TG /, which includes the Seebeck coeffi-
cient thermopower S, an average temperature T, the elec-
trical conductance G, and the thermal conductance =el
+ph, the latter containing both electronic el and vibrational
ph contributions. Maximizing ZT is challenging because op-
timizing one physical parameter often adversely affects an-
other.
However, as suggested in the early 1990s,1 dimensionality
reduction toward the nanoscale could provide an additional
parameter to tune the electrical and thermal response of ther-
moelectric materials. This has triggered an active research on
new nanoscaled thermoelectric materials.2–13 An alternative
to inorganic-based materials could be to exploit molecules,
which have been already extensively investigated in the con-
text of charge transport and molecular electronic applications
in the past two decades.14 Indeed, the Seebeck coefficient of
different single molecules15 as well as the thermal conduc-
tance of self-assembled monolayers16 have been meanwhile
experimentally investigated. Theoretically, only few studies
on the thermoelectric properties in few level systems mol-
ecules, small quantum dots have been presented to date.17–27
Concerning this “organic route,” two aspects should be taken
into account. First, as proposed by Mahan and Sofo,28 the
presence of a sharp resonance near the Fermi level EF can
considerably increase the thermopower since the latter de-
pends on the derivative of the conductance near EF. One key
advantage of using molecules as potential thermoelectrics is
the capability to tune their chemical and hence also their
electrical and thermal properties in a very controlled way.
The second aspect is more generic: by using metallic elec-
trodes to contact a molecule, there are holelike and electron-
like contributions to S arising from tunneling through the
highest-occupied molecular orbital HOMO and lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO states, respectively.
Both contributions appear with different signs in S and thus
partially cancel each other. Is it possible to filter out electron-
like or holelike contributions?
In this study, we propose a combination of chemical tun-
ing of the molecular electronic structure with the use of semi-
conducting electrodes to improve the thermoelectric effi-
ciency of molecular junctions. Such electrodes provide a way
to lift the compensation of holelike and electronlike contri-
butions to the thermopower. Specifically, if the LUMO reso-
nance lies within the semiconductor band gap, no states are
available for the “electronic” channel, which is then blocked
and the thermopower will be mainly determined by the
HOMO hole channel. In this sense, the band gap in the
electrodes’s electronic structure acts as a filter blocking spe-
cific contributions to the thermopower from the molecular
orbitals. This together with the inclusion of donor groups in
a -conjugated molecule chemical tuning can lead to a
dramatic increase in the thermopower of the junction by gen-
erating sharp resonances close to the Fermi level. Addition-
ally, the presence of a band edge can further increase the log
derivative of the transmission function and hence also the
thermopower compared with the case of metallic electrodes.
We illustrate these ideas by using a minimal model
Hamiltonian as well as a first-principles-based approach to
the electronic structure and the transport properties of the
molecular junctions. A typical electrode-molecule setup used
in our simulations is displayed in Fig. 1. In the next section
we describe our theoretical methodology, and in Sec. III re-
sults for the electronic conductance as well as for the vibra-
tional contribution to the thermal conductance of three dif-
ferent molecular junctions are discussed.
II. METHODS
A. Electronic transport problem
To deal with the electronic-structure problem, we use a
very efficient density-functional parametrized tight-binding
approach DFTB Ref. 29 which can perform on the same
level as full DFT-based calculations. This approach has been
combined with Green’s function techniques to treat charge
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 81, 235406 2010
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transport in the molecular junctions of interest.30 In a first
approximation, we consider the electronic and vibrational
systems to be decoupled from each other so that the elec-
tronic transport properties can be calculated within the Lan-
dauer approach, i.e., the elastic, energy-dependent transmis-
sion function TelE for the molecules attached to the
electrodes is evaluated and from it, the electronic component
of the relevant thermoelectric coefficients at zero applied
bias can be obtained. The transmission function TelE
=TrGrLGaR can be computed as a function of the charge
injection energy E. The broadening functions =L ,R of
the left L and right R electrodes, which encode the
electrode-molecule interaction, are calculated via the self-
energies ra, as = ir,−a,. The retarded molecular
Green’s function after tracing out the electrode degrees of
freedom is further given by GrE−1= E+i0+I−Hm−r,L
−r,R, I being the identity matrix, and Hm the Hamiltonian
for the free molecule.
Using nonequilibrium thermodynamics, expressions
for the relevant Onsager coefficients in terms of the trans-
mission function TelE can be obtained:17,20 LnT=dEE
−EFn−fE ,T /ETelE, where fE ,T is the Fermi func-
tion. The Seebeck coefficient S and the electronic part of the
thermal conductance el can then be written as
ST = − 1/eTL1/L0 , 1
elT = 2/hTL2 − L1
2/L0 . 2
From here, the electronic part of the figure of merit ZTel is
then given by ZTel
−1
= L0L2 /L1
2−1.
B. Phonon transport problem
Concerning now the vibrational part of the thermal con-
ductance, we follow a similar partitioning scheme to that
used for the electronic problem. The system is divided into
subsytems =L, R, or C. Using the harmonic approximation
the vibrational Hamiltonian can be written as
Hph = 

H + uLKLCuC + uRKRCuC . 3
Here, the first term includes H=1 /2u˙Mu˙
+1 /2uKu where  u is the vector of coordinates
whose elements ui
 correspond to the ith degree of freedom
in the  region and u  is its transpose. Accordingly, Kij

represent the coupling between mass coordinate i of sub-
system  with j of subsystem , and M is the diagonal
matrix of corresponding atomic masses. We perform density-
functional calculations using a localized orbital basis set31 to
obtain the force constants for the central region. Double-
zeta-polarized basis sets are chosen for increasing the accu-
racy of the vibrational modes calculation. The local density
approximation for the exchange-correlation functional has
been used within the PW92 paramerization.32 The atomic
coordinates obtained from DFTB calculations were further
optimized so that the convergence criteria for atomic forces
is set to 10−3 eV /Å. The force constants were obtained by
applying a small perturbation to each degree of freedom. For
the vibrational surface Green’s functions of the reservoirs,
we use the approach explained in Ref. 33, which relies on the
fact that the phonon surface density of states behaves linearly
at low frequencies and only the phonons in this spectral
range are giving the most important contribution to heat
transport.
The vibrational transmission spectrum is then calculated
using Green’s function techniques, similar to the electronic
counterpart. The retarded advanced Green’s function of
subsystem  in the absence of coupling to other subsytems is
defined as gra,=  i0+2−D−1 with D
=M
−1/2KM
−1/2
. When the couplings are switched
on, the retarded Green’s function for the central region is
Gr,C=  i0+2−DCC−r,L−r,R, where ra,
=DCgra,DC is the retarded advanced self-energy due to
coupling to the phonon reservoir . The couplings give rise
to broadening of vibrational modes ph

=ir,−a,, and
the transmission function is written as Tph
=TrGr,Cph
L Ga,Cph
R . The phonon contribution to the ther-
mal conductance at a given temperature T is then expressed
as
phT = 
0
	 d
2


 fB,T
T
Tph . 4
Finally, the total figure of merit ZT can be expressed in terms
of the electronic part ZTel as
ZT = ZTel
el
el + ph
5
III. RESULTS
A. A toy model
We will first illustrate our approach within a minimal
model Hamiltonian in order to highlight different factors in-
fluencing the thermopower of the junction. We consider two
electronic levels, which mimic the frontier orbitals of a mol-
ecule and which are coupled to semiconducting electrodes as
shown in Fig. 2a. The thermopower S and the electronic
figure of merit ZTel are calculated as a function of the rela-
tive position of the HOMO to the Fermi level EF, 
=EHOMO−EF, and for different coupling strengths to the
FIG. 1. Color online A typical molecular junction investigated
in this study. Two silicon electrodes terminated at the 111 facet are
bridged by a molecule. In the calculations, periodic boundary con-
ditions in the lateral directions have been used. The electrode sur-
face is passivated with hydrogen atoms to avoid strong structural
distortions related to surface reconstruction effects.
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electrodes. In Figs. 2b and 2c, room-temperature values
for S and ZTel are shown. We see that it is possible to obtain
S values as large as 	2 mV /K when the molecule-electrode
coupling is 	10 meV, and the HOMO level is placed 0.5 eV
below EF. Even much higher values of S are possible for
weaker coupling strengths. The optimum value of  is re-
lated to the operating temperature and it is smaller for lower
temperatures.18 Very high thermopower can be achieved with
a delta-function-shaped conductance peak near to EF for bulk
systems;28 for a model molecular system this behavior has
been recently demonstrated.18 Formally, the figure of merit
has no upper bound so that arbitrarily large values can be
obtained within a model approach. Though for the realistic
molecular junctions we are going to consider farther below
the effective electrode-molecule coupling is on average
strong 	100 meV, the combined use of semiconducting
electrodes and chemical tuning still allows for thermopower
optimization.
For the sake of completeness we have also studied the
thermopower in the specific case of weak coupling Cou-
lomb blockade to the electrodes by using the Anderson
Hamiltonian to include Coulomb interactions on the two-
sites molecule. We have used nonequilibrium Green’s func-
tions to calculate the transport properties in this regime.34
For U0, additional states at energies 	HOMO,LUMO+U
emerge; such states could be additionally tuned, thus even-
tually leading to a further increase in the thermopower. This
however requires a separate study, see, e.g., Ref. 18.
B. Thermoelectric efficiency of single-molecule junctions
In this section we will discuss to which extent the analysis
presented in the previous paragraphs can be realized in real-
istic molecular junctions. We have addressed two main is-
sues: i the role of the linker groups in determining the
relative position of the HOMO with respect to the Fermi
energy and ii modifications of the thermopower through
selective chemical doping of the molecules. The molecules
are covalently attached to hydrogen-passivated Si111 sur-
faces and relaxed with periodic boundary conditions parallel
to the surface.35 In each unit cell, the top/bottom silicon sur-
faces comprise 54 Si atoms forming three Si layers and eight
hydrogen atoms covering the Si111 surface. In order to
allow for structural relaxation effects of the surface, the two
outermost layers are included in the relaxation process. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 show the transmission spectra of several junc-
tions together with the corresponding thermopower S and
figures of merit ZTel. In Fig. 3 the influence of different
linker groups on the transmission function around the Fermi
level for a benzene molecule is shown. The position of the
Fermi energy in our calculations is provided by a self-
consistent calculation under the constraint of global charge
neutrality in the electrode-molecule system.36
From the figure we see that thiol linkers turn out to be the
most effective linkers; they induce a high-transmission
HOMO resonance around 0.5 eV below the Fermi level. No-
tice also the sharp suppression of the transmission tails above
the conduction band edge due to the absence of spectral
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FIG. 2. Top panel: energy profile of the model semiconductor-
molecule-semiconductor junction. Egap is the gap between the va-
lence and conduction bands, =EHOMO−EF denotes the position of
the HOMO with respect to EF. The molecular gap is chosen so as to
have the LUMO level placed inside the semiconducting gap. Lower
panel: b Seebeck coefficient S and c the electronic part of the
thermoelectric figure of merit ZTel as a function of  and the
effective coupling strength to the electrodes  at T=300 K. Notice
that the largest thermopower could be achieved by having a weak
coupling to the electrodes large tunnel barriers and a molecular
resonance close to the Fermi level large derivative. Since there is
no upper bound for ZTel, very large values can be formally attained
within these model calculations.
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FIG. 3. Color online Top panel Zero-temperature transmis-
sion spectra of a benzene molecule sandwiched between Si elec-
trodes via different linker groups. The position of the HOMO level
is modified due to charge-transfer effects. Bottom panel Tempera-
ture dependence of the thermopower S left and corresponding fig-
ure of merit ZTel right for the different linker groups.
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weight in the semiconducting electrodes: this effect can ad-
ditionally lead to a large derivative at the Fermi level and to
a dramatic increase in S when comparing with metallic elec-
trodes. The other linkers studied here induce larger energy
shifts of the transmission resonances away from the Fermi
level and thus seem to be less appropriate for the realization
of an efficient thermoelectric molecular junction. The behav-
ior of S in the lower panel of Fig. 3, which is monotonically
increasing with temperature until 350 K, is related to the fact
that the HOMO peaks are located away from the Fermi en-
ergy, and they are relatively broad so that higher tempera-
tures are required for them to maximally contribute to the
current. It is evident from the figure that when the peak is
closer to the Fermi level benzenedithiol S has the highest
value at room temperature. Taking the previous results into
account, we have then investigated small polyacene mol-
ecules benzene, napthtalene, and anthracene with NH2
functional groups added at the ortho-positions of the benzene
rings, see Fig. 4. As recently shown,22 the controlled tor-
sional motion of side groups can help to tune the ther-
mopower of a molecular junction; this would require how-
ever very specific mechanical manipulations at the single-
molecule level. In the present study we demonstrate a
different alternative route to potentially achieve high thermo-
electric efficiency via pure chemical tuning of transmission
resonances in combination with nonmetallic electrodes.
As it comes out from the analysis of our results, the side
groups act as a chemical gate which shifts the transmission
spectrum toward the Fermi level. As a result, for the three
polyacene species studied the HOMO levels are essentially
lying at or slightly below EF. Moreover, due to a low spectral
weight onto the linker region, the coupling of these levels to
the electrodes is rather weak, leading to a narrowing of the
transmission resonances closest of the frontier orbitals. No-
tice that in contrast to naphtalene and anthracene dithiol, the
HOMO resonance of the benzene dithiol molecule has a very
low transmission; this is related to the fact that the energy
shift induced by the side groups moves this level into the
semiconducting band gap, where no spectral support exist in
the electrodes. Taking into account the narrowness of the
HOMO levels together with their energetic position, we may
expect a dramatic increase in the thermopower when com-
paring with the junctions studied e.g., in Fig. 3; this is the
case as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4, where maximum
S values ranging from 400–1000 V /K could be achieved.
Also very large electronic figures of merit ZTel of up to 60 at
about 270 K might be ideally reached. The fact that the
maximum values of S and ZTel do not necessarily lie at the
same temperature demonstrates that the optimization of the
thermopower alone is not enough to achieve optimal figures
of merit. The temperature dependence of the thermopower is
more complex when the peaks are sharper see lower panel
of Fig. 4. In the case of benzene, the HOMO peak lies inside
the band gap; therefore it is pinned to the Fermi level and
gives rise to a sharp resonance but with a very low transmis-
sion value. The peak position makes low temperature
T50 K S values larger but at higher temperatures
T150 K S starts including contributions from lower-
lying molecular levels as well. For anthracene, the HOMO
peak is very close to the Fermi level and this is the reason
why S and ZTel has higher values at low temperatures. On
the other hand, the HOMO peak of naphtalene is located
around −0.1 eV which shifts the peak of S to higher tem-
peratures in comparison with benzene or anthracene. Also,
the transmission probability rises up to almost 1 so it is pos-
sible to use the full conducting capacity of the HOMO level.
The situation changes however upon inclusion of the vi-
brational contributions, see Fig. 5. First, the values of ZT are
considerably reduced due to the relatively good vibrational
thermal conductance. Second, it turns out now that the naph-
talene junction displays the most optimal figure of merit
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FIG. 4. Color online Top panel Zero-temperature transmis-
sion spectra of three polyacene molecules benzene, naphtalene, and
anthracene with NH2 side groups and attached to Si electrodes via
thiol linkers. For all three molecules the HOMO level lies almost at
the corresponding Fermi energy. Notice also that for the benzene
molecule the HOMO state moves into the semiconductor band gap.
Bottom panel Temperature dependence of the thermopower S
left and figure of merit ZTel right.
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FIG. 5. Color online Left panel Vibrational thermal conduc-
tance of the three polyacene molecules benzene, naphtalene, and
anthracene with NH2 side groups. Right panel The full figure of
merit ZT including the vibrational contribution of the thermal
conductance.
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around room temperature while ZT is strongly reduced for
the two other junctions. This is in contrast to the behavior of
the electronic ZTel where the benzene junction showed simi-
lar high values as naphtalene around T=300 K, see also Fig.
4. The reason for this different behavior can be understood as
follows: the low-transmissive resonance displayed by the
benzene junction almost on top of the Fermi level can give
rise to very high values of the thermopower S and of ZTel.
These coefficients, however, only quantify how efficiently
the electrical current “uses” the existing temperature differ-
ence but not the amount of created current. The benzene
junction lies in the class where a very low electrical current
low transmission around the Fermi level can nevertheless
yield an optimal thermopower. However, upon the inclusion
of the vibrational part of the thermal conductance, the ben-
zene junctions appear to be less efficient, since the phonon
thermal conductance is considerably larger than its electronic
component.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown in this study that ther-
mopower engineering in molecular junctions could be at-
tained by an appropriate combination of chemical gating and
the use of semiconducting electrodes. The latter provide i a
way to eliminate the LUMO channel from the thermopower,
lifting the partial cancellation of holelike and electronlike
contributions, and ii remove tail contributions from the
HOMO inside the gap, thus increasing considerably the log
derivative of the transmission function around the Fermi
level. The phonon thermal conductance in the studied junc-
tions is still large, so that a total figure of merit ZT	0.1 was
obtained, despite the fact that its electronic component could
be very large. In this sense, further tuning of the vibrational
contributions is required. Finally, we expect that our results
can be scaled up to estimate the thermoelectric efficiency of
self-assembled monolayers if the molecule-molecule interac-
tions are not very strong.
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ABSTRACT
Electronic transport through DNA wires in the presence of a strong dissipative environment is investigated. We show that new bath-induced
electronic states are formed within the band gap. These states show up in the linear conductance spectrum as a temperature dependent
background and lead to a crossover from tunneling to thermal activated behavior with increasing temperature. Depending on the strength of
the electron-bath coupling, the conductance at the Fermi level can show a weak exponential or even an algebraic length dependence. Our
results suggest a new environmentally induced transport mechanism. This might be relevant for the understanding of molecular conduction
experiments in liquid solution, such as those recently performed on poly(GC) oligomers in a water buffer (B. Xu et al., Nano Lett. 2004, 4,
1105).
In the emerging field of molecular electronics, DNA oligo-
mers have drawn in the past decade the attention of both
experimentalists and theoreticians.1 This has been mainly
motivated by exciting potential applications for DNA, which
include its use as a template in molecular devices, or by
exploiting its self-assembling and self-recognition properties.2
Alternatively, DNA strands might act as molecular wires
either in periodic conformations as in poly(GC) or by doping
with metal cations as is the case of M-DNA.3 As a
consequence, the identification of the relevant charge trans-
port channels in DNA systems becomes a crucial issue.
Transport experiments in DNA derivatives are, however,
quite controversial.4,5 DNA has been characterized as insulat-
ing,6 semiconducting,7 or metallic.8,9 It becomes then apparent
that sample preparation and experimental conditions are more
critical than in transport experiments on other nanoscale
systems. Meanwhile, a variety of factors that appreciably
control charge propagation along the double helix have been
theoretically identified, including static10 and dynamical11
disorder related to random base pair sequences and structural
fluctuations, respectively, as well as environmental effects
associated with correlated fluctuations of counterions12 or
with the formation of localized states within the band gap.4,13
Recently, Xu et al.9 have carried out transport experiments
on poly(GC) oligomers in aqueous solution. These experi-
ments are remarkable for different reasons: (i) it was shown
that transport characteristics of single molecules were probed,
(ii) the molecules displayed ohmic-like behavior in the low-
bias I-V characteristics, and (iii) the linear conductance
showed an algebraic dependence gN-1 on the number N
of base pairs. This latter result suggests the dominance of
incoherent charge transport processes. Complex band struc-
ture calculations14 for dry poly(GC) oligomers predict, on
the contrary, a rather strong exponential dependence of the
conductance on the wire length, a typical result for coherent
tunneling through band gaps. Hence, the experiments of Xu
et al. suggest the potential role of the environment in
modifying the DC conductivity of DNA.
In light of these results, we explore in this letter the
possibility that a strong perturbation of the electronic system
by a dissipative environment may lead to a modification of
the low-energy electronic structure of the molecular wire.
As a result, the linear transport properties may be qualita-
tively different when comparing with the “dry” wire.
Our description assumes that only the frontier orbitals of
the poly(GC) stack are relevant for charge transport, a
reasonable approximation at low bias. Frontier orbitals are
the highest-occupied (HOMO) and the lowest-unoccupied
(LUMO) molecular states. They both have ð character and
are derived from linear combinations of the pz orbitals of
individual base pairs. The ð orbital stack can be thus
represented in a localized orbital picture. As shown by first
principle calculations,15 the HOMO charge density is mainly
concentrated on the guanine bases and the LUMO charge
density on the citosyne bases. Hence, within a minimal
model, we will focus, e.g., only on the ð-stack along the
guanine strand (HOMO) for hole transport and consider the
opening of the HOMO-LUMO gap as a perturbation of this
ð-stack, induced by the complementary strand and, eventu-
ally by the backbone subsystem.16 The environment is
conventionally described by a harmonic phonon bath.* Corresponding author. E-mail: rafael.gutierrez@physik.uni-r.de
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We address the temperature and length dependence of the
conductance in the strong coupling limit to the bath degrees
of freedom. Our results can be summarized as follows. First,
bath-induced states appear in the gap region, see Figure 1
for illustration. They are, however, washed out due to the
strong effect of the environment so that they do not manifest
as well-defined resonances in the transmission spectrum.
Nevertheless, they induce a temperature-dependent density
of states within the gap. This leads to a transition from a
tunneling regime at low temperatures, with a zero current
gap, to an activated regime at higher temperatures, with a
finite current at low voltages. Second, a weak exponential
or even algebraic length dependence together with an
Arrhenius-like behavior of the transmission at the Fermi
energy are found, reflecting the strong contribution of
incoherent processes.
We describe the system consisting of a poly(GC) wire
containing N base pairs, contacted to left and right electrodes
(Hleads), and in interaction with a phonon bath (HB) by the
following Hamilton operator, see Figure 1:
In the previous expression, HC describes the HOMO ð stack
as a one-dimensional tight-binding chain with on-site ener-
gies b and intrastrand hopping t|. The perturbation arising
from the complementary strand is described via the side-
chain Hamiltonian HC-c. The interchain hopping t⊥ is
assumed to be a small parameter, according to recent
numerical estimates.17 As a result, the probability of inter-
chain charge hopping will be very small, and we may thus
neglect in a first approximation charge propagation on the
side chain; i.e., charge transport occurs only on pathways
along the central chain.
In eq 1, the onsite energies b and  will be set equal to
zero for a homogeneous wire. When simulating the introduc-
tion of A-T bases on a finite segment of the molecular wire,
we set b * 0. The set of bath frequencies ¿R and
corresponding coupling constants ìR, R ) 1,..., M, does
not need to be further specified. By performing the thermo-
dynamic limit (Mf∞) later on, the bath can be described
by a spectral density J(ö) ) ∑RìR2ä(ö - ¿R) )
J0(ö/öc)se-ö/öc£(ö), where öc is a cutoff frequency and
£(ö) is the Heaviside function.18 In what follows, we
consider only the case s ) 1, which corresponds to an ohmic
bath. The form of the spectral density will of course depend
on the specific type of environment. In the case of an aqueous
environment, a Debye model for dielectric relaxation might
seem more appropriate.19 However, its low-frequency be-
havior is similar to that of the ohmic bath; hence, we can
safely approximate it by the above spectral density. We do
not expect that the exponential cutoff at high frequencies
will have a very dramatic effect on our results.
For ìR ) 0 ∀R, the model shows a temperature indepen-
dent gap in the electronic spectrum, the gap being basically
proportional to t⊥. Valence and conduction manifolds,
involving N states each, are symmetric with respect to the
Fermi level, which is the zero of energy (particle-hole
symmetry). For nonzero coupling to the bath, a more
involved behavior may be expected depending on the
electron-phonon coupling strength. The interaction with the
bath degrees of freedom can be eliminated by performing a
unitary transformation.18 As a result the transversal coupling
Hamiltonian HC-c will be renormalized by the bath opera-
tors.20
Since we are mainly interested in the temperature and
length dependence of the linear conductance, we address only
the low-bias regime, thus neglecting nonequilibrium effects
as well as inelastic tunneling, which become more relevant
at large applied voltages. As a result, the current can still be
written as21 I(V) ) (2e/h)sdE (f(E - eV/2) - f(E + eV/2))
t(E). Note that the function t(E) ) 4Tr{Im“L G Im“R G†}
contains contributions from the electron-bath interaction via
the wire Green function G. It hence describes processes
where the incoming and outgoing electron energies are equal,
though virtual phonon emission and absorption is allowed
and included to all orders in G. We denote in what follows
H ) H C + H C-c + H leads + HB
HC ) b∑
j
bj
†bj - t|∑
j
(bj†bj+1 + H.c.)
HC-c ) ∑
j
cj
†
cj - t⊥∑
j
(bj†cj + H.c.)
H leads ) ∑
2L,R,ó
kódk
†
ódkó + ∑
2L,ó
(Vk,1 dk†ó b1 + H.c.) +
∑
2R,ó
(Vk,N dk†ó bN + H.c.)
H B ) ∑
R
¿RBR
†BR + ∑
R,j
ìRcj
†
cj(BR + BR†) (1)
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the DNA molecular wire
in contact with a phonon bath (upper panel) and of the correspond-
ing density of states (lower panel). In the absence of the phonon
bath, valence (VM) and conduction (CM) manifolds are separated
by a gap. Upon coupling to the environment, a new set of states
emerge within the gap. Though strongly damped by the dissipative
coupling, they yield a finite density of states and eventually lead
to a conductance enhancement with increasing temperature.
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t(E) as a transmission, though it is not directly related to the
usual Landauer transmission function due to the presence
of the dissipative bath in the wire propagator.
The Green function G can be calculated using the equation
of motion technique. One finds to lowest order in t⊥:20
where “(E) ) “L(E) + “R(E), e-…(t) ) 〈X(t)X†(0)〉B is a
dynamical bath correlation function and X ) exp[∑R(ìR/¿R)-
(BR - BR†)]. The electrode self-energies “L/R are calculated
in the wide-band limit, “L,lj(E) ) -i ¡Lä1lä1j and “R,lj(E) )
-i ¡RäNläNj, i.e., ignoring their energy dependence. Note that
the function P(E) containing the free electron Green function
G0c(t) of the side chain and the bath correlator exp(-…(t))
act as an additional self-energy for the central chain
propagator.
In the weak-coupling regime to the bath, no relevant
physical effects were found.20 In the following, we discuss
the strong coupling limit J0/öc > 1, where an appreciable
modification of the electronic spectrum occurs. Recent
estimates22 of the latter parameter using the classical Onsager
model for molecule-solvent interactions suggest that this
regime can be realized in a water environment.
In Figure 2 the transmission t(E) and the corresponding
current are shown. A strong temperature-dependent gap in
the electronic transmission spectrum t(E) is found, its
magnitude increasing with temperature. The low-voltage I-V
characteristics evolve from a “semiconducting” behavior at
low temperatures (zero current around V ) 0) to a “metallic”
behavior (nonzero slope near V ) 0) with increasing
temperature. The reason is that in the strong dissipative
regime a pseudo-gap rather than a gap in the electronic
spectrum is induced by the bath dynamics. An analysis of
the real and imaginary parts of P(E), eq 2, at low energies
helps to understand this. One can show that (i) Re P(E) 
E for E  0 and (ii) Im P(E) is peaked at E ) 0. For
comparison, in the absence of the bath Re P(E) would display
a 1/E behavior around E ) 0.16 It follows from (i) that
additional low energy poles of the wire Green function G(E)
might emerge symmetrically placed around the Fermi energy,
building a third electronic manifold. These states can show
up as resonances in the transmission spectrum inside the gap,
see Figure 1, and form a polaronic band. We stress that they
are neither present for ìR ) 0 nor in the weak-coupling limit.
We would then have three electronic manifolds. It turns out,
however, that the nonvanishing Im P(E) (the “frictional” part)
has a dramatic influence on these states. Since they are
located in an energy region where Im P(E) is appreciably
different from zero, no well-defined resonances manifest in
the low-energy sector of the transmission. Nevertheless, these
bath-induced states do contribute with a temperature de-
pendent incoherent background and eventually lead to an
increase in the density of states near E ) 0 when the
temperature grows. Hence, the current may be enhanced at
low voltages with increasing temperature. We thus interpret
the central manifold as an incoherent polaronic band that
supports activated hopping at high temperatures. This is
further reflected in the temperature dependence of the
transmission at the Fermi energy, which displays an Arrhe-
nius-like law, see Figure 3. We note in passing that a
qualitative similar effect is found in the so-called spin-polaron
problem.23
Figure 2. Upper panel: The function t(E) for two different
temperatures; the inset is a log-plot around E ) 0 showing the
strong temperature dependence of the pseudo-gap. Lower panel:
I-V characteristics. Parameters: N ) 20, J0/öc ) 20, t| ) 0.6 eV,
t⊥/t| ) 0.2,¡L/R/t| ) 0.16.
Figure 3. Upper panel: Arrhenius plot for t(EF). Parameters: N
) 20, t| ) 0.6 eV, t⊥/t| ) 0.2, ¡L/R/t| ) 0.16. Inset: temperature
dependence of the exponential decay length ç (see text). Middle
and lower panels: Length dependence of t(EF) at different tem-
peratures for two different strengths of the electron-bath coupling
J0/öc. The electronic coupling parameters are the same as in the
upper panel. The inset in the lower panel shows the effect of
introducing tunnel barriers to simulate the insertion of NAT A-T
base pairs in an otherwise homogeneous chain of length N (T )
300 K). The algebraic length dependence goes over onto an
exponential one. For this, the onsite energies along a finite segment
of the wire were shifted by b ) - 1.5 eV, see eq 1. The number
of unperturbed sites NGC in a sequence like NGC-NAT-NGC was
kept constant (NGC ) 4) while varying NAT ) 1, âââ, 8.
G-1(E) ) E1 - HC - “(E) - t2⊥P(E)
Plj(E) ) äljs0∞dt ei(E+i0+)t Gc0(t) e-…(t) (2)
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A controversial issue in transport through DNA-based
systems is the actual length dependence of the electron-
transfer rates or, correspondingly, of the linear conduc-
tance.24-26 Different functional dependences have been found
in charge-transfer experiments ranging from strong expo-
nential behavior related to superexchange mediated electron
transfer25 to algebraic dependences typical of thermal
activated hopping.24,26 As far as transport experiments are
concerned, Xu et al.9 reported an algebraic length dependence
of the conductance for poly(GC) oligomers in solution.
Theory has shown that a transition between different regimes
may happen as a function of the wire length.27 We have
investigated the length dependence of t(EF) and found
different scaling laws dependent on the strength of the
electron-bath coupling. For J0/öc > 1, an exponential law
for energies close to EF was found, t(EF)  exp(-çL), see
Figure 3, middel panel. Here, L ) Na0, a0  3.4 Å being
the average interbase separation. At first sight, this might
be not surprising since a gap in the spectrum does exist.
Indeed, in the absence of the bath, i.e., with an intrinsic
electronic gap, we get decay lengths çcoh of the order of 2
Å-1. However, as soon as the interaction with the bath is
included, we find values of ç much smaller than expected
for virtual tunneling, ranging from 0.15 Å-1 to 0.4 Å-1.
Additionally, ç is strongly dependent on the strength of the
electron-bath coupling as well as on temperature; ç is reduced
when J0/öc or kBT increase, see Figure 3, since in both cases
the density of states within the pseudo-gap increases. These
results clearly indicate that the bath does strongly determine
the effective decay length in a way which we can quantify
by extracting a çenv term such that ç ) çcoh - çenv. The first
contribution çcoh is determined purely by the intrinsic
electronic structure of the wire and can be obtained, e.g., by
means of complex band structure approaches.14,18 A çcoh of
the order of 1.5 Å-1 has been recently calculated for poly-
(GC),14 which compares well with our estimated çcoh. The
dependences on J0 and kBT are hence contained in the bath-
induced contribution çenv. Remarkably, in the regime J0/öc
. 1 the weak exponential length dependence goes over onto
an algebraic dependence, see Figure 3, lower panel. The
introduction of a tunnel barrier induced by the insertion of
A-T base pairs in the poly(GC) oligomer,9 can be simulated
in the simplest way by a shift of the onsite energies along a
finite segment of the wire. In this case, the exponential
dependence is recovered (see the inset of Figure 3, lower
panel).
In conclusion, we have investigated the influence of a
dissipative environment on charge transport along a molec-
ular wire in a model that mimics basic features of the
electronic structure of poly(GC) oligomers. We found a
strong modification of the low-energy electronic structure
of the wire in the strong dissipative regime. Indeed, a pseudo-
gap is formed which induces a temperature-dependent
background around the Fermi energy. The resulting nonva-
nishing low-bias current at room temperature and the
algebraic dependence of the conductance on the wire length
found in our model suggest that the striking results of the
Xu et al. transport experiments9 may be related to the
presence of an aqueous environment. The interplay with other
dynamical degrees of freedom, such as internal molecular
vibrations, has, of course, to be further clarified. We note
that the inclusion of randomness in the base pair distribution
(as is the case of, e.g., ì-DNA) does not qualitatively change
the above picture.20 Disorder mainly washes out the side-
bands in the transmission without essentially changing the
behavior around the Fermi level.
Finally, we remark that a close estimation of the physically
relevant model parameters, especially of the electron-bath
interaction strengths, requires a detailed analysis of first-
principle calculations of DNA oligomers in solution, eventu-
ally including vibrational degrees of freedom. This goes,
however, not only beyond the scope of this investigation,
but also beyond the actual capabilities of most ab initio
approaches.
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Inelastic quantum transport in a ladder model: Implications for DNA conduction and
comparison to experiments on suspended DNA oligomers
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1Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Regensburg, D-93040 Regensburg, Germany
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We investigate quantum transport characteristics of a ladder model, which effectively mimics the topology
of a double-stranded DNA molecule. We consider the interaction of tunneling charges with a selected internal
vibrational degree of freedom and discuss its influence on the structure of the current-voltage characteristics.
Further, molecule-electrode contact effects are shown to dramatically affect the orders of magnitude of the
current. Recent electrical transport measurements on suspended DNA oligomers with a complex base-pair
sequence, revealing strikingly high currents, are also presented and used as a reference point for the theoretical
modeling. A semiquantitative description of the measured I−V curves is achieved, suggesting that the coupling
to vibrational excitations plays an important role in DNA conduction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.235105 PACS numbers: 71.38.k, 05.60.Gg, 87.15.v, 73.63.b
I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen an extraordinary progress in the
field of molecular electronics. The possibility of using single
molecules or molecular groups as the basic building units of
electronic circuits has triggered a considerable refinement of
experimental techniques. As a result, transport signatures of
individual molecules have been successfully probed and ex-
citing physical effects like rectification, Coulomb blockade,
and the Kondo effect, among others, have been demonstrated
1 of the field.
Within the class of biopolymers, DNA is expected to play
an outstanding role in molecular electronics. This is mainly
due to its unique self-assembling and self-recognition prop-
erties, which are essential for its performance as carrier of
the genetic code, and may be further exploited in the design
of electronic circuits.2,3 A related important issue is to clarify
if DNA in some of its possible conformations can carry an
electric current or not; in other words, if it could also be
applied as a wiring system. In the early 1990s charge trans-
fer experiments in natural DNA in solution showed unex-
pectedly high charge transfer rates,4,5 thus suggesting that
DNA might support charge transport. However, electrical
transport experiments carried out on single DNA molecules
displayed a variety of possible behaviors: insulating,6,7
semiconducting-like,8,11–13 and Ohmic-like.9,10 This can ap-
parently be traced back to the high sensitivity of charge
propagation in this molecule to extrinsic interaction with
hard substrates, metal-molecule contacts, aqueous environ-
ment as well as intrinsic dynamical structure fluctuations,
base-pair sequence factors. However, recent experiments on
single polyGC oligomers in aqueous solution10 as well as
on single suspended DNA molecules with a complex base
sequence11,12 have shown unexpectedly high currents of the
order of 100–200 nA. These results strongly suggest that
DNA molecules may indeed support rather high electrical
currents if the appropriate conditions are warranted. The the-
oretical interpretation of these experiments and, in a more
general context, the mechanisms for charge transport in
DNA have not, however, been revealed so far.
Both ab initio calculations14–23 as well as model-based
Hamiltonian approaches24–36 have been recently discussed.
Though the former can give in principle a detailed account of
the electronic and structural properties of DNA, the huge
complexity of the molecule and the diversity of interactions
present in it internal as well as with the counterions and
hydration shells precludes a full systematic first-principle
treatment of electron transport for realistic molecule lengths,
this becoming even harder if the dynamic interaction with
vibrational degrees of freedom is considered. Thus, Hamil-
tonian approaches can play a complementary role by ad-
dressing single factors that influence charge transport in
DNA.
In this paper, we will address the influence of vibrational
excitations vibrons on the quantum transport signatures of
a ladder model, which we use to mimic the double-strand
structure of DNA oligomers. As a reference for our calcula-
tions we will take the previously mentioned experiments on
single suspended DNA molecules with a complex base-pair
sequence.11,12 Our main goal is to disclose within a generic
Hamiltonian model the influence of different parameters on
the charge transport properties: the system-electrode cou-
pling, the strength of the charge-vibron coupling, and the
vibron frequency. Our model suggests that strong coupling to
vibrational degrees of freedom may lead to an enhancement
of the zero-current gap, which is a result of a vibron block-
ade effect.37 Further, asymmetries in the ladder-lead coupling
have a drastic effect on the absolute values of the current.
Finally, we show that a two-vibron model can describe the
shape of the experimental I−V curves of Ref. 11, suggesting
that interaction with vibrational degrees of freedom may give
a non-negligible contribution to the measured currents. Ob-
viously, other factors related, e.g., to the specific metal-
molecule interface atomic structure which govern the effi-
ciency of charge injection, or the potential profile along the
molecule can give important contributions. They can be
taken into account by a more realistic, fully self-consistent,
treatment of the problem, which lies outside the scope of the
present study.
In the next section, we briefly present the experimental
results. In Sec. III A the model Hamiltonian is introduced
and the relevant parameters are defined. The theoretical for-
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 74, 235105 2006
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malism is discussed in Sec. III B. Finally, the results are
presented and discussed in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
Detailed description of the sample preparation is reported
elsewhere.11–13 Briefly, a thiolated 26-base-long single-
stranded DNA ssDNA with a complex sequence was ad-
sorbed on a clean flat annealed gold surface to create a dense
monolayer. The ssDNA molecules had a thiol-modified
linker end group CH23-SH at the 3 end. The sequence of
the ssDNA that was adsorbed on the gold surface in 0.4M
phosphate buffer with 0.4M NaCl is 5-CAT TAA TGC TAT
GCA GAA AAT CTT AG-3-CH23-SH. The surface den-
sity of the monolayer on the gold was appropriate for hybrid-
ization with complementary thiolated ssDNA that were sepa-
rately adsorbed on 10 nm gold nanoparticles GNPs through
another thiol group at their 3 end by a CH23-SH group.
The monolayer serves also as an insulating support to the
GNPs.11–13 Direct measurements by conductive atomic force
microscope CAFM with tip-sample bias of up to 3 V con-
firmed that the monolayer was insulating.11,12 The double-
strand DNA dsDNA hybridization was done at ambient
conditions in the presence of 25 mM Tris buffer with 0.4M
NaCl. Before AFM characterization and electrical measure-
ments the samples were thoroughly rinsed to remove excess
salts.
The measurements were done with a commercial AFM
Nanotec Electronica S.L. Madrid in dynamic mode38 to
avoid damage to the sample and the metal-coated tip. Rect-
angular cantilevers with pyramidal tips Olympus, OMCL-
RC800PSA, Atomic Force F&E GmbH, spring constant of
0.3 to 0.7 N/m and resonance frequency of 75–80 kHz
were used in order to obtain combined force-distance F-Z
and current-voltage I-V curves with a minimal load on the
sample. For the electrical measurements the tips were sputter
coated by Au/Pd which increased their spring constant to
about 1 N/m and lowered their resonance frequency to
50–70 kHz. Throughout the measurements the cantilever
was oscillated close to its resonance frequency and feedback
was performed on the amplitude of its vibrations. Figure 1a
shows a schematic view of the sample and setup. Figure 1b
is an AFM image showing several GNPs, indicating the po-
sition of the hybridized dsDNA on the background of the
ssDNA monolayer. A line profile along one of the 10 nm
GNPs implies that the 26-base-pair bp dsDNA, which is
9 nm long, is not protruding vertically out of the 3–4
-nm-thick ssDNA monolayer and is probably tilted and lying
on the surface of the ssDNA monolayer. The electrical I-V
curves Fig. 1c were recorded while the GNP was con-
tacted during a F-Z curve by the metal-covered tip without
pressing the tip onto the GNP. This was done by applying a
feedback on the tip oscillation amplitudes, while approach-
ing the GNP, which enabled us to stop the tip movement
toward the GNP just before the jump to contact, as demon-
strated in the F-Z curve shown in Fig. 1d.
The current-voltage curves, shown in Fig 1c, demon-
strate in a clear and reproducible way the ability of
9-nm-long dsDNA to conduct relatively high currents
200 nA, when the molecule is not attached to a hard
surface along its backbone and when charge can be injected
efficiently through a chemical bond. Such behavior was mea-
sured for many dsDNA molecules on tens of samples and
with various tips and humidity conditions, with similar
results.11 This behavior was also measured in the absence of
GNPs using a different technique.12
III. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
A. Model Hamiltonian
Our aim is to formulate a minimal model taking into ac-
count the double-strand structure of DNA. Hence, we do not
consider the full complexity of the DNA electronic structure.
We neglect environmental effects and assume that charge
transport will mainly take place along the base-pair stack.
We further adopt the perspective that to describe low-energy
quantum transport within a single-particle picture, only the
frontier  orbitals of the base pairs are relevant. We will then
consider a planar ladder model with a single orbital per lat-
tice site within a nearest-neighbor tight-binding picture. In
this sense, we are neglecting helical effects arising from the
real structure of the DNA. We assume that these and similar
effects may have already renormalized the electronic param-
eters. We will focus in this paper on the experimentally
relevant11 base-pair sequence X=5-CAT TAA TGC TAT
FIG. 1. Color online a Scheme not drawn to scale of the
experimental setup showing dithiolated dsDNA thicker lines for
clarity chemically bonded to two metal electrodes upper, GNP;
lower, gold surface, supported by a monolayer of thiolated ssDNA.
b AFM topography image showing top view of the sample. Sev-
eral GNPs are clearly seen on the background of the ssDNA mono-
layer. The GNPs mark the position of the hybridized dsDNA. The
inset is a height profile of the GNP lying on the ssDNA surface. c
Collection of I-V curves from different samples. In some other
cases we measured smaller or no voltage gap. Note that several
curves show saturation of the current amplifier at 220 nA. d A F
-Z curve of one of the curves in c, green, forward; red, backward
demonstrating the tip-GNP adhesion red line without pressing the
GNP through the monolayer. The I-V curve is recorded at the clos-
est point of the tip to the GNP without pressing it through the
ssDNA monolayer.
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GCA GAA AAT CTT AG-3 see Fig. 2 and the foregoing
section. It is worth mentioning that ladder models have been
previously used to study quantum transport in DNA
duplexes.35,39–43
The Hamilton operator describing the ladder and its cou-
pling to left L and right R electronic reservoirs is given
by
Hel = 
r=X,X¯


r,br,
† br, − 
r=X,X¯


tr,,+1br,
† br,+1 + H.c.
− 

t,bX,
† bX¯ , + H.c. + 
kL
tk,Xck
†bX,1 + H.c.
+ 
kL
tk,X¯ck
†bX¯ ,1 + H.c. + 
kR
tk,Xck
†bX,N + H.c.
+ 
kR
tk,X¯ck
†bX¯ ,N + H.c. .
In the previous expression, X ,X¯ refer to the two strands of
the ladder, r, are energies at site  on strand r, tr,,+1 are
the corresponding nearest-neighbor electronic hopping inte-
grals along the two strands, while t, describes the inter-
strand hopping. In order to obtain estimates of on-site ener-
gies and hopping integrals, ab initio calculations are
obviously the most reliable reference point. Recently, Me-
hrez and Anantram23 carried out a careful analysis of a hier-
archy of tight-binding models that provided effective onsite
energies and hopping parameters for polyGC and polyAT
molecules. We will use these values as a reference point in
part of our discussion and take the on-site energies as the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO energies given
in Ref. 23: G=1.14 eV, C=−1.06 eV, A=0.26 eV, T=
−0.93 eV. We are thus considering electron transport, al-
though hole transport can be dealt with in a similar way by
choosing the highest occupied molecular orbital instead of
the LUMO energies. Other choices, e.g., the ionization po-
tentials of the base pairs, are also possible;28 they are ex-
pected to change our results only quantitatively. More diffi-
cult is the choice of the intra- and interstrand electronic
transfer integrals. They will be more sensitive to the specific
base sequence considered. For the sake of simplicity and in
order to reduce the number of model parameters we have
adopted a simple parametrization taking a homogeneous
hopping along both strands, i.e., tr,,+1= tX= tX¯ = t
0.25–0.27 eV and t,= tXX¯ 0.2–0.3 eV. Though
calculations23,44 show that the interstrand hopping is usually
very small,  few meV, we do not consider the hopping
integrals as bare tight-binding parameters but as effective
ones, thus keeping some freedom in the choice of their spe-
cific values. Electronic correlations39 or structural fluctua-
tions mediated by the coupling to other vibrational degrees
of freedom45 can lead to a strong renormalization of the bare
electronic coupling.
The interaction with the electronic reservoirs will be de-
scribed in the most simple way by invoking the wideband
approximation, i.e., neglecting the energy dependence of
the lead self-energies see below. To model the coupling
to vibrational degrees of freedom we consider the case of
long-wavelength optical modes with constant frequencies
, e.g., long wave length torsional modes, and assume they
couple to the total charge density operator N=r,nr, of the
ladder. This approximation can be justified for long-
wavelength distortions. In other words, the strength of the
electron-vibron interaction  is assumed to be site indepen-
dent. Moreover, we will not consider in this study nonlocal
coupling to vibrational excitations. Though this interaction
can give an important contribution to the modulation of the
inter-site electronic hopping, its inclusion would increase the
complexity of the model and the number of free parameters.
Such effects deserve a separate investigation; research along
these lines has been recently presented by other authors.46–50
The total Hamiltonian thus reads
H = Hel + 

B
†B + 
r,,
br,
† br,B + B
† . 1
B. Green function techniques
In this section we present the theoretical approach to deal
with electrical transport properties in the presence of
electron-vibron coupling. Taking as a starting point the
Hamiltonian of Eq. 1, we perform a Lang-Firsov LF uni-
tary transformation51 in order to eliminate the electron-
vibron interaction. The LF generator is given by U=exp
−,r,gbr,
† br,B−B
†, which is basically a shift opera-
tor for the harmonic oscillator position. The parameter g
= / gives an effective measure of the electron-vibron
coupling strength. In the resulting Hamiltonian, the onsite
energies r, are shifted to r,− with =
2 / being
the polaron shift. There is an additional renormalization of
the tunneling Hamiltonian, but we will not consider it explic-
itly, since we will assume a regime within the wideband
approximation in the lead spectral densities where the effec-
tive broadening 	 arising from the coupling to the leads is
bigger than the polaron formation energy 2 /. As shown
in Ref. 52 in this special case the tunneling renormalization
can be approximately neglected.
FIG. 2. Color onlineUpper panel: Schematic representation of
the double-strand DNA with the experimentally relevant base-pair
sequence Ref. 11. The CH23-SH linker groups are omitted for
simplicity see the text for details. Lower panel: Two-leg ladder
used to mimic the double-strand structure of a DNA molecule. L
and R refer to left and right electrodes, respectively. The coupling
terms to the electrodes 	, ,=X ,X¯ , =L ,R, are assumed to be
energy-independent constants wideband limit; see the text for
details.
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Concerning the transport problem, we can use the stan-
dard current expression for lead p=L ,R as derived, e.g., by
Meir and Wingreen53
Ip =
2ie
h  dE Tr	pfpG − G
 + G
	 , 2
and then perform the LF unitary transformation under the
trace, going over to the transformed Green functions. In the
previous equation, 	pE= ipE−p
†E are the lead spec-
tral functions, fpE= fE−p is the Fermi function of the p
lead, and p=L=EF+eV /2p=R=EF−eV /2 are the corre-
sponding electrochemical potentials. We assume hereby a
symmetrically applied bias. Within the wideband limit in the
electrode spectral densities, we introduce the following 2N
2N ladder-lead energy-independent coupling matrices:
	Lnm = 
	L,Xn,1m,1 if n,m X ,	L,X¯n,1m,1 if n,m X¯ ,
0 elsewhere

	Rnm = 
	R,Xn,Nm,N if n,m X ,	R,X¯n,Nm,N if n,m X¯ ,
0 elsewhere

We remark at this point that these coupling terms also in-
clude effectively the CH23−SH linkers used in the experi-
ments to anchor the DNA molecule to the metallic elec-
trodes.
Let us define the fermionic vector operator see Fig. 2 for
reference as:
† = bX,1bX,2 ¯ bX,NbX¯ ,1 ¯ bX¯ ,N . 3
The lesser- and greater-matrix Green’s functions GFs are
then defined as
Gt = −
i

t†0 ,
G
t =
i

†0t . 4
Since Eq. 2 does not explicitly contain information on the
specific structure of the “molecular” Hamiltonian, we can
now transform the lesser and greater GFs as well as the lead
spectral functions to the polaron representation. The operator
 transforms according to ¯ =UU†=X, where X
=exp /B−B
†. Thus, we obtain G¯ t=−i /
tXt†0X†0, and similarly for G¯ 
t. Strictly
speaking, a further direct decoupling of the foregoing expres-
sion into purely fermionic and vibronic components, as is
usual in the independent vibron model,51 is not possible since
the transformed tunneling Hamiltonian contains both types
of operators and hence the transformed canonical density op-
erator does not factorize into separate fermion and vibron
density operators. However, for the case considered here,
where vibron-induced renormalization effects of the tunnel-
ing amplitudes are not taken into account, the decoupling is
still approximately possible. We thus obtain
G¯ t = −
i

tXt†0X†0
 −
i

t†0elXtX†0B
= GtXtX†0B = Gte−t.
A similar expression holds for the lesser GF by changing the
time argument t to −t in t. We note that t satisfies the
symmetry relations −t=†t.
C. Single-vibron case
In the case of dispersionless modes, the vibron correlation
function t can be evaluated exactly and reads 51
e−t = e−g
22N+1 
n=−

Inen/2e−int, 5
where =2g2NN+1 and g= /. Using this expression,
one easily finds for the Fourier-transformed lesser and
greater GFs:
G¯ 
E = 
n=−

nG
E + − n , 6
n = e−g
22N+1 Inen/2, 7
where   corresponds to 
 . The bare lesser and
greater GFs can now be obtained from the kinetic equation
G
=GrL

+R

Ga, since the full electron-vibron
coupling is already contained in the prefactor function n.
The lead self-energy matrices p


,p
 are given in the wide-
band limit by ifpE	p and −i1− fpE	p, respectively. Us-
ing these expressions, the total symmetrized current in the
stationary state IT= IL− IR /2 is given by see Appendix A
IT =
e
2h n=−

n  dE„fLE1 − fRE − n
− fRE1 − fLE − n	tE − n
+ fLE + n1 − fRE
− fRE + n1 − fLE	tE + n… , 8
where tz=Tr	RGrz	LGaz is the conventional expres-
sion for the transmission coefficient in terms of the molecu-
lar Green function GE, which satisfies the Dyson equation:
G−1=G0
−1
−L−R. The above result for the current has a
clear physical interpretation. So, e.g., a term like fLE1
− fRE−ntE−n describes an electron in the left lead
which tunnels into the molecular region, emits n vibrons of
frequency , and tunnels out into the right lead. However, it
can only go into empty states; hence the Pauli blocking fac-
tor 1− fRE−n. Other terms can be interpreted along the
same lines, when one additionally substitutes electrons by
holes.
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Finally, the spectral density AE ,V is defined as
AE,V = iG¯ E − G¯ 
E
= i
n
nGE − n − G
E + n . 9
IV. RESULT
In Fig. 3a we first show the electronic band structure of
an infinite periodic array of the 26-base-pair DNA molecule
without considering charge-vibron interactions. The unit cell
thus contains 226 sites. Due to the large unit cell and since
the electronic hopping integrals are roughly a factor of 4
smaller than the on-site energies, one gets a strongly frag-
mented electronic spectrum with very flat bands. We may
thus rather speak of valence and conduction manifolds as of
true dense electronic bands.54,55 The band gap  of about
0.3 eV is considerably smaller than that obtained in the pe-
riodic polyGC ladder when using the same parametrization,
GC2.0 eV. In Fig. 3a we also show schematically the
positions of the conduction and valence manifolds of the
periodic polyGC system open rectangles. Similar small
gaps have been estimated in experiments on -DNA Ref.
27 and in bundles.56 A direct comparison to our results is,
however, not possible due to the different experimental con-
ditions and length scales probed in these investigations. Fig-
ures 3b–3d show the spectral density at zero voltage of
the finite DNA ladder contacted by electrodes in three differ-
ent ways: b only the 3 ends, c only the 5 ends, and d
all four ends of the double strand are contacted. Though the
general effect consists in broadening of the electronic mani-
folds, we also see that depending on the way the molecule
contacts the leads the electronic states will be affected in
different ways. Thus, e.g., states around 1.7 eV above the
Fermi level are considerably more broadened than states
closer to EF. Figures 3e–3g show the current, transmis-
sion, and differential conductance for one of the typical con-
tact situations case b. The irregular steplike structure in
the current-voltage characteristics is reflecting the frag-
mented electronic structure of the system. Notice that despite
the small gap found in the band structure resp. spectral den-
sity AE large 2 V zero-current gap is seen in the I-V
characteristics. The reason is that many of the states close to
the band gap have a very low transmission probability are
highly localized as a result of the random base sequence
see tE in Fig. 3f, so that they do not contribute to trans-
port. The effect of the temperature is only to smooth the
current and the differential conductance, as expected. We re-
mark at this point that the absolute values of the current can
be dramatically modified by the way the molecule is con-
tacted by the electrodes see below.
We now consider the coupling to vibrational degrees of
freedom in the ladder. The probability of opening inelastic
transport channels by emission or absorption of n vibrons
becomes higher with increasing thermal energy kBT and/or
electron-vibron coupling g. As a result, the spectral density
AE will consist of a series of elastic peaks corresponding
to n=0 plus vibron satellites n0. If the separation be-
tween contiguous molecular eigenstates is of the order of the
vibron frequency , then the satellites corresponding to a
given molecular state will not be clearly separated from the
elastic peaks but will overlap with those of nearby molecular
states leading to an effective broadening of the spectrum and
possibly to complex interference effects.
The influence of the transverse electronic hopping and the
lead-ladder coupling on the current is shown in Fig 4. The
interstrand hopping turns out to be crucial in determining the
absolute values of the current. In the general case of sym-
metric coupling 	L,X=	R,X=	L,X¯ =	R,X¯, a charge propagat-
ing along one of the strands will experience a rather disor-
FIG. 3. Color online a Tight-binding electronic band struc-
ture of an infinite DNA system, obtained by a periodic repetition of
the 26-base sequence of Ref. 11. Notice the strongly fragmented
band structure with very flat bands. The open yellow rectangles
indicate for reference the approximate position of the bands for a
periodic polyGC oligomer. b–d Spectral density AE ,V=0,
which at zero voltage coincides with the projected density of states
onto the molecular region, for the finite-size DNA chain contacted
in different ways by left and right electrodes see Fig. 2: b 	L,X
=	R,X¯ =0,	L,X¯ =	R,X=250 meV, c 	L,X=	R,X¯ =250 meV, 	L,X¯
=	R,X=0 meV, d 	L,X=	R,X¯ =	L,X¯ =	R,X=250 meV. The onsite
energies were set at the LUMO values reported in Ref. 23 and the
hopping parameters were set to tX= tX¯ = t=0.27 eV, tXX¯ =0.25 eV.
e I-V characteristics for two different temperatures and the contact
situation b. f Corresponding transmission function tE. g Dif-
ferential conductance gV.
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dered potential profile, so that a nonzero interstrand hopping
may increase the delocalization of the electronic states. The
effect should be more obvious in the case of asymmetric
coupling a 	L,X¯ =	R,X0, 	L,X=	R,X¯ =0, and b 	L,X¯
=	R,X=0, 	L,X=	R,X¯0, since now there is a single pathway
for an electron tunneling from the electrodes into the ladder,
e.g., L→X→X¯ →R. We thus see in Fig. 4 that relatively
small variations of tXX¯ considerably modify the current. We
note in passing that recent transport measurements on DNA
oligonucleotides have displayed considerable differences in
the conductance of single- vs double-stranded DNA, thus
suggesting that, apart from other factors, interstrand interac-
tions may play a role in controlling charge transport.57
Our above results are, moreover, very sensitive to the way
the ladder is coupled to the electrodes, as seen from the
upper and lower panels of Fig. 4. These cases are related,
respectively, to the situation where only the 5 end a or
only the 3 end sites b of the ladder have nonzero coupling
to the electrodes see Fig. 2 for reference. Notice that the
case b would correspond to the experimental contact geom-
etry in Ref. 11 where only the 3 end of each strand in the
double helix is connected—via the linker groups—to one of
the electrodes Au substrate and GNP. Configuration b
also leads to considerably higher currents than case a.
More generic assertions require, however, a detailed ato-
mistic investigation of the DNA-metal contact topology and
base-pair energetics, which goes beyond the scope of this
study. Figure 5 shows the influence of the coupling to the
vibron mode on the magnitude of the current and of the
zero-current gap. The slope of the I-V curves is considerably
reduced with increasing g. The corresponding spectral den-
sities at V1.5 V see Fig. 5, lower panel show broadening
due to the emergence of an increasing number of vibron
satellites inelastic channels with larger coupling, but at the
same time a redistribution of spectral weights takes place.
The latter is simply the result of the sum rule dE AE
=2. The reason for the current reduction can be qualita-
tively understood by looking at the spectral density. The re-
duction in the intensity of AE will clearly lead to a reduc-
tion in the current at a fixed voltage, since it is basically the
area under AE ,V=const within the energy window EF
−eV /2 ,EF+eV /2 which really matters. Notice also the in-
crease of the zero-current gap with increasing electron-
vibron coupling vibron blockade, which is related to the
exponential suppression of transitions between low-energy
vibronic states.37 Alternatively, this can be interpreted as an
increase of the effective mass of the polaron which thus leads
to its localization and to a blocking of transport at low ener-
gies.
Figure 6 shows in a more systematic way the influence of
 and  on the elastic and inelastic components of the total
FIG. 4. Color online I-V characteristics for different values of
the reduced interstrand hopping tXX¯ / t in DNA26 for a fixed electron-
vibron coupling strength g=1. Upper and lower panels correspond
to two different asymmetric ways of coupling the ladder to the
electrodes: a 	L,X=	R,X¯ =0,	L,X¯ =	R,X=250 meV and b 	L,X¯
=	R,X=0,	L,X=	R,X¯ =250 meV. Notice the strong variation in the
current when going from case a to case b.
FIG. 5. Color online Dependence of the current on the effec-
tive electron-vibron coupling strength g= / at T=300 K and for
tXX¯ =0.71t. The vibron frequency was fixed at 20 meV. With in-
creasing coupling the total current is reduced and the zero-current
gap is enhanced. The lower panels show the spectral density at V
1.5 V for the three values of g. Despite the increased number of
vibron satellites with increasing coupling, the total intensity is
reduced.
FIG. 6. Color online Dependence of the elastic n=0 and
inelastic n0 components of the current at a fixed voltage on the
electron-vibron coupling strength  and the mode frequency . A
more detailed analysis of the behavior is presented in the text. The
dashed lines correspond to the total current sum of elastic and
inelastic components.
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current. The dependence on  is easier to understand since
only the prefactors n do depend on it. One can show that
n=0 is a monotonically decreasing function of g or ,
while n0 grows up first, reaches a maximum, and then
exponentially decays for larger g’s. As a result, the elastic
current starts at its bare value for zero coupling to the vibron
mode and then it rapidly decreases when increasing the cou-
pling, because the probability for emission or absorption of
vibrons accordingly increases. The inelastic component, on
the other hand, will first increase for moderate coupling and
thus gives the dominant contribution to the total current over
some intermediate range of g’s which will also depend on
the temperature and the vibron frequency. For even larger
g’s the inelastic current also goes to zero and the current will
be finally suppressed, since there is an increasing trend to
charge localization with increasing coupling to the vibron.
The behavior at large frequencies is also plausible see lower
panel of Fig. 6, since the average distance between the elas-
tic peak and the inelastic channels is of the order n; if  is
large enough an electron injected with a given energy fixed
voltage will not be able to excite vibrons in the molecular
region and thus only the elastic channel will be available.
Alternatively, a very stiff mode → will clearly have no
influence on the transport. For very low  the inelastic cur-
rent will obviously vanish, but the elastic component should
simply go over into its bare value without charge-vibron
coupling. The fact that also the elastic part goes to zero in
Fig. 6, lower panel, is simply an artifact related to the fact
that at =0 the LF transformation is ill defined. Since we
consider only finite frequencies, this limiting case is not rel-
evant for our discussion. Technical details are presented in
Appendix B.
We finally show that extending the previous model to in-
clude two vibrational excitations allows for a semiquantita-
tive description of the experimental results of Ref. 11. One
should, however, keep in mind that these calculations are not
giving an explanation of the high currents observed; from the
experimental point of view there are some issues like the
number of molecules contacted or the specific details of the
DNA-metal contacts which are not completely clarified. Our
aim is rather to point out at the possible influence of vibra-
tional degrees of freedom in these recent experiments. Using
the formalism of Sec. II it is straightforward to obtain ex-
pressions for the current in the two-vibron case. One finds
gs=s /s, s=1,2
ItotV =
e
2h n=−


m=−

n,1m,2 dE ˆ„fLE1 − fRE − n1 + m2	 − fRE1 − fLE − n1 + m2	… tE − n1
+ m2 + fLE + n1 + m21 − fRE − fRE + n1 + m21 − fLE	 tE + n1 + m2‰ ,
n,s = e−gs
22Ns+1 Insesn/2.
The interpretation of the individual contributions is similar to
that in the single-mode case. In Fig. 7 two different experi-
mental curves are shown together with the corresponding
theoretical I-V plots. Taking into account the simplicity of
the model presented in this paper, the agreement is rather
good. The values used for the charge-vibron coupling 1
=1535 meV, 2=1520 meV and vibron frequencies
1=20 meV, 2=6 meV for the yellow gray and black
theoretical curves have reasonable orders of magnitude for
low-frequency modes; see, e.g., Ref. 21. We stress, however,
that the absolute values of the current are mainly determined
in our model by the size of the electronic hopping integrals;
the influence of the vibrons is to modify the shape and slope
of the curves.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have investigated in this paper signatures
of electron-vibron interaction in the I-V characteristics of a
DNA model. Our main motivation were recent experiments
on short suspended DNA oligomers with a complex base-
pair sequence.11,12 The complexity of the physical system
under investigation does not allow us to draw a definitive
conclusion about the mechanisms leading to the observed
FIG. 7. Color online Theoretical curves solid lines compared
with two different I-V curves as obtained on suspended double-
strand DNA oligomers contacted by a GNP Ref. 11 In both cases
the temperature and the coupling to the electrodes were kept fixed
at T=300 K and 	L,X=	R,X¯ =250 meV, 	R,X=	L,X¯ =0, respectively.
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high currents. We have shown that vibrons coupled to the
total electronic charge density can considerably influence the
current outside the zero-current gap. The “quality” of the
molecule-electrode coupling was also shown to modify the
orders of magnitude of the current. Another critical param-
eter in this model, the electronic hopping, may be modified
by nonlocal electron-vibron coupling related, e.g., to inter-
base vibrations47,49 or by electron-electron interactions39 and,
as a result, the current profile is also expected to be modified.
Finally we would like to comment on a recent estimation
of the maximum current that could be attained in a DNA
molecule, which was based on a kinetic model for a molecu-
lar wire.31 This approach assumes thermal hopping, i.e., se-
quential tunneling with complete destruction of the phase
coherence previous to each hopping process between nearest
neighbors. Strikingly, the authors predict a maximum current
of the order of pico amperes, in contrast to recent experimen-
tal results.10–12 As shown in the present paper, the absolute
value of the current can be dramatically changed by varying
the electronic hopping integrals as well as by the way the
two strands are contacted to the electrodes. Moreover, since
the electronic matrix elements used in our investigation are
on the average larger than the polaron localization energy
g2, we are not working in the purely incoherent hopping
limit, where the former quantities can be treated as a small
perturbation and golden-rule-like expressions do hold. In this
respect our model differs from the approach in Ref. 31. Ad-
ditional theoretical work is required to bridge kinetic and
microscopic model approaches as well as to obtain reliable
estimates of the electronic parameters in specific DNA wires
including structural fluctuation effects.45,50 From the experi-
mental point of view it would be highly desirable i to per-
form a systematic study on the effect of base-pair sequence
and length dependence on the current and the conductance
within the setup of Refs. 11 and 12, since the length scaling
of the linear conductance is an important benchmark for dis-
closing the most effective transport channels in molecular
wires; ii to explore different contact geometries.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. (8)
In order to derive Eq. 8, all we need to show is that
terms proportional to Tr	L	L¯ 	 and Tr	R	R¯ 	 identi-
cally vanish. Let us assume, e.g., that 	R=0. Thus, the left-
going current, which is proportional to 	L	L must be zero.
From Eq. 2, we first obtain:
IL =
2ie
h n=−

n  dE Tr	LfLEGE − n
+ 1 − fLEG
E + n	 . A1
Use now the kinetic equation for the Green function G

E=GrEL

EGaE, where 	R=0 has been already
set, and insert it in the above equation with the short-hand
notations C±=Tr	LGrE±n	LGaE±n	. We get
IL =
2e
h n=−

n  dEfLE1 − fLE − nC−
− 1 − fLEfLE + nC+	 . A2
If we now change n→−n in the second term and use
the symmetry 
−n=ne
−n together with the identity
1− fLE=eE−LfLE, we find
IL =
2e
h n=−

n  dE fLE1 − fLE − nC−
1 − eE−Le−E−L−ne−n	 = 0. A3
This means that only mixed terms containing Tr	L¯	R	
contribute to the current. It is then straightforward to show
along the same lines that Eq. 8 comes out.
APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE
CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF  AND 
The asymptotic behavior of the current as a function of
the electron-vibron coupling can be immediately understood
by looking at the prefactors n, since only at this place 
does appear. Using the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel
functions, Inz1zn /2nn! and Inz1ez /2z, one
sees that
ng 1  e−g
22N+1en/2
g2n
n!
NN + 1n/2  e−g
22N+1g2n,
ng 1 
e−g
2A
g
→ 0.
From here it follows that the inelastic current will grow as
some power of g2 and then decay to zero, while the elastic
part n=0 starts from its bare value at =0 and then rap-
idly decays for larger values of the electron-vibron interac-
tion.
In order to analyze the behavior of the current for small
and large frequencies, it is appropriate to write Eq. 8 in a
slightly different form. Doing a change of variables in the 
and  components, we arrive at
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IT = 02
e
h  dE tEfLE − fRE
+
e
h n0 n  dE tEnE, = Iel + Iinel,
nE, = fLE + n1 − fRE − fRE + n1 − fLE
+ fLE1 − fRE − n − fRE1 − fLE − n .
The sum can now be split into terms with n0 and terms
with n
0. Using the symmetry 
−n=ne−n, the
above expressions can be cast into the following form:
IT = 02
e
h  dE tEfLE − fRE
+
e
h n1 n  dE tEnE, + −nE,e−n	 .
Let us consider the case of large vibron frequency. We can
use the fact that fE±n goes to 0  or 1  when 
→. Note that in this case nE , vanishes while

−nE , goes over into 2fLE− fRE. Using this result
together with the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel functions
for small arguments leads to
Iinel  2
e
h n1  dE tEfLE − fRE
 e−g
2 g2n
n!
e−n/2en/2e−n——→
→
0.
Hence, the inelastic current vanishes at very large frequen-
cies. The elastic current, however, saturates at the value
2e /hdE tEfLE− fRE, since n=0
e−g
2
I02g2e−→e−g
2→1 when →.
In the case →0, the inelastic part of the current will
adopt the following form with x= /kBT:
Iinel  4
e
h n1  dE tEfLE − fRE
 e−2g
2/x e
2g2/x
4g2
xen  x——→
x→0
0,
where the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel functions for
large argument has been used. A similar scaling would fol-
low for the elastic part of the current, so that for →0 the
total current is suppressed. This is clearly an artifact of the
limiting procedure, since the Lang-Firsov transformation is
obviously ill defined at zero frequency.
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Highly spin-selective transport of electrons through a helically shaped electrostatic potential is demonstrated
in the frame of a minimal model approach. The effect is significant even for weak spin-orbit coupling. Two
main factors determine the selectivity: an unconventional Rashba-like spin-orbit interaction, reflecting the helical
symmetry of the system, and a weakly dispersive electronic band of the helical system. The weak electronic
coupling, associated with the small dispersion, leads to a low mobility of the charges in the system and allows
even weak spin-orbit interactions to be effective. The results are expected to be generic for chiral molecular
systems displaying low spin-orbit coupling and low conductivity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.081404 PACS number(s): 72.25.−b, 73.22.−f, 73.63.−b, 87.85.J−
Introduction. The concept of spintronic devices operating
without a magnetic field has been proposed some time ago for
solid state devices in which the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is
large.1,2 In recent years, a different type of magnet-less spin-
selective transmission effect has been reported.3–7 It was found
that electron transmission through self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) of chiral molecules is highly spin selective at room
temperature. These findings are so far surprising as organic
molecules typically have a small SOC that cannot support
significant splitting between the spin states. Although it has
been suggested both by theory8,9 and experiments10 that there
is a cooperative contribution to the value of the SOC, making
this quantity larger in molecules or nanotubes than in a single
carbon atom, the values calculated or experimentally found
are still relatively small,8–11 e.g., a few meV for nanotubes.10
Hence, even including this cooperative contribution, the spin
polarization (SP) in electron transmission through SAMs of
chiral molecules6,7 seems to be too high to be rationalized by
such SOC values.
Recently, a theoretical model based on scattering theory
has been proposed for explaining the spin selectivity of chiral
molecules.12 Although the results are in qualitative agreement
with the experimental observations, they could not explain
them by using reasonable SOC values.
In what follows, a minimal model is presented, describing
electron transmission through a helical potential—see Fig. 1.
The main goal of the model is to highlight the role of
some crucial parameters, which will lead to a high SP
while still keeping a moderate SOC strength. Although the
recent transport experiments on DNA SAMs7 are our main
motivation, the model is generic enough to encompass other
molecular systems with chiral symmetry.
In short, there are two main key factors in the model
allowing for a high SP: (i) Lack of inversion symmetry due
to the chiral symmetry of the scattering potential, and (ii)
narrow electronic bandwidths in the helical system, i.e., the
coupling between the units composing the helical structure
is relatively weak. A physically meaningful estimation of the
SOC is further obtained by taking into account that first, in the
present study, the electric field acting on the electron needs to
include the effective influence of all the electrons belonging
to a molecular unit,7,13 and second, due to proximity effects,
the Coulomb interaction between the transmitted electron and
those in the molecular unit scales as 1/R for short distances R.
Model and methodology. We consider the Schro¨dinger
equation for a particle moving in a helical electrostatic
field. Analytical results for such fields have been derived in
Ref. 14. For the sake of simplicity, approximate expressions
valid near the z axis will be used (only x, y components
will be considered; the z component only contributes when
considering the full three-dimensional problem): Ehelix =
−E0
∑
l,j gl,j (z)[cos(Qjz), sin(Qjz)]. Here, gl,j (z) =
{1 + [(z − lb − jz)/a]2}−3/2, and Q = 2π/b, with b being
the helix pitch and a the helix radius—see Fig. 1. The index
j = 0, . . . ,M0 − 1 runs along one helical turn and labels the
z coordinate of the M0 molecular units placed along one turn
of the helix. The index l = −L0/2, . . . ,L0/2 (L0 being the
number of helical turns) connects sites which differ in their z
coordinate by b.15 We note that the considered helical potential
is assumed to be related to the charge distribution along the
stack of molecular units building the helical structure; hence
the factor E0 is proportional to the local charge density.
For a charge moving with momentum p through the helix,
the field Ehelix induces a magnetic field in the charge’s rest
frame, leading to a SOC: HSO = λσ (p × Ehelix). The SOC
strength is λ = eh¯/(2mc)2 and σ is a vector whose components
are the Pauli matrices σx , σy , and σz. The general problem is
three dimensional (3D); however, in order to get insights into
the behavior of the SP, we will assume px = py = 0, pz = 0,
so that the Schro¨dinger equation takes the form16
[
− h¯
2
2m
∂2z + U (z) + α
( 0 (z)
−∗(z) 0
)
∂z
+α
( 0 f (z)
−f ∗(z) 0
)]
χ (z) = Eχ (z). (1)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) A charge q in spin state σ is moving along
through a helical electric field. The parameters a, b, and z are the
radius and the pitch of the helix and the spacing of the z component
of the position vector of the charges distributed along it, respectively.
The helical field Ehelix induces a magnetic field B in the rest frame of
the charge and hence influences its spin state.
Here, χ (z) = [χ↑(z),χ↓(z)]T is a spinor, (z) = −[Ex −
iEy]/E0 =
∑
l,j e
−iQjzgl,j (z), f (z) = ∂z(z), and U (z) the
helical electrostatic potential.16 The terms ∼f (z),f ∗(z) are
introduced to make the Hamiltonian hermitian in the con-
tinuum representation. The SOC parameter α = h¯λE0 (with
dimensions of energy×length) depends on the effective charge
density through E0. The problem posed by Eq. (1) can be
written as an effective two-channel tight-binding model:
H =
∑
σ=↑,↓
N∑
n=1
Unc
†
n,σ cn,σ + V
∑
σ=↑,↓
N−1∑
n=1
(c†n,σ cn+1,σ + H.c.)
+
N∑
n,m=1
(c†n,↑Wn,mcm,↓ + c†m,↓W×m,ncn,↑) + Hleads. (2)
The operators {cn,σ ,c†n,σ }n=1,...,N,σ=↑,↓ create or destroy, re-
spectively, an excitation at the tight-binding site n with spin
index σ . The only nonzero elements of the interchannel
coupling matrix W are given by Wn,n = −αf (nz), Wn,n+1 =
α(nz)/2z, and Wn+1,n = −α((n + 1)z)/2z.16 Fur-
ther, the matrix W×n,m satisfies W×n,m = −(Wm,n)∗ for n = m,
and W×n,n = (Wn,n)∗, which reflects time inversion symmetry
in the system. The hopping V can in general be estimated via
a first-principles calculation of the electronic structure for a
given system. Here, it will be considered as a free parameter,
whose order of magnitude for helical organic systems is
expected to lie in the range of a few tens of meV [e.g., for DNA,
V ∼ 20–40 meV (Refs. 17 and 18)]. Finally, the operatorHleads
includes the semi-infinite chains to the left and right of the SO
active region.16 A schematic representation of the model is
shown on the top panel of Fig. 2.
Transport properties. We focus on the spin-dependent
transmission probability T (E) of the model given by Eq. (2),
as a function of the electron’s injection energy E. The
FIG. 2. (Color online) Top: Schematic representation of the tight-
binding model—see Eq. (2). The two channels interact via the SOC
(framed region). To the left and right of the spin scattering region, both
channels are independent and are modeled by semi-infinite chains.
Bottom: Energy dependence of the SP P (E) for L0 = 3 helical
turns, and for injected electrons polarized with their spin pointing
up (P10), down (P01), or unpolarized (P11). A spin-filter effect takes
place only for energies near the band edges, where all SPs have the
same sign. Notice also that near the band edges the SP has opposite
signs for electrons (E < 0) and holes (E > 0), though P (E) is not
exactly antisymmetric. Parameters: α = 5 meV nm, V = 30 meV,
U0 = 3 meV.
problem can be considered as a scattering problem where
a finite-size region (with nonvanishing SOC) is coupled
to two independent L(left) and two independent R(right)
electrodes, each electrode standing for a spin channel and being
represented by a semi-infinite chain—see Fig. 2. T (E) encodes
the influence of multiple scattering events in the SOC region.
We assume a coherent transport regime and use Landauer’s
theory19 to obtain16
T (E) = 
R↑ (
L↑ |G1↑,N↑|2 + 
L↓ |G1↓,N↑|2)
+
R↓ (
L↑ |G1↑,N↓|2 + 
L↓ |G1↓,N↓|2)
= tup(E) + tdown(E). (3)
In Eq. (3), Gnσ,mν(E) are matrix elements of the retarded
Green’s function of the SOC region including the influence
of the L and R electrodes. Each contribution in Eq. (3)
can be related to a different transport process without (e.g.,

L↑

R
↑ |G1↑,N↑|2) or with (e.g., 
L↑
R↓ |G1↑,N↓|2) spin-flip
scattering. Notice that tup(E) and tdown(E)—the transmis-
sions for the up and down channels, respectively—contain
contributions arising both from direct transmission without
spin flip as well as spin flip. An energy-resolved SP for
different initial spinor states can be defined as P (E) =
[tup(E) − tdown(E)]/T (E). The energy-average SP 〈P (E)〉E =
P (〈tup(E)〉,〈tdown(E)〉,〈T (E)〉) will also be used. We focus
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only on electronlike contributions (E < 0) and on energies
|E| > kBT ≈ 23 meV, so that 〈· · ·〉E =
∫ −kBT
−2V dE(· · ·).
Results. A crucial parameter in the model is the SOC
coupling α. Realistic values are obviously very difficult to
obtain,20,21 since α is not simply the atomic SOC, but contains
the influence of the charge distribution in the system via the
field factor E0. For the sake of reference, a rough value of E0
for DNA may be estimated along the following lines. A single
DNA base is considered as composed of discrete pointlike
charge centers A representing the atoms. We associate with
each center A at position RA a Gaussian-shaped charge
distribution of width w ∼ 0.3–0.4 nm and with strength given
by an estimated atomic charge density ρ0 for C, N, and
O atoms (considered as spheres with a radius of the order
of the corresponding covalent radius). The local field of
this charge distribution, E0 = −(1/4π0)(∂/∂r)
∫
d3r ′ρ(r ′ −
RA)|r − r ′|−1, can be computed analytically16 and it scales
for R = |r − RA|  w as E0 ≈ (N0ρ0/4π0)(w/2√π )2R−1
(E0 has been multiplied by a factor N0 ∼ 10, the number
of atoms in a base, to approximately account for other
charge centers). For R/w ∼ 0.3–0.4, values of α = h¯λE0 ≈
1.87–2.35 meV nm are obtained. In the calculations, α ∼
2–6 meV nm is used. Though this analysis only provides a
very rough estimate, it highlights the need for considering
the influence of many charges through ρ0 and N0 as well
as proximity effects (short-distance scaling of E0) in the
estimation of α.
Figure 2 presents the energy-dependent SP for α =
5 meV nm, and for different incoming spin states: spin up (10),
spin down (01), or unpolarized electrons (11). In the case of
(10) and (01) states, the interesting energy windows are those
where both SPs have the same sign, indicating that the outgoing
state will always have the same SP independently of the initial
condition. This behavior occurs mainly for energies near the
band edges. A similar situation is found for the (11) state—see
Fig. 2. Near the band center, P10(E) and P01(E) have opposite
signs and hence the SP depends on the incoming spin state.
The average SP, as defined above, amounts to approximately
〈P10〉E = 〈P01〉E = 〈P11〉E ≈ 62%.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding spin-resolved transmis-
sions. In the top panel of Fig. 3, for (10) and (01), we overall
find some degree of spin-dependent backscattering, which is
reflected in different total transmissions T10(E) = T01(E). In
what follows, for the sake of reference, only the behavior in the
energy window [−2V, − kBT ], kBT ∼ 23 meV is discussed.
For the (10) state, transmission without spin flip is dominant
in this energy region, and this leads to the positive SP. On
the contrary, for (01) spin-flip processes become dominant
in the same energy region, and hence the outgoing up channel
acquires a larger weight. As a result, the SP for (01) is also pos-
itive. This behavior is closely related to the chiral symmetry,
which basically manifests in the special structure of the W,W×
matrices. For the (11) state (the bottom panel of Fig. 3), the
outgoing up channel clearly dominates the transmission in the
considered energy window, thus indicating that for unpolarized
electrons backscattering and spin-flip of the down component
will also lead to a positive SP. In general, SP may occur
either by spin flip (with no net change of total transmission)
or by spin-selective backscattering: The previous discussion
suggests that both processes play a role here.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Different components of the transmission
tup(E), tdown(E), and T (E) as defined in Eq. (3), and for the same
parameters of Fig. 2. Focusing on electronlike contributions, it is
only near the lower band edge (E 6 −22 meV) where a positive
SP for all incoming states (10), (01), and (11) is obtained—see also
Fig. 2.
The found selectivity relates to two special features of the
chiral system: (i) the helical field symmetry which translates
into an unconventional SOC, and (ii) the weak electronic
coupling V . As shown in Fig. 4, the size of the hopping
parameter strongly affects the energy average SP, ultimately
leading to 〈P (E)〉E → 0 for large V . For small hopping,
however, the SP can achieve very large values by only a
moderate increase of the SOC α. The interplay between α
and V seems related to the relatively long time τ ∼ h¯V −1 the
electron will spend in the conducting channel in a real system,
allowing a weak SOC to become more effective.
Conclusions. The present study, which is based on a
minimal model, sheds light on a strong chirality-induced
spin-selectivity (CISS) effect. It suggests that CISS may be
a generic phenomenon, existing in chiral systems having low
SOC and low conductivity, and hence may play a role in spin
FIG. 4. (Color online) Two-dimensional (2D) plot of the energy
average SP 〈P (E)〉E as a function of both the hopping parameter V
and the SOC α. Only for small V a relative large SP is found. With
increasing electronic coupling, larger SOC strengths are required to
get a sizable SP.
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transport through biosystems. Weak electronic coupling along
the helical structure is expected to lead to low mobility of
the electrons and to allow enough time for the SOC, although
being weak, to influence spin transport. The effect depends on
the electron momentum and once the electrons have kinetic
energy above kBT , the SP increases and becomes weakly
energy dependent. We remark that the inclusion of static
on-site disorder weakens, but does not suppress, the effect,
as long as the disorder strength remains smaller than V .16
We may find this situation realized in the studied SAMs
of chiral molecules,6,7 where geometric constraints (steric
hindrance, coupling to the substrate) can be expected to largely
quench conformational disorder. One open issue for further
inquiry is the influence of the electrode-molecule interface.
If the electrodes are magnetic, spin-dependent tunnel barriers
may influence the SP. The found CISS effect could also be
of great interest to control the spin injection efficiency in
the context of semiconductor-based spintronics by interfacing
chiral molecules with semiconductor materials.
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ABSTRACT: This study is devoted to a consistent derivation
of an eﬀective model Hamiltonian to describe spin transport
along a helical pathway and in the presence of spin−orbit
interaction, the latter being induced by an external ﬁeld with
helical symmetry. It is found that a sizable spin polarization of
an unpolarized incoming state can be obtained without
introducing phase breaking processes. For this, at least two
energy levels per lattice site in the tight-binding representation
are needed. Additionally, asymmetries in the eﬀective
electronic-coupling parameters as well as in the spin−orbit
interaction strength must be present to achieve net polarization. For a fully symmetric systemin terms of electronic and spin−
orbit couplingsno spin polarization is found. The model presented is quite general and is expected to be of interest for the
treatment of spin-dependent eﬀects in molecular scale systems with helical symmetry.
■ INTRODUCTION
Gaining control over the spin degree of freedom to transfer
information lies at the very basis of spintronics. To date, the
majority of existing spintronic devices are based on inorganic
materials. However, an alternative route that exploits organic
molecules would oﬀer many advantages, including the chemical
control of the spin-dependent response of the system as well as
the rather inexpensive synthesis of identical molecular-scale
building blocks. Some work has been performed on organic
molecules, suggesting them as spin-valves.1−5 However, as a
rule, the spin sensitivity of molecular based spintronics is rather
related to the magnetic properties of the electrodes or of the
used molecules, so that for nonmagnetic molecular systems it is
unlikely that strong spin-dependent eﬀects will arise. Hence, the
recent experimental demonstration6,7 of spin selective eﬀects in
monolayers of double-stranded DNA oligomers as well as
earlier works8−15 have triggered strong interest. As a working
hypothesis, it was suggested that the observed spin selectivity
may be related to the speciﬁc geometric structure of the
involved molecular systems, namely their helical conformation.7
On the theoretical side, some investigations based on
minimal model approaches including the helical symmetry of
the system have been published. In brief, two main lines can be
identiﬁed up to now: (i) Studies based on scattering theory at
the level of the Born approximation,16,17 including spin−orbit
coupling (SOC) derived from a helically shaped potential. This
approach can be closely related to the experiments in ref 6,
where the energies of the emitted electrons lie well above the
energy of molecular orbitals of the DNA molecules, and thus,
the problem can be viewed as a scattering process in an external
helical potential. (ii) Approaches based on quantum trans-
port18−20 have also been proposed, being closer related to the
second class of experiments,7 which probe the electrical
response of DNA self-assembled monolayers in a two terminal
setup. Reference 18 addressed for the ﬁrst time in the context
of a quantum transport model the possibility that an electrostatic
ﬁeld with helical symmetry could induce a spin−orbit
interaction. An eﬀective one-dimensional (1D) Hamiltonian
was formulated, assuming that only the z-component (along
the helical axis) of the electron momentum was not vanishing.
Although strong spin-dependent eﬀects were found, it turns out
that the model needs to break time-reversal symmetry to reveal
the spin polarization. This is unsatisfactory from a formal point
of view and builds the main motivation to explore extensions of
this model not requiring to artiﬁcially break any symmetry of
the problem. In ref 19, the motion of a charge carrier along a
helical path including spin−orbit interactions was treated
within a tight-binding model. A rather large positive spin
polarization was found; however, also here it was necessary to
introduce a symmetry breaking interactionthrough Büttiker
probesin order to achieve spin polarization. The authors also
stated that the double-strand structure of the DNA molecule
was required to get a nonzero polarization, a result that would
impose strong constraints on the molecular systems, where this
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type of chirality induced spin-dependent eﬀects could be
detected.
Apart from these two main lines, in ref 21 the emergence of
bound states in the electronic system induced by curvature
eﬀects was studied and its possible relation to the spin
selectivity analyzed. It is also worth mentioning an earlier work
exploring electron transmission/transfer in chiral molecules
based on the concept of current transfer.22 Furthermore, not
directly related to the physical problems at stake in our work
but nonetheless relevant for some of the analytical studies
proposed here are investigations of the electronic states in
nonplanar geometries, namely, 1D curved wires,23 helical
nanotubes,24 bent nanostructures,25 and the Schrödinger
equation in general curvilinear coordinates.26 Besides the
simplest case of 1D curved wires, most of the investigations
only address the kinetic-energy part of the Hamiltonian but do
not include spin−orbit interactions in systems with curvature.
In the present study, we generalize our previous work18 as
well as the work of Guo and Sun19 in some important aspects.
We consider two concentrical helices, as shown in Figure 1.
One of the helices, the external one with radius R0 and pitch b,
will provide the helical potential distribution U(r) leading to a
helical ﬁeld E(r) inducing a SOC. The internal helix, with
radius R < R0 but the same pitch b, describes a possible
geometrical path of a charge propagating in the helical ﬁeld.
Also, though a helical path may look at the ﬁrst sight as
artiﬁcial, it represents a compromise between a purely 1D
straight motion and a fully three-dimensional (3D) propaga-
tion, since it involves a nontrivial geometry (curvature and
torsion) but at the same times allows to map the spin transport
problem onto a one-dimensional multichannel tight-binding
model. For the sake of simplicity we will consider a distribution
of eﬀective point charges along the external helix as done
previously in ref 18, although our formulation is independent of
the speciﬁc source of the helical ﬁeld. This ﬁeld is felt as an
eﬀective, momentum-dependent, magnetic ﬁeld in the rest
frame of the charge carrier and gives rise to SOC mirroring the
helical symmetry of the system. The eﬀective Schrödinger
equation for a spinor wave function of a charge q and spin σ
moving along this pathway is obtained by an appropriate
conﬁnement of the 3D motion along a tubular helix to a 1D
motion along the path with curvature ρ and torsion τ.
In addition, we will include two energy levels per site in the
tight-binding version of the continuum model, corresponding
to the edge orbitals of a molecular monomer building up the
helical system. We stress that the two levels do not need to lie
on diﬀerent helices, so that the model only considers transport
along a single helical path but with more than one level per site
in the tight-binding description. The model can thus be applied
to single-helix systems and easily extended to double-helix
structures. Our results suggest that two elements are key
ingredients to obtain net spin polarization in this class of
models: ﬁrst, including more than one energy level per site
(more than one transport pathway), and second, introducing
asymmetries in the eﬀective electronic-coupling elements
between the diﬀerent channels.
In the next section, we introduce the general Hamiltonian
including SOC in 3D space and provide a derivation of an
eﬀective 1D version for the motion along a helical pathway.
This has the advantage that we can, ﬁrst, easily include the
geometric eﬀects arising from the curvature of the helical path
and, second, take into account the full helical ﬁeld generated by
the external helix.
■ LOCAL FRAMES AND SPIN−ORBIT COUPLING
In order to set up the appropriate tight-binding model
describing the 1D motion of a charge along a helical path, we
will ﬁrst start with a continuum model in 3D space and, after
introducing an eﬀective conﬁnement potential, the limit of the
motion along a 1D submanifold will be considered.27 The
motion of a particle along a helical path in 3D can be described
by the following position vector R(s,q1,q2) = x(s) + q1n(s) +
q2b(s). Here, x(s) = (R cos ϕ,R sin ϕ, pϕ) with ϕ = s/(R
2 +
p2)1/2 ≡ s/κ, parametrizes a helix of radius R and pitch b = 2πp
in 3D, while the coordinates q1 and q2 are related to a local
frame moving along the helix (one can think of a helical tube
with e.g. a circular cross section). The normal vector n and the
binormal vector b are unit vectors orthogonal to each other and
to the tangent vector T(s) = dx(s)/ds. These three vectors build
a local orthogonal basis, which is closely related to the Frenet-
Serret frame {T,N,B} (where N lies in the x−y plane) through
the following local rotation mediated by a matrix U(θ)
θ θ
θ θ
= − ×
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
T
n
b
T
N
B
1 0 0
0 cos sin
0 sin cos (1)
The angle θ(s) = ∫ s0
s duτ(u) reduces to θ(s) = τs in the case of a
constant torsion τ. For a helix, the torsion τ = p/κ2 and its
curvature is ρ = R/κ2. The introduction of the above rotation
mediated by the angle θ is related to the following fact: If the
position of a point on the helical tube is expressed only in terms
of the Frenet−Serret frame, it turns out that the basis es = ∂R/
∂s,e1 = ∂R/∂q1,e2 = ∂R/∂q2 is nonorthogonal for q1
2 + q2
2 > 0.
This makes the calculation of the kinetic-energy operator and of
the SOC operator quite diﬃcult, since the metric tensor is
nondiagonal and hence mixed derivatives can appear in the
diﬀerent expressions. The local rotation by the angle θ
overcomes this problem by adapting the local frame at each
point along the path s in such a way that the Darboux vector
does not have any component on the tangential direction.24
Notice that hereby only the normal and binormal vectors are
aﬀected by the rotation, while the local tangent vector is the
same in both frames. In Cartesian coordinates, the Frenet−
Serret basis has the following representation (with ϕ = s/κ):
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the system. Along the external
helix with radius R0 point charges are arranged and build the source of
the electrostatic ﬁeld felt by a charge moving along the internal helical
path of radius R. The internal helical path is parametrized with the arc
length s.
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Using the above expressions and after a lengthy but
straightforward calculation, the transformation matrix
J(s,q1,q2) relating the Cartesian unit vectors to the local frame
basis (es,e1,e2) can be found as
θ
κρ
η
ϕ
κρ
η
ϕ
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η
κρ θ κρ θ
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=
− − − − −
− + − +
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sin cos
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(3)
In this expression, η = 1 − ρ(q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ) = √g, with g
being the determinant of the metric tensor with elements Glj =
η2δl1δj1 + δl2δj2 + δl3δj3 in the local basis. A(q1,q2) is a diagonal
matrix with elements Ajj = (Gjj)
1/2. Further, A± = (1 ± κτ)/2, c±
= cos k±, s± = sin k±, and k± = θ ± ϕ = (τ ± (1/κ)) s = ±(2s/κ)
A±.
Conﬁning to One Dimension. The above equations
describe the motion along a helical tube with a cross section
whose precise shape can be speciﬁed through the local
coordinates q1 and q2. Thus, for example, a polar representation
q1 = r cos γ and q2 = r sin γ would correspond to a helical tube
with a circular cross-section. We are however not interested in
this aspect, since our aim is to reduce the 3D motion along the
helical tube to a 1D motion along a helical path. Physically this
can be realized through the introduction of a transversal
conﬁning potential Vλ(q1,q2) with strength λ→∞. In this limit,
the precise shape of this potential does not matter, although for
the sake of simplicity one can assume it to be a harmonic
conﬁnement.
Formally, the Hamilton operator of a particle with spin 1/2
and including SOC will read as
α
σ σ
= +
+ · × − · ×
H K s q q V s q q
p E E p
( , , ) ( , , )
2
[ ( ) ( )]
1 2 pot 1 2
SOC
(4)
In this equation, K(s,q1,q2) is the kinetic energy operator, and
Vpot(s,q1,q2) includes the previously mentioned transversal
conﬁnement potential Vλ as well as the potential related to
the electric ﬁeld E in the SOC term, αSOC = eℏ/(2mc)
2. The
vector σ = (σx,σy,σz) contains the Pauli matrices. Notice that we
have already symmetrized the SOC Hamiltonian in order to
have a Hermitian expression in the continuum case. Special care
must be taken of the action of the momentum operator on the
electric ﬁeld and the Pauli matrices since in the new local
coordinate system the latter will also become dependent on s,q1
and q2.
The kinetic-energy term K(s,q1,q2) has been already
discussed in the literature (see, e.g., ref 27), and it can be
written using Einstein’s sum convention as
∑
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Hereafter gj stands for the contravariant diagonal components
of the metric tensor and index j runs over the three local
coordinates s, q1 and q2. In order to preserve the normalization
of the wave function when going from the 3D situation to 1D,
the Ansatz Ψ(s,q1,q2) = η−1/2χ(s,q1,q2) is now performed. This
leads to the result
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Notice that the second term in the previous expression is a
potential energy term with a purely geometric character since it
only depends on the curvature of the helix ρ.
In a next step we need to consider the SOC term. First, we
can write this term as
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Note that the second nabla operator does not act beyond the
square brackets. Writing explicitly the terms containing the
momentum operator acting along the arc s and collecting into
HSOC
⊥ the contributions including p1 and p2, we can write the
SOC Hamiltonian in the following way
α
η
σ σ
η
α σ σ
η
= −
− ℏ ∂ − + ⊥
H E E p
i
E E H
[ ]
2
[ ]
1
s
s
SOC
SOC
2 1 1 2
SOC 2 1 1 2 SOC
(8)
Here (Es,E1,E2) are the components of the electric ﬁeld written
in the local coordinate frame. Without SOC and in the limit λ
→ ∞ the Hamiltonian consists only of kinetic and potential
energy terms and would be easily separable. Thus the wave
function χ would be written as a product χ(s,q1,q2) =
Φ(s)ξ(q1,q2). In the present case this does not seem so
obvious since HSOC still depends on all coordinates s,q1, and q2.
However, in a ﬁrst approximation, we may consider that in the
limit λ →∞ the kinetic-energy contributions to the transversal
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motion become much larger than the energy scale associated
with the SOC, so that we may use a sort of adiabatic
approximation based on the Ansatz Φ(s)ξs(q1,q2), where
ξs(q1,q2) is a solution of the transversal Schrödinger equation
for a given s. In this limit, we can perform an approximate
separation of variables and set q1 = q2 = 0 everywhere in
K(s,q1,q2) and in the other terms related to the longitudinal
motion along the helical path. As a result, we arrive at an
eﬀective Hamiltonian for the motion along the 1D helical path
in the 2 × 2 spin space as
ρ
α σ σ
α σ σ
= − ℏ ∂∂ −
ℏ +
− ℏ − ∂∂
− ℏ ∂∂ −
×
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥H m s m V s
i E E
s
i
s
E E
1
2 8
( )
[ ]
2
[ ]
1D
2 2
2
2 2
2 2
SOC 2 1 1 2
SOC 2 1 1 2 (9)
where 12×2 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix. The second term in the
diagonal part of eq 9 is, as mentioned previously, a local
potential of purely geometric origin related to curvature eﬀects
on the helical path. The term V(s) is the electrostatic potential
from where the SOC ﬁeld E(s) arises. The fourth term is the
spin−orbit term, and the last term takes into account that the
ﬁeld components as well as the Pauli matrices depend on the
arc length. The matrices σ1 and σ2 are explicitly given by:
σ
κρ θ
κρ θ
= − +
+ −
+ −
−
+
−
−
− +
− +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
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( ) cos
ik ik
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(10)
The local ﬁeld components E1 and E2 (and Es, which does
not appear in the ﬁnal expressions) can be expressed in terms
of their components in a cylindrical coordinate system
θ θ θ θ
κρ θ
= + + −
−
ϕ ϕ+ −E A E E A E E
E
( cos sin ) ( cos sin )
sin
r r
z
1
θ θ θ θ
κρ θ
= + − −
+
ϕ ϕ− +E A E E A E E
E
( cos sin ) ( cos sin )
cos
r r
z
2
κρ κτ= − +ϕE E Es z (11)
In terms of the cylindrical ﬁeld components, the expression
σ2E1 − σ1E2 from eq 9 reads
σ σ− = * − ≡
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥s E s E
Z Z
Z Z
sC( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1 2
0
0 (12)
where Z = κρEr and Z0 = κe
−iϕ[ρEz + τ(i Er − Eϕ)].
For a helical charge distribution, as that used in the
remaining of this paper, the cylindrical components are given
by
∑ϕ ε ϕ ϕ= − ΔE z E g z( , ) [ cos( )] ( , )r c
n m
R n m
,
,
3
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2
0
2 1/2
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where Δϕ = ϕ − (2π/b)mΔz and εR = R/R0. In the previous
equations, the variables R, ϕ, and z are the corresponding
coordinates of a point on the internal helix, and the indices n
and m run over the discretized external helix. In general, the
prefactor Ec will depend on the speciﬁc physical origin of the
local eﬀective charge at a given site, and its knowledge requires
a detailed microscopic calculation of ﬁeld strengths and SOC
parameters for speciﬁc molecular systems. In ref 18, we have
provided a rough estimate of the order of magnitude of the
combined parameter αSOCEc ∼ 2−6 meV nm. We will adopt
similar orders of magnitude in the current study.
Limiting Cases. In the limit of zero torsion τ = 0 (planar
geometry) and assuming only the z-component of the ﬁeld to
be nonvanishing and constant, one gets
ρ
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which is the standard expression for the planar Rashba
Hamiltonian on a 1D curved wire.23 In the case that only the
radial ﬁeld component is assumed to be nonzero and constant,
we recover the continuous version of the Hamiltonian of ref 19
for the single channel case:
ρ
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κρ κτ
κ
κτ
κ
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ℏ +
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Notice, however, that in ref 19 neither the geometric potential
−ℏ2ρ2/8m nor the electrostatic potential V(s) have been
considered in the calculations. For the typical parameters of the
DNA helix, the geometric potential is rather small (∼5−10
meV); only for large curvatures its contribution may become
relevant. The electrostatic potential V(s), on the contrary, must
be included for physical consistency, since it is the source of the
helical electric ﬁeld.
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■ TIGHT-BINDING HAMILTONIAN
Once the Hamiltonian eq 9 in the continuum approximation
has been obtained, the next step is to discretize it and to map it
to a tight-binding model parametrized by the arc length. We
start with the SOC part expressed in terms of eq 12
α= − ℏ ∂∂ +
∂
∂
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥H
i
s
s s
sC C
2
( ) ( )SOC SOC (16)
Here, the derivatives with respect to the arc length act on
everything to their right, including a possible wave function.
The discretized derivative reads
δ δ∂∂ = Δ −− +
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥s s
1
2
( )
nm
n m n m, 1 , 1
(17)
Here Δs = κΔϕ = κπ/5 is the discretization step along the arc
and ϕ = π/5 is the angular distance between monomers
building the helix (for the sake of reference we take the typical
value of π/5 for a DNA molecule, although other values are
obviously possible).
Acting with HSOC onto a spinor wave function, one obtains
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With this, the discretized Schrödinger equation resulting from 9
can be written as follows:
εΨ = Ψ + Ψ + Ψ =+ + − −E M M 0n n n n n n n n n, 1 1 , 1 1
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Notice that the spin-conserving nearest-neighbor electronic
coupling Wn,n+1 = −ℏ2/(2mΔs2) − i(ℏαSOC/4Δs)(Zn + Zn+1) is
renormalized by the diagonal blocks of the SOC Hamiltonian,
which will clearly inﬂuence the eﬀective bandwidth of the
electronic spectrum. The spin-ﬂip hopping term reads Dn,n+1 =
−i(ℏαSOC/4Δs)([Z0]n + [Z0]n+1).
Thanks to the last identity of eq 19, the corresponding
Hamiltonian is indeed Hermitian
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This Hamiltonian preserves time reversal symmetry generated
by the operator ; = −iσy⊗1N×N, where N is the number of
sites in the discretized tight-binding model and 1N×N is the unit
matrix in the Hilbert space generated by the N localized
orbitals.
The present model can then be easily extended to include
two orbitalscalling them HOMO (H) and LUMO (L)per
lattice site. If we neglect SOC between orbitals of diﬀerent type
and, moreover, assume that the eﬀective SOC parameter α may
depend on the speciﬁc electronic state (although not on the
lattice site n), then the generalization of the previous
Hamiltonian is straightforward
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In this equation, VHL is the local coupling between the two
levels H and L at site n. Notice that the nearest-neighbor
electronic couplings Wn,n±1
k (included in Mn,n±1
k , see eq 19)
depend now on the speciﬁc orbital: Wn,n±1
H,L = VH,L −
i(αH,L/Ec)(Zn + Zn±1), where αH,L is now considered as an
eﬀective parameter with the dimensions energy × length. VH
and VL are the nearest-neighbor electronic coupling elements of
the HOMO and LUMO orbitals, respectively.
We have also introduced a staggered contribution to the site
energies εn
k = −ℏ2ρ2/8m + V(n) + Δk(−1)n which opens a band
gap. A gap opening can also be achieved with a large VHL;
however, in order to keep the orders of magnitude of the
electronic coupling parameters in a realistic range of few tens of
meV, we will keep the Δk(−1)n contribution with Δk = 30 meV.
■ TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
Spin-dependent transport in the tight-binding model in eq 21
can be represented as a charge transport model in a four-leg
ladder, where each leg corresponds to a molecular orbital (H or
L) and to a given spinor component (↑ and ↓). It is clear that
the speciﬁc transport mechanism will in general depend on the
molecular system and also be inﬂuenced by the environmental
conditions, for example, single molecule vs molecule embedded
in a self-assembled monolayer or dry vs solvent conditions.
Being aware of its potential limitations, we will consider
transport in the context of the Landauer approach, which
provides a simple framework to analyze the inﬂuence of
diﬀerent parameters on the spin polarization. Decoherence to
mimic hopping transport can be introduced via Büttiker
probes28 or by directly formulating the problem in terms of
master equations. However, we are interested in exploring the
possibility of inducing a spin polarization without the need of
decoherence as a key element, so that we limit ourselves to
compute the zero-bias transmission function T(E) (linear
conductance) for our model.
The Hamiltonian 21 needs to be extended to include the
coupling to the electrodes for which the Hamiltonian reads
Hleads. Along similar lines as in ref 18, we consider four
independent 3(left)- and four independent 9(right)-leads,
each of them standing for a spin channel connected to a speciﬁc
molecular orbital (H,L) and being represented by a semi-
inﬁnite tight-binding chain.
The transmission function is given by the expression: T(E) =
Tr{Ga(E)ΓRGr(E)ΓL}. Here Gr(a)(E) are retarded (advanced)
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matrix Green’s functions for the scattering region including the
inﬂuence of Hleads via retarded self-energy matrices Σ E( )r ,3 and
Σ E( )r ,9 . The retarded Green’s function matrix can be
determined via Dyson’s equation (Gr)−1(E) = (E + iη)1 − H
− Σ − ΣE E( ) ( )r r, ,3 9 . The spectral functions Γ ,3 9 of the left
and right electrodes are related to the self-energies via Γ ,3 9 =
− Σm E2I ( )r , ,3 9 . The only eight nonvanishing elements of the
spectral functions are Γ↑ L H, ,3 ,Γ↓ L H, ,3 ,Γ↑ L H, ,9 ,Γ↓ L H, ,9 . These quanti-
ties are in general energy-dependent and can be computed
analytically for semi-inﬁnite chains (see, e.g., ref 29).
Using the previous expressions and approximations, the total
transmission function for the system can be written as
= + + +↑↑ ↓↑ ↑↓ ↓↓T E T E T E T E T E( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (22)
where
= Γ Γ | | + Γ | |
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In the previous equations, Gnσ,mν(E) with σ,ν = ↑,↓ are matrix
elements of the previously deﬁned retarded Green’s function of
the SOC-active region including the inﬂuence of the 3- and
9-electrodes via appropriate self-energies. Each contribution in
eq 22 can be related to a diﬀerent transport process with or
without spin ﬂip. Thus, all contributions included in T↑↑ and
T↓↓ are related to processes taking place only in the spin-up or
spin-down channels, respectively, while T↑↓ and T↓↑ involve all
processes ﬂipping the electron spin. With the help of the
previously introduced transmission components, we can deﬁne
a spin polarization (SP) as:
= + − −↑↑ ↓↑ ↑↓ ↓↓P E T E T E T E T E T E( )
1
( )
[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]
(23)
Finally, an energy-averaged SP can be deﬁned as ⟨P⟩E = [⟨T↑↑ +
T↓↑⟩E − ⟨T↑↓ + T↓↓⟩E]/⟨T⟩E. When computing it, we use only
the hole-like contributions of the P(E) plot, that is, the E < 0
sector, so that ⟨...⟩E = (2V0)
−1∫ −2V0
0 dE(...). Here, V0 is
determined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of eq 21,
calculating the bandwidth ΔE and taking V0 = ΔE/4. This
choice guarantees that we include all the relevant molecular
electronic states in the calculation of the transmission function.
V0 is also taken as the eﬀective bandwidth of the electrodes.
Thus, for the semi-inﬁnite linear chain electrodes with a single
orbital per side, the nonvanishing matrix elements of the
s p e c t r a l f u n c t i o n s Γ E( ),3 9 a r e g i v e n b y t h e
standard Anderson−Newns expressions Γ↑ ↓ E( )L H, , ,,3 9 =
V0[1 − (E/2V0)2]1/2 for and zero otherwise, where the site
energies have been set equal to zero.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We address in this section two issues: (i) Is it possible to obtain
a nonzero spin polarization without including decoherence in
the model formulation? (ii) What is the inﬂuence of having
more than one molecular orbital per site in the tight-binding
representation?
Concerning the typical order of magnitude of the spin−orbit
interaction as induced by the helical ﬁeld, we have already
provided a rough estimate of its strength in a previous study;18
in the present investigation we are going to use similar values,
being aware that a more accurate estimation would require a
separate ﬁrst-principle study of the electronic structure of the
molecules. Along this paper, if not stated otherwise, we will
keep ﬁxed the bare electronic-coupling parameters: VL = 10
meV, VH = 90 meV, and VHL = 50 meV. These values have
typical orders of magnitude as for a DNA molecule. We remark,
however, that we are not addressing a speciﬁc molecular system
but are deriving a generic model and investigating its main
properties.
For the following discussion we will also introduce two
parameters, namely, ηSOC = αH/αL and ηelec = VH/VL measuring,
respectively, the relative asymmetries of the SOC and of the
nearest-neighbor tight-binding hopping elements for the H and
L levels.
In Figure 2, the spin polarization for an incoming
unpolarized state is shown as a function of the injection energy
for diﬀerent lengths and for the case of an array of helically
distributed (negative) charges. The ﬁrst interesting feature of
Figure 2 is that a nonzero SP can be obtained with absolute
values which can be as large as 60% for certain energies. These
results suggest that decoherence may not be a key element to
reveal a spin polarization.19 Moreover, it seems necessary
(although not suﬃcient, as discussed below) to have more than
one transport channel. This can be implemented in the model
either as a double-strand structure19 or as a single strand with
Figure 2. Spin polarization for an unpolarized incoming state and for
three diﬀerent numbers of turns L = 1, 2, and 7 of the helix. The
parameter εR has been set to 0.25. The SP is mostly negative over the
hole band (E < 0) and mostly positive over the electronic band (E >
0). The inset shows the dependence of the energy-averaged SP on the
number of helical turns and several values of εR = R/R0. The absolute
value increases with a larger εR. For larger L we may expect an
oscillatory behavior to set in. Other parameters are αH = 0.2 meV nm,
αL = 2 meV nm, VL = 10 meV, VH = 90 meV, and VHL = 50 meV.
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more than one electronic level per site. Notice also that despite
of the oscillations of the SP as a function of the energy, there is
a clear tendency to have a negative polarization for the electron
bands (E < 0) and positive polarization for the hole bands (E >
0). This behavior does not depend much on the length of the
helical system. The inset of Figure 2 shows the dependence of
the energy-averaged SP on the number of helical turns L for
three diﬀerent values of the parameter εR = R/R0. This
parameter quantiﬁes the diﬀerence between the radii of the
internal and external helices and it is thus a measure for the
radius of curvature of the transport path: for εR ≪ 1 the
transport pathway approaches a straight line (for a ﬁxed radius
of the external helix). For larger εR, the average SP is negative
for all L, and its absolute value progressively increases with L.
The eﬀect becomes stronger with increasing εR, since the helical
ﬁeld will be felt stronger the closer the charge transport path is
to the external helical charge distribution. The negative average
value indicates that the spin-down channel is easier transmitted
than the spin-up channel over the averaged energy window. For
εR = 0.05, on the contrary, the SP varies in a considerably
weaker way with increasing length, and its absolute value stays
below 5%. This is an indication that the intrinsic geometry of
the path, its helical structure, is playing an important role in
inﬂuencing the spin polarization.
In Figure 3, the quantities ξup = T↑↑ − T↓↑ and ξdown = T↓↓ −
T↑↓ are plotted, in order to illustrate the relative amount of
spin-conserving and spin-ﬂip processes in the outgoing spin-up
and spin-down channels. Hence, for energy regions where ξσ is
positive, spin-conserving processes are dominating, while for ξσ
negative, spin-ﬂip events dominate. In addition, the insets of
Figure 3 show the total transmission of each spin component.
Notice that the diﬀerence between the curves of tup and tdown is
proportional to the spin polarization (after division by the total
transmission T(E), see also eq 23). The results presented in
Figure 3 are calculated for symmetric electronic coupling VL =
VH and for two diﬀerent values of the SOC ratio ηSOC ≡ αH/αL
= 0.1 and 0.85, to point out the diﬀerence between strong and a
weak asymmetry in the SOC parameters of the H- and L-states.
For a strong asymmetry ηSOC = 0.1leading to net spin
polarization over most of the probed energiesa large degree
of spin-ﬂip is found mainly near the band edges of both the
HOMO and LUMO manifolds. For other energies, the spin-
conserving processes dominate, that is, ξσ=up,down > 0. However,
the magnitude of ξup and ξdown is diﬀerent, and thus a nonzero
polarization resulting from an interplay between spin-depend-
ent backscattering, a measure of which is the total back-
scattering given by R = 4 − (tup + tdown), and spin-ﬂip processes
can be obtained. On the contrary, for the case ηSOC = 0.85 spin-
conserving transmission processes dominate over spin-ﬂips at
all energies. Moreover, there is almost no diﬀerence between
the backscattering of the two spin components nor between ξup
and ξdown, so that the polarization is almost negligible. In the
limiting case ηSOC = 1, the spin polarization identically vanishes.
To provide a global overview of the eﬀect of the previously
mentioned asymmetries in the electronic coupling and spin−
orbit interaction, we show in Figure 4 a density plot of the
energy-average polarization as a function of the two asymmetry
parameters ηSOC and ηelec. We only plot the absolute value of
the average polarization, since our main goal is to show the
regions where a polarization can be obtained and those where it
will either vanish or become too small. From the ﬁgure it
becomes clear that the spin polarization is very small around
the main diagonal where ηSOC = ηelec, that is, for the fully
symmetric case. The largest polarizations are obtained in the
lower right sector and in the upper left sector of the diagram,
where the asymmetries between both parameters become
largest.
We can gain a qualitative understanding of the vanishing
polarization along the main diagonal of Figure 4 by the
following reasoning. For the continuum model, eq 9, a unitary
transformation U(s) = exp[−i(mαSOC/ℏ)∫ s0
s duC(u)] can be
performed that eliminates the SOC term from the Hamil-
tonian.19 This is the reason why a single-channel model without
symmetry breaking does not yield spin polarization. However, if
more than one channel are present, for example, H and L, then
the Hamiltonian would be transformed by the direct sum
UH⊕UL. This leads to couple terms like VHLUH†UL, which are
Figure 3. Energy-resolved ratios of the transmission function for the
outgoing spin-up channel, ξup = T↑↑ − T↓↑, and spin-down channel,
ξdown = T↓↓ − T↑↓. Insets show the total transmission tup = T↑↑ + T↓↑
and tdown = T↓↓ + T↑↓, respectively. The calculations have been
performed for equal electronic-coupling elements VL = VH = 90 meV,
in order to highlight the inﬂuence of asymmetries in the SOC
parameters ηSOC = αH/αL, as indicated on each plot. For stronger
asymmetry (panel a) in the SOC coupling, there the diﬀerences
between ξup and ξdown are stronger, which eventually makes spin
ﬁltering and spin aligning possible. The remaining parameters are αL =
2 meV nm, VHL = 50 meV, εr = 0.25, and L = 2 helical turns.
Figure 4. Density plot showing the absolute value of the average spin
polarization ⟨P(E)⟩E as a function of the asymmetry ratios ηSOC = αH/
αL and ηelec = VH/VL. Parameters are αL = 2 meV nm, VL = 30 meV,
VHL = 50 meV, εr = 0.25, and L = 2 helical turns.
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only diagonal in the spin degrees of freedom if mHαH/
mLαL∼VLαH/VHαL ∼ 1, which is the case for ηSOC = ηelec. Only
if the ratio ηSOC/ηelec is diﬀerent from 1, the phase factor will
remain and a non-trivial behavior may be expected, as observed
in the regions oﬀ the diagonal in Figure 4.
■ SUMMARY
We have derived an eﬀective 1D Hamiltonian to describe the
propagation of a charge carrier with spin along a helical
pathway under the inﬂuence of spin−orbit interaction. The
SOC is assumed to be induced by a ﬁeld of point charges
arranged along a concentric external helix. It has been shown
that a net spin polarization of an incoming unpolarized state
can be achieved using realistic parameters for the electronic
structure. For up to seven helical turns, a progressive increase of
the (negative) polarization with length was found, although the
computed values are smaller than those measured. The spin
polarization results from an interplay between spin-dependent
backscattering and spin-ﬂip processes. This behavior is however
strongly weakened upon reducing the diﬀerence between the
two orbital-dependent SOC parameters, so that in the limit of
fully symmetric coupling to both molecular levels H and L, only
spin conserving processes take place, and moreover, the spin
polarization identically vanishes. Interestingly, our model does
not require the presence of decoherence to yield a nonzero spin
polarization. However, whether decoherence is an important
ingredient or not requires further inquiry. In our case, the
nonvanishing polarization emerges when (i) more than one
transport channel is included in the model description, and
related to it, when (ii) the electronic states display strong
asymmetries in both their electronic coupling and the
corresponding SOC parameters.
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Charge Transport through Biomolecular Wires in a Solvent:
Bridging Molecular Dynamics and Model Hamiltonian Approaches
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We present a hybrid method based on a combination of classical molecular dynamics simulations,
quantum-chemical calculations, and a model Hamiltonian approach to describe charge transport through
biomolecular wires with variable lengths in presence of a solvent. The core of our approach consists in a
mapping of the biomolecular electronic structure, as obtained from density-functional based tight-binding
calculations of molecular structures along molecular dynamics trajectories, onto a low-dimensional model
Hamiltonian including the coupling to a dissipative bosonic environment. The latter encodes fluctuation
effects arising from the solvent and from the molecular conformational dynamics. We apply this approach
to the case of pG-pC and pA-pT DNA oligomers as paradigmatic cases and show that the DNA
conformational fluctuations are essential in determining and supporting charge transport.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.208102 PACS numbers: 87.14.gk, 72.80.Le, 73.63.Kv, 87.15.B
Can a DNA molecular wire support an electrical cur-
rent? The variety of partially contradictory experimental
results obtained in the past years [1–7] has hinted not only
at the difficulties encountered to carry out well-controlled
transport measurements but also at the strong sensitivity of
charge migration to intrinsic (base-pair sequence, internal
vibrations) and extrinsic (solvent fluctuations, molecule-
electrode contact) factors. Recently [6,7], two groups have
measured similar high electrical currents on the order of
50–150 nA despite the fact that the electrically probed base
sequences and lengths were rather different. Despite con-
siderable theoretical research, the dominant mechanisms
for DNA charge transport have not been, however, fully
elucidated (see, e.g., Ref. [8] for a recent review). Electron
transfer experiments [9,10] and related theoretical studies
[11–21] have clearly pointed out the crucial role of dy-
namical fluctuations in favoring or hindering hole transfer.
We may thus expect that this may also be the case for
charge transport. Studies based on model Hamiltonian
formulations [18,19,22,23] involve many free parameters
which are in general difficult to determine for realistic
situations. First-principle calculations [24–28] performed
on static structures provide, on the other hand, orders of
magnitude for the electronic coupling but can hardly deal
with the coupling to dynamical degrees of freedom. The
inclusion of dynamical effects in quantum transport calcu-
lations has only been addressed in few cases [14,16,29] in a
systematic way. Thus, a general approach able to combine
dynamical information drawn from a realistic description
of biomolecular conformational dynamics with a treatment
of quantum transport is highly desirable.
In this Letter, we present a study of charge transport
through biomolecular wires with different lengths by using
a hybrid approach based on a mapping of the time-
fluctuating electronic structure along a molecular dynam-
ics (MD) trajectory onto a low-dimensional model
Hamiltonian. Charge transport will be studied for a model
describing the coupling of the electronic system to a bo-
sonic bath which comprises internal vibrations and solvent
effects. The bath thus encodes dynamical information
drawn from the MD simulations. Our treatment allows
(i) the determination of electronic coupling parameters
under realistic conditions and (ii) the calculation of the
bath spectral density from MD generated time series.
Hence, it does not contain any free parameters describing
the molecular electronic structure or the coupling to struc-
tural fluctuations. We show, by considering as paradig-
matic cases pG-pC and pA-pT oligomers, that the
electrical transport properties in such biomolecular sys-
tems are strongly dominated by the conformational dynam-
ics. Despite some limitations of the model Hamiltonian
approach (see later), we nevertheless stress that the range
of applicability of our method is not limited to DNAwires;
indeed, it provides a solid basis for the parameter-free
inclusion of dynamical effects in a model-based treatment
of quantum transport as well as for a multiscale approach
to the description of the electronic properties of biomole-
cules. Our approach exploits a fragment orbital description
[30] of the biomolecules, which allows for an efficient and
well-controlled coarse graining of the electronic structure
problem [31]. A hybrid quantum mechanics–molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) approach (to describe the solvent
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effects) implemented within a density-functional based
tight-binding methodology [32] has been used to extract
relevant electronic information in the form of time series.
This leads to a time-dependent Hamiltonian: H ¼
P
jjðtÞdyj dj þ
P
jVj;jþ1ðtÞðdyj djþ1 þ H:c:Þ, where both
jðtÞ and Vj;jþ1ðtÞ are random variables as a function of
the simulation time. These parameters describe, respec-
tively, the effective ionization energy of a base pair—
which defines a fragment in our calculations—and the
coupling between nearest-neighbor fragments. We have
approached the transport problem from two complemen-
tary perspectives.
Time averaging and dynamical fluctuations.—In Fig. 1
we show the time-averaged transmission function hTðEÞit
for pG-pC and pA-pT wires containing seven base pairs.
These calculations have been carried out for a TMD ¼
30-ns-long MD simulation with a time step of 1 fs. The
first point to note is the apparently higher transmission of
pA-pT compared to that of pG-pC. This is just the opposite
of what a purely static calculation would yield. This fact
represents a first hint at the importance of dynamical
effects in determining charge propagation. The fragmented
structure of the spectrum is simply mirroring the broad
distribution of on-site energies induced by the dynamical
disorder. We have further defined a coherence parame-
ter (CP) for a given chain length N as CNðEÞ ¼
½1þ TðEÞ=hTðEÞi2t 1, which can provide a quantitative
measure for the role of structural fluctuations: CNðEÞ  1
can indicate the dominance of the conformational dynam-
ics. Hereby, TðEÞ ¼ h½TðEÞ  hTðEÞit2it is the mean-
square deviation of the transmission, and the brackets
indicate time averaging. Obviously, the CP has only a clear
meaning in the spectral region where the transmission
function itself is non-negligible (spectral support). The
CP is shown in Fig. 2 for seven base pairs of pA-pT and
pG-pC, from where it is seen that (i) transport is dominated
by the biomolecular dynamics, CNðEÞ  1, and (ii) the CP
for pG-pC is roughly 1 order of magnitude smaller (within
the spectral support domain) than for pA-pT, reflecting the
fact that the latter system seems to be less affected by
dynamical disorder. The inset of the same figure displays
the energy-averaged CP for four different numbers of base
pairs. Longer chains are clearly more affected by dynami-
cal disorder than shorter chains, independent of the base
sequence. In a second step, we have investigated the de-
pendence of the time-average current hIðVÞit on the aver-
aging procedure, i.e., calculating a set of partial currents
IlðV; WÞ obtained upon averaging of the electronic pa-
rameters over timewindows of length W ¼ ndt along the
time series, where t ¼ 1 ps is the time step at which
molecular conformations were extracted along the MD
trajectory. The index l ¼ 1;    ; int½TMD=W ¼ L labels
the number of time frames once nd has been fixed. The
total current is thus given by hIðVÞit ¼ ð1=LÞ
P
lIlðV; WÞ.
The different sizes of the time windows (different values of
W) are mirroring in a phenomenological way differences
in electronic time scales (an information not provided by
the MD simulations); a charge will explore different fluc-
tuating environments in dependence of W and thus the
total current must be affected by this fact. Hence, e.g.,
W  !1, with !1 being some typical time scale for
dynamic fluctuations, would correspond to the nonadia-
batic limit where a time-averaged atomic frame is felt by
the charge, while the opposite limit W  !1 defines the
adiabatic regime, where instantaneous atomic configura-
tions are ‘‘seen.’’ Of course, this provides only a qualitative
FIG. 1 (color online). Typical time-averaged transmission
function hTðEÞit for pG-pC and pA-pT wires with seven base
pairs each. The simulation time is 100 ps, and the average was
performed every 5 ps. Inset: A snapshot of a pG-pC oligomer in a
solvent drawn from the MD simulation. To avoid spurious
boundary effects, only the innermost seven base pairs are used.
The electronic structure at each snapshot is mapped onto an
effective low-dimensional model Hamiltonian.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Coherence parameter CNðEÞ providing a
qualitative measure for the importance of dynamical disorder;
CNðEÞ  1 hints at the dominant role of fluctuations in deter-
mining the transport properties. The inset shows the energy-
averaged hCNðEÞiE as a function of the number of base pairs in
the DNA chain.
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picture, since the DNA structural fluctuations involve
many different time scales making the effective interaction
of a charge with different degrees of freedom very com-
plex. In Fig. 3, we show the time-averaged current for a
fixed number of base pairs and three different values of the
time frame: W ¼ 5, 20, and 50 ps. We see a slow increase
of the current with increasing W , since a moving charge
will effectively sample an increasingly larger number of
realizations of jðtÞ and Vj;jþ1ðtÞ. We emphasize that the
change in the current obtained in this way strongly depends
on the base sequence.
Effective charge-bath model.—As a complementary way
to deal with charge transport—allowing for a flexible treat-
ment of different transport mechanisms while still relying
on a realistic description of the biomolecular dynamics—
an effective model has been formulated describing the
electronic system coupled to a fluctuating environment
(bosonic bath):
H ¼X
j
hjitdyj dj þ
X
j
hVj;jþ1itðdyj djþ1 þ H:c:Þ
þX
s;j
sjd
y
j djðBs þ Bys Þ þ
X
s
sB
y
s Bs: (1)
Here, the time averages of the electronic parameters
hjit; hVj;jþ1it have been split off, e.g., jðtÞ ¼ hjit þ
jðtÞ. Some approximations are involved by the formula-
tion of this model: (i) only local energy fluctuations are
considered and included in the bath [third term of Eq. (1)].
(ii) sj (s denotes the number of bath modes) depends in
general on the site j. This is reflected in a renormalization
of the average hopping hVj;jþ1it; (iii) no fluctuations in the
coupling parameters Vj;jþ1ðtÞ are considered [33]. This
latter approximation can be justified via an extensive sta-
tistical analysis of the simulation data [31] or by looking at
the hopping correlation function in the inset of Fig. 3,
which decays on much shorter time scales than the on-
site correlations. The bath will be characterized by a
site-averaged spectral density Jð!Þ¼ h2ð0Þið2=@Þ
tanhð@!=kBTÞ
R1
0 dtcosð!tÞCðtÞ, with CðtÞ ¼
ð1=NÞPjhjðtÞjð0Þi being the (site-averaged) autocor-
relation function of the on-site energy fluctuations. Using
the model of Eq. (1), the electrical current through pG-pC
and pA-pT oligomers containing N ¼ 7, 11, and 15 base
pairs was computed. In Fig. 4, where the I-V character-
istics of the different sequences and lengths are shown, we
find a decrease of the saturation current with chain length, a
fact related to the increased dominance of dynamical dis-
order (see the inset of Fig. 2). Further, apart from the
shortest (N ¼ 7) oligomer, the current for pG-pC is some-
what larger than for pA-pT. This last feature is related to
two factors. First, the neglect of nonlocal on-site energy
fluctuations: fluctuations between neighboring sites decay
faster on sub-ps time scales (see the inset of Fig. 3) but can
nevertheless induce nonvanishing correlations over few
base pairs [31], thus modifying the electrical response of
the system. Second, the use of an averaged spectral density
effectively makes the coupling of all electronic sites to the
bath very similar. Since fluctuations become more impor-
tant with increasing length, this approximation may be-
come problematic. In spite of these limitations, Eq. (1)
provides a reasonable starting point to bridge MD simula-
tions with charge transport models and, more important,
offers the possibility of systematically improving the
model Hamiltonian approach.
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In conclusion, we have presented a combined molecular
dynamics and model Hamiltonian approach which allows
for a very flexible treatment of charge transport through
biomolecular systems taking into account dynamical dis-
order. The method can allow, as illustrated in the special
case of DNA wires, the straightforward study of the base-
sequence and length dependence of the electrical response
of such systems. The results presented here strongly sup-
port the view that charge transport through DNA wires is
dominated by conformational fluctuations. In this sense,
transport approaches based on bandlike coherent transport
or on purely static structures cannot yield a realistic de-
scription of charge motion in such highly dynamical sys-
tems. Finally, we stress that our approach can be applied as
well to investigate the interplay of charge transport and
conformational dynamics in other biomolecular systems.
This flexibility relies on the fact that the degree of coarse
graining—leading to the formulation of effective models—
can be ‘‘tuned’’ by an appropriate redefinition of the frag-
ment orbitals while still retaining the relevant dynamical
information.
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Abstract. Charge transport through a short DNA oligomer (Dickerson
dodecamer (DD)) in the presence of structural fluctuations is investigated using
a hybrid computational methodology based on a combination of quantum
mechanical electronic structure calculations and classical molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations with a model Hamiltonian approach. Based on a fragment
orbital description, the DNA electronic structure can be coarse-grained in a
very efficient way. The influence of dynamical fluctuations, arising either from
the solvent fluctuations or from base-pair vibrational modes, can be taken
into account in a straightforward way through the time series of the effective
DNA electronic parameters, evaluated at snapshots along the MD trajectory.
We show that charge transport can be promoted through the coupling to solvent
fluctuations, which gate the on-site energies along the DNA wire.
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1. Introduction
The electrical response of DNA oligomers to an applied voltage is a highly topical issue
that has attracted the attention of scientists belonging to different research communities.
Experimentally, a variety of results have been achieved predicting DNA to be an insulator [1],
a semiconductor [2, 3] or a metallic-like system [4, 5]. This fact hints not only at the
difficulties encountered in carrying out well-controlled single-molecule experiments but also
at the dramatic sensitivity of charge migration through DNA molecules to intrinsic, system-
related, or extrinsic, set-up-mediated factors: the specific base pair sequence, internal vibrational
excitations, solvent fluctuations, the electrode–molecule interface topology, among others. As
a result, the theoretical modeling of DNA quantum transport remains a very challenging issue
that has been approached from many different sides, see e.g. [6]–[9] for recent reviews.
Most of the models originally proposed to deal with charge transport through DNA
oligomers started from a static picture of the DNA structure and of the corresponding
electronic properties, see e.g. [10]–[13]. However, hole transfer experiments [14]–[20] as well
as related theoretical work [21]–[25] in the chemical physics community strongly suggested
that charge migration through DNA oligomers can be understood only in the context of a
dynamical approach that includes the coupling of the electronic system to conformational
degrees of freedom, resulting in fully or partially incoherent charge propagation. Indeed,
strong conformational dynamics and a related spectrum of different time scales seem to be
ubiquitous for biomolecules, as shown, for example, in the modulation of the kinetics of electron
transfer during the early stages of the photosynthetic reaction cycle [26, 27], by the analysis
of dispersed kinetics [28]–[30] or by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [31]. In light of
these experimental and theoretical studies, it seems natural to expect that dynamical effects
would also play a determining role in charge transport processes for biomolecular systems like
DNA contacted by metallic electrodes. However, the relatively small number of well-controlled
electrical transport experiments [3]–[5], [32] makes it difficult to arrive at a conclusive answer
about the degree to which dynamical effects dominate charge transport, although the strong
temperature dependence of the electrical current observed, for example, in [5] suggests that the
influence is important. Several theoretical studies have considered the influence of structural
fluctuations on electrical transport from different perspectives [33]–[41]; a realistic inclusion of
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3the influence of dynamical effects on the transport properties can, however, only be achieved,
in our view, via hybrid methodologies combining a reliable description of the biomolecular
dynamics and electronic structure with quantum transport calculations. Ab initio approaches for
static biomolecular structures can provide a very valuable starting point for the parameterization
of model Hamiltonians [42]–[50]; however, a full first-principle treatment of both the dynamics
and electronic structure lies outside the capabilities of state-of-the-art methodologies.
In this paper, we will elaborate on a recent study on homogeneous DNA sequences [36]
by addressing in detail some methodological issues. Our focus will be on the Dickerson
dodecamer (DD) [51] with the sequence 5′-CGCGAATTCGCG-3′ for which the effect of
the dynamical fluctuations becomes very clear. Our approach combines classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations with electronic structure calculations to provide a realistic starting
point for the description of the influence of structural fluctuations on the electronic structure of
a biomolecule. Further, the information drawn from such calculations will be used to formulate
low-dimensional effective Hamiltonians to describe charge transport. A central point is the use
of the concept of fragment orbitals [24], [52]–[54], which allows for a very efficient and flexible
mapping of the electronic structure of a complex system onto a much simpler effective model.
Taking a single base pair as a fragment and considering only one relevant fragment orbital
per base pair, we end up in a tight-binding Hamiltonian for a linear chain where both on-site
energies  j(t) and electronic coupling terms V j, j+1(t) are time-dependent variables:
H =
∑
j
 j(t)d†j d j +
∑
j
V j, j+1(t) (d†j d j+1 + h.c.). (1)
The dynamic information provided in this way builds the starting point of our treatment of
quantum transport through biomolecular wires. In the next section, we briefly describe the
computational methodology used to obtain the effective electronic parameters of the model
Hamiltonian, which will then be introduced in section 3, where we also illustrate how to
relate the Hamiltonian of equation (1) to a different model describing the coupling of a time-
independent electronic system to a bosonic bath. Further, expressions for the electrical current
as well as the relation between the auto-correlation function of the on-site energy fluctuations
and the spectral density of the bosonic bath will be derived. Finally, in section 3, we discuss
the transport properties of the DD in vacuum and in the presence of a solvent. We stress
that in contrast to other models that explicitly contain the coupling to vibrational excitations
or to an environment [38]–[41], [55] at the price of introducing several free parameters,
our methodology potentially contains the full dynamical complexity of the biomolecule as
obtained from the MD simulations. One main advantage of our approach is the possibility of
progressively improving the degree of coarse-graining by an appropriate re-definition of the
molecular fragments.
2. MD and model Hamiltonian formulation
2.1. Computational methodology
We will first give an overview of the fragment-orbital approach used in our computations; further
details can be found elsewhere [52, 53, 56].
The core of our method is based on a combination of a self-consistent-charge density-
functional tight-binding approach (SCC-DFTB) and the fragment orbital concept [56]; both
New Journal of Physics 12 (2010) 023022 (http://www.njp.org/)
4Figure 1. Left panel: schematic representation of the fragment orbital method
used to perform a coarse-graining of the DNA electronic structure. A fragment
consists of a single base pair (not including the sugar-phosphate backbones).
As explained in the text, the hopping matrix elements V j, j+1 between nearest-
neighbor fragments are computed using the molecular orbital basis of the isolated
base pairs. These calculations are then carried out at snapshots along the MD
trajectory, hence leading to time-dependent electronic structure parameters. By
keeping only one relevant orbital per fragment, the electronic structure can be
mapped onto that of a linear chain (right panel). Transport observables can be
computed at each simulation time step. Alternatively, the time dependence of
the electronic structure (related to structural and solvent fluctuations) can be
transferred to a bosonic bath as done in this paper.
are used to compute the electronic parameters  j(t) and V j, j+1(t) for the effective tight-
binding model introduced in equation (1) in a very efficient way; see figure 1 for a schematic
representation. The V j, j+1 are calculated using the highest occupied molecular orbital 8i
computed for isolated bases as V j, j+1 = 〈8 j |H |8 j+1〉, where the 8 j ’s can be expanded in
a valence atomic orbital basis ηµ on a given fragment: 8 j =
∑
µ c
j
µηµ. The real expansion
coefficients c jµ are obtained from calculations on isolated bases and stored for subsequent use to
calculate V j, j+1. Therefore, one can write
V j, j+1 =
∑
µ
∑
ν
c jµc
j+1
ν
〈
ηµ|H |ην
〉
. (2)
The Hamilton matrix in the atomic orbital basis Hµν = 〈ηµ|H |ην〉 evaluated using the SCC-
DFTB Hamiltonian matrix is pre-calculated and stored, thus making this step extremely
efficient, i.e. it can be calculated for geometry snapshots generated by a classical MD simu-
lation even for several nanoseconds. Additionally, the minimal linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO) basis set used in the standard SCC-DFTB code has been optimized for
the calculation of the hopping matrix elements [52, 53], and the results are in very good
agreement with other approaches [43, 56]. Concerning now the coupling to the solvent, a
hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach has been used, and
implemented in the SCC-DFTB code [57], leading to the following Hamiltonian matrix in the
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5valence atomic orbital basis ην:
H QM/MMµν = H SCC-DFTBµν +
1
2
Sµν
{∑
δ
Qδ
(
1
Rαδ
+
1
Rβδ
)
+
∑
A
Q A
(
1
rAα
+
1
rAβ
)}
. (3)
Here, Qδ are the Mulliken charges of the quantum-mechanical region and the Q A are the
charges in the MM region (backbone, counter-ions and water), Sµν is the atomic orbital overlap
matrix, H SCC-DFTBµν is the corresponding zero-order Hamiltonian matrix and Rαδ is the distance
between the DNA atom where the AO orbital ηµ is located and the MM atom in the solvent with
charge Qδ. The last term explicitly takes into account the coupling to the environment (solvent).
The  j and V j, j±1 from equation (2) using equation (3) can now be calculated along the MD
trajectories [37, 53]. The off-diagonal matrix elements strongly depend on structural fluctuations
of the DNA base pairs, but they are only weakly affected by the solvent dynamics, the opposite
holding for the on-site energies that are considerably modified by solvent fluctuations [37, 53].
The Fourier transform of the on-site energies auto-correlation function provides information
about the spectral ranges that are more strongly contributing to the fluctuations of the electronic
parameters, see also the next sections. Thus, we have found that the apparently most important
modes are located around 1600 cm−1 corresponding to a base skeleton mode and at 800 cm−1
related to the water modes [53]. Both contributions modulate the on-site energies significantly
on a short time scale and a long time scale of about 1 ps, respectively.
2.2. Model Hamiltonian for electronic transport
Using equation (1) directly for quantum transport calculations may mask to some degree
different contributions (solvent, base dynamics) to charge propagation through the DNA
pi -stack. Moreover, since equation (1) contains random variables through the time series, we
are confronted with the problem of dealing with charge transport in a stochastic Hamiltonian.
This is a more complex task that has been addressed, for example, in the context of exciton
transport [58]–[61], but also to some degree in electron transfer theories [62]–[64]. Here, we
adopt a different point of view and formulate a model Hamiltonian, where the relevant electronic
system, in this case the fragment orbital-derived effective DNA electronic system, is coupled
explicitly to a bosonic bath. The latter will encode through its spectral density the dynamical
information drawn from the MD simulations on internal base dynamics as well as solvent
fluctuations. The Hamiltonian can be written in the following way:
H =
∑
j
〈
 j
〉
t
d†j d j−
∑
j
〈
V j, j+1
〉
t
(d†j d j+1 +h.c.)+ Hbath + Hel-bath + Htunnel + Hleads, (4)
Hbath =
∑
α
αB†αBα,
Hel-bath =
∑
α, j
λαd†j d j(Bα + B†α),
Htunnel =
∑
k,s, j
(
tks, j c
†
ksd j + h.c.
)
,
Hleads =
∑
k,s
ksc
†
kscks.
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Figure 2. Normalized auto-correlation function [65] Ci(t)=〈δi(t)δi(0)〉/〈δ2i 〉
and averaged nearest-neighbor correlation function Ci,i+1(t)= 〈δi(t)δi+1(0)〉/
〈δiδi+1〉 (inset) of the on-site energy fluctuations. Solid lines are fits to stretched
exponentials, which suggests the existence of different time scales, a typical
situation in the dynamics of biomolecules [67]. On average, the decay of Ci,i+1(t)
occurs on a much shorter time scale than that of Ci(t), so that our model will only
include in a first approximation local fluctuations, see equation (5).
The time averages (over the corresponding time series) of the electronic parameters 〈 j〉t and
〈V j, j+1〉t have been split off to provide a zero-order Hamiltonian that contains dynamical effects
in a mean-field-like level. The effect of the fluctuations around these averages is hidden in
the vibrational bath, which is assumed to be a collection of a large (N →∞) number of
harmonic oscillators in thermal equilibrium at temperature kBT . The bath will be characterized
by a spectral density J (ω), which can also be extracted from the MD simulations, as shown
below and in [65]. Since we are interested in calculating the electrical response of the system,
the charge-bath model has to also include the coupling of the system to electronic reservoirs
(electrodes). The coupling to the electrodes will be treated in a standard way, using a tunneling
Hamiltonian Htunnel that describes the coupling to the s-lead with s = left (L) or right (R). Later
on, the so-called wide-band limit will be introduced (the corresponding electrode self-energies
are purely imaginary and energy independent), thus reducing the electrode–DNA coupling to a
single parameter.
The previous model relies on some basic assumptions that can be substantiated by the
results of the MD simulations [53]: (i) the complex DNA dynamics can be well mimicked within
the harmonic approximation by using a continuous vibrational spectrum; (ii) the simulations
show that the local on-site energy fluctuations are much stronger in the presence of a solvent
than those of the electronic hopping integrals (see also the end of the previous section), so
that we assume that the bath is coupled only diagonally to the charge density fluctuations; (iii)
fluctuations on different sites display rather similar statistical properties, so that the charge–bath
coupling λα is taken to be independent of the site j . This latter approximation can be lifted by
introducing additional site-non-local spectral densities J j, j+1(ω); this, however, would make
the theory more involved and less transparent. In figure 2, we show typical normalized auto-
correlation functions of the on-site energy fluctuations for the DD in both solvent and vacuum
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7conditions as well as one case of off-diagonal correlations between nearest-neighbor site
energies (inset). When speaking of simulations in vacuum conditions, we mean that the last term
in equation (3) is left out. Also shown are fits to stretched exponentials, which are in general
equivalent to a sum of simple exponential functions. This suggests the presence of different
time scales and the nontrivial time dependence of the fluctuation dynamics. The fits become
obviously less accurate at long times due to the reduced number of sampled data points with
increasing time (the oscillatory behavior becomes stronger). From the figure we first see that
the off-diagonal correlations decay on a much shorter time scale than the local ones, so that a
first approximation to neglect them can be justified; further, the decay of the correlations for the
vacuum simulations is considerably faster than in a solvent, indicating the strong influence of
the latter in gating the electronic structure of the biomolecule. The corresponding correlation
functions for the hopping integrals V j, j+1(t) (not shown) display even shorter relaxation times,
so that the approximation V j, j+1(t)= 〈V j, j+1(t)〉t is enough for our purposes (the hopping
integrals are self-averaging). We also mention that a stretched exponential behavior has also
been investigated in a more general context for analyzing the influence of static and dynamic
torsional disorder on the kinetics of charge transfer donor–bridge–acceptor systems [66].
In order to deal with the previous model, we first perform a polaron transformation of
the Hamiltonian equation (4), using the generator U = exp[∑`,α gαd†`d`(B†α − Bα)], which is
nothing else than a shift operator of the harmonic oscillator equilibrium positions. The parameter
gα = λα/α gives an effective measure of the electron–vibron coupling strength. Since we will
work in the wide-band limit for the electrode self-energies, the renormalization of the tunneling
Hamiltonian by a vibronic operator will be neglected. As a result, we obtain a Hamiltonian
with decoupled electronic and vibronic parts and where the on-site energies are shifted as
〈 j〉t → 〈 j〉t −
∫∞
0 dωJ (ω)/ω. However, as is well known [68], the retarded Green function
of the system is now an entangled electronic–vibronic object that cannot be treated exactly; we
thus decouple it in the approximate way [55, 69]:
Gnm(t, t ′)=−iθ(t − t ′)
〈[
dn(t)X †(t), d†m(t ′)X (t ′)
]
+
〉
≈−iθ(t − t ′) {〈dn(t)d†m(t ′)〉 〈X †(t)X (t ′)〉+ 〈d†m(t ′)dn(t)〉 〈X (t ′)X †(t)〉}
= θ(t − t ′)
{
G>nm(t, t ′)e−φ(t−t
′)−G<nm(t, t ′)e−φ(t
′−t)
}
, (5)
φ(t)=
∑
α
(
λα
α
)2 [
(1 + Nα)e−iα t + Nαe+iα t
]
.
In this equation, θ(t − t ′) is the Heaviside function and the pure bosonic operator X (t)=
exp[∑α gα(B†α − Bα)]. In the last row of equation (5), we can pass to the continuum limit and
express φ(t) in terms of the bath spectral density J (ω) [70]:
φ(t)= 1
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω2
coth
h¯ω
kBT
(1− cosωt)− i 1
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω2
sinωt . (6)
2.3. The electrical current
We derive in this section the expression we are going to use to calculate the electrical current
through the DNA oligomer under study. The starting point is the well-known Meir–Wingreen
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8expression for the current from lead s [71]:
Is = 2eh¯
∫ dE
2pi
Tr
{
6<s (E)G>(E)−6>s (E)G<(E)
}
.
Now, we can exploit the decoupling approximation used in equation (5) together with the wide-
band limit in the electrode–molecule coupling to write, for example, for the left electrode:
6<L (E)G>(E)=
∫ dE ′
2pi
fL(E)(1− fR(E ′))t (E ′)8(E − E ′),
6>L (E)G<(E)=
∫ dE ′
2pi
(1− fL(E)) fR(E ′)t (E ′)8(E ′− E),
8(E)=
∫ dt
h¯
e(i/h¯)Ete−φ(t).
Here, we have used the explicit expressions for the greater- and lesser-Green functions:
G>,<0 (E)= G0(E)(6>,<L (E)+6>,<R (E))G†0(E), (7)
the index 0 indicating that the vibrational degrees of freedom have already been decoupled.
The transmission-like function t (E) is given by t (E)= Tr{G0(E)0LG†0(E)0R. The retarded
matrix Green function G0(E) is calculated without electron–bath coupling, but including the
interaction with the electrodes: G−10 (E)= E + iη− H0 + i0L + i0R, with H0 being the electronic
part of the Hamiltonian of equation (4). Using these results, the right-going current can be
written as
IL = 2eh¯
∫ dE
2pi
∫ dE ′
2pi
t (E ′)
{ fL(E)(1− fR(E ′))8(E−E ′)−(1− fL(E)) fR(E ′)8(E ′−E)} ,
(8)
a similar expression holding for the left-going current, when the indices L and R are
interchanged. The total current can be written in a symmetrized way: IT = (IL − IR)/2. Note that
the previous expression is similar to that obtained in the context of the P(E) theory of Coulomb
blockade, where the electromagnetic environment plays the role of the bosonic bath [70, 72]. By
looking at equation (6), two limiting cases can immediately be obtained: the zero charge–bath
coupling (φ = 0), which implies 8(E)= 2piδ(E). In this limit, we recover the conventional
expression for coherent transport, involving only the transmission function t (E). In the high-
temperature and/or strong coupling limit to the bath, a short-time expansion of φsc(t) can be
performed, yielding
φsc(t)= t
2
2h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω J (ω) coth
h¯ω
kBT
− i t
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω
= κthermt2 − i Ereorgh¯ t.
In the former expression, √κtherm is related to an inverse decoherence time. In the high-
temperature limit, κtherm ∼ kBT E reorg. The Fourier transform of e−φsc(t) can be calculated
straightforwardly and gives
8(E)=
√
pi
h¯2κtherm
exp
[
−(E + Ereorg)
2
4h¯2κtherm
]
.
Thus, the current calculated using equation (8) becomes a convolution of t (E) with a Gaussian
function. Note the similarity of this expression with the Franck–Condon factor appearing in the
Marcus electron transfer theory.
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92.4. Spectral density from MD
The next issue at stake is how to relate the bath spectral density J (ω) to the time series of the
electronic parameters as obtained through the MD simulations. To illustrate this point, we will
consider the simple case of a single level, whose site energy is a Gaussian random variable,
coupled to left and right electrodes according to the Hamiltonian (we assume for simplicity that
〈(t)〉 = 0):
H = δ(t)d†d + Htunnel + Hleads. (9)
To deal with this problem, we may use equation of motion techniques for the retarded dot Green
function G(t, t ′)=−(i/h¯)θ(t − t ′)〈{d(t), d†(t ′)}〉 in the time domain:
(ih¯∂t − δ(t))G(t, t ′)= δ(t − t ′)+
∑
k,α
t†k,αGkα(t, t
′), (10)
with Gkα(t, t ′)=−(i/h¯)θ(t − t ′)〈ck,α(t), d†(t ′)〉. A similar equation of motion for the latter
function allows us to introduce the electrode self-energies:
(ih¯∂t − δ(t))G(t, t ′)= δ(t − t ′)+
∫
dτ6(t, τ )G(τ, t ′),
6(t, τ )=
∑
k,α
|tk,α|2e−ik,α t . (11)
Note that the Green function thus obtained is still a random function, since no average over
the random variable δ(t) has as yet been performed. Using the wide-band limit in the lead
self-energies 6α(t, t ′)=−i0αδ(t − t ′), we obtain, with 0 = 0L +0R:
(ih¯∂t − δ(t)+ i0)G(t, t ′)= δ(t − t ′). (12)
Introducing the time exponential U(t, t ′)= exp(−(i/h¯) ∫ tt ′ ds(δ(t)− i0)) allows us to write a
closed solution for the dot Green function:
G(t, t ′)=− i
h¯
θ(t − t ′)U(t, t ′). (13)
The average Green function over the random variable δ(t) yields now in energy space:
〈G(E)〉 = − i
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dt e(i/h¯)E(t−t ′)
〈U(t − t ′)〉=−i ∫ ∞
0
dt e(i/h¯)(E+i0)(t−t ′)
〈
e−(i/h¯)
∫ t
t ′ dsδ(s)
〉
. (14)
Performing now a cumulant expansion [73] of the averaged exponential and taking into account
that cumulants higher than the second one exactly vanish due to the Gaussian nature of the
fluctuations and to the fact that δ(t) is a classical variable, we obtain (with t ′ = 0)
〈G(E)〉 = − i
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dt e(i/h¯)(E+i0)t e−(1/h¯2)
∫ t
0 ds
∫ s
0 ds
′ 〈δ(s)δ(s′)〉, (15)
which is the formally exact solution of the problem. We may now look at the same problem
from a different point of view by considering explicitly the coupling of a single site with
time-independent on-site energy to a continuum of vibrational excitations. Using the polaron
transformation together with the approximations introduced at the beginning of section 2.2, we
can write the retarded Green function as
G(E)=− i
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dt e(i/h¯)(E+i0)t e−φ(t), (16)
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where φ(t) has already been defined in equation (6). By comparison of equations (15) and (16),
there must exist a relation between the (real) correlation function and the real part of φ(t). The
latter can be rewritten in the following way:
Reφ(t)= 1
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω
J (ω)
ω2
coth
h¯ω
kBT
(1− cosωt)
=
∫ t
0
ds
∫ s
0
ds ′
{
1
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dω J (ω) coth
h¯ω
kBT
cos[ω (s − s ′)]
}
,
from which we conclude that〈
δ(s)δ(s ′)
〉= h¯ ∫ ∞
0
dω J (ω) coth
h¯ω
kBT
cos [ω (s − s ′)].
From this, it follows, by inversion that,
J (ω)= 2
pi h¯
tanh
h¯ω
kBT
∫ ∞
0
dt cosωt C(t)= 2
pi h¯
tanh
h¯ω
kBT
j (ω). (17)
The previous result was obtained in [65] in the weak coupling, perturbative regime to the
vibrational system; we have shown here that it can be extended also to the case of arbitrary
coupling. Similar expressions could be derived for (spatially) non-local spectral densities.
2.5. Results
To illustrate our methodology, we have focused on DD, which has a non-homogeneous base
sequence. In contrast to our previous study [36], where homogeneous DNA sequences were
addressed like poly(G)-poly(C) and poly(A)-poly(T), the study of the DD nicely illustrates the
role of the solvent fluctuations in gating the electronic structure. To study the effect of the
conformational dynamics as well as the fluctuations of the environment on the charge transport
properties, we have performed classical MD simulations using the AMBER-parm99 [74] force
field with the parmBSC0 extension [75] as implemented in GROMACS [76] software package.
The static geometries were built with 3DNA program [77], while the starting structures for the
MD simulations were created using the make-na server [78]. After a standard heating procedure
followed by a 1 ns equilibration phase, we performed 30 ns MD simulations with a time step of
2 fs. The simulations were carried out in a rectangular box with periodic boundary conditions
and filled with 5500 TIP3P water molecules and 22 sodium counterions for neutralization.
Snapshots of the molecular structures were saved every 1 ps, for which the charge transfer
parameters were calculated with the methodology described in the previous sections. Upon
mapping the electronic structure onto a linear chain as discussed in the former sections, we
have first computed the time- and energy-dependent quantum-mechanical transmission function
T (E, t) by evaluating for every set of charge transfer parameters, i.e., at each simulation
time step t , 〈T (E, t)〉t = (1/TMD)
∑
j T (E, t j). This quantity is expected to provide some
qualitative insight into different factors affecting transport (solvent versus vacuum), but its
use is restricted by the fact that for longer chains inelastic, fluctuation-mediated channels will
play an increasing role and then a pure elastic transmission cannot catch all the transport
physics. Implicit in this approach is the assumption that the shortest time scale of the problem
is provided by the propagating charge, so that the time dependence can be considered as a
pure parametric one. In this latter case, the model equation (5) seems to us more appropriate,
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Figure 3. Upper panel: time-averaged transmission function for simulations
performed in the solvent and in vacuum. Lower panel: coherence parameter
C(E) for the DD in the solvent and in vacuum. Note that the influence of
the solvent fluctuations is to spread out the spectral support of C(E). As
expected, the coherence parameter is on average larger for the vacuum case
where a large part of the fluctuations is suppressed due to the absence of an
environment. Nevertheless the transmission in the vacuum case is much smaller,
nicely illustrating the positive influence of the environment in gating charge
migration.
since it includes the dressing of the electronic degrees of freedom by the structural fluctuations.
In figure 3, we show the averaged transmission function (upper panel) for the cases where
solvent effects are included or neglected, respectively. We clearly see that solvent-mediated
fluctuations considerably increase and broaden the transmission spectrum. Its fragmented
structure is simply due to the fluctuations in the on-site energies, which make the system
effectively highly disordered. Another way of looking at the effect of fluctuations is via the
introduction of a coherence parameter [36], which is defined as C(E)= 〈T (E, t)〉2t /〈T (E, t)2〉t .
If the fluctuations are weak C(E) goes to one, while a strongly fluctuating system will lead to
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〈ε(
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Figure 4. Time average of the absolute value of the on-site energies along
the segment covering bases 3 and 10 of the DD, i.e. over the sequence
5′-CGAATTCG-3′) for simulations in vacuum (upper panel) and in the solvent
(lower panel). The outermost two bases on each end were not included in the
calculations to avoid undesired boundary effects. The averaged energy profile in
the presence of the solvent becomes smoother, but also the fluctuations around
the averages are stronger. This smoothing reduces the energy barriers between
the sites and hence favors charge migration.
a considerable reduction of C(E). Obviously, this parameter has only a clear meaning for the
spectral support of the transmission function. C(E) is shown in the lower panel of figure 3;
the coherence parameter in vacuum conditions can become larger than in the solvent for some
small energy regions due to the reduction of the fluctuations. However, this does not turn out
to be enough to increase the transport efficiency for the special base sequence of the Dickerson
DNA, since this system has in the static limit a distribution of energetic barriers due to the base
pair sequence. To further illustrate the influence of the solvent, we have plotted in figure 4 the
time-averaged on-site energies along the model tight-binding chain. Remarkably, the presence
of the solvent ‘smoothes’ the averaged energy profile (although the amplitude of fluctuations
clearly becomes stronger). To compute the current through the system, we use the Hamiltonian
equation (5) and the current expression, equation (8), derived with this model. The Fermi
energy in these calculations was fixed at the upper edge of the transmission spectrum (see
figure 3). The qualitative results, however, are not considerably changed by slightly changing
its position. In figure 5, the current is shown for the two cases of interest. Due to the presence
of tunnel barriers in the wire, which are not fully compensated on average by the gating effect
of the environment, the absolute current values are rather small when compared with those of
homogeneous sequences [36]. However, the current including the solvent is roughly 15 times
larger than that obtained from the simulations in vacuum. Although our model Hamiltonian in
equation (5) does not fully contain all the dynamical correlations encoded in the time-dependent
electronic parameters, we nevertheless expect that their inclusion would lead to an even
further increase of the difference between the solvent and vacuum results, thus supporting our
main conclusions.
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Figure 5. Electrical current for the DD in both vacuum (no solvent) and including
the solvent. The current is considerably enhanced upon inclusion of solvent
fluctuations, nicely demonstrating the strong gating effect of the latter on the
energy profile of the DNA chain.
3. Conclusions
We have presented a hybrid methodology that allows for a very efficient coarse-graining of the
electronic structure of complex biomolecular systems and allows us to include the influence
of structural fluctuations in the electronic parameters. The time series obtained in this way
allow us to map the problem onto an effective low-dimensional model Hamiltonian describing
the interaction of charges with a bosonic bath, which comprises the dynamical fluctuations.
The possibility to parameterize the bath spectral density J (ω) using the information obtained
from the time series makes our approach very efficient, since we do not need to use the typical
phenomenological ansatze (ohmic, Lorentzian, etc) to describe the bath dynamics. The example
presented here, the DD, clearly shows that solvent-mediated gating may be a very efficient
mechanism supporting charge transport if the static DNA reference structure already possesses
a disordered energy profile (due to the base sequence). Our method is obviously not limited
to the treatment of DNA, but it can equally well be applied to deal with charge migration in
other complex systems like molecular organic crystals or polymers, where charge dynamics and
coupling to fluctuating environments play an important role [62]–[64], [79]–[83].
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Charge migration through DNA molecules in the presence of mismatches
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Charge transport characteristics of short double-strand DNA including mismatches are studied within a
methodology combining molecular-dynamics MD simulations and electronic-structure calculations based on
a fragment orbital approach. Electronic parameters and transmission probabilities are computed along the MD
trajectory. We find that in the course of the MD simulation the energetic position of frontier orbitals may be
interchanged. As a result, the highest-occupied molecular orbital can temporarily have a large weight on the
backbones as a function of time. This shows that care must be taken when projecting the electronic structure
onto effective low-dimensional model Hamiltonians to calculate transport properties. Further, the transport
calculations indicate a suppression of the charge migration efficiency when introducing a single GT or AC
mismatch in the DNA sequence.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.155455 PACS numbers: 73.63.b, 87.14.gk, 81.07.Pr, 82.20.Wt
I. INTRODUCTION
The charge-transfer phenomenology of DNA has attracted
considerable attention in recent years due to the practical
consequences they may have in the development of elec-
tronic devices based on molecular assemblies1 or, more re-
cently, for the purpose of DNA sequencing.2,3 Experimental
measurements4–10 on the electric conduction properties of
DNA attached to metal electrodes have shown many differ-
ent results so far: insulating,4–7 semiconductorlike,8 and
metalliclike.9,10 In particular, transport experiments per-
formed on double-strand ds DNA molecules covalently at-
tached to metal electrodes showed similar high currents for
different base sequences and DNA lengths. For example, Co-
hen et al.9 measured a 220 nA current at 2 V bias for 26-base
pair dsDNA, and Xu et al.10 obtained a conductance of
0.1 S for polyGC8. In both experiments the dsDNA mol-
ecules were connected to gold electrodes via an S-Au bond.
Similarly, Kang et al.11 found currents on the order of 100
nA at 2 V using mechanically controllable break junctions
for an inhomogeneous sequence of 30 base pairs dsDNA.
The relatively broad spectrum of experimental predictions
hints at the complex interplay of many factors determining
the charge migration efficiency through DNA segments.
They include, among others, the environment, the coupling
between the molecule and the external world electrodes,
dynamical disorder rising from the strong fluctuations in the
DNA atomic frame but also mediated by environmental fluc-
tuations, and the specific base sequence. This situation makes
the reproducibility of DNA charge transport experiments
very difficult as well as a theoretical analysis, see Refs.
12–14 for recent reviews. While there is agreement that long
DNA sequences are insulating, the situation is not so clear
concerning shorter oligomers with up to 30 base pairs.
Carbon nanotube CNT-DNA molecular junctions15 have
been considered as an attractive option to obtain reproduc-
ible electrical conductivity measurements of DNA oligo-
mers; moreover the low dimensionality of CNT as well as its
chirality-dependent electronic structure opens the possibility
to tune the electrical response of the junction. Recently,
Guo et al.16 have investigated the influence of point mis-
matches on the conductance of a 15-base pair DNA molecule
connected to CNT electrodes via amide linkages. It was
found that a single GT or CA mismatch in a DNA 15-mer
increases the resistance of the DNA by a factor of roughly
300 compared to a well-matched one. The effect of base
pair mismatches on the conductance has been also studied by
Hihath et al.17 for 11- and 12-base pairs dsDNA chemically
bound to gold electrodes via thiol linkers. The experiments
showed a change in the conductance of dsDNA by as much
as an order of magnitude depending on the type of mis-
matches. These results suggest the possibility of detecting a
mutation in dsDNA by measuring the change in the electrical
conductance of the molecule18 and it thus opens fascinating
options for the development of biosensors based on modifi-
cations of the electrical response.
Many efforts19–35 have been performed to analyze charge
propagation through DNA oligomers from both the theoreti-
cal and the experimental points of view. Although for hole
transfer in solutions there seems to be some agreement that
the hole motion takes place in an incoherent manner, the
microscopic charge transport mechanisms for DNA con-
tacted by electrodes still seem to remain elusive, since a
purely incoherent hopping mechanism does not seem to be
able to yield electrical currents in the order of nanoampere as
observed in some experiments.9–11,16 However, an important
result emerging from several studies20,22,24,26 is that dynami-
cal effects play a fundamental role and cannot in general be
treated as a small perturbation to an otherwise static struc-
ture. Hence, their inclusion in charge transport calculations is
crucial, which makes necessary the comparison of different
approaches dealing with dynamical effects on different ap-
proximation levels.
Motivated by the above-mentioned experiments,9–11,16 and
especially by the results of Ref. 16, we investigate in this
paper charge transport in dsDNA oligomers with a well-
matched base pair sequence and with two types of single
mismatched base pairs AT→GT, GC→AC in the presence
of solvent and counterions. A schematic representation is
shown in Fig. 1. We consider metallic electrodes consisting
of 5,5 carbon nanotubes with the dsDNA molecule being
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covalently bonded to the CNT via amide linkages on both
ends. To take into account the effect of dynamical fluctua-
tions on the charge-transfer parameters, we combine classical
molecular-dynamics MD with quantum-mechanical QM
electronic-structure calculations along the classical MD tra-
jectory using the hybrid QM/MM quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics method36,37 in the presence of solvent
and counterions. The electronic parameters obtained from
this hybrid methodology provide an input for the formulation
of low-dimensional effective model Hamiltonians24–26 which
can in their turn be used for charge transport calculations. We
discuss two possible alternatives of coarse graining the elec-
tronic structure based on different ways of estimating the
most relevant electronic states for transport. In Sec. II we
explain in some detail our methodology to obtain the
electronic-structure parameters for charge transfer and define
the model Hamiltonian for charge-transport calculations. A
discussion of the charge-transfer parameters and the time-
averaged transmission functions is finally presented in Sec.
III. Lastly, we summarize our conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Molecular-dynamics simulation
Classical MD simulations were performed using the Am-
ber99 force field with the AMBER10 package.38 The 15-mer
dsDNA connected to the 5,5 CNT via amide linker was
solvated with transferable intermolecular potentials within
the three-site water model TIP3P Ref. 39 water molecules
in a rectangular box of 7070120 Å3. Counterions
28Na+ were added to neutralize the system. The total num-
ber of atoms in the system is thus 7104. The system was
equilibrated for about 500 ps at 300 K after a heating proce-
dure from 0 to 300 K. The MD simulations were performed
at 300 K using an NVT thermostat with a time step of 0.5 fs
and periodic boundary conditions. Snapshots along the MD
trajectory were drawn every 1 fs out of a total simulation
time of 1 ps.
B. Electronic-structure calculation
The electronic-structure calculations for dsDNA were per-
formed using a fragment orbital approach40–43 to efficiently
perform a coarse graining of the molecular electronic struc-
ture with inclusion of the environmental effects. In our ap-
proach a fragment consists of a pair of nucleotides
phosphate-deoxyribose-nucleobase from each DNA strand.
Time-dependent charge-transfer parameters—on-site ener-
gies it of fragment i and transfer integrals Ti,jt between
fragments—were calculated for each snapshot along the MD
trajectory. The electronic couplings Ti,jt are computed only
between the nearest-neighbor fragments j= i1 and only
one relevant molecular orbital MO from each fragment
i , j is considered. We stress, however, that this is only
done for the sake of simplification; our methodology is flex-
ible enough to include a larger Hilbert space into the trans-
port calculations. The transfer integrals can be expressed as
Ti,j = iH j. By expanding the molecular-orbital basis in
terms of valence atomic orbitals , i=c
i , we obtain
Tij = 

c
i c
j H = 

c
i c
j H. 1
The fragment orbital approach has been widely used to ob-
tain charge-transfer parameters in DNA.24–26 In most cases,
however, a base pair is chosen as a fragment and the highest-
occupied MO HOMO of the fragment is used as i and  j.
In our case, we choose a nucleotide as the building block of
a fragment. In the next section we will show that level cross-
ing effects due to the dynamics of the system makes such a
choice the most natural one. The electronic-structure calcu-
lations to obtain H and c are performed using a hybrid
QM/MM scheme36,37 implemented in the AMBER10 package.
Each fragment nucleotide pair is considered as a QM re-
gion and the remaining part of the system including solvent
and counterions belongs to the MM region. In this way we
can take into account the effect of solvent and counterions on
the charge-transfer parameters. The semiempirical Hamil-
tonian AM1 Ref. 44 was used for the QM calculations.
Along the MD trajectory QM/MM calculations are per-
formed for each fragment to generate the coefficients c
i and
for two adjacent fragments to produce the Hamiltonian ma-
trix elements H.
At this point we are going to introduce two possible se-
lection criteria which allow us to further coarse grain the
multilevel electronic structure. This will make it possible to
map the electronic system onto a simpler tight-binding
model with linear topology and with a single orbital per site
while identifying semiquantitatively relevant pathways for
charge migration:
1 Criterion I. The relevant pair between nearest neigh-
bors of fragment molecular orbitals at a given time is cho-
sen in such a way that Ti,j is maximized subject to an upper
cutoff for the energy difference between neighboring frag-
ment on-site energies: 	i,i+1= i−i+1
	0. This maxi-
mizes the electronic coupling while not allowing the ener-
getic barriers between the two effective sites to exceed a
certain maximum threshold. We computed Ti,j for a range of
molecular orbitals HOMO, . . . ,HOMO-15 while imposing
the condition that 	01.5 eV. The choice of the threshold
to lie around 1.5 eV was guided by the well-known statistical
3 criterion, where  is the variance of the probability dis-
tribution of the onsite energies. We considered the threshold
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FIG. 1. Schematic of dsDNA with a well-matched sequence,
b a single mismatch of AC at the site 9, and c a single mismatch
of GT at the site 8. The dsDNA is covalently bonded to 5,5 me-
tallic CNT via amide linker.
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value to be around 3−4. Additional tests with higher values
of 	0 showed that the electronic couplings remained ap-
proximately unchanged.
2 Criterion II. The relevant site energies and electronic
coupling elements between two fragments are determined
out of the full electronic manifold according to the criterion
that the quantity Pi,i+1=4Ti,i+1
2 / 	i,i+12+4Ti,i+1
2 	 is maxi-
mized. Clearly, this option will not provide a maximized
electronic coupling along the chain since the site-to-site en-
ergy gap is also allowed to vary to yield the maximal Pi,i+1.
This quantity can be seen as a sort of effective tunneling
parameter, e.g., when the gap between two given levels van-
ishes, Pi,i+1 becomes 1, a behavior which resembles the lim-
iting value of the transmission function for a dimer model
when evaluated at the resonance energies eigenvalues of the
dimer Hamiltonian. We remark that molecular orbitals
heavily localized onto the backbones and with a strong 
character were excluded from the selection process since
they are not expected to contribute to charge-transfer pro-
cesses.
C. Charge transport and time-average transmission function
Once the effective model Hamiltonian for the electronic
structure of the DNA oligomers has been built up, it can be
extended to include the coupling to left L and right R
electrodes in order to deal with the charge-transport problem,
H = 
i
itdi
†di + 
i
Ti,i+1tdi
†di+1 + H.c.
+ 
kL
tk,Lak
†d1 + H.c. + 
kR
tk,Rak
†dN + H.c.
+ 
kL,R
kak
†ak. 2
In the previous expression we have used the fact that the
model is a linear chain, where only the atoms 1 and N couple
to the L and R electrodes, respectively. On a first level of
approximation we will treat charge transport within the Lan-
dauer theory and take into account the influence of structural
fluctuations encoded in the time-dependent electronic param-
eters by calculating at each time step t the quantum-
mechanical transmission function TE , t and performing af-
terward a time average.24–26 This approach assumes that the
time scale of the charge propagation which is not specified
by the MD simulation is the shortest one. The transmission
function TE , t can then be written as
TE,t = 4LRG1NE,t2, 3
where L and R are effective coupling terms to the L and R
leads, respectively. We are using the wide-band approxima-
tion, replacing the energy-dependent coupling terms by con-
stants. In the following we chose L=R100 meV.
G1NE is the 1, N-matrix element of the chain Green’s func-
tion, which can be calculated via the matrix Dyson’s equa-
tion,
G−1E,t = E1 − Ht − L − R,
Llj = − iLl1 j1, Rlj = − iRlN jN. 4
Note that the time dependence in the previous expression is
only a parametric one: the transport properties are calculated
at each time step and a time average is performed. We stress
that our goal is to highlight the average influence of dynami-
cal fluctuations onto the charge transport. This approach will
provide an estimate for the order of magnitude of the coher-
ent component of the charge propagation in a dynamically
disordered potential landscape.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Characteristics of the effective electronic parameters
In this section we first discuss in some detail how the
MOs i,  j required to obtain the relevant electronic param-
eters are selected. Figure 2 shows the MO energy levels as a
function of the simulation time for the occupied states for
site number 7 corresponding to a GC pair along the dsDNA
in a well matched sequence see also Fig. 1a for
reference—in what follows we shorten the notation to 7:GC	.
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FIG. 2. Color online Upper panel: molecular-orbital energy
levels for a selected site 7:GC for a matched dsDNA along a 1 ps
MD trajectory only the occupied states are shown from the HOMO
level. The molecular orbitals most strongly localized onto the gua-
nine nucleobase are shown as circles; they lie below the HOMO
level mostly being the HOMO-2 level. Lower panel: time evolu-
tion of the GC weight charge density for two selected fragment
orbitals HOMO-2 and HOMO on the 7:GC position. Notice the
low weight that the HOMO is carrying, indicating that this orbital is
not mainly related to the bases, but has rather a large weight on the
DNA backbone.
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The MO energies fluctuate significantly along the MD trajec-
tory due to the interaction with the environment.29 Notice
that the MO energy level from the guanine G nucleobase,
highlighted by circles, appears a few levels below the
HOMO level. The HOMO and HOMO-1 MOs appear to be
mainly localized on the backbone and the deoxyribose re-
gions. Since the hole in DNA is expected to be localized onto
the purine nucleobases A,G due to their lower ionization
potential, this result indicates that within the used electronic-
structure methodology the relevant orbitals to be considered
to obtain the charge-transfer parameters are not the HOMO
but rather orbitals lying deeper in energy. This is further
illustrated in the lower panel of Fig. 2, where we show the
GC weight as a function of the simulation time for the
HOMO and HOMO-2 orbitals of the same fragment. The GC
weight is defined as the restricted sum GCc
i 2 over the
eigenvector expansion coefficients c
i of the ith molecular
orbital of a fragment. The sum runs only over indices of
atomic orbitals centered on the nucleobases. As it becomes
clear in Fig. 2 bottom panel, the HOMO-2 orbital has a
large GC weight on average close to 1 over the simulation
time while the HOMO state has a considerably lower contri-
bution from the bases. The oscillatory behavior of the
HOMO-2 level clearly suggests that at certain times the GC
weight is almost suppressed and the charge density of this
orbital is shifted away from the bases. In other words, choos-
ing nucleotide pairs as fragments rather than nucleobases re-
veals that the character of the molecular orbitals strongly
changes from -like DNA backbone orbitals to base-
localized  orbitals in the course of the MD simulation. This
nontrivial behavior suggests that care is needed when defin-
ing the appropriate molecular fragment to formulate coarse-
grained models dealing with charge transport in biomol-
ecules.
To test the reliability of this result, we have performed
additional calculations at a higher level of theory for two
different cases: a homogeneous GC4 sequence and the se-
quences in Fig. 1. For the latter, only the innermost eight
nucleotide pairs were considered to reduce the computational
costs. In both cases a short time 100 fs MD trajectory was
generated by treating the whole dsDNA sequence quantum
mechanically using density-functional theory DFT with the
PADE LDA with Teter and Pade parametrization
functional45 and a triple-zeta valence basis with two sets of
polarized d functions TZV2P atomic basis set as imple-
mented in the CP2K code.46
For the two above-mentioned cases we still found the mo-
lecular orbital switching between different atomic subsets
backbones and nucleobases along the MD trajectory. How-
ever, the degree of localization weight of the HOMO or-
bital onto the backbones is strongly reduced on the DFT
level of theory as compared with the semiempirical AM1
Hamiltonian, i.e., the HOMO level remains localized on the
nucleobases over longer time intervals. We remark that the
orbital switching behavior can also very much depend on the
base sequence so that separate studies must be performed on
each specific sequence. For instance, it turns out that the
HOMO is localized onto the nucleobases more frequently for
a GC fragment than for AT or GT fragments figure not
shown. Recently, it has been found out that the HOMO or-
bital is localized onto nucleobases, e.g., for dTMP−
2-deoxythymidine 5-monophosphate anion in vacuum at
the CASPT2 level47 and for a guanine:cytosine dodecamer in
the Z conformation in the presence of water and counterions
using the DFT Car-Parrinello calculation.48 We point out that
our results concerning the degree of HOMO localization
onto the backbone region do not necessarily contradict the
previous results since they can sensitively depend on i the
fact that we compute the electronic structure for geometries
along a classical MD trajectory and ii on the theory level
used to calculate the electronic parameters semiempirical
AM1.49 We also remark, that when the averaged structure of
dsDNA hexamer sequence from MD calculations was used
in the presence of water and counterions at the DFT level, it
was found that the projected density of states onto the phos-
phorous atoms has a strong spectral weight just below the
Fermi level.50
The MO energies, E, obtained according to the selection
criteria I and II for the neighboring fragments of AT and GC
site 8 and 9 are shown in Fig. 3 depicted as
red+symbols	. Notice that for all cases E lies energetically
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FIG. 3. Color online Molecular-orbital energy levels for the
two fragments 8:AT and 9:GC along the 1 ps MD trajectory and
for the two different selection criteria I and II introduced in the text.
The selected molecular orbitals, according to the criteria I and II,
are represented by red+symbols for both fragments.
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well below the HOMO level. Each selected E exhibits its
distinct characteristics as well. For criterion I, E appears at a
lower energy for an AT fragment compared to E by criterion
II, which results in a larger energy gap between neighboring
fragments. This is because the relevant MOs in case I are
chosen only to maximize the transfer integral regardless of
the on-site energy alignment. On the other hand, the on-site
energies between neighboring fragments are more effectively
aligned for criterion II.
B. Charge-transport properties
In Fig. 4 the time averaged transmissions as a function of
the injection energy are shown for the criteria I and II. As we
can see, criterion I gives a larger average transmission for
both matched and mismatched sequences when compared
with criterion II. The main effect of introducing a mismatch
for criterion I turns out to be a large shift of the transmission
spectrum to higher energies for a GT mismatch and a slight
shift to lower energy for the AT mismatch. The overall values
of the transmission are only weakly changed by the introduc-
tion of mismatches. Figure 4b shows the ratio of the time-
averaged current for the matched sequence to the current
with an AC or GT mismatch. The current was calculated at
each simulation time step as an integral over the correspond-
ing quantum-mechanical transmission at this time and after-
ward a time average was performed. In all calculations we
have kept the position of the Fermi energy fixed at EF=
−8.0 eV. This value is arbitrary but provides a reference
point to cover the spectral range of the transmission func-
tions which are mostly contributing to the current without the
need of going to very large biases, where the near-
equilibrium calculations may become questionable. The
main feature found here for criterion I is that the current ratio
of the matched sequence to the mismatched sequences at low
bias can be less than one especially for GT, indicating that
in this approximation there exists a bias range where a mis-
matched sequence can provide a better pathway for quasico-
herent charge transport than a perfect sequence. Obviously,
by increasing the bias window this situation may be reversed
once the applied bias is large enough to cover lower energy
sectors of the transmission spectrum where TE , tt for the
matched sequence becomes larger than for the GT mismatch.
Criterion II yields a different behavior. First of all, the
values of the transmission are considerably reduced com-
pared to criterion I since here we are not maximizing the
electronic hopping integral alone but finding a compromise
between small energy gap and large electronic coupling. As a
result, a maximum coupling pathway is not necessarily the
dominating one since it may include sites with a large energy
gap. This can also be seen in Fig. 5 which shows time-
averaged electronic parameters for matched and mismatched
sequences. Plotted are Ti,i+1t as well as the energy gap
	i,i+1t between nearest-neighbor sites. The energy gap bar-
riers are lowered but the average hopping is reduced as well
by roughly a factor of 2 for criterion II when comparing with
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While for criterion I the main effect of the mismatch is a huge
energy shift of the transmission spectrum, especially for GT mis-
match, without considerable suppression of transmission, criterion
II leads to a very strong reduction in the averaged transmission for
GT mismatch. The values of the averaged transmission are in gen-
eral also smaller in case II than in case I. Notice the strong current
suppression for both mismatched sequences when using criterion II.
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case I. Figure 5 also clearly demonstrates the effect of GT
mismatch. The energy gap for the GT mismatch is consider-
ably increased at site 7	7,8t. The introduction of this
barrier leads to a strong suppression of the transmission for
this mismatch. On the contrary, the AC mismatch averaged
energy distribution along the chain is not much changed
when comparing with the matched case so that the transmis-
sion function is not much reduced but only experiences a
small shift down to lower energies. The basic effect of these
modifications is a dramatic suppression of the current for the
GT mismatch on average by a factor 400 as well as a re-
duction in the current for the AC mismatch by a smaller
factor of order 50.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An interesting result of the present study has been the
demonstration that molecular orbitals of nucleotide frag-
ments are intermittently switching from bases to backbone
over the simulation time. However, we also found that the
degree of localization onto the backbones can be strongly
affected by the theory level used in computing the electronic
structure, becoming weaker when using a DFT level instead
of a semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian. A definite conclusion
on this issue will require additional studies using, e.g., dif-
ferent base sequences. Hence, the appropriate choice of a
fragment as well as the relevant molecular orbitals for coarse
graining the electronic structure turns out to be a delicate
issue which can have important consequences for the discus-
sion of the charge-transport properties of DNA systems. In
relation to this, we further considered two different selection
rules for mapping the multilevel electronic structure of the
fragments onto a much simpler low-dimensional tight-
binding model. The results indicate that a dramatic change in
the match to mismatch current ratio, also observed
experimentally,16 could be obtained by choosing the relevant
electronic pathway in such a way as to maximize an effective
site to site tunneling probability criterion II. Our method-
ology could be easily transferred to study charge migration
in other systems where dynamical disorder is playing an im-
portant role and where the convolution of the orbital space of
the full system onto a coarse-grained space becomes more
advantageous due to the complexity of the underlying elec-
tronic structure. We finally remark that going beyond a de-
scription of transport based on the Landauer picture in pres-
ence of strong structural fluctuations time-dependent
electronic structure remains a very challenging issue to be
addressed.
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ABSTRACT: We present a detailed study of the charge
transport characteristics of double-stranded DNA oligomers
including the oxidative damage 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8-
oxoG). The problem is treated by a hybrid methodology
combining classical molecular dynamics simulations and
semiempirical electronic structure calculations to formulate a
coarse-grained charge transport model. The inﬂuence of
solvent- and DNA-mediated structural ﬂuctuations is encoded
in the obtained time series of the electronic charge transfer
parameters. Within the Landauer approach to charge transport,
we perform a detailed analysis of the conductance and current time series obtained by sampling the electronic structure along the
molecular dynamics trajectory, and ﬁnd that the inclusion of 8-oxoG damages into the DNA sequence can induce a change in the
electrical response of the system. However, solvent-induced ﬂuctuations tend to mask the eﬀect, so that a detection of such
sequence modiﬁcations via electrical transport measurements in a liquid environment seems to be diﬃcult to achieve.
In aerobic organisms, oxidative DNA damage frequentlyoccurs during normal metabolism and upon exposure to
light or other ionizing radiation. 7,8-Dihydro-8-oxoguanine (8-
oxoG) is one of the most common forms of oxidative DNA
damage found in human cells, where a H8 atom in guanine is
replaced by an O8 atom, and a H7 atom is added to N7 (Figure
1). When DNA polymerase encounters 8-oxoG during the
DNA replication process, it frequently inserts a mismatched
base (adenine) instead of cytosine, leading to G:C → T:A
transversions,1 which are commonly found in mutations
associated with age-related diseases and human cancers.2
Although distinct changes were found in the backbone
structure of a 25-base single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) with
single 8-oxoG substitutions by Fourier transform-infrared
analysis,3 it has been known that 8-oxoG:C base-pairs have
only a minor eﬀect on double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
structure and stability.4,5 Thus, there is an intriguing question
as to how the DNA repair enzyme locates 8-oxoG lesions
within the entire human genome. In a recent experiment,
Markus et al.6 suggested that 8-oxoG has unique electronic
properties and that modulations in the electronic properties
might be related to the mechanism of recognizing lesions. They
used laser-based methods to investigate various oligomers
adsorbed on gold substrates as self-assembled monolayers, and
found that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
appears at a higher energy when 8-oxoG is inserted into the
sequence than in unmodiﬁed oligomers. The electronic
property changes induced by the 8-oxoG lesions suggest the
possibility of detecting in vitro 8-oxoG in a DNA sequence by
examining the modiﬁcation of its electrical response; this is
expected to have high relevance in, e.g., the development of
biosensors based on modiﬁcations of the electrical response.7,8
Electrical detection of an 8-oxo-deoxyguanosine was proposed
by Tsutsui et al.9 by measuring the tunneling current through
the molecule using a microfabricated mechanically controllable
break junction, where the molecule is trapped in a nucleotide-
sized electrode gap. They obtained higher single-molecule
conductance for 8-oxo-deoxyguanosine (98 pS) compared to
deoxyguanosine (70 pS). So far, most of the theoretical studies
on the eﬀect of oxidative DNA damage on DNA oligomers
have focused on the changes in structural properties,10−12
thermal stability,10 and global bending properties,11 or on the
dynamic behavior of DNA base-pairs (8-oxoG:C and 8-
oxoG:A)12 by performing molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations.
In the present investigation, we examine the eﬀect of 8-oxoG
on the charge transport characteristics of a dsDNA oligomer
and how structural ﬂuctuations inﬂuence the electrical response
of such sequences. Inspired by the experiments of ref 6, we have
considered three types of 13-mer dsDNA sequences, as shown
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in Figure 1, and compared the changes in the electronic
structure and transport properties induced in the dsDNA
oligomer when replacing G:C base pairs by three (Figure 1b)
and one (Figure 1c) 8-oxoG:C pairs, respectively.
Interest in charge transport phenomena in DNA was
triggered by the demonstration in the early 1990s and further
evidence later that photoinduced charge transfer can occur over
large distances between donor and acceptor intercalators along
a DNA helix.13−15 Since then, several electrical transport
measurements16−18 at the single molecule level, as well as
theoretical eﬀorts19−26 to understand charge transport through
DNA oligomers, have been performed. One important
development from recent studies on charge transport in DNA
is that the eﬀects of dynamical disorder coming from internal
nucleobase dynamics and mediated by solvent environment
play a critical role and cannot be treated as a small
perturbation.21,25,27−38
Within our approach, we take into account the eﬀect of the
solvent and the counterions as well as that of the DNA internal
structural ﬂuctuations, by combining classical MD simulations
and quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
methodologies for the electronic structure calculations.29,31,32
The electronic structure of the DNA oligomers is addressed at
two diﬀerent levels of theory. (i) Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations on short ssDNA segments, cut from 13-mer
dsDNA after sorting the most representative structures from
the MD trajectories. In this case, emphasis is put on the energy
levels of the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) for diﬀerent
sequences, and the goal is to reveal the 8-oxoG-induced
modiﬁcations to the electronic structure. (ii) Semiempirical
electronic structure calculations of snapshots of the 13-mer
DNA molecules along the MD trajectory based on the fragment
orbital approach39−43 and the hybrid QM/MM method44,45 in
the presence of explicit solvent and counterions. The MO
energies of the fragments, as well as the interfragment
electronic couplings, are obtained as a function of the
simulation time along the MD trajectory and used to build
up a coarse-grained Hamiltonian, which will be the starting
point for the charge transport calculations. Finally, a careful
analysis of the quantum mechanical transmission function and
the corresponding electrical currents along the MD trajectory is
performed for the regular DNA sequence and for those
containing oxidatively damaged guanine bases.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Properties. Classical MD simulations of 13-mer
dsDNA molecules were performed for 20 ns using the
parm99bsc0 force ﬁeld in the AMBER10 package.46 The
root-mean-square deviation (RMSd) was computed at every
instant along the whole time evolution for each of the three
dsDNA oligomers of Figure 1, relative to the respective
equilibrated structure. The RMSd analysis reveals stable
trajectories over time for all the simulated dsDNA oligomers
(Figure 1 in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, to
sample lesion-induced distortions, the RMSd was computed for
the average structure of each of the two oligomers that contain
8-oxoG (sequences in Figure 1b,c) with respect to the average
structure of the corresponding natural sequence of Figure 1a.
This comparison does not disclose any signiﬁcant changes in
the dynamics due to the replacement of G bases with 8-oxoG
lesions (Figure 1 in the Supporting Information).
Electronic Structure Calculations. In this section, we
address basic features of the electronic structure of the studied
DNA sequences using two diﬀerent levels of theory.
First, the results of DFT-based electronic structure
calculations on 7-mer ssDNA fragments in an implicit solvent
are presented. 7-mer ssDNA fragments were extracted from a
few selected representative structures along the MD trajectories
of the evolved 13-mer dsDNA molecules. We discuss in the text
the most representative structures with the three diﬀerent
sequences, and comment on less populated structures in the
Supporting Information. The choice of single-stranded 7-mer
fragments of the simulated 13-mer dsDNA molecules is mainly
motivated by the high computational cost of treating the
complete oligomers. Yet, the pruned fragments retain all the
sequence features that we wish to address.
Second, we present the results of semiempirical (AM1)
electronic structure calculations on 13-mer dsDNA sequences
in an explicit solvent. The time-dependent charge transfer
parameters are obtained based on the fragment orbital
approach for each snapshot along the MD trajectory to
generate a coarse-grained Hamiltonian.
DFT Calculations on Short ssDNA Oligomers. The role of
the 8-oxoG oxidative lesion in modifying the electronic energy
levels and the frontier orbitals around the HOMO and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) has been
addressed by performing ﬁrst-principle calculations on
reduced-length 7-mer ssDNA fragments. The ssDNA sequen-
ces 5′-TGTTTGT-3′, 5′-TGTTTOGT-3′, and 5′-TOGTT-
TOGT-3′ (OG indicates 8-oxoG) were extracted from the
most populated representative structures of the processed MD
trajectories. We focus our analysis on the energies and wave
functions of the HOMO and LUMO and other electronic states
close to the HOMO and LUMO in energy, to monitor the gap
diﬀerence and orbital localization between the sequences
containing G and 8-oxoG.
At the BHH/ccPVTZ level of theory (see Methodology)
with the solvent included in the polarizable continuum model
(PCM), the HOMO is in all cases localized on the purine base
G or 8-oxoG (Figure 2). The replacement of G with 8-oxoG
yields a systematic increase in energy of the HOMO level
(−6.906 eV → −6.613 eV → −6.391 eV) as the number of 8-
oxoG lesion sites increases from zero to two. Similarly, the
Figure 1. Left panel: Guanine and oxidized guanine (8-oxoG) bases. Right panel: Schematic representation of dsDNA with diﬀerent sequences. (a)
Regular sequence with all natural bases. (b) Same sequence as sequence a, but with all G’s replaced with 8-oxoG (OG). (c) Same sequence as
sequence a, with only the central G replaced with 8-oxoG.
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energy of the electronic states immediately below the HOMO
also increases (HOMO-1 = −6.965 eV → −6.875 eV →
−6.627 eV and HOMO-2 = −7.779 eV → −7.699 eV →
−7.618 eV). We remark that these ﬁndings of upward energy
level shifts are consistent with the experimental evidence6 of
lower oxidation potential of the 8-oxoG base relative to the G
base. For the second most populated representative structures,
the localization of the HOMO onto the G/8-oxoG base is
conﬁrmed (see Supporting Information), and the HOMO
always appears at higher energy when 8-oxoG replaces G in the
ssDNA oligomer. However, we observe shifts of the energy
levels for each sequence, which demonstrate the importance of
examining various conformations from a dynamical run. In the
next subsection, we consider within a simpliﬁed description of
the electronic structure all of the conformations along the MD
trajectory, in order to obtain the charge transport parameters.
Fragment Orbital Approach: Charge Transfer Parameters
for 13-mer dsDNA Sequences. The electronic charge transfer
parameters are computed for each snapshot along the MD
trajectory using the fragment orbital approach.39−43 We deﬁne
an H-bonded pair of nucleotides as a fragment, including the
backbone. For each sequence, the MO energies εi
α(t) = ⟨ψi
α|
H|ψi
α⟩ for each fragment and the charge transfer integrals
Ti,j
α,β(t) = ⟨ψi
α|H|ψj
β⟩ between nearest neighbor fragments are
computed as a function of the simulation time t as described in
the Methodology: i,j indicate the fragment, and α,β indicate the
MO. We note that the HOMO of a given fragment oscillates in
time between localization on the base and localization on the
backbone.53 To bypass this spurious eﬀect possibly due to the
simpliﬁed electronic structure, the charge transfer parameters
are computed not only from splittings between HOMO and
HOMO-1, but considering four occupied orbitals below the
HOMO: all such parameters are then included in the transport
Hamiltonian. The analysis is then performed for the last 3 ns of
the 20 ns trajectory.
All of the ﬁve topmost occupied MO energies, which are
considered in the transport calculation, ﬂuctuate with a
standard deviation of ∼0.3 eV along the MD trajectory. Their
relative locations interchange with time along the MD
trajectory. For instance, G-localized MO for the center
fragment along the sequence resides mainly on HOMO-2
during 70% of last 3 ns MD simulation, on HOMO-3 (19%),
and sometimes on HOMO-1 (9%). A-localized MO for the
eighth-fragment from the 5′-end in Figure 1a interchanges its
location among HOMO-3 (39%), HOMO-2 (33%), and
HOMO-4 (21%). This complex behavior of MO location
interchange, which is thought to be originated from the
simpliﬁed electronic structure calculation, implies that more
than a single MO needs to be included in the charge transport
calculation as we described above.
Figure 3 illustrates the variability in time of the fragment
orbital that has the highest energy among those localized on G
or 8-oxoG, which is not necessarily the HOMO, for various
fragments located at three diﬀerent sites along the two
sequences shown in Figure 1a,b. For convenience, we refer to
these orbitals as HOMOG and HOMOOG for the G and 8-oxoG
bases, respectively. The MO energies ﬂuctuate over the
simulation time with a standard deviation of ∼0.3−0.5 eV
due to both the interaction with the environment and the
inherent base dynamics. The energy level alignment between
the HOMOG and the HOMOOG depends on the position of
the fragment along the sequence. When 8-oxoG is positioned
near the 5′-end, the HOMOOG is lower in energy than the
HOMOG by about 0.5 eV, whereas it appears at similar energies
to the HOMOG for the fragment at the center and becomes
slightly higher for the fragment near the 3′-end of the sequence.
The top panel of Figure 4 shows the MO energy, averaged
over the simulation time, for the purine-localized occupied MO
with the highest energy at each fragment along the dsDNA
sequence without any 8-oxoG (blue) and with three 8-oxoG
(yellow) lesions.
It emerges that, around 5′, not only is the HOMOOG lower
in energy than the HOMOG, but also the HOMO on
nonmodiﬁed adenine is lower in the modiﬁed sequence,
which is surprising. This points to an overall eﬀect of dynamical
distortions, mostly pronounced at the 5′-end. Therefore, we
present later the transport results at the opposite 3′-end, which
are more regular and more consistent with the DFT results.
As mentioned before, we obtain transfer integrals between
neighboring fragments using the ﬁve topmost occupied MOs
from each fragment as described in the Methodology. The
bottom panel of Figure 4 shows, as an example, the time-
averaged transfer integrals obtained for the topmost occupied
purine-localized MOs. Notice the strong ﬂuctuations of the
transfer integrals, which may be in some cases of the same
order of magnitude as the average values themselves.
The MO energy of the dsDNA oligomer with one 8-oxoG in
the sequence (Figure 1c) shows rather large ﬂuctuations over
the simulation time, and the time-averaged energy of the
purine-localized MO signiﬁcantly deviates from the MO energy
of two other dsDNA oligomers even for the unmodiﬁed
adenine fragment. This is due to the rather large dynamical
distortions during the MD simulation for the dsDNA oligomer
Figure 2. Isodensity contour plots of HOMO-1, HOMO, and LUMO
for 7-mer ssDNA fragments extracted from the most populated
representative structures from the MD trajectories of 13-mer dsDNA
molecules. The orbital energies are reported in eV in each panel. Top:
5′-T GTTT GT-3′. Middle: 5′-T OGTTT OGT-3′. Bottom: 5′-T
GTTT OGT-3′. The HOMO is localized on the G or 8-oxoG in all
cases, and it has higher energy when the 8-oxoG lesions are present in
the sequence. These results were obtained at the DFT-BHH/ccPVTZ
level of theory with an implicit PCM solvent.
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with one 8-oxoG, which are evident in the higher RMSd values
(see Supporting Information). Thus, in the next subsection, we
focus on the dsDNA oligomers with three 8-oxoG lesions in the
sequence and without 8-oxoG (Figure 1a,b) to see the eﬀect of
8-oxoG:C damage on the transport properties of dsDNA.
Charge Transport Properties. The transport properties
are treated on the level of the Landauer theory, although one
should be aware of its limitations when dealing with systems
where structural ﬂuctuations can also take place at time scales
of the order of electron tunneling times. Nevertheless, by
computing the quantum mechanical transmission function
T(E,ti) at discrete times ti along the MD trajectory, we expect to
gain insight into basic features of the charge transport process.
This approach will further provide an estimate for the order of
magnitude of the coherent component of the charge
propagation in a dynamical potential landscape. Incoherent
contributions leading to hopping-like transport pathways are
not included in this treatment and would require a separate
study.
Along the lines of the previous section, we map the DNA
system onto a linear chain topology consisting of N blocks
(fragments), where M levels per fragment are included. In the
spirit of the fragment orbital approach, only nearest-neighbor
fragments are electronically coupled. The parameters used for
the on-site energies and transfer integrals are those generated
using the fragment orbital approach in the previous section. In
order to address the transport properties of the system, we
include the interaction with two electronic reservoirs, which are
assumed to only couple to the terminal blocks of the molecular
system, i.e., to fragments 1 and N. The electronic Hamiltonian
thus looks like
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
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In eq 1, cj = (c1j,c2j,...,cMj)
T is a column vector of destruction
operators of a charge on fragment j in any of the orbitals 1, ...,
M. The block diagonal matrix εj(t) contains the corresponding
MO energies of fragment j, and the block oﬀ-diagonal matrix
Tj,j+1(t) contains the electronic couplings between all of the M
orbitals on fragment j and the corresponding M orbitals on
fragment j + 1. The time dependence of these electronic
parameters arises from the fact that they are evaluated along the
MD trajectory. Finally, the molecule−electrode coupling
matrices tk,1
L and tk,N
R have nonzero matrix elements only for
orbitals belonging to fragments 1 and N, respectively. Using
Green function techniques, the quantum mechanical trans-
mission function T(E,t) along the last 3 ns of the 20 ns MD
trajectory can be computed as a function of the injection energy
E and of the simulation time t (see Methodology). T(E,t) is
proportional to the conductance G(E,t) in the low-bias regime,
Figure 3. (a) The energy of the HOMO with localization on the G
base (HOMOG) or 8-oxoG base (HOMOOG) is plotted against time
for six diﬀerent fragments, along the last 3 ns of the 20 ns MD run.
The left and right panels correspond to the dsDNA sequences without
lesions (left) and with 8-oxoG at three sites (right). The top, middle,
and bottom panels correspond to the MO energies of the fragment
positioned close to the 5′-end, at the center, and near the 3′-end along
the sequence, respectively. (b) Corresponding distribution function
obtained from panel a. Each panel corresponds to diﬀerent sites
located near the 5′-end (left panel), at the center (middle panel), and
near the 3′-end (right panel). The energy of the HOMOOG (red) is
lower in energy than that of the HOMOG (black) for the fragment
positioned near the 5′-end, while it becomes slightly higher for the
fragment near the 3′-end. The MO energies are quite similar for the
fragment at the center.
Figure 4. Time-averaged MO energy (top) and transfer integral
(bottom) for the purine-localized MO that has the highest energy, for
a given fragment, among all the purine-localized MOs. Blue and
orange colors represent the dsDNA oligomers without lesions and
with 8-oxoG lesions, respectively. The energies of A(adenine)-
localized MOs are lower than the corresponding topmost energies
of G- or 8-oxoG-localized orbitals for all sites. Notice also that the
average value of the HOMOOG energy near the 3′-end is higher than
the HOMOG energy.
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G(E,t) = (2e2/h)T(E,t), and can thus be related to an
observable of the system.
To discuss the charge transport properties of the system, we
focus on the natural and modiﬁed 5-mer dsDNA fragments
close to the 3′-end of the 13-mer sequences, namely, 5′- GTTT
G-3′ and 5′- OGTTT OG-3′. For such short sequences, we
may expect that an approach based on coherent transport may
still provide a qualitative insight into the charge transport
process while retaining all the relevant structural and dynamical
information needed to compare the transport behavior of
unmodiﬁed and damaged sequences. For the transport
calculations, ﬁve MOs (HOMO, ..., HOMO-4) from each
fragment were included in the electronic Hamiltonian of eq 1.
As expected from a situation with strong dynamical disorder,
the values of the transmission T(E,t) at a given energy cover a
very broad range when sampled over all of the conformations
within the considered simulation time window. Despite this
large variation, however, it turns out that only a small fraction
of conformations gives a high transmission, which has also been
noticed in previous studies using diﬀerent base sequences.31 To
exemplify this situation, Figure 5 shows the ratio ⟨G(t)⟩E/
maxt[⟨G(t)⟩E] of the energy-averaged conductance (⟨G(t)⟩E)
obtained at each time step to the maximum obtained value
(maxt[⟨G(t)⟩E]) along the MD trajectory for both regular and
modiﬁed sequences. Here, the energy-averaged conductance is
deﬁned as ⟨G(t)⟩E = ∫ E1
E2 dEG(E,t) with [E1,E2] deﬁning the
boundaries of the spectral support of the transmission function.
From the ﬁgure, we clearly see that the fraction of
conformations that displays conductances above 10% of the
maximum value is less than 1% for both sequences (see the
inset in Figure 5). The results shown in this ﬁgure suggest that
the conductance of the system −when sampled over the MD
trajectory− is a non self-averaging quantity. However,
experimental consequences of this behavior could only be
detected in time-resolved spectroscopic measurements and not
in conventional charge transport experiments, where the time
resolution is much lower.
The eﬀect of 8-oxoG:C damage on the conduction properties
is shown in Figure 6. There, the time-averaged conductance
⟨G(E)⟩ = G0Σi=1
NT T(E,ti)/NT as a function of the injection
energy is displayed for the two sequences of interest. Due to
the strong ﬂuctuations of the conductance spectrum over the
energy, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd clear diﬀerences in the overall
conductance between the natural and modiﬁed sequences.
A global characterization of the conduction behavior can be
achieved by computing the electrical current, given by I(V,t) =
(2e/h)∫ μR
μL dET(E,t)[f(E − EF − eV/2) − f(E − EF + eV/2)].
I(V,t) has been computed for each MD snapshot. In all
calculations, we have kept the Fermi level ﬁxed at −7.1 eV,
which is slightly higher than the energy of purine-localized
MOs. Further tests with diﬀerent Fermi level alignments
showed similar trends in the current−voltage characteristics.
One should keep in mind that going to ﬁnite voltages may
induce a nonequilibrium charge distribution that can not be
taken into account by simply integrating the transmission
function. Hence, our discussion here has a more qualitative
character.
The results are presented from two perspectives. We ﬁrst
describe the statistics of the current time series for a given
applied bias for the two dsDNA oligomers with two 8-oxoG
lesions in the analyzed segment and without 8-oxoG. Next, we
compare the time-averaged current obtained for each applied
bias.
Since the transmission functions can vary over several orders
of magnitude when sampled over the conformations, the time
series of current also exhibits a broad distribution. Figure 7a
shows the current distribution at 0.2 V in log scale for the
natural and OG-modiﬁed dsDNA 5-mers, along with the
corresponding ﬁts to Gaussian distributions. We ﬁnd that the
center of the Gaussian distributions as well as their widths
remain almost the same for both dsDNA oligomers, which
indicates that both dsDNA oligomers exhibit similar electric
current under the given simulation conditions. When the
current is averaged over the simulation time (Figure 7b), we see
a larger current for the dsDNA oligomer with 8-oxoG lesions
(see also the inset in Figure 7b, which shows the ratio of the
current for the OG-modiﬁed sequence to the current for the
natural dsDNA sequence). However, we note that the standard
deviation of the current is larger than the time-averaged itself by
roughly 1 order of magnitude for both dsDNA oligomers for all
Figure 5. Conformational analysis of the linear conductance. Shown is
the (sorted) ratio of the averaged conductance ⟨G(tj)⟩E over a ﬁxed
energy window obtained at each time step tj to the maximum value of
the set {⟨G(t1)⟩E, ⟨G(t2)⟩E,...,⟨G(tN)⟩E} along the MD trajectory. The
two vertical lines in the inset indicate the fraction of conformations
with the conductance ratio above 0.1 for the regular sequence (black)
and for the modiﬁed one (red). Less than 1% of the conformations
show conductances above 10% of the maximum value for both
sequences.
Figure 6. Time averaged linear conductance in units of the
conductance quantum G0 for the dsDNA oligomers with three 8-
oxoG lesions in the sequence (red) and without 8-oxoG (black).
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examined external bias, which indicates that the found
diﬀerences in the time-averaged currents lie within the
statistical error.
Despite the fact that the ab initio calculations reported in this
work reveals a higher HOMO energy level for sequences with
8-oxoG than for equivalent natural sequences, our results are
not able to detect signiﬁcant conductance changes as a
consequence of these orbital energy shifts, suggesting that the
explored setup conditions, with a DNA molecule connected
between two metal electrodes in solution, are not ideal for
electrical detection of DNA lesions. Yet, we qualitatively
conﬁrm the expectation that the higher HOMO6 of 8-oxoG
relative to G is an index of more facile charge transfer.
■ SUMMARY
We have presented an eﬀective multilevel theoretical atomistic
scheme for the description of transport in an electrode−DNA−
electrode molecular nanojunction. This formulation allows for
cost-eﬀective calculations that include dynamical ﬂuctuations
and a solution environment. Our ﬁrst-principle results on the
ground-state electronic structure of selected representative
conﬁgurations reveal a signiﬁcant dependence of the electronic
structure of nucleic acids on the presence and abundance of
lesions, as well as the importance of dynamical eﬀects. When
the whole dynamics is included in the semiempirical transport
description, the conductance reveals minor changes due to
oxidative lesions, in a direction that, however, supports
observations. This can be due to the transport setup and
should be tested at a more accurate level; in any case, it does
not imply the impossibility of detecting lesions by electrical
measurements, but rather suggests alternative experimental
setups able to minimize structural ﬂuctuations of the DNA
oligomers during electrical transport measurements. We further
remark that our charge transport approach, assuming coherent
transport on the basis of the Landauer theory, is only valid for
very short sequences, where incoherent transport pathways do
not fully dominate the charge transport process. With
increasing length of the system, a hopping transport regime
will become the main transport channel and thus a treatment
based on, e.g., rate equations55 will be necessary, deserving a
separate investigation.
■ METHODOLOGY
MD Simulation. The initial canonical B-DNA structure for
the chosen 13-mers was generated using the ﬁber diﬀraction
data included in the NAB module from the AMBER10 tools.
The convenient length of 13-mer has been chosen to guarantee
stable systems for long MD simulations, and to preserve the
symmetry of our selected sequences. To create the 8-oxoG
DNA oligomers, the H8 atom of guanine was replaced with O8
and the H7 atom was added to form a bond with N7. All of the
starting structures were neutralized by adding 24 Na+ ions,
which were placed in the most electronegative regions
according to Poisson−Boltzmann calculations. An octahedral
box of TIP3P water molecules was added around the DNA with
a distance of 12 Å from the molecule to the edge, using
standard rules to hydrate the system. Classical MD simulations
were performed in the isothermic isobaric ensemble (P = 1 atm,
T = 300 K) using the parm99bsc0 force ﬁeld in the AMBER10
suite. Periodic boundary conditions and the Particle-Mesh-
Ewald algorithm were used. A 2 fs integration time step was
used, and all bonds involving hydrogen were constrained with
the SHAKE algorithm. Charges were derived from ESP grid
points following the Merz−Kollman scheme, and from these a
set of restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) atomic charges
was derived.48 The missing parameters for the 8-oxoG residue
were taken according to refs 11 and 12.
The MD Simulation Protocol was set according to the
following: (i) minimization of water, (ii) minimization of entire
system, (iii) 20 ps MD (T = 100 K) of system with restraints
applied to DNA (K = 100 kcal/mol/Å2), (iv) as (iii) but T =
300 K (K = 100 kcal/mol/Å2), (v) 25 ps MD (T = 300 K) of
system with restraints in DNA (K = 50 kcal/mol/Å2), (vi) as
(v) but K = 25 kcal/mol/Å2, (vii) as (v) but K = 10 kcal/mol/
Å2, (viii) as (v) but K = 5 kcal/mol/Å2, and (ix) as (v) but K =
0.2 kcal/mol/Å2. The ﬁnal system was the starting point for the
unrestrained MD simulation for 20 ns (at T = 300 K). After
equilibration, the trajectories were reasonably stable in terms of
density, temperature, potential energy, and other macroscopic
properties. The equilibration phase was followed by unre-
strained dynamics at room temperature for 20 ns for each
sequence.
Clustering analysis was performed on the last 3 ns of the 20
ns MD trajectory in order to group all of the MD snapshots
into 15 sets of representative structures by associating every
observed structure with the nearest mean.47 The most
representative structures were then ordered on the basis of
the highest population values to extract 7-mer single-stranded
oligomers that contain the target G and 8-oxoG bases, for
Figure 7. (a) Probability distribution of current at a ﬁxed bias V = 0.2 V with a ﬁt to a Gaussian distribution and (b) Time-averaged current for each
applied bias for the natural and OG-modiﬁed dsDNA 5-mers. The ratio of the time-average current for the OG-modiﬁed dsDNA to the current for
natural dsDNA is also shown in the inset.
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which we computed the DFT electronic structure in implicit
PCM solvent using the Gaussian 09 code.
DFT Calculations. Preliminary Theoretical Test Calcula-
tions on Tiny, Yet Signiﬁcant, ssDNA fragments, i.e., dimers of
base-pairs extracted from MD trajectories of long DNA
duplexes, were carried out to determine the suitable level of
theory. Three diﬀerent ab initio levels of theory, (i) B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p), (ii) PBE0/6-31G(d,p), and (iii) BHH/ccp-VTZ,
were applied both in gas-phase and in PCM implicit-solvent on
two diﬀerent stacked double-stranded dimers 5′-CG-3′. Gas-
phase results of these tests are included in the Supporting
Information. We ﬁnd that the BHH/ccp-VTZ approach is a
cost-eﬀective method for studying DNA stacks. In fact, this
level of theory improves the description of the electronic levels,
especially of those immediately below the HOMO. We also
ﬁnd that the absence of a solution environment induces
spurious frontier electron orbitals localized on the backbone:
such orbitals are pushed to energies below the HOMO and
above the LUMO by the electrostatic eﬀect of the solvent, so
that the HOMO (LUMO) recovers a correct purine
(pyrimidine) character. Furthermore, our previous experience
with DNA stacked dimers showed drastic rearrangements of
the electronic states depending on the sequence, especially in
the presence of larger amount of A-T base pairs.49,50
Electronic structure calculations of the three ssDNA
oligomers extracted from the most representative structures
in the MD trajectories of DNA-duplexes were performed in the
presence of explicit counterions using the BHH/ccp-VTZ level
of theory. The bulk solvent was included in the calculations
through the PCM, as implemented in Gaussian 09, to correctly
describe the screening eﬀects of the solvent on backbone-
localized states. The solution phase electronic structure
calculations employed a solvent-excluding surface cavity
model with solute sphere’s radii proportional to the van der
Waals radii of each atom multiplied by a factor α = 1.2.51 This is
one of the most frequently used continuum solvation methods
and has seen numerous variations over the years. This approach
allows us to introduce the average eﬀect of the solvent with a
computational eﬀort comparable to that needed for isolated
molecules.
Electronic Charge Transfer Parameters Using the
Fragment Orbital Approach. We employed the fragment
orbital approach39−43 to evaluate the on-site energies εi
α and the
nearest-neighboring charge transfer integrals Ti,j
α,β of the
molecular fragments on a coarse-grained level. A H-bonded
pair of nucleotides (phosphate-deoxyribose-nucleobase) from
each dsDNA oligomer was chosen as a fragment, and we
considered all of the 13 fragments along each of the simulated
sequences of Figure 1(a-c). For the computation of the on-site
energies and transfer integrals of each fragment, we used a
QM/MM approach implemented in the AMBER10 package, in
which the fragment was the QM part, and the rest of the
system, including solvent and counterions, was considered as
classical point charges. In this way, the environmental eﬀects
are eﬀectively taken into account in a mean-ﬁeld fashion during
the calculation of the electronic parameters, besides being
included in the MD trajectory itself. The QM fragment was
treated with a semiempirical Hamiltonian (AM1).52
In most of the studies that apply fragment orbital approaches
to DNA, either a purine base or a base-pair is usually chosen as
a fragment29,43 to compute the electronic structure parameters,
neglecting the backbone. With such a choice, the on-site
energies and charge transfer integrals are usually obtained only
for the HOMOs, which are correctly localized on the bases,
among which charge transfer occurs through the coupling of π
orbitals. When instead a pair of nucleotides is chosen as a
fragment, as in this study, the HOMO is not always localized on
the purine bases at the AM1 semiempirical level of theory and
in the absence of QM solvent. Indeed, we ﬁnd that the HOMO
localization for any given fragment switches from backbone to
bases over the simulation time, as was observed in our previous
study.53 In such a situation, the most relevant orbital is not
necessarily the HOMO at every instant. Rather, it is the
topmost purine-localized occupied orbital, which can be below
the HOMO if the HOMO has a backbone character. Thus, we
obtained transfer integrals Ti,j
α,β = ⟨ψi
α|H|ψj
β⟩ between the nearest
neighbor fragments (j = i ± 1) for ﬁve MOs (α,β = HOMO, ...,
HOMO-4) from each fragment for charge transport calculation
rather than considering only a single MO per fragment. By
expanding the MO basis in terms of atomic orbitals ημ, ψi
α =
Σμcμiαημ, we obtained
∑ ∑η η= ⟨ | | ⟩ =α β
μν
μ
α
ν
β
μ ν
μν
μ
α
ν
β
μνT c c H c c Hi j
i j i j
,
,
(2)
In this way, the tunneling pathway is extended to a
multichannel system, rather than being limited to a linear
chain. No speciﬁc condition was imposed as to which MO is
the most relevant one to the charge transport.
Model Hamiltonian and charge transport. The trans-
port calculations are based on the Landauer theory, where the
key quantity is the quantum mechanical transmission function
T(E,t) given by54
Γ Γ=T E t Tr E E t E E tG G( , ) { ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )}a rL R (3)
Using the electrode−system coupling matrices tk,1L , the N × N
spectral functions ΓL(R)(E) can be constructed as
∑ δ εΓ = | | −
∈
E Et( ) ( )N
k
k kL(R)
L(R)
,1( )
L(R) 2
(4)
Notice that the only nonvanishing blocks of the ΓL and ΓR
matrices are those related to fragments 1 and N, respectively,
and each of these blocks has dimension M × M, M being the
number of levels per fragment.
In what follows, we will use the so-called wide-band
approximation, where the spectral densities of the electrodes
ΓL,R(E) are replaced by energy-independent quantities. For the
sake of simplicity, all of the nonzero elements of these matrices
will be set to 10 meV, a value that is smaller than or of the same
order as typical interfragment electronic couplings. In this way,
the interaction with the electrodes weakly perturbs the
electronic structure of the system. The advanced and retarded
Green functions Ga,r(E) appearing in eq 3 are determined via
Dyson’s equation:
Σ Σ
Σ Γ
Σ Γ
= − − −
= −
= −
− E t E t
i
i
G H( , ) 1 ( )i i L R
L L
R R
1
(5)
As a result of the wide-band approximation, the self-energies
are purely imaginary and energy-independent. Hence, they only
induce a broadening of the MOs but no energy renormaliza-
tion.
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Organic Zener Diodes: Tunneling across the
Gap in Organic Semiconductor Materials
Hans Kleemann,*,† Rafael Gutierrez,‡ Frank Lindner,† Stanislav Avdoshenko,‡
Pedro D. Manrique,‡ Bjo¨rn Lu¨ssem,‡ Gianaurelio Cuniberti,‡,§ and Karl Leo†
† Institut fu¨r Angewandte Photophysik and ‡Institute for Materials Science and Max Bergmann Center for
Biomaterials, Technische Universita¨t Dresden, 01069 Dresden, Germany and §National Center for Nanomaterials
Technology, POSTECH, Pohang 790-784, Republic of Korea
ABSTRACT Organic Zener diodes with a precisely adjustable reverse breakdown from -3 to -15 V without any influence on the
forward current-voltage curve are realized. This is accomplished by controlling the width of the charge depletion zone in a pin-diode
with an accuracy of one nanometer independently of the doping concentration and the thickness of the intrinsic layer. The breakdown
effect with its exponential current voltage behavior and a weak temperature dependence is explained by a tunneling mechanism
across the highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap of neighboring molecules. The experimental
data are confirmed by a minimal Hamiltonian model approach, including coherent tunneling and incoherent hopping processes as
possible charge transport pathways through the effective device region.
KEYWORDS Organic semiconductors, organic pin-diodes, molecular doping, tunneling, Zener diodes
In the past few years, the physical properties of organicsemiconductors have been studied with considerabledetail. Despite the fact that there is still a limited under-
standing of the relevant microscopic charge transport sce-
narios in such systems, various organic electronic devices
such as efficient organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),1,2
organic memory cells,3 organic field-effect transistors,4
vertical triodes,5 and high-frequency diodes6 have been
successfully demonstrated.
The main difference between inorganic and organic
semiconductors is that the latter usually do not display (at
room temperature) bandlike transport through delocalized
states, but rather exhibit hopping of carriers between spa-
tially localized states. This can either happen as electron
transport through the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMO) or hole transport through the highest occupied
molecular orbitals (HOMO). Typically, this results in mobili-
ties three or more orders of magnitude below those of band
transport and an entirely different temperature dependence,
that is, an increase of mobility with increasing temperature,
can be obtained.
In inorganic semiconductors, there are a number of basic
transport effects that involve more than one band, for
example, interband (Zener) tunneling or avalanche break-
through.7,8 While these effects are now understood in detail
for inorganic semiconductors, they have not been experi-
mentally studied in detail for organic semiconductors so far.
Because of the structural complexity of organic semiconduc-
tors, the theoretical study of their charge transport properties
is also quite challenging, so that theoretical studies are
usually limited to structurally ordered systems.9-12 A key
electronic device based on the Zener effect, the Zener diode,
is crucial for basic electrical circuit requirements, such as
voltage- and temperature stabilization and overvoltage pro-
tection. An organic Zener diode with an adjustable break-
down is still missing. Likewise Zener diodes are key ele-
ments for passive matrix memory arrays,13 where Zener
diodes are essential to prevent parasitic current flow through
nonselected crosspoints. The required parameters for the
Zener diode are given by the read-, write-, and erase voltages
of the memory.14
In the letter, we investigate the HOMO-LUMO Zener
tunneling in an organic semiconductor system by detailed
measurements of the reverse currents in organic pin-diodes.
In particular, we provide evidence for the tunneling nature
of the reverse currents by showing a strong influence of the
effective tunnel barrier and a very weak temperature de-
pendence. To get a first insight into the possible charge
transport mechanisms, we complement the experimental
investigations by an effective low-dimensional model that
is then treated in two limiting physical situations: incoherent
hopping transport and coherent tunneling. Our results sug-
gest that both mechanisms may exist in the system under
study in dependence of the sign of the applied voltage.
Experimental Section. We address Zener tunneling in
the reverse current regime of organic pin-diodes. The break-
through properties of such devices have only been rarely
investigated, see, for example, ref 15. The advantage of the
pin-diode concept16 is that the geometry and the potentials
within the semiconductor layers can be controlled very
precisely, thus allowing the study of the tunneling effects,
which sensitively depend on minute variations of these
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parameters, in a very controlled manner. Thus, the tunneling
current is independently tunable by two parameters: the
thickness of the intrinsic interlayer (IIL) and the doping
concentration of the electron and hole transport layers (ETL/
HTL). Doping changes the charge carrier concentration17 and
width of depletion regions.18 Furthermore, one obtains a
barrier-free transport until the charge carriers reach the IIL.19
In contrast, the IIL acts as an additional depletion layer and
the voltage drop over the pin-junction mainly occurs in this
intrinsic layer.19 A comparative study of organic pn- and pin-
junctions comprising doped organic layers would be desir-
able. However, as we will show in this letter the typical width
of the native depletion zone in the doped layers is less than
3 nm. Therefore, the current in a pn-junction would be
caused not only by drift and diffusion but also by a tunneling
mechanism. In this way the backward current should not
be tunable independently of the forward direction.
The structures investigated (see the inset of Figure 1b)
consist of three organic layers sandwiched between two alu-
minum contacts, which define the active area of 6.38 mm2.
The inner structure of the organic layers follows the pin-
concept with a highly p-type doped HTL, a highly n-type doped
ETL, and an intrinsic layer in between (see Supporting Informa-
tion for details). Figure 1 displays the current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics of such a device. In forward direction the
expected diode-like behavior16 is observed. The interlayer
thickness does not affect the onset and the slope of the current
rise in forward direction, which appears at 2.3 V. In contrast,
there is a significant influence on the reverse current, which
can be seen in the loss of the rectifying property at a certain
voltage depending on the interlayer thickness. The onset of the
reverse breakdown shifts in a controlled manner to higher
negative voltages (from -3 to -15 V) by increasing the inter-
layer thickness (see Figure 1a); we observe a shift of the reverse
breakdown voltage of approximately 1 V by each additional
nanometer of IIL thickness. Current densities of more than 300
mA/cm2 in reverse direction can be achieved without limiting
reversibility or reproducibility. Obviously, the large reverse
voltage region is dominated by a purely exponential rise of the
current, which provides a strong hint for a tunneling like
mechanism. Also a flat part of the I-V curve can be observed
in reverse direction. Since this is more pronounced for thicker
interlayers it is considered to be related to a leakage currents.
Hence, a larger field and a larger voltage are needed to be in
the tunneling regime for thicker interlayers. The limitation of
the transport layers and the injection gives rise to the flattening
of the I-V curve for larger negative voltages.
To further understand these observations, we perform
capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements, allowing the
study of voltage-dependent effects of charge depletion and
accumulation in the IIL and allow correlating layer thick-
nesses to capacitance values. In our devices, the transport
layers have a larger thickness and a better conductivity in
comparison to the IIL which is thus the dominating RC-
element in the stack. Capacitance frequency (C-f) measure-
ments are done to prove independently the capacitance
calculated by the assumption of one dominantRC-circuit (see
Supporting Information). Thus, it is checked that the calcu-
lated capacitance at 0 V corresponds to the assumed inter-
layer thickness, which means that the IIL is still depleted
even for such thin films and no diffusion of dopants occurs.
The C-V curves shown in Figure 1b obey the Mott-Schottky
rule as long as no significant current appears (between 0 and
-4 V, see Supporting Information). In the forward voltage
direction thus, a sudden capacitance drop appears indepen-
dently of the IIL thickness at 2.3 V, where the geometrical
capacitance dominates the C-V curves since the flat-band
condition is reached. The small drop of capacitance for a
small forward bias is related to the ETL system of cesium
doped BPhen. The significant number of trap states in this
material that will be filled under forward voltage conditions
causes the drop in capacitance. As one can see, for example,
in Figure 3b, this effect does not appear in doped RE68.
However, in reverse direction, a weak decrease of the
capacitance is observed as predicted by the Mott-Schottky
rule. This corresponds to a charge depletion at the HTL/IIL
and ETL/IIL interfaces. Besides this, a drop of the capacitance
is obtained as expected from the I-V curves for certain
reverse voltages depending on the IIL thickness caused by
a significant injection into the ILL.
To demonstrate the control of the reverse behavior and
to discuss the possible relevant charge transport mecha-
FIGURE 1. (a) Current voltage characteristics for different interlayer
thicknesses. (b) Capacitance voltage characteristics (measured at 1
kHz) of the samples shown in panel a. The inset is a sketch of the
device structure and the layers are listed as they are evaporated on
a cleaned glass substrate (1): Al(100 nm)(2)/MeO-TPD-F4TCNQ[4 wt
%](50 nm)(3)/Balq2-NPB[50 wt %](4)/Bphen-Cs(50 nm)(5)/Al(100
nm)(6).
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nisms, we plot in Figure 2 the reverse current for different
temperatures and IIL thicknesses. For decreasing ILL thick-
ness (from 11 to 5 nm), a purely exponential current
dependence is observed (for reverse voltages larger than-3
V), with an increase of the reverse current by nearly 6 orders
of magnitude.
A further strong evidence of tunneling is the observed
temperature dependence. In addition to the exponential be-
havior, we find a rather weak influence of the temperature on
the reverse current. In contrast to a typical activation energy
of the forward current (Eactfor ) (170 ( 20) meV) for such a pin-
device,20 a surprisingly small activation energy of Eactrev ) (30(
10) meV is measured in the reverse direction without any
voltage dependence (see inset of Figure 2b). This low reverse
activation energy can be interpreted as being related to
HOMO-LUMO tunneling processes that become dominant in
this voltage region. The difference between this proposed
mechanism and the effect described by Drechsel et al.21 can
clearly be seen in the weak interlayer thickness dependence
of the backward current reported by Drechsel. This is mainly
due to a change in the injection conditions for majority charge
carriers at the schottky contact and not related to a tunneling
of minority charge carriers as reported here. Concerning the
activation energy in reverse direction it should be mentioned
that since we cannot neglect the influence of the transport
layers to the temperature dependence the real value of activa-
tion energy remains elusive. However, even if the found
temperature and interlayer dependences are a strong evidence
for a tunneling mechanism a second effect, the Avalanche
breakdown, could also play a role as a possible transport
mechanism. Since we obtain an exponential current-voltage
characteristic for different interlayer thicknesses and for a large
voltage region just one kind of these two processes is supposed
to be dominant. Avalanche and Zener breakdowns are distin-
guishable by the field, which needs to be applied to be in the
breakdown region.7,8 Thus, for a certain energy gap of the
materials used for the diode Zener tunneling should appear for
lower fields than Avalanche multiplication. Since we do not
obtain a second process in the current-voltage curves for
higher voltages, the Zener effect is supposed to be the domi-
nant mechanism.
If one assumes a transport mechanism similar to inorganic
Zener diodes, one can further expect a control of the reverse
breakdown by the doping concentration of the transport layers.
Figure 3 shows data a for a diode of RE68 designed as a
homojunction; the breakdown voltage can be shifted to higher
values for lower doping concentrations as expected. The reason
is a change of the effective thickness of the intrinsic layer by
an additional depletion region at the HTL/IIL and the IIL/ETL
interface. Although the reverse current has a reduced sensitivity
to the doping concentration than to the IIL thickness, this allows
FIGURE 2. Current density at a reverse voltage of -5 V for different
interlayer thicknesses. Device structure as in Figure 1b Temperature
dependence of the current density in reverse direction measured
at -3 V and in the exponential rise of the forward direction at 2.6
V. The inset shows the temperature dependence for different
backward voltages. The devices consist of Al(100 nm)/MeO-
TPD-NDP2[4 wt %](50 nm)/Balq2-NPB[50 wt %](7 nm)/
Bphen-Cs(50 nm)/Al(100 nm) on a cleaned glass substrate.
FIGURE 3. (a) Current density for different doping concentrations
in the HTL. The devices consist of Al(100 nm)/RE68-NDP2[x wt
%](50 nm)/RE68(7 nm)/RE68-NDN1[16 wt %](50 nm)/Al(100 nm)
on a cleaned glass substrate. Inset: comparison of different dopand
materials regarding the I-V performance. The structure consists of
a doped HTL(50 nm), an intrinsic interlayer (Balq2-NPB[50 wt %]
(7 nm)) and a doped ETL(50 nm). The colors denote (HTL/ETL): Meo-
TPD-F4TCNQ[4 wt %]/BPhen-Cs (light green), Meo-TPD-NDP2[4
wt%]/BPhen-Cs(magenta),Meo-TPD-NDP2[4wt%]/BPhen-NDN1[16
wt %] (dark blue). (b) Capacitance voltage characteristics of the
samples shown in Figure 3a
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a second independent approach to control the breakdown
voltage. Furthermore, we also obtain no influence on the
forward direction of the diode, which means that neither the
series resistance of the transport layers nor the flat-band
condition have been significantly changed.
C-V spectroscopy investigations (see Figure 3b) once
more reveal a Mott-Schottky like behavior for different
doping concentrations. Obviously, there is an increase of the
capacitance for a decreasing concentration of dopant mol-
ecules. Hence, if the thickness of the depletion layer is
calculated from the capacitance, one obtains, for example,
8.3 nm for the 4 wt % of dopants and 11.3 nm for the 0.5
wt % of dopants (including the IIL thickness of 7 nm). This
means that the depletion region thickness is the sum of the
IIL and the interface depletion thickness, being sensitive to
the doping concentration. We obtain a similar rule as
mentioned before in case of the thickness controlled reverse
current: the reverse breakdown can be shifted by 1 V or the
reverse current can be increased by 1 order of magnitude
by adding one additional nanometer to the thickness of the
depletion layer (IIL plus interface depletion). This doping
controlled reverse behavior can also be obtained for various
concentrations of n-type dopants in ETL without any notice-
able difference. Instead of NDN1 one can use cesium as a
freely available n-type dopant (see Supporting Information).
Theoretical Modeling. The IIL part of the device is not
expected to have an ordered crystalline structure, but rather
display a high degree of static and dynamic disorder. Since
the spatial arrangement of the molecular building blocks in
the IIL is not known a priori, a first-principle description of
the IIL electronic structure as well as of charge migration9-11
in such a system represents a very strong challenge. Hence,
to gain a first qualitative insight into the possible charge
transport pathways, we have adopted a minimal model
approach. Basically, the model consists of an electronic
ladder withN blocks describing the IIL, each block containing
two energy levels εjs(V) whose energetic position is deter-
mined not only by the intrinsic electronic structure of a
molecular building block but also by the built in field and by
the applied voltage (see inset of Figure 4). The Hamilton
operator for this tight-binding model can be written as
The levels are denoted by s ) H (highest occupied
molecular orbital, HOMO) and L (lowest-unoccupied molec-
ular orbital, LUMO) and are thus representative of the
frontier orbitals of a given molecular unit. Their energetic
position is assumed to be given by the linear relation: εjs(V)
) εs - κj+ (j/N)eV, where εs is the bare onsite energy of the
molecular orbital (assumed to be site-independent for sim-
plicity). The local H-L gap ∆H-L ) εH - εL ∼ 3.0 eV is taken
from the experimental energy diagram profiles. The built-
in electric field is modeled as a linear ramp with slope -κ,
which is supported by the current experiments as well as
by photoelectron spectroscopy measurements in organic
pin-diodes.19 The second, third, and fourth summands in eq
1 describe different electronic couplings within the ladder:
intra-strand nearest-neighbor couplings (second term) as
well as nearest- and next-nearest neighbor interstrand in-
teractions (third and fourth terms). If not stated otherwise,
we will assume for the sake of simplicity in the calculations
tH ) tL ) t0 and tAH-L and tBH-L ) ηt0, with 0 e η < 1. All
electronic parameters can in principle be obtained from
microscopic first-principle calculations; this goes however
beyond the scope of the present minimal model approach.
The last row in eq 1 describes the electronic structure of the
R) l (left) and r (right) electrodes and the coupling between
them and the ladder. The specific electronic properties of
the electrodes will not appear explicitly in our treatment;
they are considered only as sinks of charges and will be
included in the calculations via phenomenological param-
eters. The electrode-ladder interaction, given by the tkR,sj
matrix elements is in general not limited to the ladder sites
nearest to the electrodes but it can have a longer range. This
will qualitatively account for the fact that the real structural
molecular arrangement in the active region does not in
general have a linear chain topology-it is expected to rather
be a complex network-so that interactions do not neces-
sarily have to be confined to the electrodes’ nearest neigh-
boring molecular blocks.
H ) ∑
s)H,L
∑
j
εj
s(V)d+dsj + ∑
s)H,L
ts∑
j
(dsj
+dsj+1 + hc) +
tA
H-L ∑
j
(dHj
+dLj+1 + hc) + tB
H-L ∑
j
(dHj
+dLj+2 + hc) +
∑
k,α)l,r
εkαckα
+ ckα + ∑
k,α)l,r
∑
j,s)H,L
tk,α,j,s(ckα
+ dsj + hc) (1)
FIGURE 4. Calculated I-V curves in the (a) hopping and (b) coherent
transport regimes compared with the measured characteristics. The
inset shows a schematic drawing of the two legs electronic ladder
used to model charge transport in the device. The basic model
parameters are: (a) t0 )150 meV, tAH-L ) 50 meV, tBH-L ) 0, ΓlL ) ΓrH
) ΓlH ) ΓrL ) 25 meV, and K ) 0.5, 0.37, and 0.27 eV for N ) 3, 4,
and 5; (b) t0 )150 meV, tAH-L )150 meV, tBH-L )50 meV, ΓlL ) ΓrH ) ΓlH
) ΓrL ) 100 meV,  ) 1.2, and K ) 0.66, 0.6, and 0.55 eV for N ) 6,
7, and 8. For a definition of the model parameters we also refer the
reader to the Supporting Information.
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The Ansatz for εjs(V) allows to account qualitatively for two
different physical scenarios: with increasing V > 0, the built-
in field κ can be progressively counter-acted by the voltage-
dependent term (j/N)eV, the energy levels become increas-
ingly aligned and the current can dramatically grow due to
the reduction of tunnel barriers between the sites. For
negative bias, transport is blocked up to a critical bias -V*;
the energy scale |eV*| is roughly related to the situation
where the H-level at a site j and the L-level at site j + 1
become nearly resonant (additionally, at least the first site
of the H-strand should move above the left chemical poten-
tial in order to have a current flow). Once this happens, an
exponential current onset can occur. We have used two
different modeling strategies based on two possible different
microscopic transport mechanisms: hopping transport (HT)
and coherent tunneling (CT). HT seems to be reasonable,
since it is expected that the active device region displays
some degree of static and dynamic disorder which may
suppress coherent tunneling pathways over long distances.
We have used a reduced density matrix approach22 (for HT)
and the Landauer formalism23 to compute the I-V charac-
teristics of the model in the CT regime (see the Supporting
Information for details of the calculation).
The results (scaled by an arbitrary factor) are displayed
in Figure 4 in comparison with the experiments. It is obvious
that the weak (strong) thickness dependence for positive
(negative) voltages can be qualitatively described within both
transport regimes. Notice, however, the different number
of sites needed in both regimes to account for the experi-
mental curves, This is related to the fact that tunneling
processes can still be efficient for short lengths, so that
almost no zero-current gap is obtained. Only with increasing
length tunneling transport is blocked at low bias.
Some basic features of the transport process can be
summarized as follows: for positive voltages the onset of
current takes place approximately at the critical bias where
the first site of the HOMO-strand moves above the left
chemical potential µl (which is kept fixed at µl ) EF while µr
) EF + eV). Under this condition, charge transport can take
place. A further increase of the bias leads to an increase of
the current until all the electronic levels along the ladder
become aligned (the external potential cancels the built-in
field κ). This provides the maximum current in this model;
for larger positive voltages the misalignment of the levels
develops again and negative differential resistance can
eventually be obtained. For negative voltages, the current
is almost zero in the case of coherent tunneling, since this
process is very sensitive to the presence of energy gaps along
the ladder. This behavior can be lifted by allowing for long-
range interactions between the electrodes and the ladder
states (see eq 7 in the Supporting Information). On the
contrary, hopping transport can also take place in the
negative bias regime with only nearest-neighbor interactions.
Our results suggest that the effective microscopic trans-
port mechanism may include both HT and CT contributions,
each of them becoming dominant in different voltage re-
gions. This may be the reason for the different slopes in the
I(V ) const.,T) versus T-1 plots for positive and negative
voltages (Figure 2). A pure CT model cannot account for a
T-dependence; HT contributions can however explain it. In
the HT regime, a different qualitative behavior for positive
and negative voltages is expected on the basis of a simple
argument: the nearest neighbor intersite hopping rates
within the ladder include (see eq 4 in the Supporting
Information) thermal factors exp(-(εj+1s - εjp)/kBT), whenever
εj+1s - εjp > 0 (s,p)H,L). For s* p (sites on different strands),
one obtains εj+1s - εjp ) ∆H-L - κ + eV/N; from here it is
obvious that for V > 0 the temperature dependence is mainly
determined by the gap∆H-L , kBT (large slope). For negative
bias, ∆H-L can be partially compensated by the term -κ -
e|V|/N and thus the temperature dependence may be weak-
ened. A more accurate quantitative analysis requires a
systematic experimental study of the temperature depen-
dence, taking also the influence of the transport layers into
account.
Conclusions. In this letter, we unambiguously observe
signatures of Zener tunneling in a organic molecular semi-
conductor. The reverse currents in organic pin-diodes show
geometry, field, and temperature dependence in excellent
agreement with this tunneling effect not observed so far in
such systems. The realized pin-Zener diodes have excellent
device properties and allow important application possibili-
ties, for example, to reduce crosstalk in passive matrix
arrays. The basic effect of valence- to conduction-level
tunneling could be used in further device concepts, such as
devices employing tunable resonant tunneling. Using a
minimal model Hamiltonian, we can describe semiquanti-
tatively the measured electrical response. However, both
limiting cases investigated here, incoherent hopping or
coherent tunneling, can describe the observed experimental
features. It therefore seems appealing to expect that the
dominant charge transport mechanism may sensitively
depend on the sign of the applied bias. A further point to be
considered is the coupling to dynamical degrees of freedom
that may induce polaron formation, so that the transport
process will be rather mediated by dressed electrons or
holes. We have not taken these issues in our model, which
is only addressing electronic degrees of freedom. Further
work in this direction including detailed first-principle elec-
tronic structure calculations is thus needed.
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Charge Migration in Organic Materials: Can Propagating
Charges Affect the Key Physical Quantities Controlling
Their Motion?
Caroline Gollub,[a, b] Stanislav Avdoshenko,[a] Rafael Gutierrez,[a] Yuri Berlin,[c] and
Gianaurelio Cuniberti*[a, d]
1. Introduction
With the emergence of molecular-scale electronics, novel
fascinating perspectives have opened for using molecules
as functional building blocks of electric circuits and devi-
ces[1–4] as well as for the possibility to apply methodolo-
gies known from the study of controlled quantum dynam-
ics[5] to tune molecular-scale device properties. This is ex-
pected to also have a strong impact on organic electronics
including such areas as solar energy conversion, photon-
ics, and sensor development.[6] For all these areas, the un-
derstanding of charge migration at nanometer length
scales is crucial.
Charge motion is usually characterized by the drift mo-
bility, which is considered as a quantity of prime impor-
tance for several applications since it determines, for ex-
ample, the efficiency of charge separation in photovoltaic
cells based on organic dyes, the switching speed of organ-
ic field effect transistors, and the intensity of light in
light-emitting diodes.[7] In addition, some basic biochemi-
cal processes in living matter are associated with charge
migration at scales of several hundred angstroms. In this
context, a physical picture based on electron or hole
propagation is actively discussed as well.[8]
It is widely accepted that charge transport processes at
the molecular scale can cover a broad spectrum of possi-
ble regimes ranging from coherent propagation up to
fully incoherent hopping. Contrary to most crystalline
solids, the efficiency of charge migration at nano and sub-
nanometer scales is strongly affected by the systems
structural fluctuations as has been established, e.g., for
polymers,[9] bio-molecular assemblies,[10] and stacks of or-
ganic molecules.[9] According to theoretical results veri-
fied by computer simulations,[11] the effect mentioned
above arises if structural fluctuations cover time scales
comparable with the characteristic times of charge propa-
gation. As a result, the atomic dynamics cannot be treat-
Abstract : Charge migration is a ubiquitous phenomenon
with profound implications throughout many areas of
chemistry, physics, biology, and materials science. The long-
term vision of designing functional materials with tailored
molecular-scale properties has triggered an increasing quest
to identify prototypical systems where truly molecular con-
duction pathways play a fundamental role. Such pathways
can be formed due to the molecular organization of various
organic materials and are widely used to discuss electronic
properties at the nanometer scale. Here, we present a com-
putational methodology to study charge propagation in or-
ganic molecular stacks at nano and sub-nanoscales and ex-
ploit this methodology to demonstrate that moving charge
carriers strongly affect the values of the physical quantities
controlling their motion. The approach is also expected to
find broad application in the field of charge migration in
soft matter systems.
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ed as a small perturbation of an otherwise static system,
but has to be included in the theoretical description of
charge transport beyond standard perturbative ap-
proaches.
Different theoretical methods are meanwhile available
for modeling transport properties of organic systems. For
instance, classical Marcus theory[12] has been applied to
compute the charge carrier mobility in various organic
materials,[9,13,14] where charge transport mainly proceeds
via the mechanism of incoherent hopping. On the other
hand, in the case of coherent charge transport, the Lan-
dauer approach[15] combined with non-equilibrium Green
function techniques is widely used to calculate electrical
properties of molecular wires attached to electrodes.[16–18]
The coherence breakdown resulting from the coupling of
the molecular electronic subsystem to environmental de-
grees of freedom can be taken into account either in a
phenomenological way[19] or explicitly by including the in-
teraction with vibrational modes or with a dissipative en-
vironment.[20–23] Both cases can then be treated either
with Green functions or with reduced density matrix ap-
proaches. Alternatively, one can directly solve the time-
dependent Schrçdinger equation with appropriate boun-
dary conditions in order to obtain the transport character-
istics.[24–29]
Based on these theoretical approaches, it becomes pos-
sible to identify the main factors controlling the rate and
the efficiency of charge transport. Within a coarse-
grained picture of the electronic structure (which will be
the framework of the current study), two physical quanti-
ties naturally emerge that provide a link between the
electronic structure of molecular materials and the rate of
inter-molecular charge transfer. These quantities are the
electronic couplings (expressed, for example, in terms of
transfer integrals), which mediate the interaction between
building units making up the molecular material, and the
molecular orbital (MO) energies, which characterize the
electronic structure of the individual units. In what fol-
lows the two quantities defined above will be called for
the sake of simplicity charge transport (CT) parameters.
We note that the specific definition of the previously
mentioned physical quantities will obviously depend on
the degree of coarse-graining of the electronic structure.
In recent years much effort has been made to calculate
both parameters for various systems at different levels of
theory.[30–32] To our knowledge, most of the calculations
performed so far (an exception being, for example,
ref. [27]) rely on the implicit assumption that the presence
of moving charge carriers does not strongly modify the
values of electronic coupling and molecular orbital ener-
gies; however, this assumption seems to break down in
many situations. For example, one can expect that in the
case of hole transport the coupling between two neutral
organic molecules will differ from the coupling between
cationic and neutral molecular species.
In the present study we present a computational meth-
odology that is free from adjustable parameters and
allows us to include in a consistent way the influence of a
propagating charge onto the CT parameters of the system
through which it is moving. Using this approach, we dem-
onstrate that the explicit inclusion of a moving charge can
have a dramatic effect on the values of these parameters
and hence on the qualitative behavior of the transport
characteristics of the system. It should be recognized that
the situation considered here is distinct from changes of
molecular orbital energies accompanied, for instance, by
the formation of a polaronic structure.[33] In the latter
case, changes in the values of the MO energies result
from the polarization of the environment or from the
self-trapping of a positive charge by a distortion of the
molecular stack. By contrast, in the present work we ad-
dress the question of whether changes in the values of
molecular orbital energies and electronic couplings can
occur exclusively due to the motion of charge carriers
rather than caused by the interaction with the environ-
ment. In the next section we present in some detail the
computational methodology developed in this work,
whereas an exemplary application of the methodology
proposed to the description of charge migration along a
coronene molecular stack is discussed in Section 3.
2. Computational Methodology
A key element for taking into account the interplay of
conformational dynamics and charge carrier motion is the
use of fractional occupation numbers[34] together with the
inclusion of the electrostatic potential of net charges. The
main advantage of using fractional charges is the possibil-
ity to describe partial delocalization of a moving charge
over several molecular sites and thus, to go beyond a
purely hopping-like propagation where the charge is fully
localized at each site. Due to the strong electrostatic ef-
fects that an excess charge produces on its local environ-
ment, leading to strong shifts of the molecular orbital en-
ergies (see the ongoing discussion), the inclusion of a
single electronic level per site cannot catch the full com-
plexity of the charge migration process; rather, a multi-
level description will be required at this point. Before
going into technical details, we will describe the general
structure of our methodology, which for the sake of brevi-
ty we will call quantum dynamical charge propagation
(QDCP) scheme. The approach is schematically illustrat-
ed in Figure 1.
An input geometry of the target system as obtained
from a molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory (after an
equilibration run) is taken as an initial structural guess.
Transfer integrals and molecular orbital energies are ob-
tained from ab initio electronic structure calculations.
This step is called parameterization (PAR) for the sake of
simplicity. The results obtained at the PAR step are ex-
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ploited in building a coarse-grained Hamiltonian matrix
of the system at a given time. The quantum dynamical
(QD) computation of the hole density matrix then deter-
mines the new charge distribution (CD) to be included in
the subsequent MD step. The resulting CD is used to
mimic the electrostatic field experienced by the system.
This point is essential since, as we will see in the follow-
ing, charge transfer parameters do sensitively depend
upon the current CD. Once a propagation cycle is com-
pleted (MD!PAR!QD!CD!MD), the Hamiltonian
matrix elements (the CT parameters) and the molecular
geometries are updated.
Although our approach can be exploited for molecular
systems with arbitrary spatial arrangements, the details of
the method will be explained for clarity using a linear
molecular array as an example, specifically a stack of cor-
onene molecules as displayed in Figure 2. The electronic
structure of each molecular building block of the stack is
treated within the so-called fragment orbital (FO) ap-
proach using fractional charges as implemented, for ex-
ample, in the ADF code[41] and used by other authors as
well.[24] The fractional charge for a specific fragment is
given by the integral of the fragment electronic density.
At a given simulation time step, the influence of fraction-
al charges of fragments which are neighbors of a given
fragment m (the index m running over the fragments in
the stack) are taken into account as classical point charg-
es to compute the CT parameters (the PAR step in the
loop of Figure 1), thus acting as an electrostatic field af-
fecting fragment m. Then, the net (or grid) charge Qm
(which is the fractional charge associated with the frag-
ment) is assigned to fragment m (Figure 2). The charge
distribution obtained this way affects the diagonal part of
the electronic density matrix for fragment m, which is
given by 1m ¼
P
jnj Y
m
j






2
, nj being the occupation
number of orbital j. The off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix
elements (the electronic couplings) for every pair of
neighboring molecules m and n are also evaluated using
the FO approach. For this case, we assign the net charges
Qmn =Qm+Qn (see Figure 2) to the corresponding frag-
ment pair m,n. Similar to the case of the individual frag-
ments, the environment, that is, the surrounding molecu-
Figure 1. The QDCP methodology. (a) The motion of a charge
through a material is monitored in time and space by exploiting
successively ab initio parameterization tools, quantum dynamics,
and molecular dynamics in the form of a closed loop propagation.
As an essential new feature, the effect of the moving charges is
consistently taken into account in the quantum mechanical evalua-
tion of the electronic transfer integrals and molecular orbital ener-
gies, as well as in the molecular dynamics trajectory (black arrows).
If the influence of the propagating charges onto the material CT
parameters is included (black line in panel b), D(t) becomes nearly
constant after very short transient times, thus indicating diffusive
charge motion. In contrast, if the influence of the propagating
charge onto the electronic structure of the underlying system is
not taken into account (gray line in panel b), the charge motion re-
mains ballistic (linear time-dependence of D(t)) over a broad time
window. As a consequence, the diffusion coefficient and hence the
mobility of the charge carriers can be strongly overestimated.
Figure 2. System setup. To benchmark the QDCP method a one-dimensional model system consisting of ten coronene molecules has
been chosen. Source and drain reflect the boundary conditions applied in the QDCP propagation. Point charges qm and net charges Qm
were included in the method to account adequately for the influence of the moving charge carriers on the values of charge transport pa-
rameters of the molecular material. As a result, the charge transfer properties — molecular orbital energies (ei
m) and electronic couplings
between the orbitals of neighboring molecules (Tij
mn) — evaluated in the presence of the charge carriers strongly differ from corresponding
neutral calculations. This is illustrated in the inset which displays the orbital energy profile for hole motion at a certain time point (t=
150 fs). The excess charge is mainly spread over the first three molecules (gray region); however, it also influences the molecular orbital en-
ergies of the neighbors up to site 7.
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lar fragments, is mimicked by electrostatic potentials orig-
inating from point charges located at the centers of the
molecules surrounding a given fragment.
It should be emphasized that the notations fractional
charge and net charge only highlight the two different
ways charges are taken into account in our computational
approach: In the PAR step we have fractional charges de-
termined ab initio on each fragment, while in the MD
step the term net charges is used to denote classical point
charges placed at the center of each fragment.
Within the PAR step of the closed-loop propagation
scheme a coarse-grained electronic Hamiltonian is set up
as:
H ¼
XM
m¼1
XL
i¼0
emi ðtÞðami Þþami 
XM
n¼mþ1
XL
j¼iþ1
Tmnij ðami Þþanj
( )
ð1Þ
where emi tð Þ ¼ Fmi tð Þ Hj jFmi tð Þ
 
and
Tmnij tð Þ ¼ Fmi tð Þ Hj jFnj tð Þ
D E
. The wave functions Fnj tð Þ are
MOs of the individual fragments at the simulation time t,
and the operators ai
m† and ai
m create and annihilate an
electronic excitation on fragment m and on molecular or-
bital i, respectively. The sum over the orbital indices i and
j runs only over occupied states. The total wave function
can then be expressed as a linear combination of the l-th
occupied molecular orbital at each fragment m :
Y tð Þ ¼
XM
m¼1
XL
l¼0
cml tð Þcml Fml ð2Þ
The orbital index l=0 refers to the HOMO orbital. The
lower orbitals with l  1 were denoted by HOMO-l. In
the special case of coronene, seven levels have been
taken into account per site.
The choice of a multilevel approach to the problem of
charge carrier dynamics is motivated by two main facts:
Firstly, at finite temperatures the values of HOMO–
HOMO-l electronic coupling elements of neighboring
molecules are close to the value of HOMO–HOMO cou-
pling. Secondly, charges involved in the transport modify
the orbital energies, thus affecting the effective coupling
between MOs at neighboring fragments. Consequently,
the manifold of HOMO-l levels (l  1) may also get in-
volved in the transport depending on the obtained CT pa-
rameters. In all calculations, we assume that the fractional
hole population undergoes a fast transition with a charac-
teristic rate gintra from HOMO-l to the HOMO level. Fur-
ther, an additional molecular unit is added at the edge of
the stack, which irreversibly traps a charge carrier (simi-
larly, for a higher dimensional arrangement a set of traps
should be included in the simulation). The main function
of this trapping site is to avoid unphysical multiple reflec-
tions over the simulation time which result from the short
length of the studied molecular stacks.
The hole time evolution was computed according to
the dissipative Liouville–von Neumann equation[35] for
the temporal evolution of the quantum systems density
matrix 1(t):
_1 tð Þ ¼ L1 tð Þ ¼ i H; 1 tð Þ½  þ LD 1 tð Þð Þ: ð3Þ
The intra-fragment transition processes (characterized
by gintra) as well as the trapping effects at the terminal site
(characterized by a parameter gtrap) can be included in
the dissipative kernel LD written in the Lindblad form
[36]
LD 1 tð Þð Þ ¼
X
i¼0
Ci1 tð ÞCyi ¼
1
2
Cyi Ci; 1 tð Þ
h i
þ
where Ci=g ja> <b j , Ci†=g jb> <a j are the Lindblad
operators corresponding to raising and lowering operators
of the i-th two-level system, and g represents either gintra
or gtrap.
The formal solution of Equation 3 for the initial densi-
ty matrix 1(t’) and step Dt= t’’-t’ is given by
1ðt00Þ ¼ eLðDtÞ1ðt0Þ
For the numerical implementation, the Faber poly-
nomial method[35] was applied to approximate the expo-
nential of the matrix L. The real-time propagation was
performed for a time interval of 1 fs with the time step
Dt=0.1 fs. A linear interpolation was used to obtain the
Hamiltonian matrix from the parameterization part for
every 0.1 fs.
Finally, the QDCP cycle closes with an MD step follow-
ing the QD propagation step of the charge carrier wave
function. After the time propagation of the density
matrix, the new geometry of the molecular step is evalu-
ated based on the previous atomic geometry (in the first
step based on the geometry taken from the equilibration)
and its corresponding velocities using MD simulations.
The actual charge distribution obtained in the previous
step from the QD calculations is approximated by Gaussi-
an blur distributions of point charges located at the
center of the fragments (e.g., a coronene molecule). The
MD propagation time is also equal to 1.0 fs, as in case of
the QD calculations, but in this case the integration step
is taken to be 0.5 fs. The resulting geometry obtained
within this MD step is then used in the next cycle of the
QDCP calculation together with the new charge distribu-
tion from the QD result to calculate new CT parameters
and continue the closed-loop propagation scheme.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Electronic Structure and Dynamics in Coronene Molecular
Stacks
The potential of the ab-initio QDCP propagation scheme
described in Section 2 is demonstrated by applying this
scheme to the calculation of the mobility of a positive
charge carrier (hole) along a p–p stack of coronene mole-
cules analogous to those studied experimentally by Feng
et al.[37] Note that our approach is not limited to the case
of hole migration, but can equally be applicable to the
transport of electrons. Using the approach discussed
above, we show that the mobility of holes strongly de-
pends on the temperature, in accordance with the experi-
mental results.[37] To advance one of our main results, we
reveal a quasi-ballistic behavior of charge carriers at
short times, as evidenced by a steep linear increase of
their diffusion coefficient D(t) with time in the fs range.
This behavior, however, transforms very rapidly into a
diffusive regime of hole motion that manifests itself as a
quasi-saturation of D(t) as a function of time. The latter
regime dominates the transport characteristics on longer
(about a few 100 fs) time scales.
Initially, an equilibration of the ideal stack of coronene
molecules with an inter-molecular distance of 3.6 [38]
was performed with the SCC-DFTB[39] methodology as
implemented in the DFTB+ package. This method, being
based on a density-functional parameterization of a tight-
binding Hamiltonian, is computationally very efficient
and has been used in the past years to address a very
broad variety of issues.[40] An integration step of 0.5 fs
was used during the equilibration, and environmental ef-
fects were introduced by coupling the system to the An-
dersen thermostat.[41] After the equilibration run, a geom-
etry was taken as an initial guess for the QDCP charge
propagation. In the following step, the parameterization
of the molecular orbital energies and nearest-neighbor
transfer integrals (see Equation 1) at the ab initio level of
theory was performed with the ADF package[42] in order
to obtain the required quantities for solving the coarse-
grained charge carrier dynamics. The ADF package is
chosen for the electronic structure calculations as it pro-
vides the possibility to take fractional charges into ac-
count. In every QDCP cycle, the MO energies of each
fragment of the system are determined using density
functional theory with semi-local GGA type PBE ex-
change correlation functional[43] and double zeta polar-
ized basis set. The fractional charges (for qm>0.01e) of
neighboring molecules were taken into account as point
charges and the corresponding net charge Qm is assigned
to the fragment (see also Figure 2 for reference). The
characteristic transition rate gintra from HOMO-l (with l=
6) to the HOMO levels was taken to be 0.1 fs1.
To calculate the mobility of a hole in the system under
investigation, we approximate the molecular stack of cor-
onene molecules by a one-dimensional chain, in which
each molecule can be considered as an individual frag-
ment (see Section 2). The successful application of our
approach to model systems is based on a successive calcu-
lation of the time evolution of the charge carrier wave
function in the case where nuclear and electronic degrees
of freedom are coupled. Currently, full ab initio Ehrenfest
dynamics[44] in the basis of atomic orbitals at the attosec-
ond scale is considered as a powerful theoretical tool for
the study of the electronic density response of single mol-
ecules to external time-dependent potentials. In the theo-
retical analysis of transport/transfer problems the evolu-
tion of the charge carrier density can be treated as an ex-
ternal time-dependent potential in the space of the frag-
ment molecular orbitals. However, in organic materials a
weak MO coupling leads to longer characteristic times of
transitions between sites which typically occur on the
time scale of tens of femtoseconds. Therefore this allows
for an increased propagation step. The duration of each
propagation cycle was taken to be 1 fs to cover the dy-
namical fluctuations of the MO energies and transfer in-
tegrals. In the present QDCP scheme the electronic struc-
ture was reduced to the active electronic space (for holes,
the highest occupied MOs) involved in the transport and
represented, for the quantum dynamical propagation, in a
coarse-grained MO basis. In order to describe the charge
distribution in the considered time step, corresponding
fractional net charges Qm of a given fragment m and
point charges qm mimicking the effective field of neigh-
bors were included in the calculations of charge transport
parameters (Figure 2). The energy profile obtained for
the hole transport is also shown in the inset of Figure 2.
From the QD propagation a new charge carrier distri-
bution was obtained, which was included in the subse-
quent MD calculation as molecular mechanics (MM) po-
tentials in a QM/MM calculation, performed with the
DFTB code.[39] As a consequence, the structural dynamics
will be affected by the updated charge redistribution
from the quantum dynamical calculation. After a full
cycle of the QDCP propagation a new charge distribution
and a new geometry were obtained for the next step. In
the chosen model system, the coronene stack involved
ten molecules, which proved to be sufficient to model
charge transport in the studied system. This is basically
related to the fact that the charge wave function was ex-
tended at each simulation time step over no more than
three sites, so that the system length (thus about 3 times
larger than the width of the wave function) was enough
to get reliable results.
As follows from our computations, after a time period
of t=150 fs the charge is spread mainly over the first
three fragments of the coronene stack. This leads to a de-
crease of the HOMO energies since the fragment popula-
tions become lower. According to the data shown in the
inset of Figure 2, the energy difference between fully and
partially occupied orbitals (sites 1 and 10) is on the order
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of 1 eV. This is much larger than the thermal fluctuations
of the molecular orbital energies (~0.1 eV). The behavior
of the MOs displayed in the inset of Figure 2 was then
mimicked within the MD step of the loop of Figure 1 by
applying a classical electrostatic potential, see Figure 3a.
Using these results, we also obtain the time behavior of
the total difference in electron density for the neutral and
charged systems as shown in Figure 3c, where a snapshot
of the hole behavior at t=150 fs is shown. According to
the calculated electron distribution, HOMO and LUMO
states of the complete system localize in space as shown
in Figure 3b.
The QDCP propagation scheme was applied to the cor-
onene stack coupling to a thermostat with a certain tem-
perature T. The data deduced from the QDCP calcula-
tions at different temperatures in the range from 300 K
up to 500 K in steps of 50 K are shown in Figure 4. When
comparing the two extreme cases of low (300 K) and high
(500 K) temperatures, we see that the wave packet can
propagate coherently across the stack, while it splits up at
higher temperatures and this is accompanied by a rapid
broadening of the charge distribution. Hence, at room
temperature it turns out that the dynamical structural dis-
order cannot overcome the collective stabilization of the
wave packet resulting from the interaction with nearest-
neighboring and next-to-nearest-neighboring sites. MD
simulations provide additional evidence in favor of the
validity of this conclusion. As the temperature increases
(up to 400 K) the molecular orbital energies and transfer
integrals are increasingly affected by the dynamical struc-
tural disorder in the stack; this in turn leads to a broaden-
ing of the wave packet and to a destruction of the collec-
tive stabilization. Finally, at high temperatures (500 K)
the strong dynamical disorder results in a splitting of the
wave packet and partial localization.
3.2. Diffusion coefficient and charge carrier mobility
The QDCP propagation scheme also enables us to obtain
observables that characterize the charge carrier transport.
One of these observables is the diffusion coefficient of
holes, D, plotted in Figure 5 (black solid line) at T=
300 K as a function of time. According to the data pre-
sented in this figure the time behavior of the diffusion co-
efficient differs in different time intervals. For the first
few femtoseconds, the large diffusion coefficient reflects
the initial delocalization of the charge carrier due to a
quasi-ballistic motion, as follows from the initial steep
Figure 3. Charge migration in the stack of organic molecules. a)
The electrostatic potential (EP) determined for an equivalent
charge distribution as in the inset of Figure 2 at the time step t=
150 fs clearly indicates the decisive role of the charge carriers ex-
plicitly included in the calculations. As a consequence of the EP
and the energetic profile of the molecular orbital energies adapt-
ing to the charge distribution, the HOMO and LUMO molecular or-
bitals (obtained from QM/MM calculations) of the stack localize as
shown in panel b. The QDCP calculations enable one to follow the
real-space distribution of the density of the charge carriers. In
panel c, the hole density distribution is shown for the specified
populations per site (bottom line). It is expressed as the difference
in electron densities for the neutral 10 and charged 1+1 system.
Figure 4. QDCP charge dynamics. The quantum time evolution of the charge carriers under the influence of the atomic dynamics is visual-
ized as a function of time and of the populated molecular sites. The QDCP charge propagation was performed for different temperatures
from 300 to 500 K in steps of 50 K. Note the rapid broadening of the charge distribution along the stack when the temperature increases.
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linear increase of the diffusion coefficient with time. This
is related to the localization of the hole on a single site at
t=0. Later, however, the motion of the charge carrier be-
comes diffusive. As a result the D values drop down and
do not change in the range from 150 to 625 fs (for the dif-
fusive-like regime, see shaded region in Figure 5). The
long-time tail of the time-dependence found for D(t) can
be associated with the irreversible localization of the
wave packet on the last site, serving as a trap of the
moving charge. It is remarkable that in the limit where a
charge does not affect the values of MO energies and
transfer integrals, the diffusion coefficient exhibits a com-
pletely different temporal behavior. This is evident from
the comparison of solid and dashed lines in Figure 5, the
latter obtained without the influence of charge carriers on
the parameters controlling their motion. In the case
where the impact of moving carriers on the values of the
CT parameters is neglected — as happens in most of the
approaches dealing with charge transport — the diffusive
regime does not set in within the time scale studied
(dashed line in Figure 5); instead, only a ballistic behavior
with D(t)~ t is obtained. As a result, we expect a strong
overestimation of the charge carrier mobility if the influ-
ence of the propagating charge onto the CT parameters is
not explicitly taken into account. Based on these findings
we conclude that a moving charge can affect its own
motion in a self-consistent way. We emphasize at this
point the main difference between the approach present-
ed in this study and other standard techniques that solve
a time-dependent problem (either using the Schrçdinger
equation or the density matrix formalism) to study charge
migration :[24–26,28–30] In the latter methodologies no influ-
ence of the charge carrier on the CT parameters is con-
sidered. As a result, the Hamiltonian matrix used as input
for the time propagation does not need to be updated at
each time step to include the changes in the electronic
structure induced by the moving charge. In other words,
in standard approaches we have an input geometry, a pa-
rameterization step (coarse-graining), and then the com-
putation of the charge density time evolution from which
the required transport observables can be obtained. In
more complex situations, where structural fluctuations
play a dominant role, an additional MD simulation is per-
formed and the previously mentioned steps are carried
out at each snapshot along the MD trajectory. In either
case, the time propagation and the computation of the
CT parameters can be decoupled from each other. In con-
trast, within the current approach, molecular dynamics,
parameterization, and time propagation steps are coupled
and build a single loop. Hence, our methodology reduces
to the standard approach since the excess charge becomes
equal zero at the parameterization step.
Using the computed diffusion coefficients D(t) in the
range from 70 to 300 fs, together with the Einstein rela-
tion m(t,T)=D(t)/kBT, we can estimate the charge carrier
mobility m for different temperatures. The results are
shown in Figure 6. As follows from the upper panel of
Figure 5. Time-dependent diffusion coefficient calculated with the
QDCP method. The migration of a hole through a stack of coro-
nene molecules modeled with the QDCP method can be quantified
in terms of the diffusion coefficient. A corresponding result for
300 K is shown by the gray solid line. After an initial increase, a
time window (shaded box, from 170 to 600 fs) is reached where
the diffusion coefficient does not vary significantly with time, indi-
cating the onset of a diffusive-like transport regime. Using the
same molecular system at 300 K, but neglecting the explicit effect
of the charge carriers on the values of the charge transport param-
eters, leads to a ballistic-like behavior of the diffusion coefficient
(black dashed line) and thus to a considerable overestimation of
the mobility.
Figure 6. Hole mobility along the stack of coronene molecules vs.
temperature and time. From the diffusion coefficient the mobility
of the charge carriers can be evaluated using the Einstein relation.
In the upper panel the calculated hole mobility across the coro-
nene stack is shown as a function of the temperature. In each
case, the nearly time-independent diffusion coefficient was used,
as indicated in Figure 5 by the shaded box. In the lower panel the
time-resolved hole mobility is depicted for the same temperature
range starting from 20 fs after the hole was localized on the first
coronene molecule. The behavior shown partly reflects the fact
that two types of mechanisms interfere at these early times in the
transport process. A transition from a ballistic to a diffusive regime
can be found at 50 fs (70 fs) for T=400 K (T=450 K).
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this figure, the hole mobility increases as the temperature
rises up to 400 K, in accordance with experiments in
which the temperature dependence of the mobility was
measured for similar systems.[36]
This behavior can be understood since for higher tem-
peratures the thermal fluctuations allow for a more effec-
tive coupling along the stack, thus leading to larger m
values. Moreover, the QDCP calculations predict that the
dependence m vs. T has a maximum between 400 and
450 K. For T>450 K, however, the influence of thermal
fluctuations becomes detrimental for charge transport: a
thermally induced increase of the inter-molecular distan-
ces in the coronene stack leads to a weakening of the p–p
coupling and thus to a reduction of the mobility. The
latter effect is consistent with the experimentally ob-
served sublimation region.[45] Although it is difficult to
clearly distinguish the crossover between different trans-
port regimes, ballistic and diffusive-like mechanisms can
be described by the QDCP propagation scheme (see
Figure 6, lower panel). In particular, at 450 K a transition
from the initial ballistic regime to a diffusive-like trans-
port regime occurs after 70 fs, whereas at, for example,
350 K the crossover takes place already after 25 fs. We
emphasize that our approach based on the QDCP propa-
gation methodology can equally be applied to other p–p
stacked systems with transport properties which have
been studied experimentally (see, for example, refs. [46]
and [47]).
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have developed a computational method-
ology that allows us to quantify charge transport in mo-
lecular materials via a quantum dynamical propagation of
the carrier wave function. The proposed methodology
takes into account the influence of the charge on the
physical quantities controlling its propagation. Our ap-
proach provides a common basis for studying charge
transport on different length and time scales as well as in
different systems including single molecules, biomolecular
assemblies, and stacks of organic molecules. The essential
feature of our method is the influence of the moving
charge on the electronic coupling matrix elements and
molecular orbital energies, which are considered to be the
main physical quantities governing charge motion. Due to
this influence the moving charge can affect its own
motion in a self-consistent way. Using the QDCP compu-
tational approach, the experimentally measured hole mo-
bility on a coronene stack as well as its temperature de-
pendence were reproduced. This enables us to expect that
the proposed methodology will have a strong impact on
understanding the mechanisms controlling charge migra-
tion at the nanoscale and that it will help in the rational
design of molecular organic materials with optimized
charge transport properties.
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a b s t r a c t
Charge carrier transport under reverse voltage conditions is of major relevance in devices
like organic photo-detectors, organic solar cells (tandem cells), organic light emitting
diodes (generation contacts), and organic Zener diodes. We present organic pin-
diodes comprising molecular doped layers of pentacene and C60 with an adjustable
and reversible reverse breakdown behavior. We discuss the electric ﬁeld and temperature
dependence of the breakdown mechanism and propose a coherent charge transport
scenario to describe the experimental ﬁndings. Within this model a ﬁeld assisted tunnel-
ing of charge carriers over a rather large distance from valence to conductance states
(and vice versa) governs the breakdown behavior. This is in accordance to experimental
observations where charge carriers can overcome a layer thickness of 110 nm in the
breakdown regime.
 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Charge transport mechanisms in reverse biased inor-
ganic semiconductor diodes are well-understood and de-
vices such as Zener diodes, avalanche diodes, and
thyristors make use of them [1,2]. Proposed mechanisms
are the coherent Zener tunneling and the incoherent ava-
lanche breakdown. Both mechanisms are distinguishable
by their electric ﬁeld dependence and their temperature
coefﬁcient. However, little work has been done to under-
stand the underlying mechanisms of charge carrier trans-
port in organic semiconductor devices [3,4]. Experimental
and theoretical investigations on these effects in amor-
phous and polycrystalline organic semiconductor materi-
als are challenging since these materials typically exhibit
at room temperature no band-like transport. Charge carrier
transport occurs via a hopping mechanism between spa-
tially and energetically distributed states, denoted as high-
est occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (LUMOs) for holes and electrons, respectively.
Thus, the energetic and structural disorder in such system
requires a theoretical description that takes this complex
situation for charge carrier transport into account. More-
over, to address the reverse transport phenomena by
experiment, a precise control of the local electric ﬁeld is
indispensable to disclose the ﬁeld-driven nature of reverse
breakdown mechanisms.
In this contribution, we report on organic Zener diodes
comprising a polycrystalline intrinsic layer of pentacene
sandwiched between molecularly doped hole and electron
transport layers of pentacene and C60, respectively. In par-
ticular, we show a precisely adjustable reverse breakdown
up to 20 V without any inﬂuence to the forward direc-
tion. This control of reverse breakdown is possible since
the ﬁeld inside the pin-junction can be directly addressed
by the thickness of the intrinsic interlayer. We have re-
cently demonstrated organic Zener diodes with a precisely
adjustable reverse voltage breakdown. These devices, how-
ever, contain low mobility materials resulting in low cur-
rent densities and long transit times, which makes them
partially inappropriate for some electronic applications,
1566-1199/$ - see front matter  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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e.g. as rectiﬁcation diodes working in the ultra-high-fre-
quency (UHF) region. In the present work, substantial
differences of the reverse breakdown mechanism in com-
parison to [4] are obtained. In particular, rather large dis-
tances for charge carrier transport in reverse direction
are observed. This signiﬁcant difference to the previous
study (distances <10 nm) can partially be attributed to
the difference in energy levels of the materials. However,
as we will point out, caused by the polycrystalline nature
of the intrinsic interlayer of pentacene, the breakdown
condition is predominantly affected by layer morphology
and interface formation. This effect is shown for nip- and
pin-diodes where we demonstrate that the effective tun-
neling barrier width (given by the interlayer thickness) is
strongly affected by the layer sequence. This leads to the
fact that the breakdown voltage of nip-diodes is almost
doubled in comparison to pin-devices for the same inter-
layer thickness.
Besides these experimental investigations, we develop
and discuss a theoretical model to provide a ﬁrst insight
into possible mechanisms of charge carrier transport
under reverse voltage conditions. As starting point a
coupling scenario that accounts for HOMO–LUMO level
interaction of nearest and next nearest neighbor sites is
considered. Owing to the small degree of static disorder
within a pentacene grain, we employ a coherent charge
transport model which can describe the experimental
ﬁndings concerning voltage and interlayer thickness
dependence.
In the present study we have chosen C60 and pentacene
since they are favorable candidates for future electronic
devices due to their rather high mobility in the ﬁeld of or-
ganic semiconductors. In this context, the control of re-
verse charge transport as reported here is of particular
importance to balance forward and reverse current in or-
der to design organic diodes working up to the GHz regime
[5–7].
2. Experimental and theoretical model
2.1. Sample preparation
The devices are prepared on cleaned (ultrasonic treat-
ment in acetone, ethanol, and isopropanol for 5 min and
ozone plasma etching) glass substrates by thermal
evaporation of metals and organic materials under high-
vacuum conditions (base pressure <105 Pa) without
breaking the vacuum. The organic layers are sandwiched
between a bottom contact (aluminum, thickness 50 nm)
and a top contact (aluminum, thickness 100 nm) struc-
tured by deposition through a shadow mask (see Fig. 1a).
Therefore, the active area is deﬁned by the overlap of both
contacts, which is 6.38 mm2. The evaporation conditions
and sequences of the organic hole transport layer (HTL),
the intrinsic interlayer (IIL), and the electron transport
layer (ETL) can be taken from the captions of the individual
ﬁgures. The thicknesses and deposition rates are measured
by quartz crystal monitoring (QCM). The pentacene rate is
kept constant at 0.2 nm/s, while C60 is deposited with a
rate of 0.05 nm/s. The material F6-TCNNQ (2,2-(perﬂuoro-
naphthalene-2,6-diylidene) dimalononitrile) is used as an
effective p-type dopant for pentacene [8], while the n-type
doping of the C60 can be achieved by co-evaporation of
C60 and the material W2(hpp)4 (tetra-kis (1,3,4,6,7,8-
hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato) ditungsten
(II)). For p- as well as for n-type doping, free charge carriers
are provided to the matrix material by charge transfer from
the dopant molecule. For electronic characterization a
Keithley 2400 SMU is used for current–voltage (I–V) inves-
tigations. All samples are measured in dark.
2.2. Minimal model
A ﬁrst-principle description of the electronic structure
of the active part (intrinsic interlayer) of the device as
well as of the charge migration in such a system repre-
sents a very strong challenge from the modeling point
of view. Hence, the use of minimal models catching
some basic physical ingredients of the system can
strongly help to provide a ﬁrst insight into the electrical
response of the system. The model we are envisioning
consists of an electronic tight-binding ladder with N sites
arranged along a linear chain and describing the active
device region. Each site contains two energy levels
sj ðVÞ whose energetic position is determined not only
by the intrinsic electronic structure of the molecular unit
to which they belong, but also by the built-in ﬁeld and
by the applied bias. In a ﬁrst approximation, we will
consider only the HOMO and LUMO electronic states of
each molecular unit as relevant for the following discus-
sion and allow for electronic coupling not only along
HOMO and LUMO pathways (lower and upper strands,
see Fig. 1b), but also cross-terms providing communica-
tion between, e.g. the HOMO on molecule j and the
LUMO on molecule j + 1. In general, the precise spatial
ordering of the molecular building blocks in the experi-
ments is not fully known, but it should have roughly
the structure of a two-dimensional network. To mimic
this 2D arrangement within the linear chain topology,
our model will also include next nearest neighbor
interactions.
The Hamilton operator for the proposed tight-binding
model reads (see also [4]):
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the layer sequence of an organic pin-diode as
used within this work and a sketch of the charge transport materials
pentacene and C60. (b) Energy level diagram of a pin-diode including
different coupling contributions according to Eq. (1).
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The levels are denoted by s = H (HOMO) and L (LUMO).
Assuming a linear ramp along the system induced by the
built-in ﬁeld as well as by the applied potential, a simple
expression for the energetic position of sj ðVÞ can be writ-
ten: sj ðVÞ ¼ s  jjþ jN eV . Here, s is the bare onsite energy
of the molecular orbital (assumed to be site-independent
for simplicity). The local H–L gap DHL = H  L  2.5 eV is
taken to have the order of magnitude of that extracted
from the experimental energy diagram proﬁles. The
strength of the built-in electric ﬁeld is determined by the
parameter j and the term jN eV relates to the applied bias
V.
In Eq. (1), the second and third terms of the ﬁrst row de-
scribe nearest- and next-nearest neighbor coupling terms
along each strand of the ladder. The second row includes
the cross (or inter-strand) coupling between the two legs
of the ladder, always connecting, e.g. the H-state at site j
to the L-state at site j + 1. Similarly, the terms of the third
row couple next-nearest neighbors belonging to different
strands. Notice that the coupling matrix elements tHLAðBÞ
and tLHAðBÞ are assumed to be in general different, although
they are expected to be weaker than the intrastrand inter-
actions tH(L). For the sake of simplicity, we will make the
following assumptions in the calculations: tH ¼ tL ¼ t0;
tH1 ¼ tL1 ¼ kt0; tHLA – tLHA ; tHLB ¼ ktHLA , and tLHB ¼ ktLHA
with 0 < k < 1. All electronic parameters can in principle
be obtained from microscopic ﬁrst-principle calculations;
this goes however beyond the scope of the present mini-
mal model approach. The orders of magnitude of the differ-
ent couplings used later on are, nevertheless, close enough
to realistic values computed with density-functional based
approaches in a different context [9].
The last two rows in Eq. (1) have been included to de-
scribe the electronic structure of the two a = l (left) and r
(right) electrodes to which the active region is connected.
The electrodes are considered, within the present minimal
approach, as source/sink of charges and their inﬂuence will
be included in the calculations via phenomenological cou-
pling parameters. The main effect of coupling the ladder to
electronic baths will be to induce a broadening of the lad-
der electronic states, and thus a ﬁnite lifetime of charges
on the ladder region. The electrode-ladder interaction, gi-
ven by the tka,sj matrix elements is in general not limited
to the ladder sites nearest to the electrodes but it can have
a longer range. This will qualitatively account (see below)
for the fact that the real structural molecular arrangement
in the active region does not in general have a linear chain
topology, so that interactions do not necessarily have to be
conﬁned to the electrodes’ nearest neighboring molecular
units.
Finally, we remark that structural ﬂuctuations of the
molecular units are not considered in the present model.
They may play a role in inﬂuencing, e.g. the temperature
dependence of the transport observables, and would there-
fore require a separate treatment.
2.3. Charge transport: coherent regime
Since the intrinsic pentacene layer does not display a
large degree of static disorder (neglecting dynamic disor-
der), we expect that a transport mechanism based on
coherent tunneling with coherence lengths extending over
few molecules [10] can serve as a reliable starting point for
the discussion of the transport properties. We thus use
Landauer’s theory [11] for the model of Eq. (1) and
calculate the energy-dependent transmission probability
T(E), which can be expressed in terms of the system’s
retarded and advanced Green functions Gr,a(E) as
T(E) = Tr[Ga(E)CrGr(E)Cl]. The Green functions should be
computed including the inﬂuence of the electrodes, so
that they satisfy the matrix Dyson equation Gr;aðEÞ ¼
Gr;a0 ðEÞ þ Gr;a0 ðEÞRr;aðEÞGr;aðEÞ. Hereby, Gr;a0 ðEÞ is the corre-
sponding Green function of the isolated system (no cou-
pling to electronic baths): Gr;a0 ðEÞ ¼ ð½E ig1HÞ1. The
self-energy Rr,a(E) =Rlr, a(E) +Rrr,a(E) encodes the coupling
to the two electronic reservoirs. Finally, the spectral densi-
ties deﬁned as Cl;rðEÞ ¼ iðRrl;rðEÞ  Ral;rðEÞÞ are assumed to be
energy-independent (wide-band approximation) and to
exponentially decay as a function of the separation from
the corresponding electrode:
Cl;nn ¼ CHl ebn; Cr;nn ¼ CHr ebðNnÞ if n 2 H  strand
Cl;nn ¼ CLl ebn; Cr;nn ¼ CLr ebðNnÞ if n 2 L strand
CrðlÞ;n–m ¼ 0: ð2Þ
The electrical current through the system can then be
obtained (ll = EF and lr = EF + eV are the chemical poten-
tials of the electrodes with a common Fermi energy EF):
IðVÞ ¼ 2e
h
Z
dE½f ðE llÞ  f ðE lrÞTðEÞ: ð3Þ
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental results
We address reverse charge transport in organic pin-
diodes containing C60 and pentacene for pin- as well as
for nip-structures. For sake of comparability we discuss
for nip- and pin-diodes in parallel I–V curves, their temper-
ature, and their interlayer thickness dependence. The con-
sideration of nip- and pin-diodes is required here since
structural properties of pentacene thin ﬁlms predomi-
nantly inﬂuence the layer morphology and subsequently
the reverse breakdown behavior of such diodes. By taking
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such structural properties into account, we can disclose a
similarity between pin- and nip-structures which reveals
a general character of the proposed breakdown mecha-
nism. The pin/nip-concept is beneﬁcial for controlling the
electrical ﬁeld within an organic semiconductor device.
Owing to the doped electron and hole transport layers on
both sides close to the contacts, the built-in potential is
not affected by the contact material. The ﬁeld within the
junction is determined by the difference of electrochemical
potentials in the hole and electron transport layer. Thus,
for low injection conditions the drop of applied external
bias voltage and built-in potential occurs over the intrinsic
layer of the pin-junction [12]. Relying on this, varying the
interlayer thickness leads to a modiﬁcation of electric ﬁeld
in order to study ﬁeld driven generation and dissociation
processes of charge carriers.
We show in Fig. 2 the I–V curves of C60/pentacene pin/
nip-structures for different interlayer thicknesses varying
from 50 nm to 150 nm of pentacene. In forward direction
(positive bias voltage) one can typically identify two differ-
ent regions [13,14]: a parasitic leakage current for low for-
ward voltages (here <0.2 V) and a regime describable by
Shockleys theory [13,14] with the typical exponential cur-
rent rise. Focusing on the inﬂuence of the intrinsic inter-
layer thickness on forward voltage performance we see
that according to Harada et al. [13] the exponential region
of the I–V curve is almost unaffected by the interlayer
thickness. For small forward and reverse voltages (leakage
regime), however, we obtain deviations in the I–V curves
for different thicknesses. This is due to the fact that for
small voltages the leakage regime is governed by the resis-
tance of the depleted intrinsic layer.
In reverse direction two clear regimes are visible: a
leakage current regime and a reversible reverse break-
down. The leakage current level, dominating the low
voltage region, is weakly affected by the interlayer thick-
ness, meaning that the interlayer provides a sufﬁcient
blocking in reverse and a signiﬁcant generation of charges
inside the interlayer does not occur. Focusing on the break-
down regime, however, we can clearly observe that the
interlayer thickness determines the breakdown voltage
(see Fig. 2a and b). As depicted in Fig. 2c and d, we can de-
scribe the leakage contribution by an Ohmic behavior,
while for the breakdown current an exponential rise (or
as indicated in Fig. 2d, a power law with an exponent lar-
ger than 12) is observed. This reverse breakdown is com-
pletely reversible. An irreversible breakdown can be
observed for static current densities >50 A/cm2 which is
presumably caused by internal heating. In order to study
the nature of the breakdown mechanism in detail we dis-
cuss its electric ﬁeld dependence as well as its temperature
dependence. These measurements help to clarify whether
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Fig. 2. Current–voltage curves of organic (a and c) nip- and (b and d) pin-diodes comprising C60 and pentacene for different intrinsic layer thicknesses as
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the obtained breakdownmechanism is originated by a tun-
neling or an avalanche process. Moreover, the quantitative
analysis of ﬁeld dependence and temperature activation is
of essential importance for theoretical modeling of the
devices.
To investigate the fundamental dependency of the de-
scribed breakdown effect on the electric ﬁeld, we show
in Fig. 3a for different interlayer thicknesses the reverse
current density measured within the breakdown regime
for a ﬁxed voltage. For both, pin- and nip-diodes, we obtain
an exponential relation between the interlayer thickness
and the reverse current. However, the slopes of both curves
are different and furthermore they show a certain offset.
Unfortunately, a graph as shown in Fig. 3a cannot be re-
corded for nip- and pin-diodes for the same reverse volt-
age. This is caused by the fact that it has to be
guaranteed that both devices are working in the break-
down regime for all thicknesses.
Three aspects have to be considered as possible reasons
for the different behavior of nip- and pin-diodes. Firstly,
both pin- and nip-devices might differ in their energy level
diagram, secondly, the layer morphology might depend on
the layer sequence and thirdly, the tunneling process in
pin- and nip-diodes might be substantially different.
From a ﬁrst perspective nip- and pin-diodes are sym-
metrical and accordingly strong discrepancies in the en-
ergy diagram are not expected. Nevertheless, as it has
been shown by Verlaak et al. [15], a modiﬁcation of the
molecular arrangement depending on the layer sequence
might cause the appearance of interface dipoles which
can affect charge carrier transport. However, X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern (compare [8]) recorded for doped and un-
doped pentacene show that pentacene molecules are
oriented in the (001) direction independent of the layer
sequence. Hence, we have no evidence for a different
molecular arrangement in pin- and nip-diodes.
The second effect which might explain the differences
shown in Fig. 3a is a modiﬁed layer morphology depending
on the layer sequence. Hence, the interlayer thickness has
to be seen as an effective thickness with a value depending
on the layer roughness and on the ﬁlm coverage. In this
context, we suppose that the p-doped layer of pentacene
predominantly governs the ﬁlm properties and the inter-
face formation. It has been shown recently [8] that the
roughness of pentacene ﬁlms is strongly increased upon
doping. Hence, in case of pin-diodes, where a p-doped
layer of pentacene serves as the bottom layer, the rough-
ness of the intrinsic pentacene layer is mainly affected by
the doped layer below and it can exceed 30 nm (RMS value,
taken from scanning force microscopy measurement). If
C60 is deposited to the ﬁnalized the pin-structure, the
C60 penetrated into the deep pitches of the pentacene ﬁlm
resulting in a reduction of the effective interlayer thick-
ness. This effect has also been observed by Salzmann
et al. [16]. Hence, the effective interlayer thickness in case
of pin-diodes is less than the layer thickness measured by
QCM. This gives rise to the fact that the breakdown voltage
for the same interlayer thickness is considerably larger for
nip- than for pin-diodes (see Fig. 2a and b). Furthermore,
caused by this penetration, the value of the interlayer
thickness is blurred which should lead to a smooth
transition from the leakage to the breakdown regime. This
is in accordance to the I–V curves as shown in Fig. 2d. In
case of nip-diodes, however, the intrinsic layer of penta-
cene is deposited onto a smooth surface of C60 which leads
to a reduced surface roughness of <15 nm (RMS, value
depends on the ﬁlm thickness). Furthermore, the p-doped
pentacene is not ﬁlling up the pitches within the intrinsic
pentacene layer below. Additionally, since we obtain a
sharp transition from the Ohmic leakage regime to the re-
verse breakdown, it can be deduced that the interlayer be-
tween the intrinsic pentacene and the doped pentacene is
not blurred.
This argumentation is in line with the experimental
ﬁndings presented in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3b, the reverse
breakdown current scales with the electric ﬁeld. Therefore,
it has to be considered for the interpretation of Fig. 3a that
the curves for nip- and pin-devices are recorded for differ-
ent voltages. Relying on a ﬁeld driven breakdown mecha-
nism and assuming that besides the differences in layer
formation and morphology no other aspect is inﬂuencing
the breakdown behavior, we expect that both curves
shown in Fig. 3a should be parallel. This behavior can in-
deed be seen comparing the slopes with respect to the
voltage ratio. The slopes are determined to be 0.025 and
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Fig. 3. Current density within the reverse breakdown versus interlayer
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those from Fig. 2. To ensure that devices are operating within the
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0.035 dec/nm for pin- and nip-diodes, respectively. This
corresponds to a ratio of 0.71 which almost exactly reﬂects
the voltage ratio of 0.7. Therefore, for the same voltage
both curves shown in Fig. 3a should run in parallel and
they should show only a certain offset which is governed
by the effective interlayer thickness depending on the layer
sequence. This consequently means that there is not sub-
stantial difference of the breakdown mechanism for pin-
and nip-diodes.
Fig. 4a displays temperature dependent measurements
of a nip-diode operating in reverse direction. From this
data, we derive the activation energy of current, which is
possible since the current obeys an Arrhenius-like behav-
ior. In this way, a remarkable difference in temperature
activation of current can be seen between the leakage re-
gime and the breakdown region. While for the leakage re-
gime we obtain an activation energy of 50 meV, a steep
drop of activation energy is measured if the device is oper-
ating in the breakdown regime. In this part of the I–V
curve, the activation energy is determined to be 10 meV
and it can be even less for higher reverse voltages. The acti-
vation energy of 10 meV represents a lower limit of exper-
imental accuracy since due to the large current densities it
is not possible with the current setup to determine smaller
activation energies. The obtained values of activation en-
ergy are not changing for different interlayer thickness
and there are only slight variations between pin- and
nip-diodes. In summary, we have shown that the revers-
ible breakdown behavior in organic pin- and nip-diodes
containing pentacene and C60 exhibits an exponential
thickness and ﬁeld dependency as well a very weak tem-
perature activation. Thus, it is likely that the breakdown
behavior can be attributed to a ﬁeld-driven tunneling pro-
cess. We want to emphasize the differences between the
present work and our former study [4], where the current
density within the breakdown changes by one order of
magnitude by every additional nanometer of intrinsic
interlayer. In this work, however, the thickness depen-
dence of breakdown behavior is signiﬁcantly less suggest-
ing a substantial difference in the origin of the reverse
breakdown mechanism. This strong difference is partially
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for different reverse voltages. The I–V curve shown in (b) is recorded at
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison of the experimentally measured current–voltage
characteristics (dotted lines) and the computed curves (solid lines) using
the model of Eq. (1) in the coherent transport regime. Parameters:
tH ¼ tL ¼ t0 ¼ 0:25 eV; tHLA ¼ 0:28 eV; tLHA ¼ 0:015 eV, and tH1 ¼ tL1 ¼ kt0;
tHLB ¼ ktHLA , and tLHB ¼ ktLHA with k = 0.4. The number of sites in the
ladder was taken to be N = 8, 11, 14, and 17, corresponding to
the experimental effective lengths of L = 50, 70, 90, and 110 nm. The
corresponding values of the built-in ﬁeld were j8 = 0.32 eV,
j11 = 0.28 eV, j14 = 0.20 eV, j17 = 0.18 eV. The coupling coefﬁ-
cients in Eq. (2) were taken as CHl ¼ 0:015 eV; CHr ¼ 0:12 eV;
CLl ¼ 0:12 eV; CLr ¼ 0:015 eV. The decay exponent of the electronic cou-
pling to the electrodes b  0.9. (b) Log-plot of the theoretically computed
I–V characteristics. The inset shows the dependence of the current at a
ﬁxed bias V = 7 V, on the length of the ladder. The red dashed line in the
inset serves only as guide for the eye.
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caused by the different energy gap for the materials pre-
sented here and discussed in [4]. However, this cannot
fully explain the observed behavior. We presume that
within the ordered, polycrystalline pentacene interlayer a
strong coupling of electronic states is present. This would
lead to an enlarged tunneling distance under reverse volt-
age conditions and accordingly to a different breakdown
behavior than reported in [4].
3.2. Theoretical results
The used Ansatz for sj ðVÞ in Eq. (1) allows to describe
qualitatively the behavior of the system at bias with differ-
ent signs (see also Ref. [4]): with increasing V > 0, the built-
in ﬁeld jj can be progressively counter-acted by the volt-
age-dependent term (j/N)eV, the energy levels become
increasingly aligned and the current can dramatically grow
due to the reduction of tunnel barriers between neighbor-
ing sites. For V < 0, charge transport is strongly reduced up
to a certain critical bias V⁄; the energy scale jeV⁄j is re-
lated to local resonant tunneling, i.e. when H- and L-levels
at sites j and j + 1, respectively, have approximately the
same energy. Fig. 5 shows the calculated I–V curves in
comparison to the measured ones for different thicknesses
of the active region. Different effective lengths of the real
device are mimicked by different numbers of sites in the
ladder while approximately keeping the same ratio as in
the experimental systems: 8:11:14:17  50:70:90:110.
The theoretical curves were moreover scaled by an arbi-
trary factor, since the experiments measure current densi-
ties and in our approach only currents are obtained. As a
result, a direct quantitative comparison between the com-
puted absolute values of the current with those measured
in the experiments turns out to be difﬁcult. However, in
the present discussion what matters are the relative rela-
tions for different device thicknesses. Therefore, we clearly
see in Fig. 5a that the observed experimental trends as a
function of the device thickness can be nicely described
by the current model. The bottom panel of Fig. 5b shows
a log plot of the I–V curves and the inset the scaling of
the current at a ﬁxed bias with the number of sites in the
ladder for the four cases considered: N = 8, 11, 14, and
17. We ﬁnd, in nice agreement with the experimental re-
sults shown in the top panel of Fig. 3 an approximate linear
scaling of log I(V)  V⁄  N, with a  0.38.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we report a reverse breakdown behavior in
organic pin-diodes comprising molecular doped pentacene
und C60. The reverse voltage breakdown is reversible and
can be adjusted by the interlayer thickness within the
pin-stack. We reveal an exponential relation between the
breakdown current and the applied electric ﬁeld and more-
over an extremely low activation energy of current
(<10 meV) within the breakdown regime has been found.
These ﬁndings suggest a tunneling-like transport from va-
lence to conductance states where charge carrier can move
over several tens of nanometers under reverse voltage con-
ditions. In order to prove the experimental results we dis-
cuss a theoretical model based on a electronic ladder
described within the framework of a tight-binding
Hamiltonian. Different couplings that allow for intrastrand
as well as interstrand interaction are taken into account.
The low degree of static disorder facilitates to employ a
coherent transport model according to Landauer’s theory.
Within this model, we are able to show a general accor-
dance between the experimental observations and the the-
oretical model. Moreover, the model provides a semi-
quantitative description of the experimental results.
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